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PREFACE.
This thesis was undertaken because the 
importance of the subject was threefold — literary, concept­
ual and practical. The literary importance of the subject 
arose from the fact that, in much of his poem, the poet 
followed very closely the detail of a known source which 
provided him with his raw material. As an excellent text 
of this source was now available, it was possible to place 
the raw material side by side with the poem and to observe 
the process of composition carefully and minutely over a 
wide extent of its sustained activity. In the Vulgate 
genesis the student was presented with the essence of what 
the poet of Genesis A was about to say; and the differ­
ences between the two works represented the exercising of
the poet’s powers of composition. . Thus, a knowledge of1 * • ’ «■
what the poet intended to say would, in comparison with his \ 
final expression of this material, yield considerable know­
ledge of A.S. style and literary methods.
Another aspect of the literary importance 
of this subject lay in the quality of the poet’s source.
The A.S. poets had before written epic poetry based upon 
subject matter which was almost wholly pagan, and was Christ­
ian only in those details which Christian theology had altered 
or added. Genesis A. whatever the exact date of its compos- ■ 
itioh, is certainly the earliest poem of any magnitude in 
which the basis is material which Is Christian in bulk and 
in detail. The poet was thus faced with the problem of 
fitting material of a totally new ethos into an old poetic 
style, and into a vocabulary in which pagan ideas were still 
suspended. A comparison of source and poem would show the 
reciprocal effect of the material and style upon each other.
The same tension between.the old and the
new provided the conceptual importance of the subject;
During the period before the conversion by Augustine, Christ­
ianity in England was the religion of enemies, slaves and :
1 Wilisc1 barbarians, and in consequence can have aroused 
little Interest, despite the presence of the IsolatedLiudhard 
in Kent# It came to the peoples of the north as something 
new, and would inevitably affect them deeply. A poem 
devoted to Christianity by a poet from the newly Christian 
civilisation would display something of the effect which the 
conversion had had upon the men of his own day, and this 
also would appear from the comparison of the source and the 
poem, and a careful consideration of the addition of comment 
by the poet, either overt in the sense of the poem, or im­
plied in the mood or tone of his work.
But the conversion of A.S. i^gland was a 
gradual process, and at first Christianity ebbed as frequently 
and as strongly as It flowed, especially in the north of Eng­
land: even Theodore and Hadrian were not able to exorcise
paganism completely from men*8 minds. Some pagan elements 
remained alive in A.S. culture long after the day of the 
missionaries, and pagan habits of thought persisted long. 
partly in the light of these, the A.S. mind made its own ass­
essment and valuation of Christian ideas and Biblical material; 
and the assessment and valuation were naturally to be reflected 
in the first Christian epic poem*
The practical importance of the subject 
rested principally upon the fact that relatively little work 
had been done in this field# Those works which dealt with 
Christianity In A.S. l&igland were mostly devoted to a purely 
historical or ecclesiological treatment of the subject. Those 
which extended their view to include A.S. poetry, and those 
which examined specifically the Christian element in A.s
poetry, were with few exceptions devoted to poems other then ? 
Genesis A* The few works which bore at all directly upon 
the subject of this thesis were all written long before the ;' A 
publication of a text of the Vulgate with an adequate and 
complete textual apparatus. The only one which was of any 
length was designed for the observation of outstanding diff­
erences of factual content, and avoided any attempt at the 
explanation or interpretation of these differences.
There was however, a further practical 
reason for undertaking this work: this was that little 
attempt had been made to estimate whether the A.s. poet had 
used any Christian material other than the Vulgate. (That 
such material was available has been briefly argued in the 
following pages of this preface, but requires little support). 
Research had already shown that in two isolated instances a : 
possible source might be found for extra-Biblical material in 
Genesis But no consistent examination of the whole poem
had been made with this object in view. There was no.record 
of what commentators had been examined in the course of the 
search for any indication that the poet had used them: more 
important, there was no record of what commentators the poet 
had in fact read, nor any statement at all of the use he had 
made of his reading* A complete examination of the patristicX 
background to the A.S. poem as shown in Genesis A had still 
to be mode. • "'••5
It was plain then from the content of 
Genesis A that its author had used the Biblical Genesis as the 
immediate source of his poem, and accordingly the required 
method of conducting this examination was to compare Genesis^ 
verse by verse and word by word with the Vulgate Genesis.
It should be added that all variant readings of all manuscripts
of the Vulgate Genesis were likewise considered: although 
the majority of these came from manuscripts which post-dated ■ 
the composition of Genesis A, the possibility that the A.S. 
poet had used an archetypal manuscript now lost had to be 
taken into account* ultimately it became clear that some- - 
thing akin to this had indeed happened and that the poet had 
probably used a text no longer surviving but related to the 
so-called Ashbumham Codex or Codex Parisinus (Paris, Biblio- 
theque Nationalst inter latinos noviter adquisitos, 233.4)*
This was deduced principally fro® the forms of the names in 
the poem, as is set out in Appendix 11.
The possibility that the poet had used A 
an Old Latin Genesis could not at first simply be ignored, ; 
and this text was hence examined in parallel with the other- : 
two* However, the occurrence of a genealogy in which the 
Old Latin Genesis gave forms which differed widely from those 
common to the Vulgate Genesis and the A.S. Genesis A estab- = 
lished that the poet must have used a Vulgate Genesis as his 
source: in consequence, references to the Old Latin Genesis
have been restricted to footnotes#
As the comparison was made, it became 
evident that much Vulgate material had been omitted by the 
A.S. poet* While some omissions were obviously due to 
; lacunae in Genesis A* others were not. The first explan­
ation sought was that these others might be due to lacunae 
in the poet’s Biblical text: but this explanation could not 
be accepted. intrinsically it was unsatisfactory, as the 
poet could well have supplied his knowledge from elsewhere: 
at the beginning of this study it became clear that the mat­
erial omitted by the A *3. poet did not consistently coincide 
with the lacunae in any one Vulgate manuscript, though some 
affinity with the Codex Barisinus appeared: finally, the '
explanation was rejected because the poet wasusing a lost 
text and the exact details of its composition were no'"longer-y
ascertainable* » ‘
Accordingly, an attempt has been made to ; 
account for such omissions in terms of the poet’s known aims 
and methods and with reference to the general conditions of 
A.S* poetry (e,g. its oral recitation)* But great caution 
has been required, as the evidence for the reason for any 
particular omission is necessarily indirect or negative.
At the same time, as the comparison pro- ; ) 
grossed, the many changes which the poet had made to the 
Vulgate material became plain* In magnitude and importance y 
they ranged fro® changes of individual words, through changes 
of expression and emphasis to striking transpositions of 
Biblical material and the addition of material which was 
found to come from other sources altogether: nor could 
consideration be limited to the content of the poem} changes 
in mood and tone had also to be regarded* .
In the consideration of each change made y 
by the poet, help was sought from the content and circumstances 
of the change itself, and also from comparison with similar 
changes in other parts of the poem. This done, the reason 
which prompted the poet to make that particular change was 
sought, and an attempt was made to decide whether his motives 
arose from considerations of style, from his background as a ‘U 
Germanic poet, or from some other origin* At the exid of the 
study, the information thus obtained was collated under various 
headings of the conclusions.
It soon became evident however, that the 
material which the poet was adding was derived from sources' 
beyond the Vulgate, and beyond the poet’s own background, 
mental or cultural* As had been planned, the patristic
commentators were included as possible sources for motive or ; 
content of alteration or addition,
. There is at first sight little evidence //' 
for assessing how much patristic writing was available to 
the A.8, poet, Alenin’s verses on the contents of his lib- '/ 
rary at York and four random bequests each of a few books by ;
various donors to various foundations alone remain to testify , 
to the existence of any libraries at all in A.S. England.
The first surviving library catalogue is as late as 1095 and/ 
the first catalogue from Whitby is later still by almost e / 
century. -
But this impression of scarcity is at 
once contradicted by the list of patristic writers whose ."•'•/ 
works are either quoted or cited by Bede, The list is most 
impressive, and, along with Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory and \ 
Jerome, it includes many lesser writers. Beyond, its intrin­
sic value, this list is important in'the contrast it offers 
to the scarcity of formal records. For the contrast estab-7 /
lishes a cogent probability that the list of patristic works 
available to monasteries in Biglond included many more works
than those whose existence is to be traced either through the
meagre records or through quotation or citation in the works
of Bede or others. For this reason it is unsafe to assume / 
that any patristic work in existence before the year 700 was 
unknown to the A.S. poet until the work has been compared 
wi th Gen esis_A ♦ /
£ , A fresh problem is posed by the poet’s /
reference to Seth as smdberendes (1.1145a). This has been ( 
traced ultimately•to a legend which makes no other appearance 
in English till after the Borman Conquest. The emergence of 
such a ’source’ implies either that some patristic works 
available to the A.S. poet have since been lost or forgotten,
viil
or that a continuing tradition of verbal commentary existed 
alongside the written work. Both alternatives are possible 
and both probable, the latter wore so from the conservative 
nature of the early Catholic teaching,. As there is now no 
way of finding how long such verbal commentary would take to 
appear in writing, no. patristic work could safely be ignored, 
irrespective of its date in relation to the poet.
Accordingly the scope of this enquiry 
has included all the patriotic works written in Latin up to 
the year 1500, But within this compass some selection had 
to be made, as it was patently impossible for all the com- , 
mentators prior to this year to be read in detail: the
selection was based upon the various indices to works, sub­
ject matter, persons, topics and words in Migne’s Patrologia 
Latina, supplemented by other reading where necessary, ‘ 
Complete lists of all texts consulted have been included in 
Appendix I,.
Quotation from older works was regarded 
by many patristic writers as t heir most powerful argument; ; 
indeed some works, such as Bede’s Commontarius in Genesim, 
atfe largely composed of Quotations, seldom acknowledged; 
others, such as Walafrid Strabo’s Glossa Qrdlnaria have ver- ; 
batim quotation of older authorities as their object. In 
these circumstances, it has not often been possible to identify 
certainly which commentator the A,S, poet had in mind. Where 
a decision has been reached it has been based on verbal corres* 
pondance and thereafter upon the historical order of the 
commentators, Full quotations from the commentators are 
given at the relevant points in the commentary on the text,
Some of the information gained from this 
collation of Genesis A and the commentators has been included
i,
where appropriate in the other chapters of the conclusions: 
but most of it has boon reserved for the chapter on■the 
poet*s use of the patristic writings# A summary of the 
extent of the poet’s reading of the commentators is also 
included#
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Commentary on the Text.'
‘ '■ - ,'115
Lines l-12ai
The resemblance between the opening
lines of Genesis A> Hi 1-12a
Us is riht micel fret we rodera weard; 
wereda wuldorciningj wordum herigen,1 2
raodum lufienj He is mregna sped, 
he&fod ealra 1 heahgesceafta, 
free mlmihtigi fes him f turns o;fre> 
or geworden* ne nu ende cymp 
ecean drihtnesi ac he bib a rice 
ofer heofenstol&s; Heagum prymmum 
sobfost and swibfeorm sweglbosmas heoldj 
pa wmron gesette wide and side 
purh geweald godes wuldres bearnum^ 
gasta weardura;
and the Hymn ascribed to Caedmon has often been discussed; 
but the most probable explanation of the similarity is that- '.’ 
of L. Michel who suggests that these lines of Genesis A are 
related to the ££&efatio in the liturgy^ referring partic- 
ularly to the Hi vine Liturgy of James. - This text and 
Genesis A do not correspond very closely, but Michel’s case 
can-be strengthened by the fact that the ideas in the open- •
ing lines of Genesis A are common in other liturgical texts; 
for example a preefatio from the so-called Missale Gothicum 
reads Dignum et justurn est aequurn et justurn eat nos tibi hie • 
et ubique gratias .agere, tibi laudes dicere et hostias
i mmole re, et confiteri misericordias tuas Homine sancte, 
Pater omnipotens, aeterne Heus, quoniam magnus es tu, et
f&eiejns mir&bHia; tu es Heus solus. Tu fecisti caelos "" —* — — —* ™ — —~ —--
in intellectus; tu formasti terram super aquas*.....$
and Gregory the Great’s Hacramentary gives Vere dignum et
1. L. Michel. Genesis A and-the Praefatio in Modern Language
Kotos, Baltimore, Vol«62,~pp.545-550. -
2. Migne, P.L. Vol.72, Col.276.
iustum est, aequuro et salutere nos tibi semper et ubique 
gratias agere Porcine sancte, Pater omnipotens, aeterne 
Beue per Christum pcminum nostrum* Per quern majestatea f 
tuam laudant angeli adorant dpminstiones♦*♦..,Wo more 
exact source has been traced so far} indeed, from the / 
frequency with which these ideas occur in Christian writing!, 
it seems doubtful if any one praefatio can be isolated as y: 
the source of these lines of Genesis A; at the same time? 
it seems certain that the Apoet turned to some extra- ? 
Biblical work for the expression of his own aim and purpose 
in writing his poe® -the praise of the Baity, and the >
spreading of Christianity,
Lines. i£b-Mai,' '" . ,.
The passages following need not be ,• 
quoted in detail as there is no known source with which to J
compare them* They must come from some source other then 
the Vulgate Genesis, in which there is no mention either of 
the Angels or their Jail} and. the inclusion of this mat< 
erial testifies to the width of the poet’s religious know­
ledge, ' . '
The first passage * ll*12b~24&, contains; 
several interesting pointe, of which the most striking is ? 
the A.S* poet’s interest in psychology, expressed in beorhte 
(1.14a), swibe fiesolige (1,18a), for. oferhygde (1.22b'
2i5S.i (1.25b), .wfst and oferhygd, and pass ehglei 
mod (1*29), and niges ofpyrsted (1,32a), The result of 
these lines which reproduce similar interests of A.8. pagan
1. Migne, P.L. Vol.78, col,25.
2, for a full list oi writings consulted to find the exact •
source of these lines, see App. x, Lists I and II. -
poetry is to bring the material in this poem more closely
into the A.S. world• A..S. poet’s purpose, of glorifying
God appears in this passage also, in the phrases wuldor- T 
festan wio werodes pryame / aid■and swegltorht (ll,27-28aj. 
Finally an A.8,' Influence, exercised through the vocabulary 
in ’heroic’ words like aldor (1.2G&), siblufan (1,24b) and ; 
werodes (1.27b), is crystallised in Satan’s determination to 
build ham and heahset1 (1,33a). As a realistic poetic 
expression it is a proof of the poet’s skills as a device 
to familiarise his material for his audience it shows his 
aptness in expressing metaphysical ideas in terms the 
audience will readily understand.
Lines ...34b* 45a. .
Another method of familiarisation is 
seen in the immediately subsequent lines which describe 
Hell * the substitution of equivalent ideas; for among 
the expressions used in connection with the rebellious 
angels are wreeclicne ham (1,?7&) and wr^ona (1.39b). isxile, 
the worst of fates1 in the A.8* heroic world has been added:
5 • ' ' - . ’ • fc i \ r'‘
to the pains of Hell, the worst of punishments in the 
Christian world. The most moving idea from the one world? 
has been made to correspond with the most moving idea from
I MM,
Death could at least be noble; it could lead to fame and 
the lof lifgendra, lastworda betst, but the mention of 
exile is always accompanied~by reference to its sorrows 
and trials. The attitude to death in the Seafarer, 11. 
72-79a, is fatalistic but stoical; the attitude to exile 
in the Wanderer, the Wl_f.es » s Complaint, the Fortunes of / 
Mon< (11.27*327 etc, is without excei^tioh gloomy and~des* 
pairing, Dear a1one shows,a more res i I iont spirit.
It is interesting to note that no such substitution appear 
in Genesia 3:' but the idea of exile in substitution as 
the greatest of punishments reappears later in Genesis ji.; 
(of. 3-hfra pp.5,50,347. ) and this tends to discount-" = 
Sievers tripartite division of the Genesis poems.
(Beitrage, Yol.50,pp.426 sq.) .
2
the other, finally, it is a mark of the poet’s skill 
that he retains the wore abstract and vague expression 
witebrogan (1.45a) until it has been well authenticated by 
the more precise torments of ll,42~44a
synnihte beseald, susle geinnod,
geondfolen fyre and fercyle, .
rece and re&de lege. '
Lines 45 b-5la, ' '
Amongst other material, these lines tell
of the ultimate defeat of the rebelling angels, although 
their attempt against God has not yet taken place. Such 
an anticipation, destroying the dramatic suspense of the 
situation, is common in A.S. poetry; and it is probable 
that the passage was deliberately given this function to 
bring the A.s. poem nearer to the familiar pagan poems in 
the attitude shown to the material of which it is composed. 
hines^^lb-M.
There follows the account of the strife
between God and the rebelling angels* and despite the 
eagerness which A.S. poets usually show to describe battles, 
there is no battle here: the poet is too good a theologian
to permit the angels to war against omnipotence. Instead, 
the A.S. delight in battle is transmuted into rejoicing in 
God’s victory: but the idea of battle remains present,
expressed with skilful subtlety through the diction of the 
passage, in (mod) getwfde (1.55b), besloh (g^nsceagan) 
(1.55a), feond (1.57a), (tom) gewr^c (1.58b), etc, to 
satisfy the emotion which the situation might arouse in the 
poet’s audience. At the same time, the poet again focusses 
attention on the psychological aspect of the conflict in
gegremed gramme (1.61a) etc> The two interests are allied
in grep on wrabe (l«Slb)* < Thus the poet has retained the 
emotion which would please his audience, included the psycho1- 
ogic&l comments which would interest them,. and shifted the - 
conflict out of physical realms to suit the metaphysical \ 
aspect of his material, providing an instanceof how the 
Germanic and Biblical worlds affect each other* ,
■ Iines__6J^77*’ ■ . • , . . • .. ■ . <•/<.
The battle over# the poet gives the
account of the punishment of the i'allen Angels, and again '<;• 
exile is present to hid mind, as the expression twice shows. 
The angels go on langne sib (1.66b) and on wrace (l*71b).
The poet however stresses the idea of distance’as well as •’ 
the idea of exile, and;.it is just.possible, that he may. be 
evoking some raee*«memory from the migration days; but on -> 
the other hand he may simply be using the always heroic idea 
of vast distance* - ■
' Unes^ 78-.91* ' ' ' ’ • \
. There follows a long bridge passage which
leads ultimately to the use of the Vulgate Genesis Ch*;I,v.l. 
The first part of this bridge passage, in 11.77-91 forms a:^ 
connecting lithe not only in content, but psychologically as 
well: -for it allows the gradual discharge of the emotion
which has been raised by the account of the strife and the 
punishment, until the tranquillity of the description of 
Heaven, with which it closes, does not seem out of place* ; 
In including it, the poet shows considerable skill in the 
construction of his poem. Moreover, it performs the same ; 
connecting function stylistically as the imagery of battle 
is at- first maintained then gradually abandoned in the 
metaphors from military organisation in peoden his begnum 
(1.60a) duguba, mid drihtne (1.61a) and finally in orlegnib 
(1.84b). . ■ ' - ' . . . • . • 3
Line#;, 92**102.
The second section of the bridge passage 
transfers the interest of the p.oea fro© Heaven to the q.ues- \ 
tion of who shall occupy it, and the poet is careful to lay 
emphasis upon hod’s wish that inhabitants might ultimately 
be found for it* This wish is an essential part of the A 
motivation of the whole poem and the poet’s emphasis on it A 
shows at once the wide view he takes of his material, and - 
theycare he exercises over the structure of his poem* .
Line
The bridge passage concludes approp- - A
riately with an imaginative description of Chaos just before 
the Creation. The passage is not without relationship to A 
the Vulgate Oh.I, v.2; the .phrase idel and unnyt (1.106a) 
echoes thyinanis et vacua of the h&tin, and the poet’s 
whole concept of Chaos seems founded upon the tenebrae super 
facie© abyssj$ but the poet is not yet ready to deal with 
the Bible in detail, and instead, again with structural - A? 
ingenuity, he uses the cyclic technique to emphasise the .-5 
universal darkness in which the Creator shaped the universe!A
1. it may not be purely coincidental-'that the two..final A 
lines of this passage, 11*110-111, both alliterate upon ■ 
the same sound, the semivowel <$ * ' the‘dovice may have 
suggested itself as a type pf structural punctuation.
7Une,s,.X12^1l6a>
The A.8. poet commences to follow the 
Vulgate closely in 11.112-1X6&,
Her mrest gesceop ece drihten, > • 
helm eallwihta, heofon and eorban, 
rodor anerde, and pis rume land 
gestapelode strangum uiihtum, 
free yelmihtig.
which are based on the Vulgate Ch.X, v.l,
In principle creevit Deus caelum et terram.
The main difference is that the poet seeks emphasis for 
the Creation in the cyclic movement of A .3. epic style, 
using this familiar technique to serve the now material.
These lines also should be compared 
with Caedmon’s Hymn; the phrases mrest gesceop, ece 
drihten, frea mlmihtig are common to both, while str&ngum 
aiihturo (Genesis A, 1.115b) is similar to metudes myhte 
(Caedmon’s Hymn, 1.2a). But ece drihten and frea mlmihtig 
are the common currency of A.8. religious x^oetry; and 
gesoeop seems the natural word for creavit, while the idea 
in mihtum is suggested by almost every commentator who 
mentions this verse of the Bible. * On the other hand, the 
*f echo11 of the Vulgate caelum et terrain in the A.S. heofon 
and e o rftan (Genesis _ A, 1.115b) is of the type which else­
where occurs when the poet is closely translating his source 
There is in fact no need to suppose any connection whatso- 
ever between the two poems.
Lines JL16b*lgla.
in the next lines of the A.8. poem, the
Vulgate, v.2
terra autem erat inanis et vacua
f *■*" * -‘ * J 1/TjM-oWfl «««» .to» rap<jhU«my,■ wt<
i». Por commentators consulted on Genesis in general, see APP 
1, Listiiij for those on the Creation, App.l, List IV.
2. cf. infra p.48.
et tenebrae super faciem abyssi 
et spiritus Dei ferebatur super aquas
appears as ll.ll6b-121a, . -
Polde «s Jpa gyta 
gxwm ungrehe; garsecg J>eahte 
sweart synnihte, side and wide, 
wonne wgas. J>a mi wuldortorht 
heofonweardes gast ofer holm boron
aiclum spedum. 7
and the A.S. poet is not simply translating but rearranging,
and as he does so, introducing as much visible detail as he
can* Por at least some of this detail he turned to the ' i
commentators, who give him warrant for translating abyss! \ 
as fi^rgecg ,(1,117b)? the suggestion of the appropriate 
visual detail is a function they often perform for the poet. 
Lines 121b~125.
The poet’s handling of the following 
verse from the Vulgate, v.5,
dixitque Deus fiat lux et facta est lux
forms the basis for ll.X21b~125,
Metod engla heht, 
lifes brytta, leoht forb cuman
1. The first identification of faciem abyssi with aquas is in 
the Genesis Metrics attributed to Tertullian, 11.1-5,
Frinoipio Doainus coelum terramque creavit
Namque erat inforaia, fluotuque abscondite tellus 
in^Migne, PL, Vol.5, col?ld£7. The uitimatedecision is 
also latent in Bede Comaentarius in Genesim^lnenls autea 
erat terra»,. ,et incomposite , nondua a maria distinota, 
Migne, PL. Vol.91, col.192, and in a comment of his which- 
ultimately found its way into the Glossa Qrdinaria of 
Walafrid Strabo: si autea queritur ubi fsc. luxJ est 
facta cum abyssus omnem ierrae alTTtudinem tegeret'L7.,
Neo mirum lucem in aquis posset lucere, Migne, PL. Vol.115 
col.fi, Cf. .Bede Hexaemeron Migne, PL. Vol.91, col,17.
But the clearest statement does not appear until the time 
of Rupertus Abbas super faciem abyssi id est super pro- 
funditetem aquarum (de Trinitate et Operibus Mug, Migne, 
PL. Vol.1^7, col.205.) See also’Silarius de St. Victor, 
Adnotat iones jlugidator iae, Migne PL. Vol.175, col.56? 7-'-
ofer rumne grand* Rape wes gefylied . ''.< ?•
heahcininges tesj him wee h&lig leoiit
ofer westenne, swa se wyrhta bebeed.
end is interesting as it shows the poet reinforcing as it :,? 
were the character of God by the use of several phrases 
reminiscent of fcennihgs, and giving up the idea of creation 
in favour of the idea of bringing forth* These two changes 
seem to imply that A.S* audiences were too sceptical to 
accept miracles unless they were first prepared for the 
acceptance. At the same time, this passage contains an­
other addition of visual detail in; the phrase rumne grand. C 
again probably suggested by the patristic commentary.
Lines 126-134. ' \
The remaining happenings during the
first dayb light are now given in 11.126-134,
pa gesundrode sigora waldend 
ofer laguflode leoht wib peostrum, 
sceade wib scimen. Sceop pa bam naman, 
lifes brytta. Leoht w»s asrest 
purh drihtnes word dmg genemned, 
wlitebeorhte gesceaft. Wei licode 
frean cet frymbe forpbrero tid, 
de»g is rests; ’-.gese&fr deorc sceado
swart, swibrian geond sidne grund. r,;
based with some variation upon v*4 and the opening phrase" 7W. 
of v.5 ‘ '
et vidit Deus lucero quod asset bona 
et divisit lucew e,o tenebrts
5.&ppelavitque lucem diem,
The change is principally.one of order. The naming of
-i v*. > w*
Cf» Bede Hexaemeron, Migne, PL. Vol,91, col.17, Quoted • 
almost verbatim by Hrebanus Maurus,Commontarius in Genesim 
in superloribus ejusdem terrae partiBus. Quas~et_nunc~^~^“ 
divlna lux soils illustrare oonsuevit tunc principalis 
ilia, lux emicult,~MlgneTpL. Vol.107, ool,4487“”«h. coin­
cidences of divlna lux with halia leoht (1.124b) and of ; 
emipuit with forftouae.n (1,122b) are not to bo completely 
ignored. ■ . . *
1.
night is temporarily omitted, and God1 * *® judgment on hie 
works comes at the end of the incident. Both testify to 
the A.s; poet’s possession of an ability to give a distinct 
form to the incidents in his poem.
Lines 154~143b. , '
The naming” of night, with the rest of
v«5,
(appellavitque).. • et tenebras nocteza 
factumque est vespere et mane dies unus '
is given in somewhat extended form in 11.125-1408 ,
. pa sea tid4gewat ofer timber sceacan 
middangeardes, raetod softer sceaf 
scirum sciman, scippend ure, 
fofen mrest. him arn oxi last, 
prang pystre gen ip, pan? be so peoden self 
seeop nihte nara&n.
and the additions form a picture of a type popular in A.S. 
secular poetry. Again the. poet is using an old poetic 
style perhaps for the propagandist purpose of commending 
his material to his audience.
The poet’s comment on the work of the 
first day follows In ll,140b-14>a
hie gesundrode; 
drugon and dydon 
ece ofer eorban.
Iiergend ure 
sibbah tefre 
drihtnes willan,
again inspired, from patristic commentary, probably indeed 
from a remark which is first found in Bede, Hexaeineron: fee- 
i«2 SSi Xesger© ogoidente gaulatim luce jjos t ex^leturn sgaV; 
ium diurnae iongitudinis, at^ue inferiores mundi partes suh- 
£yh*e, £uod nunc usitato soils circuitu noctibus agi solet.1
- ■ »•- J¥ w**-****** *rtli I. I IM, ,1 it.aMT -MVcirt M^B ’Wl^liim IMM nBW >.i b atiB. *-TT ; 77 .m<jnw ~
1. Mlgne,PL, vol.91, Col.17, This idea also found its way in
a slightly altered form into Hrabanue lifeurus Clossa Ordin-
aria, Migne.PL, Vol.113, Col.71. : ”
/' 11 A
A Its inclusion here was probably suggested again by the poet’s 
sense of form, as it "rounds off** the account of the first 
night most excellently• V:
Lines 143l>-153. ' .
There follows now the account of the 
work of the second day, in 11.142b~15?, ''-A?-
ba com ober teg,
leoht ©fter peostrum. Heht pa lifes weard ■
on mereflode midduw weorban ;■
hyhtlic heofonti»ber« Holmes dejlde
waldend ure and geworhte pa , ■
roderas fasten$ iwt se rica ahof
up from eorban purh his agen word, .
free n»l»ihtig. JFlod1 was adAled . /
under heahrodore halgum mihtum,
wter of wAtrum, pam pe wuniab gyt . •
under fmatenne folca hrofes. •
based upon vv.6 and 7, ,
S.pixit quoque Deus j
fiat firmamenturn in medio aquarum 
et divide! aquas ab aquis . .
7.et fecit Deus firm©menturn '
divisitque aquas quae erant sub firmaraento -
ah his quae erant super firmaraentum
at factum est its* •;
with little change save the transmutation to a more poetic 
expression and a repetitious content emphasising God’s J
power, (jggt se rica ahof / up from eorban» 11.148b~149a) 
again probably with a commendatory purpose in the poet’s • 
mind. . .
Lines ,.154^ 155a. ' • ’ ’ • , . • ■ • . • / - • ••
, In the Vulgate, the following verse, v<8^
is partly devoted to God’s naming of the heavens, and partly
to marking the division into days:
vocavitque Deus firm&menturn caelum 
, et factum est vespere et mane dies secundus
i >xi* t <■ vsj* '*■>. v us* e. * W* W. I <*■* *** *•** *•»»*»
1. fold; but the emendation seems correct
'' 12 X.
. •; v»
' ' jc • ?’-•
but the A,5, poet omits the first part, probably to avoid -
the monotony which would threaten from a frequent repetition
of the naming process. The second phrase, he replaces by?4j
ll*154-155a . • jO
he oom ofer foldan fus sibian j x
' mwre mergen pridda, . • \ ’’ •/
whose greater picturesqueness strengthens the 'conclusion';/;'.^
. ’ * • * . • - ■ . . •• - ,/
that the poet was concerned to give his poem variety, /
>ine^WJJ^16^,' ' ‘ . •; , ' /*Y-;
. . . The poet now makes an addition in . ,y ;
ll.X55b-157a ’ ■
( . .. • , feron xaetode ba, gyta ' '\5-
widlond ne wegus nytte, ac stod bewrigen frost e .
folde mid flode.
and the usefulness of the summary it gives of how far 
Creation has progressed,is a tribute to the narrative 
skill of the A,S. poet. He then goes on to render vv.9
and 10 . • . _ • . . . '
■ * * ' ' ***. *'i
9.Dixit vero I3eue xl
congregentur aquae quae sub caalp sunt in ./
locum unum et apparent arida : '
factumque eat ita ... /
10. et vocavit aridam terram ./■••'/
as ll,157b-16Ba,' ,■ 'S;
Frea, engla heht 
, j>urh his word wesan water gemane,
pa nu under roderum heora ryne healdab, 
stowe gestefnde, ba stpd hra&e -
holm under heofonum, swa se halga; bebead, 
sid eetsbrone, ba gesundrod wres 
Iago wib lends. Geseah pa lifes weard 
drige stowe, dugoba hyrde, ’ .
wide roteowde, pa so wuldorcyning
eorban nemde. Gesette ybum heora
onrihtne ryne, ruaum Mode, .
and gefetero
beyond;the necessity of translation he makes little
change in the material, save to add another Hfamiliarising"
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phrase, Gesette ybu-a heore / onrihtne rxne, ruaua floao / '. 
and gefetero ... {ll.l66b-.l6eB) which e,gain gosalbly stems.I! i'im I. MB "«l W I * I * II* ’ — ' ’
from the conxaentators*! but there is a lacuna of several . 
pages in the MS. after a;efetero and certainty about the 
poet1® source or purpose is hence impossible. ■ •;<
The A.S. text resumes in 11.169-172
puhte pa gerysne rodora weardet ‘
port- Adata long ana wvwe • '
neorxnawonges, niwre gesceefte, •
hyrde and healdend. Sermon him heahcyning, ,
• frea ^lmihtig . fultu© tiode . .:<><■
wit aweahte and pa wrafce seelde, 1
lifes leohtfruma, leofu© rince. '
which are almost exactly equivalent to the Vulgate Ch.XX,
V.X8. •
dixit quoque Bominus. Deus
Non est bonus? esse homine© solum
fecimous ei' tadiuto.ro©t simile© sui .
save that the A.S. poem has given more and wore exact detail: 
the type of adiutprem for example is given at once though ; ;
rMS'Ur.i B hiA>M«rK wt. Ii*. ■— ’» tH*
1* Bede is a good representative for this comment?
Cowmentarius in Genes!©, gives Ipsa autem con&regatio 
aq.uarum in unu© ipsa confirm tie est in ilia© form© 
qua© videmus. -Migne, P.L. Vol*91, col.195* But this is 
noVquite 'the sense of the ppet*s comment, which is bettei 
served by the unusual phrase Bede quotes later in the sbbk 
work, congregentur aquae in locum suu®. Mgrie,P.L. Vol.91, 
col.196. But Kustathius in Hcxaemeron s« Basilii Latina 
Metaphrasis is equally good. Congregentur aquaes Etonla 
oportebat eas dicurrer© properanter ut devenirent ad /T 
propria© region©©: et pqatgua© ventU© esset, stare.in 
concept©culls^deputatAs, atoue uxTrtrnon tend©re.
B.L. Vol.52, col.904.
2. The usual view is- that the missing material is that con-A? 
tained in Vulgate Oh.I, v.ll to Ch.iX, v.18 (see e.g. ">•; 
Krapp, notes p.162-2). But as the poet later uses soae'JcN 
of "this material (v. infra p. 16 ) it seems ©ore probable; 
that these pages contained only an eclectic-version at 
©031* • .• . •;
it cannot be by the Vulgate, * a change plainly directed; <
towards the achievement of a clearer narrative- ' :
Lines^176-185a- ’■ • ' ' • • ■ • *•• ;
, At this point, the A-S- poet omits two 
verses from the Vulgate, vv-19 and 20- .
19- ferwatis igitur Dominus Deus de humo cunctis ;
animantibus terrse et universie vol&tilibue c&eli 
adduxit o& ad Adam ut viderat quid vocaret ea 
omne enim quod vooavit Adam animae viventis
ipsum eat nomen eius
20- appeIXavitque Adam nominibus suis,cuneta animantia 
et universa volatilia c&eli et canes bestias terrae 
Adam varo non invenieb&tur adiutor similis eius
and unless they appeared in the la curia, as is not impossible, 
the motive for the poet*a omission of these verses must be 
his desire to keep Adam at the height of solitary eminence 
which most epic heroes occupy; and the motive for his 
omission of these verses reappears later in his treatment 
of the occupants of the Ark.^
After this omission, the poet recounts 
the making of We given by the Vulgate in the following 
verses# vv-21~22- \
21- inmisit ergo pominus jQeue soporem in Adam 
cumque obdormisset tulit uriam.de costis eius et
replevit carhem pro ea ■' ?•,<<-•
22- et aedificavit nomirius deus costam quern tulerat , ’
de Adam in mulierem 
et odduxit earn ad Adorn.
which the poet reproduces as 11-176-I65&, 1 -
He-psat. ari&weorc of Adames . . ' , .
lice eleobode, and him listum ate&h 
rib of si dan#. He wjs reste fmst, , ‘
and softe sw^f, ear ne wiste, .
e&rfoBa ne pesr ernig com ■ ' - •'
■ blod of benne, ac him forego angle
of.lice atoah liodende ban, • . ,
wer unwundod, < of pam worhte god.
freolice fmmn&n. i‘eorh in gedyde,
'ece saula- ......
!• of- infra p- 119.' ■ . ' , ; - . ■ ' '
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His principal change is to add sar ne wiste / earfoba
(11.179b-180a) and the addition seems again to be a con- 
1cession to a sceptical habit of mind. He also adds 
physical detail not given in the Bible in his comment ne 
fear mnig com / blod of benne (11♦180b-181a) again possibly 
to make a strange happening more striking, as wounds from 
which blood did flow must have been common in the A.S. 
world.
Lines 185b-191.
The comment which the poet now adds in
11.185b-191, • >
Heo weron englum gelice,
I>a wis Uve, Adames bryd,
gaste gegesrwod* Hie on geogobe bu
wlitebeorht weron on woruld cenned
, meotodes mihtum. Man ne cubon 
don ne dreogan, ac him drihtnes wes 
bam on breostum byrnende lufu
has its source not in the Vulgate but in the frequent
commentaries which discuss Adam and live in Paradise, though 
2they are in general more epexegetic than descriptive.
But there is a remarkable likeness of thought between the 
A.8. poem and Bede’s comment qui (sc. Ad&m) guoniam pulcher- [ 
riroaro hanc novita tern in se diyinae iroaginis peccando corruplti
1. The commentators, writing for a more credulous audience 
hardly mention this point, till the time of Hemigius . 
liXpositio super Genesiig, jNuroquid vigilante Adam sine doloxg 
pominus costam e jus auferre non potuit quern eo^dormlente 
abatulisse dicitur. Migne7 P.L. Vol.151, col.65. It 
would be interesting to think that this comment may have 
originated in iingland.
2. $ee for example, Hrabahus Maurus, gommentarius in Genesia,
Migne, P.L. Vol.107, col.459; Angelomus Luxoviensis. 
Gommentarius in Genesim, Migne PL. Vol.115,col.155. 
Bruno~Astens, Bxpositio in Genesiro.Migne P.L. Vol.164, 
col.158. ~ j
5. He is discussing Ch.I. v.26; Hexaemeron. Migne PL. Vol.91 i 
col.29. ' :
J
is/;?
and the commentary thus probably inspired the thought if 
not the language of the poem at this point, the purpose 
of its inclusion being again Ghristian propaganda in its 
emphasis on the happiness of prelapsarian man, ;5.--
Xn this passage,, the poet’s enthusiam .
seems for once to have carried him too far: his comment
Heo weron englum gelice(1.185b) directly contradicts <s
Church doctrine: and the doctrine, too, is implied by
1Bede just before the passage quoted above. But the firm ; 
statement of that doctrine does not appear until much later, 
and the A.S. poet was probably too engrossed in his com- 
position to be aware of his heresy*
Up to this point, the poet has eonsis- 
tently altered the expression of the Bible, in that wherever “ 
the Bible gives God’s commands, the poet has given the 
resultant event as an action by God; and the gain in 
the effectiveness of the narrative is considerable,
Lines 192-195©*
Creation completed, the poet now recounts;,
how God blessed Adam and &ve its masters, in 11.192-195a, •; v-
ba gebletsode bli&heoi't cyning, ■ [
me tod alv/ihta, monna cyrmes '■
ba forman twa, feder and moder, \ .J
vif and TOpned. ' \
verses for whose source he turned back to part of Gh.X, 
vv.27 and 28,
27. et creavit Beus hominem ad imagine® suara 
ad imagine® Dei creavit ilium 
maaculum et feminam creavit illos
28. benedixit illis Beus (et ait)
■ 4
!• ffyjue enim angel is/a Geo dici poterat Faciamus hominem ad 
imagine® et similitudinem nostram quia nulla prorsus 
ratio sivit ut Sei et angelorum unam esse et eamdemque , 
imaginem give similitudlnem'credamus.^ Bede? Hexaemeron, 
Migne, P.L., Vol?9l/5ol.29.“ ~ , ,
as is shown plainly by, the echo, of msculum. et feminem'-in- 
wlf and wpned (l*195a)* The purpose of the poefcte 
rear range went of the .Vulgate, material,is plains . it is 
designed to give a better narrative order.. ..The facts of 
the rearrangement* a careful interpolation of verses closelyr 
reproduced,show that the poet kept the plan of his poem 
in advance of its composition* and worked with his eye 
closely upon the minutiae of the Biblical text. 
UnesJl.?5l>-205. .
. The same conclusion,appears from the
account of the Bleeding itself* which the poet now gives
in lX<195b-2O5, . ■
■ . He J>a worde.cwuB: ■
s’Tem&B nu and wexnb* ■ tudre fyllnfe '
norban telgra'ne* lucre cynne*
sunum and dohtrum. inc sceal senlt wfcer
wunian on gewealde and call worulde gesceaft.
Brucab blmddage and brimhtate ' • ' . .
and heofonfagio« , -inc is halig feoh .
and wilde dear on geweald geseald* ' .
and lifigende, . ba be land tredab* ■ '
feorheaceno cyan* ' Ba- be find wecceb 
geond hronrade. inc hyrs’O call.1’1
and which he obviously took from Ch.X, using the remainder 
of v.28, and verses 29 and 30, .
ot ait ;
cresoit© et multipicamini at replete 
terra© -et snbioite earn • . • ,
• , et dominomini pis cibus'--marls et volatilibus caeli. ,
et- universis animantibus quae moventur super terra©
29„dixitque Beus ’ ... • ‘ ’
occe dedi vobis omnom hprbum adforentem semen ”,
super ■ tern,vm , -  '
et universa llgna quae,habenf in sometipsis
sementern generis sui 
ut sint yoblo. in escam 30.et cunctis
■ animantibus terrbe , .
omnique volucri caeli et universis quae ;
moventur in terra. ' ' X
et in quibus est anime, vivens ut habeant ad vescendum
18 X'
but the mainspring of thought is v.28. From v.29 he?X ; 
takes nothing,- while ‘from v.>0, he takes the only new ideaX 
it introduces, anime vivens which he reproduces as feor* /.- / 
heaceno cynn (1.204a), By this omission of the crop :.
foods, he leaves out what was probably less important to -':y- 
the A,8. world than to the Biblical world,: and certainly ' X 
less impressive poetically; ' by his substitution of more 
-vivid and realistic details, such as land' tredab tl.20?b) ' X. 
for movestur super; terram he improves the- expression of the 
thought; and by transmuting the merely repetitive Quality 
of v«>0 into the cyclic movement of A.8. poetry in 11.20- : 
205', he improves the shaping of that thought, and thus . 
woUlds both the content and the form of his raw material 
to s'uitzdermanic civilisation. * , ' X?-
Lines 206<T£l5a. ' , '
there follows' in the A.S'. poem a com­
posite passage, whose opening phrase, in 11.2o6-2O8a, X
pa aceawode . scyppend ure . * X
his weorca- wlite, '-and hie wsstraa blmd. ' X;-.
niwra gesceafta. ' ' .X
depends upon the first phrase of Ch.X, v.31, • . ; ”-;X
. viditque Bous ouncta qu&o fecit et orant value bona '
while the rest of *the, passage, in ll.'208b-215a . v'-X’
Nedrxnawong sled X
god and gastlic, gifena gefylled . \X'r,
fremwa-for&weardum. Bsgere leohte, -^X
i»t lift© land ' Iago yrnendp, ' \'-X'.
Tjylleburne. Salles wolcnu &a glet "'.X'
’ofer rurnne grand rogues boron, . ;
. warm mid. winds, hwb^re wstmurn stod ■ ’ X-’"
, folde gefmtwod, ' • • - ;X/
depends upon Ch.iX, verses 8 and 9,
'B.Plantaverat autem Deminas Deus paradisum ■ - --'X;
voluptstis a principle . • .X'-d'
in quo posult hominem quern formaverat , XX
9.produxitque ■Dominus Deus do ‘humo oto lignum ' ■
/ ■ pulchrum visa et ad vescendum suave ■ ■ . . <X
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though he does. not follow his source closely. In'fact. - 
the ‘detail he chooses ceews to depend rather upon the 
patristic descrix^ticno/tohich are frequent and which lay - 
emphasis upon the points which the poet mentions.1 but 
none tea been found which resembles. the peers closely 
enough to be the source# The composition of the passage. .. ? 
from two widely separated Vulgate extracts/shows'again 
the poet’s meticulous method of working,: while the pur­
pose of the. passage seems to be that of a "bridge" to 
allow him to resume. the. thread of the Vulgate narrative}' .'i:; 
there is little new or potentially poetic material in Ch.II 
verses 1-7 and it seems probable that these versos were J\ 
not used in the lacuna between 11.166 and 169, but com- . 
pletely omitted. The inclusion of this passage in the. . •-! 
A.S. poem has made the narrative plainer, wore .orderly -11
and more continuous. The differences in detailed content V 
between the passage and the original.show the-appeal which-/,, 
nature poetry had for the .A .3. world. /-/ .’
The final phrases of this verse of the ’Vs
Vulgate, ‘ ' //•
lignum etiam vitae in medic para.disi • 
lignumcpe sclontiao boni et wall
are omitted by the poet. His next lines continue the /•/- 
description of Paradise with the detail of the rivers, - .-// 
and It seems probable that his narrative sense suggested 
that the mention of the trees should be delayed until the d 
account of the temptation of Man when they could x?artake 
of the unity of that incidents, although that incident" is V/
1. Sea for example Avitus de Initio Mundi F.X. Vo1.59,1
col.‘528, Bigeniuc Toletanensis' Bracontil Hexapmeron■ :'d 
entetug Migno, P.L. Vol.87, col.572. Bede Co^aentarius' „ .' 
in denes 1m, Migne, P.l. Vol.91, col.206. Hratenus ll^urus j 
de^Universo. Migne B.L. Vol.lll,col.554.
v '.' • ■ i
1 •' '•itself lost it seems almost certain that this was the -reaa-a 
on for the poet’s omisaion of these two phrases, end is 
again proof of the minute.care and detailed foresight with 
which he worked•
• There follows a long passage giving'
further detail of Paradise, in li*215b**234 • ' -
• oeoidon forbryne '•/?!
enstraafes hears .mbele feower 
of ham niwan neorxnawonge,
pa weron admlede drihtnos mihtuw .
, ealle of anum, be. lie has eorban gesceop,
wire wlitebeorhtu®, and on woruld sends«
hrara anne ha tab ylde,' ’ eorhhuende, • '
Pison folcweras? se^’-foldan dial ,
brade bebugeS beprhtum atreamuw /-r~X
' whelese5 utan. 'On jxore obyltyrf ■ 
nibban findab ' neon and feorran . </\;;
gold and.gywoynn, gumpaoda bourn,
Ba selesten, Jxoo J>e us .secgab bee* ' ... .'/A
ponne see roftre Ethiopia • . - -
land and liodgdard baligeb uton, x
•ginno rice,. jxnre is Goon noma. ‘ \ A;-,
jsridda in Tigris, seo wib peodscipe, . -Ir­
en inflode, Assirle belib,
Swilce is sea feorbe, f>& nu goond fold monig 'pp
'werae Kufraten • wide nemnfcb* ’-V
and depending on the subsequent verses in the Vulgate, 
vv« 10*14, - - .
10<et fluviuB egrediebatur de loco voluptatis ad - ' • p<
'inrigsndum paradisum
X« Of* infra p« 21. < ,/X/j
2* -MS* ssb but the emendation is accepted by most odd* See:;:;?¥ 
Krapp, notes, p*lo-5» ■ - a./;;;-
3* he beleaoa To !supx>ort this Krepp and other-. eddf.-.cite/J 
Vul^ite^ChTn, v*XX ah. omnem. tegram Hevilath '(e.g, Krgpft* J 
notes, p*164), But this, form is found in Genesis only j 
once and then only .as an- emendations all MSS'at this ' -p - 
point have. forms without the aspirate# (see fig. apparatus^ 
critipi, pp«X47 and 250}* . . " g.-i
' . • ' ' ' - '
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qui inde dividitur in quattuor capita . •
XX.oomen uni Phison ■ , ’'XX
ipse eat qui circuit omnem terrem Wilath <X,
ubi n&ceitur auru® " - -X'k
12.et aurum terr&e illius optimum est ■ • '
ibicue invenitur bdellium et lapis ony chirms ?
X2*et nomen fluvio secundo Oeon . X ;
ipse est qui-circuit omnem terra® Aethiopi&e ,
14.nomen vero fluminis tertiiTigris -X;
ipse vadit centre, Aeoyrios ■ ., XX
fluvius autem quartus ipse ost lufrates. ' ,?X<
The A .8* poem shows relatively little change fro® the X&tin: 
the names of the precious stones have been generalised, .rg. 
probably for poetic convenience, and the poet has added 
.ton, be us accgcib.bee (1.227b} using the familiarity of the ‘ . 
epic <*tag« to reinforce the superlative oeleatan (1.227a)} 
but otherwise hie source has.-.hero appealed to hi® so that\xX 
he has used it with little change. ■ . XX
Lines Jj5*245< . . ’ . X
After wide na&najq the cloning words of
1.224, there, is.a blank, space, and a leaf is thought to ' X;
have been lost1. The next linos, at-the top of f«X3 of ■ 
■ ■ 2 ■ ■ Xof the 148, are usually held to belong to Genesis,B ♦ but-.;k. ■ . . • • * ' e\V,
they seem in fact to stand well as part of Genghis A . ;■■
The first two linos, 1X«23S*»236. .-X
°ac niotah inc hes obres cellos, fortet&b pone - .
. . sjnne beam, -
wariab .inc wib hone west®. Ne wyrh inc wilna g&uwq , 
form the end of a passage depending upon Oh.11, v.17, . X'
de ligno ante®. scienfiae boni et mil ne comedac ■ - ’"X/ 
in quocumque enim die comederis ex eo morte morierihXX 
but the lacuna makes it unwise to • decide .the character of -X.,
x« £eUSS25, P*ic- » ssafi P-xxxtx. n.3»
2‘ Ssl'fcftgassa P«9» ,g£££E p.xxv, End notes p.164.
the passage1' though it should he noted that his addition • 
of ns wyrb inc wilna &ed ohows no little psychological 
insight« . •;
. The remaining lines of this opening
section of Genes is a» ■
Hnigon Jm mid henfdum heofoncyninge . .
geome togenes and abdon ealles pane,
Xi&ta and "para la re. He let heo Jxet lend buan, ;
hwtrf him he to heofenum halig drihten, 
stibferhb oyning. Stod his hendgeweorc <
somod on sends* nyston gorge wiht <
to begrornienne, butan heo godes.willan
• longest tester). Heo wron leof gode /••
Bendon heo his halige word healdan woldon.
are an addition by the A»S* poet* with no Vulgate equivate . 7
£2nt hut they form an effective and almost dramatic
vignette to °round off^ satisfactorily the account of 
Creationj and the addition of these lines is.a mark of 
the A*S.< poet»s care for the structure "of his poem.
tfA»tt-Me 4hr»*,•***** • H*aawiite»W'X - yW H-W '
1*After wide nernnaB approximately one-third of MB* f.12 is 7 
loft blank to prepare for the illustration (of. Gollan.es 
p.li) on the first of the two following lost folios, which 
thus belongs to Gone gig A, The illustration on p*13 
which probably represents Adam and Eve in Paradise is 
fittingly placed at the end. of the account of Creation -gg 
and thus again belongs to Genesis A- The terms of 1.225a 
(bns oBres ©olios) x^resume a previous mention of the trees 
in Paradise in general and of the Tree of Knowledge of '' .'
Good and Evil in particular; and the poet has previously 
omitted theae items almost certainly to mention them here. 
(v* supra p.13 ) in what would be their logical place*
finally, 11,256-245 form a vignette, a technique common .a 
in Genesis A* (of. for example 11.1699b*’ 1701: him on lasts.
7fe M't«« «*.» .<M* 1/hWi iM* *'- • >MM*stiBlic stantorr and heo steape burh / gamed samworht on sennar stod),fcw. Iieii ■ I.ljr MB >.<1 *M.- ' lif IKIlM * - ' .
23/ >
Lines 852*857•
After the end of the genesis B, the
Genesis A resumes with 11 •852*854
pa*com ferem £re& mlwihtig 
of or rnidne tog, tore peoden,
on neorxnawng neode sine J
which correspond closely to the first phrase of the Vulgate 
Gh.lll, v*8,
St cum audissent vocera Domini Lei deambulantis in 
par&diso ad auram post meridiem#
At this point, both the poem and its source are describing . 
God’s arrival in Paradise to interview Adam and $ve.
They have eaten of the fruit of the forbidden tree and 
are awaiting His wrath in apprehensive concealment as He - 
arrives* To the account of this arrival as the Vulgate .
gives it, the A.8* poet adds the following three lines,
11.855*857?
wolds nedsian nergend usser, . 
bilwit feder,. iwVhis beam dyde 
wiste forworhte . palm) he »r wlite sealde.
As Heinze saw , these lines add the idea that the love of
God for Adam and Sve is like that of a father for his child*;
ren. This idea did not develop until comparatively late 
2in the Biblical period , and therefore must have been added
*?**•»*** *w» ***** »**-«•* Mt* -_c<»MM **■**-.*'*«■» >**»*£>*» *■' •vl'WirwW tnlirt-L-fLI' 't I .HI I ;ir. iWt I
1 * QP* JiiiLli* p* 4o.
2. Dictionary of the Bible ed. J. Hastings et*al* Edinburgh 
1900 v.s* Loves* The term ’love * • (vbO rn^~ounTT^ri$$} 
used 2£ Qod ’ s love for His people, is not found* if TPt < 
be late> till the time of the prophets. Hosea is the 
fimt Who developed the idea, (under the images of 
marringe^snd sonship, Jloa.A 11^," "l46)
by the'A.3. poet from some other part of the Bible* But 
his motive for this addition is not quite so easily seen; 
it cannot have been only the poet’s desire to explain 
God’s visit to paradise; the last two words of 1.854, 
nsode sine would do this adequately for the satisfaction 
of any member of the early Christian Church# It seems 
rather aa if the poet had wished to lay special emphasis 
on God’s fatherliness, possibly for Christian propaganda.
The final phrase of this.addition, 
fea(m) he rar wlite sealde appears to be a reference to Ch.il 
v.9, humo omne lignum pulchrum visu) though the reason„r™„,r ——■ — . ****—" J
for such a reference cannot, now be deduced *
Lines _858-871..
The following lines, 11.858-871,
Gewitan him pa gangan geomermode
under beamsceade blmde bereafod,
hyddon hie on heolstre, pa hie halig word
drihtnes gehyrdon, and ondredon him.
pa sona ongsnn ■ swegles aldor
weard ahsian. woruldgesceafts,
het him recede to rice peoden
his sunu gnngan. Him po sylfa on«&<
hean hleoferade higgles pearfas
11 Ic wreo me her wasda leasne,
liffrea min, leafum peece.
ftcyidfull mine sceaben is me hare,
frecne on ferhbe; ne dear nu forb gan
for be andwe&rdne. Ic eom eall call n&eod**.
agree quite closely with the corresponding passage from the
Vulgate, namely the second phrase of v.8, and vv.9-10,
abscondit se Adam et uxor eius a facie Domini Dei in 
medio ligni paradisi.
9.vocavitque Dominus Deus Adam, et dixit ei; ubi es?
10.qui ait: vocem tuam audivi in paradiso: et timui, eo
quod nudus essem, et abscond! me.
1. MS. 1.857, ha; but our suggestion would support barn, and 
oppose the punctuation of Krapp and Bobbie, who place a 
semicolon after 1.856.
except that the A.S. poet wishing to rouse the feelings'.,., 
of his audience, makes iaore of Adam’s emotion, which he 
changes from fear to shame, to bring his poem wore closely 
in line with current Germanic thought.
Lines 872—881. ' ‘
'• in these lines we are given God’s
answer, corresponding to the brief account of this in
the. Vulgate in Oh.Ill, v.ll.
Cui dixit: Quis enim indicavit tibi quod nudus esses, 
nisi quod ex ligno de quo praeceperam tibi ne
comederea, comedisti?
The A.8. expands this reply in 11.872*861
dim ba ^dre god andswarede:
me pint, sunu min, for hwon secest bu
sce&Ge sceomiende? pu sceonde «?t me 
furbum ne anfenge, ac gefe&n e&llum.
Kor hwon waat pu wean and wrihst soeome, 
gesyhst sorge, and pin sylf pecest
lie mid leafum, .sagest lifeeare <
bean hygegeomor, p^t pe sie higgles pearf, 
nympe bu reppel osnne byrgde . ’
of bam wudubeame pe ic pe wordum forbead?”
The matter of this expansion adda/fewo further ideas to 
those which are contained in the Vulgate. The first is . \ 
the idea of ’shame1, sceonde (1.874), while the second is - 
that of •sorrow1, sorge (1.877) and iifeeare (1.878).
To the development of these ideas the poet allots 9 lines,.; 
but these lines add nothing fresh to the material content 
of the words second and sorgs nor have these two ideas 
any further part to play in the poem. They are simply 
a reflection upon what has happened previously in the poem\
1. It is interesting and noteworthy that lines 880-1 
nympe bu rappel ranne byrgde 
of bam wudubeame J;>e ic joe wordum forbead?
might possibly be taken to provide some internal evidence 
confirming the hypothesis that even before the GenesisB 
was into rpolated, the Genesis A c on ta in ed a version of ’ 
the entire Vulgate Genesis.
and it may be assumed that the inclusion of this addition 
is aesthetic and, not intellectual in origin. , The source 
from which this aesthetic impulse comes is the material 
provided by the vocabulary and style of the A.S< pagan epic 
poems. The hypothesis that there was a fairly large 
corpus of stock words and phrases upon which both pagan 
and Christian writers drew is by no means recent; it was . 
applied to this poem by Merrill and McClumpha in an article ,■ 
which cited many parallels between this poem and Beowulf
Although this article cited no passage exesctly parallel to 
that under consideration at present, qvlt assumption that 
the poet is here drawing upon this common thesaurus of heroic 
terms rests upon evidence which we may reasonably accept. 
Lifcearu is apparently not found outside Caedmonfs poems 
(v.JSl.;p.6i9) but this does not detract from its value as an ' \ 
epic compound, for It is almost certainly formed on the 
pattern of cearseld (seafarer 1.5) and breostceeru (ibid.4)♦ 
The poet then has made this addition with a view to incorpor­
ating into his poem some of the words from the epic’ thesaurus 
in common use by both pagan and Christian poets to approx­
imate the style of his poem as c losely as might be to that 
of the pagan epic poetry with which his audience would be 
familiar from many sources.
it is interesting to note the care with 
which this addition is inserted. The line which immediately 
precedes it, 1.872, Him fra mdre god andswarede balances 
the Vulgate Ch.IIX, v.ll, Cui dixit, while the last part of 
thisssame verse nisi quod ex lignode quo praeceperam tibi ne 
comedores comedisti , is rendered by what is in the A.S. the
1* ’The Parallelisms of the Anglo-gaxon Genesis *♦ MW.Vo1.5 
pp.164 ;et sqq.
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final couplet of God’s speech, namely 11.880*881;
nympe bu mppel eenne, byrgde
of bam wudube&we pe ic pe wordurn forbead.
Between these two the expansion is inserted; and hence 
from its careful placing it appears to be deliberate; 
for the addition occurs between the rendering of the 
Vulgate dixit and the rendering of the second half of the 
same verse, nisi etc* Here in fact we see the A.S* poet 
at work to ’’epicise" by stylistic means the Christian 
material of his source.
Lin es 882*895a *
As we have seen from 11.880*881, the 
poet’s return to his source is equally deliberate* Prom 
this point he follows the Vulgate with little alteration 
during the exchange between God and Adam, but when he 
reaches in ll,888*895a God’s question to £ve, he again 
expands the material with which his source provides him.
In the Vulgate, God’s question occupies only half a'verse, 
(ch.III, v.13.)
ISt dixit Dominus Deus ad mulierem; Quare hoc fecisti? 
In the A.S* poem on the other hand, God’s question occupies 
8| lines, 11.888*895eu /
tet drug© pu, debtor, dugepa genohra,
niwra gesceafta neorxnawangee,•
growendra gif a, pa pu gitsiende
on beam gripe, bBeda name 
on treowes telguw, and me on teon&n 
rete pa.unfreme, Adame sealdest 
Wfsstme pa inc weron wordum minuia 
fmste forbodene?
That the poet should, add these reproaches to Eve may strike 
us as odd when we recall that the Germanic epic poets were 
generally chivalrous in their attitude to women. One 
possible explanation is that the poet was influenced here 
by the poor esteem in which Eve was held throughout the .’.-’"I
v.
J
s" "'K 'j• ',s "... u
early Christian Church; but a wore plausible explanation ;; 
is that he is again concerned to reproduce the epic style; : 
he has chosen God’s speech as a suitable medium through ■ 
which to invoke it, as we have seen him do in 11.873-881. ; ,
Ut^895b^X4. ' ' •
from 1*895 the A.8. poem follows its 
source without adding or omitting anything of great import* • 
•'jgve’s reply (11.897*905) is again cast in rhetorical style, 
but its content is simply a brief recapitulation of events / 
which the poet has already narrated; in essence, her 
reply is Me n^dre beswac (1.897) which agrees perfectly 
with the Serpens decepit me of the Vulgate Ch.IIX, v.l>.
The same rhetorical quality can be.seen in 11.903-917, 
in which God curses the serpent for the evil it has done 
and once again there is no significant difference between / 
the two accounts* In the Vulgate, the curse contains 
three main elements, (Oh.Ill, vv.14 and-15).
U) super pectus tuum
(11) et terraio comedes cunctis diebus vitae tuae 
(111) inimicitias ponara inter te et mulierem, et
semen tuum et semen illiusj 
ipsa conteret caput tuum, 
et tu insidiaberis calcaneo eius
■ ; • . .. ■ ' ’ . ' ? . ’ ; ' <28;
and all three are repeated in the A.S.
(1) pu scealt wideferhb werig pinum
breostum be arm tredan bradre eorban,
faran febaleas, penden J>e feorh wunab
gast on innan. (11.906-909a)
(11) ' ’ &u Jscealt greot etan
(111)
pine lifaagas. (11.909b-910a)
- Swa pu lablice
wrohte onstealdest, pe jpm.t wif feob,.
hatab under heofnua and pin heafod tredeb
fan mid fotum sinum. pu scealt fiersna see tan
tohtan niwre; (11.9l0b-9l4a)
There is a certain amount of inevitable expansion due to 
the A.S. poetic style, where the more barely factual account
given in the Vulgate is clothed with the repetitions of-, - c 
epic style -,f aran febeleas (1*906) and under hoofnurn \
(1,912): hut otherwise the correspondence between the •
two accounts is sufficiently close*
Lines 914b-924. "
The A*S. poet first waices an addition
in ll*914b~917 >
' tuddor bib gem&ne .fLr*
incrun? orlegnib a pend on standofe • 
woruld under wolcnum* Hu pu w&st and canst, . 
lab leodsceaba, hu pu lifian scealt.
and its purpose is simply to round off God’s speech to 
Adam* Thereafter there is a close correspondence between ’ 
the A*8* in 11.916-924 , .
pa to Kuan god yrringti spxvee:
*‘V/en& pe from wynnel pu scealt wepnedmen - ; ;.
wesan on gewealde, mid weres egsan
hearde genearwad, hean prowiah /
pinra dteda gedwild, . deabes bidan, ’ .*'U.
and purh wop and he&f on woruld cennan
purh.s&r micel sunu and dohtor”* . •./>
and the Latin in v*l6
mulieri quoque dixit;
multiplicaho aerumn&s tuas, et conceptus tuos; 
in do lore paries filios, et sub viri potentate
eris, et ipse dominabitur tui*. . \
Lines 925-9?Oa*
When the narrative reaches God’s punish- ?j
meat upon Adam, the Vulgate gives this in three parts;-
(i) maledicta terra in opera tuo
(ii) in laboribus comedos ex ea cunctis diebus vitae tuae*
Spinas et tribulos germinabit tibi, et comedos 
herbeua terr&e. ’ '
Xn sudore vultus tui vesceres .pane, ;-.
(iii) donee revertaris in terrara de qua sumptus eg;
quia pulvis"es, et in pulverem reverteris.
The greatest amount of space is allotted to the second of 
these three elements. This predominance however, is . -
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counterbalanced by the manner of presentation of the curse 
in the Vulgate, as compensatory emphasis is given to the 
first element by its primary position and the arresting 
style in which it is propounded, while weight is given to \ 
the third element by the almost ritual rhythm of its state­
ment. As a result of this balance, all three elements 
appear to have more or less the same importance, '
The A>8* poet has treated the whole i ; 
passage with considerable freedom; his first change is 
to introduce into the passage an idea, which seems to us . 
to. toe a most noteworthy addition - the idea that part of the 
curse pronounced upon Adam was the sentence of exile#
After two lines which redirect our attention to Adam, the 
A.,S. poet commences his account of the curse upon him with 
this idea in I1.927-930a /■
pa scealt oberne e’feel secean,
wynieasran wic, ' and on wrmc hweorfan ’
nacod niedwedla, neorxnawanges 
dugebum bedmled;
The ultimate origin of this idea lies in the Bible itself; 
the expulsion of Adam from paradj.se vms indeed an exile and 
is in fact recounted only a few verses later in this same 
chapter . But there is certainly no mention of exile as 
an organic part of the curse upon Adam, whereas in the A#8# 
poem we find exile included not merely as an organic part 
of the curse but:as the opening and almost as the most 
emphatic part of it. It is allotted considerable space, 
and is treated with epic dignity, being expressed in terms ;■ 
chosen fro© the Germanic pagan poetry - wynleas (1.928a) 
is found in Beowulf (1.1416) and duge&um becfoled (1.930a)> 
is not unlike the phrase sa?lum bodt^ied in he or (l.28b); 
and we'may thus see in these expressions an attempt by the
f. /
l.Ch.XII, ¥.23. et eaisit euu poainu:-; jieus do parsdiso 
voluptatis. . . . . ’
poet to raise theselines of his poem to sowsthing tipproech* 
ing epic dignity of treatment, again by introducing whet has 
already been seen to be the greatest disester from the Ger** . 
manic world for death# the greatest disaster in the biblical 
world*
The A*$* poet omits all reference to the 
curse upon the earth, (aa.lediota .eet terra— Ch*IXI> w*17}# 
There is no indication in the A*S* poem that the earth in any 
way shares in the outcome of the Fall of Man* Here the poet 
may have felt the cursing of the earth to be part of the seo* 
ond element of the curse,* he may here regarded thie phrase 
eg the means through which the second element of the curse wee 
to be achieved^ hence his omission of any reference to this 
phrase at this point may rest upon the ground timt his later 
treatment of the second element in extenao would be quite 
ample for his purpose* • ?
Lines 93ob~9?Xn*
After omitting the first element of the 
curse end substituting for it, or transmuting it into, the 
doom of exile, the'A.S, poet might ho expected to deal with 
the decree of labour, the second element of the curse in the 
Vulgate. instead of this, he alters the order of tiie three 
elements of the curse, and the decree of labour does not 
appear at thia point. in its place is a reference to the: ' ; 
decree of death, which in the Vulgate account is reserved to 
be the final element; in the A.S. however, tile poet gives a 
brief anticipatory glance at this element in ll.9lob.93la
. pa is gedal witod
licea find aawls,
end to ft reader accustomed to the rules which govern the 
use of suspense in.more modem works, such anticipation . 
strikes an odd note} but it would sound a good deal less 
strange to an A.S. ear} for anticipation was e recognised
A. 8. literary device, and the post’d sudden introduction 
of this allusion to death out of its Biblical order may 
have been made because the poet either consciously desired 
to introduce or perhaps unconsciously did introduce into 
his poem yet another feature of A.8. pagan poetic style.
Lines 931b-935. ' '
' The next lines in the A.S. contain
what appears a more or less close rendering of the second .
element of the curse as it is contained in the Latin: '
in labofibus comedos ex ea cunctis diebus vitae tuae.
: Spinas et tribulos germinabit tibi, et comedes herbam
terrae. ■ . • ' : <"
In sudore vultus tui vesceris pane
and the A.S. version, 11.931b*935,
feet, pu lablice
wrohte onstealdest; forboa pu winnan scealt
and on eorban pe pine andlifne .
self a geiwcen, wegan . swatig hleor,
pinna hlaf etan, penden pu her leofast. •i • • • - • ' r ’ :
contains little.additional material, beyond the retrospective 
reference) to Adam’s sin, in 11.931b*932&, feat pu lab lice 
wrohte onstealdest: .
Lines. 936*938.
version is death,
The last part of the curse in the A.8# 
this being also the final element of the
curse in the Vulgate; in this latter version it is given,
as we have quoted it above, in Oh.Ill, v.19;
donee ravertaris in iterram da qua sumptus as: .
quia pulvis es, et in pulverem reverteris.
This appears in the A.S. poem as 11.936*938;
obpmt pa to heortan hearde gripeb
adl unlibe pe pu on *eple $br
selfa forswulge; forpon pu swelter) scealt.
The A.Si poet has maintained the matter of the original, 
but has altered the imagery through which it is expressed;
for, the Biblical imagery of the return to dust he has 
substituted the imagery of the approach of old age,
Of the two, the A.S, imagery is the more vivid, or at 
least it would'appear so to the audience of the poet’s 
own day; and the explanation of the change may be th$t ; 
the A ,8, poet was searcning for a more familiar and telling 
medium of expression than that which his source provided.
Lines 959*940. r- ?;±
subsequent to the account of the curse
upon Adam,the A,8. poet adds a couplet referring to the i
general significance of .the passage which he has just .;‘v'
rendered, and says in 11,959-940, .
Hwet, wo nu gehyr&§ hwssr us hearmstafas « •
wrafe.e onwocan and woruldyrm&o
with the very natural motive of introducing into his poem < , 
at this point a slight pause or possibly even something . i- 
of a chapter ending0. ...
The next verse in the Vulgate recounts 
how Adam gave to his wife the name.Eve, and adds his reason-,';? 
for doing so * the fact that she was the mother of all 
living things. (Oh,XXI> v.20). This verse is,omitted by . ; 
the A,Si poet probtibly because dramatic necessity has , 
already compelled him to use Eve’s name; it is also 
doubtful how far the A,.8, world would have been interested '/ 
in the.Biblical etymology, more .particularly in view of 
the fact that, by the time this poem was composed much of '
the etymological significance must have disappeared from 
A,8, personal names; . .
• • ■'
Having omitted this verse however, ' (
*** •**-«m>-«rtWFx*»->*V*** km*wHMr,x*»!M^M*r***-»/#«**(jw,*«ak.**!*tf*ft■ n.m U'EnhwmM i0>
1, Sfi of the significance of Old English personal \;-.vj
names is, however, to beg an important question, Most /1 
compound names can be translated, but the translation j
often/ • J
the poet returns to his source to include the first part 
of Ch.lXI, v.21:
Fecit quoque pominus Dews Adae et uxori eius 
tunicas pelliceas,. . . .
et induit eos:
a passage which he reproduces Quite closely in the next
lines of the A.S, poem* 11.941-943a:
Hie pa wuldres weard wsdum gyrede, 
scyppend usser; het he ora sceome pec can 
free frumhnngle; .
Lines943b-951,
After this brief glance at his source 
however, the A.H. poet seems to have decided to make 
several changes in the material presented to him therein* 
He has already used Oh,III, v.21j and so with 11*943b- 
951, •
het hie from hweorfan 
neorxnawange on nearore lif. •
Him on laste beleac libsa and wynna 
hihtfulne ham halig engel
be frean tase fyrene sweordej
ne teg pj&r inwitfull fonig geferan 
womscyldig. mon, ac se wrd hafab 
raiht and strengbo, se pmt tere lif 
dugebum deore drihtne healdeb
we must compare Ch.XXX, vv.22-24.
2 2«e t a i t
Bcce Adam quasi unus ex nobis foetus est, sciens 
bonum et malum: •
nunc ergo ne forte mittat manum suam, 
et sumat etiam de ligno vitae,
/ often makes nonsense, The men who coined the names 
Fripuwulf, 1peace-wolf * and Wigfrip* *war-peace>"ere 
not concerned, about their meaning,. These are ancient 
n&mes? £nd they~prove that at~an early time the~iense 
which & compound name bore was a mo t te r~of‘~1X 11 le import­
ance, In troduc ti on to the su rvey~of Knglish Plage^Names
Part I, ed« A. Mawer and F,M. Stenton.
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et comedat, et vivat in aeternum,
23.St emisit eum pominus Beus do paradise volupt&tis,
ut operaretur terram de qua sumptus est,
24.Siec3.tque Adam,
et eolloc&vit ante para&isum volupt&tis 
Cherubim, et flammeum gladium &tgue versatile^, 
ad oustodiendam viaia • ligni* vitae
It will probably be observed initially that the A.S. poet 
has omitted all reference to Oh.IlI, v.22 of the Vulgate.
This omission may seem strange to any reader who subscribes 
to the modern view, that v.22 is required as part of the 
motivation for the expulsion of Adam from paradise^
this view howevex^, was not always so widely held as it is 
now, and Bede for example suggests another motive Quite as
adequate. Sic autem dimittitur de paradise beatitudinis,
ut operaretur terram, id est, ut in corpore isto laboret,
et oollocet sibi meriturn redound! ad vitam quae paradisi 
?nomine significatur. “ Bede’s view here would seem to 
imply some grammatical separation between v.22 and v.23, 
and’is hence given a certain amount of support by these
of the Bible which contain such a break; while MSS.
G and A. commence v*23 with the word emisit and thus allow 
vv.22 and 23 to be construed as parts of one sentence, 0 
and some others start v.23 with et gmislt and thus allow
l.It appears that this is the view held by Mgr. Ronald ifnox 
for example, who reads this passage as 22.He said, too, 
here is Adam become like one of ourselves, with knowledge 
of g'ud evil; now he has only, to lift his hand and
gather fx;uit to~eat fr om,. the tree of life as^well, and he 
will live endlessly. 23. so the Lord God drove him out from 
that garden of delight, to cultivate ~the ground froil which 
he came. (Th"old Testarn^ntT^fra^IatgdTfrgFthe^L^tin 
Vulgate by Mgr 7 Ronald Knox. London 1949 p.5. This work 
is hereinafter cited as Knox*
2.Bede. Commentarius in Genesim, Migne, P.L. Vol.90,Col*245
v#23 to stand alone end self-contained' as the reason for 
the expulsion from paradise#
' - It seems at least possible therefore
that the A#£># poet may have taken Bede’s "view or something 
closely approaching it , and our tentative reconstruction 
of his modus operand! gains some support from the phrase- 
on S?g,rorG lif (l#944b) which seems a possible rendering 
of the ut operaretur terrain of the Vulgate Ch#XXXf . v#23#
VjiifrWRB* SiM Ml# i.V •»-*» **# «•«#* 5% c-r« ***» MHRI.l4.Wi CTW* -‘7#» w * '-jW < rtk,’
!•# V/e hsave> here followed tho= normal and traditional apparatus 
critici for the textual criticism of Biblical MSS*, as it
is given in Bibiiq.^acra^iuxta latinaa vulgatam versionem, 
Aida.no Gasquet, Rome 1926 and thereafter, pp#xii, sqq. 
(hereinafter referred to as B#ff,) . By .this.system:
G • Codex Parlsirius inter latinos noviter adquisitos
No# 2334, Bibliothequa.Rationale, Paris; ibid,pp«xii~ 
xiy#. ■' ■ "*
A ; Codex Aroiatinus, Laurentian Library, Florence; ibid, S 
• pp«XX-XXVi<- ■ ’/ * ' '
0 5 Codex Qttobianus Latinus, Vatican Library; ibid, 
xxxi-xxxii.
The actual reading of 0 is et emissit; its supporting 
texts vary from., emisitque to et jinsit, but the general 
reading et e mi sit has been thought accurate enough for’:p- pp;*\ 
our purpose#* We* should note that this is also the. reading'-i 
of. the VL and the,LXX> and agrees with the tradition of p. 
the Mnsoretic text of the Hebrew#. .. r :
p;’? i2#This may be the view which Heinze wished to indicate when 
. he said d» lilt V#22 liess er vielleicht deshalb weg,--. 
well diese Stelle zu irrtttmlicher Auffassung auch in*der I 
Verlassung^geben konnte? fop#cit# P*25) . . p: , 
Unfortunately he appears to have said nothing more than . 
this, as he goes on at once to discuss'Oh.IV, v#7.
It is.possible that this explanation is rather too vague 
and general to be a satisfactory comment upon this part- / 
icular passage of the A.S# poem; . it might apply to almost 
any passage.in which the A#S# poet for any reason omitted 
to indicate that he was following the usual epexegesis of 
his Latin source#. ; - >
p
- ’• ; i
• ; ' ' ? '■ ' •' 7: '
If then this general hypothesis of the poet1s interpret* ■ 
ation of v.23 be granted, his omission of v.22 loses a 
little of its strangeness# as this verse is. no longer 
essential for the motivation of the expulsion fro© paradise 
and the omission of inessential material was a fundamental 
principle of our poet*s art.
, This same principle seems to have
governed the subsequent development of this passage.£or?<
if it be accepted that 11.943b*944
het hie from hweorfan •• •:
neorxnawange on nearore- lif
are the rendering of
&'t emisit*eura-pominue Beus de paradise voluntatis 
ut operaretur terra©,
from Oh.Ill, v.23 and if, as seems likely, the next lines
of the A.S. poem, 11*94^*947
Him on lasts beleac libsa and wynna 
hihtfulne ham, halig engel 
be frean hssse fyrene sweorde;
are the A.S* rendering of the latter part of the Vulgate 
Oh*IXI, v.24.
et colloe&vit ante paradisum voluptatis 
Cherubim, et flammeum.gladium,versatile©,~ 
ad custodiendam viam ligni vitae.
then we must explain the,omission of the closing words of, 
v.25 and the opening phrase of v.24,-namely
(terra) de qua sumptus est 
24«Eiecitque Adam
but this principle of artistic selection appears to help 
materially with this explanation.■ Por neither of these 
phrases from the Latin oould. be called essential,, at this ' 
point, since the first is mainly epexogetic&l in intention 
v/hile the second has just been announced in the preceding 
verse; hence it may well be that the poet omits them on 
this same ground..
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Merely to invoke this principle however,
does not fully satisfy our purpose, as we should also take <
some account of the end to which the poet’s selection has
been wade; probably he wished to gain speed for his
narrative, for the cumulative effect of the alterations \
wade by the poet is that the clothing of Adam and Eve, the--'-:>i
expulsion from paradise, and the establishment of the Atigei ;
with the fiery;sword follow each other as events with no
interspersed comment to slow the pace of the narrative.
Moreover, when the poet does pause to include some exegesis,
the form in which this is expressed reaffirms the conclusion?
that the poet is striving for speedy narrative. His
exegesis is contained in 11.948-951, z;?
ne mg >r«r inwitfull sanig geferan ’ >f -
womscyldig won, ac ee weard hafsb ”
wiht and strengbo, se pmt tore lif ' .
dugebum deore drihtne healdeh . •. ..
and while these lines add no fresh ideas to those which, are
already contained in the Vulgate, they represent the import- '.
ation into the poem of visual detail which is not given in ; ■
the source (Ch.lll, v.24.)
et ool.locavit ante paradisum voluptatis .
Cherubim-et flammeum gladium atque versatile© 
ad custodiendam viam ligni vitae. ’* \'J?:
The phrase inwitfu11 womscyldig won is of course implied J 
in the material of the Latin version, but it was left to
the A. 8. poet to include ity and to combine it with geferen 
in a more colouful and dramatic picture. The introduction 
of such detail would give greater realism to the poem, and 
would produce in the audience the other emotional and 
psychological effects which are the usual result of such 
realism; moreover this would be well known to the poet, 
and his knowledge of this would provide sufficient warranty
i
i■!
>9
for his reshaping of this whole passage. . • .»'
Lines 952-960. ?
Instead,of going on now to the birth of
Cam, the poet inserts praise of God’s mercy in leaving still
some blessings to Adam and live, in 11,952-960.
Mo hwbre mlmihtig e&Ira wolde ;■
Adame and Euan arna ofteon,
freder mt fryrabe, pe&h pe hie him from swice,
, etc he him to frofre let hwcbere forb wesan ,
hyrstedne hrof halgum tunglum 
and him grundwelan ginne sealde; 
het para sinhiwum sees and eorban 
tuddorteondra teohha gehwilore
to woruldnytte wstra&s fedan. ?
and their introduction was probably inspired by the patristic 
commentary. The words of bracontius are almost close enough 
to be a definite source.
Ao totum Quod raundus habet, sub jura tonerent
Et quod floret humus,~viridis quod germinat herba
Quod spioat messis, quod rarais parturit arbor^
Quod geramaht vites, quod amoena comantia frondent 
fluraina quod raittunt fontes, quod fluotuat aequo?
Quod pelagi trahit unda, freturn quod littors tundit 
Murmure quod ventl flantes vaga, .raarraora crispent 
Quod generant terrae quod fluraina pontus et ser
'»■< IWl ■■■ w »  i ■* I— >II— U—MIi
Usibus humanis data sunt haec cuneta venire.
The A.S, poet has just described God’s anger and here deals 
with the other side of His character, His mercy. The poet 
found in God’s expulsion of Adam and Eve, something which 
revolted his A.S. mind; and his purpose in introducing 
this passage is his desire for the working of at least a 
temporary change in this character.
Lines. 961-964. .
The following lines, 11.961-964 state
briefly that Adam and Eve still found the world outside
1. parraen_deJ3eo, I, 572 sq., Migne,P.L. Vol.6o,Col.747
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paradise a more sorrowful place than was, paradise itself*; 
These lines thus represent yet another addition to the 
Vulgate source materiaX} but this addition is a common- _ 
place, and it,, would seem quite reasonable to regard it .as... 
no more than a useful connecting link to allow the A,s, poet 
to resume the thread of his narrative after the addition 
made in ll«952**9fio*
Lines_>6j*969*
This resumption of the thread of the
story Jr&kes place in lX,965~969a,
Ongunnon hie J>& be, godes hwse
beam aatrienan, swa him metod behead*
Adames and £uah aforan Wron 
freolicu twa frumbeam conned,
Cain and Abel#
The Vulgate account is contained in Ch*IV, v*l,
Adam verc cognovit Havam uxorem suam 
quae ccncepit et peperit Cain dicons 
possedi hcminem per Dorainum,
There is no significant difference between the two versions, 
with the possible exception of the A*8* phrase be godes hese| 
this may be only the poet’s phrase for per pominum, but it 
may also be the first brief heralding of the Covenant themes 
this theme is that God makes an overt.or at least a tacit 
covenant with each of the successive Xeaders of the Jews* 
Although the evidence for this is scanty, such an interpret-, 
ation of the passage is at least possible*
As well as containing the last part of
the account of the birth of Cain and Abel, Ch.IV> v*2 of
the Vulgate goes on to give the account of the work each .
of the two brothers chose?
rursusque peperit fratreio elus Abel!
fuit autem Abel pastbr cvium, et Cain agriccla,
of this verse he 
a direct mention 
quite frequently 
be that the poet 
ority and weight 
s ugge s t h oweve r , 
the wore precise
but before the A .6. poet goes on to rendex* the second half .
inserts-as I.969b the words Ub cytat bee. M**O«kW Wli<illUii»l HM il^
of his source. We meet such additions 
and their point and purpose might well 
wishes to give to his material the auth-' <.?•• 
of antiquity and learning# We would ' —.t 
that this explunation might be bettered by ? 
statement that the A.a# poet is here :>
copying consciously ox* unconsciously the methods of the 
A.3. pagan poets» with whom an appeal to the past was a 
recognised literary device.'
Lines 9XQx.?X?5* ' • • • • ‘ ‘ ; .Jt;
' - These lines of the A.8. poem now repeat j'
the difference in the interests of the two brothers with 
little change of•the material given in the Vulgate as-
already quoted from Oh.IV, v.2, ;:,s
,Fuit autoiD Abel pastor ovium et Cain agricola. / '
save that this material is expressed in a style less com- ... i:
pact than that of-the Vulgate. jfor the Latin phrase et • ~~
Cain agricola, for example, the A.S. poet writes ober his to
eorban elnes tilode (1972) which slightly expands the ; 
expression without adding anything to the material expressed.
’................
it will possibly have been observed •' 
that so far the usual relationship between the two texts. . 
is that the Latin account is usually expanded by the author ? 
of the A.8.; at this point, however, this method seems to 
have been abandoned, and here the detail in the Bible is
1. See e.g. Beowulf, 11.1-2.
Hwat. we gardens, in.ge&rdaguw ' •'???
peodcyninga pryio gafrunon
I’ext from Beowulf and dudith ed. $• van K. Bobbie,
London, 1953 p.3. ' <
■ - ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' \ r ’ ■ V<42;<;
presented by the A.S. poet’in a more condensed form.. The
incident is the sacrifice made by Gain and Abel, given In -
the Vulgate in Ch. IV, vv«3, 4 and 5* <
(5)Vactuw est aute» post multos dies . ;
ut offerret Cain de fructibus terrae munera Domino <
(4) Abel $uoque obtulit de primogenitis gregis sui et <
adipibus eorum; S
et respexit Dominus ad Abel et ad munera eius. C
(5) Ad Pain vero, et ad munera illius non respexit. v
This account is detailed but brief; the A.S. account how*
ever, In lli975b~979a, :
Hie pa drihtne lac ' ;
begen brohton. Brego angle, beseah , •
on Abeles gield eagum sinum
cyning eallwihta, Gaines ne wolde
tiber sceawian. . - ;-r
although cumulative is yet more brief. The poet has ?
achieved this brevity by omitting the details of the com* 
position of the offerings, probably because, after the 
conversion,the Christian Church was extremely hostile to y" 
sacrificing; the poet is anxious not to offend in any 
way the religious thought of his day.
Lines 979b~982a.
The customary economy of the Vulgate ;
narrative appears again in the remaining portion of
Ch.IV, v.5, <■
Iratusque est Cain vehementer, et concidit J
vultus eius. ;;
and in rendering this the A.S. poet reverts to his, old
Ii—t.Iih<w WJ ni .■ ■■ H . -r —.,. t|.tynr,- lWT nrr- ifmiri-vr rw»i ,itt-.i^i.iniW 1 . /«
1. The state had to give its aid as well In prohibiting 
sacrifice. See wihtred, Laws, 12 and 15.
practise of expanding the material in the Vulgates but ’ 
before considering the A.8.--statement of this incident ■;/. 
it would perhaps foe as well to continue to the end of 1/1 
the Latin account of the incident, as it is given in 
Ch.IV, vv. 6, 7 and 8. ■
(6) Bixitque Dominus ad eum .. j.;
Qu&re inestus eg ? et cur concidit facies /-:•
tua?
(7) Manne si bene egeris recipiee:
Sin autern male, station in foribus peccatum 
aderit?
Sed sub te erit appetitus eius, et tu ■ •
dominaberis illius.
(8) Lixitque Cain ad Abel fratrem suum:
$?gredi&mur for&s . . ' ~ /<•/-
Cumque assent in agro, jl
Consurrexit Cain adversus fratrom suuro
ittterfecit aura. /.<!
The main incidents, of this passage are retained by the 
A.$. poet, but in other respects he. treats it very 
differently from the way in which it is treated in the 
Vulgate* In the first place he expands the picture J -
of Cain's grief and anger, and in place of the single 
verse which is allotted to this in the Vulgate, the 
A.S. poet accords three lines to it, namely 11.979b- 
982a,
Jxfc'wws, torn were -
hefig mt hearten. Hygewislra asteah ■ .
beorrie on breonturn, blatende ni& -
yrre for «fstum.
...... -i''-i
Although the change could easily be explained by the 1
poe.t'g desire to import emotion into his poem, and to
give adequate motivation to the murder of Abel\ its ./I
, . ■ * x *
1. His use of nib (1981b) would alone establish sufficient ll 
motive/';;/!
. • ‘ • 44 .‘J<y
effect is* not limited to these results alone; for, ’ . '
secondly, the skill with which the A.S. poet has moulded^
the information given to him in his source should also ?;> r • 1.
be noted. In the Vulgate Cain’s emotion is simply -;
mentioned and yet this has given to the poet both the 
inspiration and the opportunity for building into the 
character of Gain a well observed psychological process f 
consisting first of grief and then of anger. That the , ? /: 
poem gains by this change can hardly be considered doubt- • 
ful, since its effect is to give to Gain’s character the 
greater authenticity of a more fully explained and n&t- > 
ural psychology.
LinesJ82b-9S6. . '
Having established Cain’s character, ’ :
the A.S. poet continues his narrative with as much speed >■
as possible, and in the next lines of his poem he gives
us at once the picture of the actual murder, of Abel, as . '/
11.982b-986, ' ;
He pa unraden \ '/
folmum gefremade, freom«g ofsloh, ' v i
brobor sinne, and his blod ageat, ,;
Cain Abeles. Cwealmdreore swealh '
pss middangeard, marines swate. * , • .
and we would accord a double significance to these lines. ; > 
In the first place, it appears noticeable that the A.S. 
poet omits any reference at all*to the exchange between \ j 
God and Cain, contained in the Vulgate Ch.IV, vv. 6 and 7 
as above. Xn the Vulgate this, verse explains more thor- . \j
oughly Cain’s reason for killing Abel. The A.S. poet • V<i• y 1' 1
/motive, as we may see. from Juliana where the word is " \ 3
twice alleged (II. 203 and 462) as the motive for the 
speaker’s action. .
however, has already established a fully developed motive ' . 
for this act from the expansion of the Vulgate account of ’ >7 
Cain’s grief, (see ll<979b-982a, and our note thereon) and 7 / 
he thus has no need of the material contained in those 
verses which are at present under discussion* Moreover, 
we have already seen that the poet is here generally .. \
concerned with the rapidity of his narrative, and it may 
well have seemed to him that the fact that this material ; 
was inessential presented him with yet another chance to 
expedite the movement of his poem. That he should wish ;; 
to do so here may appear all the more likely when we reflect: 
that he is approaching one of the highlights of his poem * •
the murder of Abel *• and may reasonably be supposed to . 77
have wished the introduction to this highlight to be as .
brief and dramatic as could be achieved; and perhaps we 7?;?• 
should note in passing that in order to do this he does not 
seem to have scrupled to emancipate himself completely from 
the text of the Vulgate where he thought there was any
■ • ■ 1.'-
2necessity that he should do so.
1. cf. Heinz®, hem hichter lag in der Brzghlung. von dem 7
Brudermord ein echt episches Motiy vqr, das er auch ganz
in dem glffnzenden stile des alt engl1schen Epos handelt 
hat (vg. ae. Gen, v.978 ff.) opT~cit.~ p.25. “ 7 ^
2. That this verse was omitted by the A.S. poet is in fact a /
matter for some regret; for the two early western versions' 
of the Bible differ in their reading^ of Oh.XV, v.7. The : 
_LXX reads ovk i<xv 6p&«3<. ;
y fifZs fo- «uo<y>c<|7| «oto
Mt ifJ <^5£/5 (geptuagint,' ed., A. Rahlfs, stutW
gart,,1955 (hereinafter referred to as Rahlfs) p.3.)
The European text of the Vh follovjs the uxx and reads 
nonne si recte offeras recte autem non dividas peccasti 
quiesce ad te conversio eius et tu dominateris eius. •
(Vetus Latina^die^Reste der A It lat e in is chen Bibel. nach 
Petrus^Saba-tier neu geseromeit und herausgegeben, von der ;-7 
Erzabtei Beuron. Freiburg 1951. Hereinafter referred™ 
to Beuron.) The Vulgate text however reads as wo 
: have/ . 7-7’
Secondly, the A.8. poet makes consid­
erable addition to the account of the deed itself as this, 
is given in the Bible. As a glance at the A .8. passage 
quoted above will show, his method is to add.to this what­
ever detail the bare and condensed account in the Latin 
suggests J and at the risk of seeming to labour the 
obvious, we should add that that detail is for the most 
part picturesque and realistic. Blod (1.984) and xaonnes 
swate (1.986) are, moreover, exactly those lucturesque 
terms which the facts of the Vulgate account would suggest 
to a lively imagination. Hence we have here a perfect 
example of the manner in which the bare account of the 
Vulgate has moved the A.8. poet to add concrete detail, 
making his account more graphic and vivid to the A.S. 
mind.
Lines 987-1001.
Continuing with our inspection of the 
A.S. poem, we find that the description of the murder of 
Abel is followed by a long passage which has no correspond­
ing original in the Latin source. The passage is 11.987- 
1001,
tofter wlswenge wea w&s altered,*
tregena tuddor. Of bam twige sibban
ludon labwende long-swa swibor —
iurp "<*♦?**,«.*»tl*n'«*■ «'■*■> .r i<*?»«-nr* ~titt J.r*iv**,
have given it, viz. Nonne si bene egeris recipies; sin 
autem male, statim in foribus peccatum aderit? ged sub 
te erit appetitus eius et tu dominaberis illius* ~As Mgr 
Ronald Knox remarks, The Greek interpreters give quite a 
different meaning to the whole verse. (Knox, p.5, note) 
Had the A. 8. poet chosen to include this verse in his 
rendering of the book of Genesis, his translation might 
have afforded us proof positive.that his source actually 
was the Vulgate and not VL.
74 W
rede wstwe* Rshiton wide ■ ••'.77
geond werpebda wrohtes telgan, . ;
hrinon he&rmt&n&s heard© and sare
drihta bearnum, (dod gieta sv/a), . < ' I
of Pam brad blado bealv/a gehwilces • • ',
sprytan ongunnon. We put spell wagon,
w^lgrimme wyrd, wope cwidfxn, . '-'d7;
nales holunge; ae us he&rde aseod <
freoleeu fmane purh forman gylt :V7;
pe wid metod cafr.e wen gefremeden, . 77'
eordbuende, siddan Adam weard . . i,
• of Godes mude gaste eacen, ’ '
and it is so far distant from the Vulgate in content and : ;‘ 
in style that at first sight its nearest analogue would, ■ 7 
seem to be some description of fggdr&sil* the ashtree 
which supx^orts the world. We shall not press this compar­
ison too far however, as its basis is really'unsound; for <7 
the chief function of Yggdrasil seems to have been oosmo- 
logicalJ While the chief aim'of this passage appears to . 
be moral, and it seems reasonable to assume that the . .
explanation of its inclusion at t his point may lie in‘its '777
1. Probably the best description is that in the urlmnismai ‘ ~ / 
stanaas 51 and 55« . ' -;7
■Pl.prjar rratr stands
& prja vega J.?/-
undan aslci Yggdrasils. • • •;
He 1 byr und e in hi
annarri hrimjJursar 7<
pridju mennakir menn. . <
J2.Aakr Yggdrasils . /.7;
drygir effidi x 
meira en menu vitx -
hj<jrtr bitr of an - >•
en a’hlidu funar . '
skxrdir hibhoggr nedan.
(R.C.Boer, Pie Edda, Bd.I, pi># 54-55, The Ikgue, 3922, ) 
Both trees are similar .in growth and width of spread, but 
Yggdrasxl appears to be a physical tree, its symbolical .
• meaning being that of the universe, (cf.li.A.Bellows, The g7 
Poetic Bdda, new York, 1925.}9 while the tree in the A.S. < 
poem seems to be mainly a metaphysical concept. : v
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moral function. xhe didactic and moralising qualities of /•..
A .8. pagan poetry are too well known to require emphasis
here: and their occurrence after scenes of battle or violent
action is likewise a commonplace of criticism. In view of / •
this it does not seem too bold to advance the suggestion .
that the A.8. poet is once again apxjealing to. the poetic .; .
mores of the past; his source has just provided him with .
an excellent opportunity fox* description of combat, - an '
opportunity which he has used to the full, * and it is• ” . - . - ”♦*
possible that his addition here of 11.987-1001 may have been 
• made in deference to an audience who expected that he should
next include just such a moralising passage as this. . ■;
Lines 10Q2-lQl3a. . , ' .
, In the following line, 1.1002, the A.8. ?
poet returns to his source,and for the next few lines, 
1I.1QO2-1013&, he appears to have folrov/ed more or less 
verbatim the corresponding passage from the Vulgate. (Gh.IV,; ; 
vv.9 and IQ.); his one deviation is that in 1.1003 he,refers 
to Gain as cystleasa although Gain has not yet been formally 
cursed* but we may fairly dismiss this as poetic license.
So close indeed is his allegiance to the Vulgate in this 
passage that in places we seem actually to hear the Latin . ; 
“echoing through the A.8.“; us an instance we may cite the 
Latin phrase from v.lQ vox sanguinis fratris tui clamat ad \ ? 
me de terra and compare it with the A.8. line 10l2b-lolJa ’■ <•; 
and his blod to me cleopaO and cigeO. .
' nines 10X3b--lQ21. . ' : c
In both accounts this passage is followed
by the details of God’s curse upon Gain, and here again* 
exact comparison is demanded that we may observe the terms 
through which each account presents this curse. In the 
Vulgate the curse is contained in Ch.lv, viz. 11 and 12, and
we may divide the material of these two verses into four ?; 
elements# The first of these consists of a general mal­
ediction upon Cain;
(11) Nunc igitur maledictus ei’is super terrain <
and this is followed by the second element which is not
so truly part of the curse, as of the circumstances sur­
rounding it; . 3
Quae aperuit os suum, et suscepit sanguinew 
fratris tui de menu tua# . • •' 7,
The third element is again properly part of the curse $
(12) Cum operatus fueris earn, non tibi fructos /
suos debit ,
while the fourth element, which has passed into tradition 
as the ’Curse of Cain’ is;
vagus et profugus eris super terrain.
At this point it would seem reasohable to expect that it
might be the fourth element which would first inspire the
A.S. mind, and this is indeed what appears to have happened;
for in the A.S. poem the curse is contained in 11.1013b-1021
and this section of the poem opens with a description of ' -■■■
the punishment by exile, in 11.1013b-10l$a
j>u p»s cwealmes scealt 
wite winhan and onwc hweorfan, 
ewyrgedto widen aid, re.
The A.S. poet then, has here altered the order of appear- / 
ance of the four elements In the curse mentioning first in 
his poem that which was last in the Vulgate; and as this • 
is not the only alteration which he makes to the order of 
these elements, it would perhaps be most convenient to 
examine first the A.S. account of this event in toto, and J 
to leave the detailed changes far investigation in a later 
paragraph.
, After the fourth element, the A.S. poet ;
proceeds at once to give an account of what is in the Latin 
the third element, namely the punishment through the 
barrenness of the earth, a punishment which he sets forth 
in 11.1015b-10l6a.
He seleb pe wstmas eor&e 
wlitige to woruldnytte,
He then inserts the A.S. rendering of the circumstances 
surrounding" this curse * the second element in the struc­
ture of this passage in the Vulgates thus he has in • 
ll»10l6b~X017a,
ae heo wreldreore svze&lh 
halge of handum pinum;
He next returns to and expands the third element, in 11. 
lQ17b-1018a, , .
forpon heo pe hrobra oftihb,
glumes grene folde.
and to complete his rendering of the curse upon gain the
A.8* poet returns to the last element - the punishment by .
exile and gives a final expansion of this in 11,I0l8b-102I,
pu scealt geomor hweorfan, 
arleas of earde pinum, swa pu Abele wurde 
to feorhb&nan; forpon pu fleraa seesit 
widl&st wrecan, winemagum lab.
prom this can be deduced a definite pattern in the A.8. 
poet’s arrangement of the elements of the curse$ he has 
placed the same idea at the beginning and at the end of the 
passage, enclosing the other ideas within this framework. 
The idea which he has chosen to provide this framework 
moreover, is that of exile; and by this rearrangement ?. 
he has given added prominence to this idea —- an idea
already familiar to the Germanic world ---- - and has thus ?.
succeeded in bringing the Biblical world into closer approx
im&tion with his ov,;n.
The detailed changes which he mkes in.
the expression of this passage show that he has followed 
his usual practice. Xn general he has substituted concrete 
terms for the more abstract terms of the Vulgate; to give 1 
two examples of this, he substitutes westroas (1.1015b) and 
hrobra (1.1017b) for the less concrete Vulgate term fructos ' 
suos (v.12), and in 11.1018*1019 he substitutes for the 
Vulgate vagus -et profugus (v.12) the phrase geomor hweorfen 
of Q&rde pinurn, an alternative which is certainly more 
dynamic and detailed if not precisely more concrete; and 
the omission of the first element of the curse maledictus 
eris super terram (v.ll) is probably due to the fact that 
this phrase is entirely abstract in character. The express­
ion in his source has once more given him the inspiration 
for the adoption of a more concrete, more picturesque and X
hence more graphic style.
Lines 1022*1035. • ' ‘X
Cain*s reply to God after the curse is
given in the Vulgate in Ch.lv, vv.l> and 14 in the follow* 
ing terms; .{
15. Dixitque Cain ad Dominum
Maior est iniquitas mea quam ut veniam mere&r,
14. Scce eicis me hodie a facie terrae 
et a facie tua abscondar,
et ero vagus et profugus in terra J
, omnis igitur qui inveherit me occidet me.
most of which is reproduced iri the JUS. as 11.1022*1055 
with relatively little change, save what is demanded by the 
more repetitive poetic style of the JUS.' verse: the last ;
line of the Latin however is the basis for considerable / 'j
• ” i
\ :1- -i■ '-'I . ... |
/ --'••I
»
expansion and addition by the A.S. poet, for in the A.S.
poem this clause appears to have been expanded through .
11.1028-1055, '• ■••y
hwonne me gemitte mansoyldigne, • -<
se me feor obbe rieah fehbe gemonige, 
broborcwealmes. Ic his blod agent,
dreor on eorben. bu to dsage pissum - ''
aderaest me fram dugube and adrifest from 
earde minura. Me to aldorbarian
weorbeb wrabra sum. Ic awyrged sceal,
peoden, of gesyhbe pinre hweorfan. .
It is true that some of the ideas in this passage do not 
depend entirely upon omnia igitur qui invenerit me, occidet 
me; the phrase ic his bl£4 agent for instance depends 
generally upon all that precedes, rather than upon this 
Latin phrase in particular. It does seem revealing how­
ever, that the poet should have chosen this particular . 
A.S. phrase for inclusion here thus close to the idea of ' . 
the murdei* which will one day be perpetrated against Gain; 
his mind seems temporarily dominated by the image of a \
deed of murder. The character common to all these expan- , 
sions shows how the poet has once more realised in picturesque 
terms the image which the brief outline of the Vulgate account 
presents to his mind. '
Lin esj. 1056-104 5 a . •
Gain’s fear that any who meet him will
attack him is met by God with the reply that any who do will ..
suffer sevenfold punishment; this .’is narrated by the
Vulgate in Gh.IV, v.15,
pixitque ei pominus •
Nequaquam ita fiet .
sed omnia qui occiderit Cain, septuplum punietur . b
and by the A.S. in 11.1056-1045a
Him be self a. oncwisb sigora drihten:
uNe pearft bu pe ondned&n deabes brogan, -
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feorhcwealro nu giet1 2, peah pu from scyle 
freomagum feor fah gewltan.
Gif pe monna. hwelc mundum sinum 
aldre beneoteb, hine on cymeb 
mfter p»re synne seofonfeald wracu, 
wite mfter weorce."
Kor the Latin ita fiet wo have two expressions in the A.S, 
deabes brogan (r. 1037b) and feorhcwealm (1.1038a), and for 
occiderita we have mundum sinum aldre beneoteb (1.1040b - ;
**iT’* ' 1-tn^' n,™ rr. -nrrr - - .1 » -n .1
1041a). Thus, in both examples, the A*S. version gives 
a more exhaustive description than that which is provided 
by the Latin source, and the poet has once again been 
stimulated by his source into producing for his audience 
not a bare record of events, but rather a series of imag­
inative concepts whose effect is to make it all the more 
easy for his audience to, realise the story he is telling. v 
Lines 1043b-1047a.
God now sets the sign upon Cainj and
in the Vulgate this incident is narrated in the last part
of VilSj while in the A.S. it occupies li;i043b-1047a}
the only real difference is that for the interficeret of
the Vulgate is substituted in the A«S. mid, gubhrace gretan
dorste (1,1046) an addition which again shows the A.S. poet
inserting graphic detail. The word gubbpwce moreover 
o *"""
is a compound of the common epic type, and we would suggest 
that in using this the poet was probably attempting to 
evoke in his audience the memories of epic combats with 
which they would already be familiar; and he may have
1. There is also the addition of bean feu from scyle freomagum 
feor fah gewltan (11.1038b-1039), another mention of the 
idea of exile to which the poet returns once more; the 
motive for this may well be imagined to be that given in 
our remarks on 11.1018b-l021. &,v.pp. 5O-1, supra or in 
11.1049b-1057. v. infra p. 55.
2. cf. gub cmf t, gubhreb, gupreow etc.
hoped in consequence that by making this .addition he would 7 
present to them a picture already realised. . . <V. 7
Lines..1047b^l049a. ’ ' . ' ' '•-7.
At this point the A.S. poet makes
another addition, this time without any warranty- from his
source, and we have in 11.1047b-1049a, .
Heht from hweorfan’ 7
meder and roagum manscyldigne,
cnosle sinum. >
but the very appositeness of this addition completely
justifies its inclusion; it consists of a brief reference
to Gain’s departure into exile, and in this we would be
bold enough to see yet another deliberate attempt on the'
part of the poet to approximate to each other the two
worlds with which he is concerned - the Biblical and the
Germanic * through the theme of exile. - .’7
Lines l049b-1057. .<;7'7
.7 This conclusion is strengthened by the77:
opening lines of the next passage in his poem. The rel*
event passage of the Vulgate is Ch.IV,'vv.16 end 17, the
passage which recounts the details and end of Cain's journey
into exile. '.'7
Egressusque Cain a facie Domini habitavit profugus ; '•
■ in terra ad orientalem pl&gam Hden. . <
Cognovit autera Cain uxorern suam
Quae concepit et peperit Enoch 7-7
et aedificavit eivitatem, vocsvitque nomen eius r
ex nomine fiXii sui Enoch.1 , : • ; - :
In. the A.S. poem, this passage is expanded to occupy
lI.1049b-105? . • .. . . -7
Him >a. Cain gew&t 
gongan geomormod gode of gesyh&e,
1. On the form of this name see App.n, p.454.
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winele&s wrecca, and him pa win geceas 
e&stlandura on, eftelstowe -r
fmdergeardura feor, peer him freoleeu n>?3g, * \
Ides rafter o»belura eaforan fedde.
Se esresta wes £nos haten, 
frumbeam Caines* Gibban fmsten ongon
mid para cneoraagura ceastre tirabranj
but there is only one significant addition in the A.S.
version* This is contained in 11*1050-105la
gongan georaorraod gode of gesyhpe . /
wiheleas wrecca
and together with an •echo1 in 1*1055, fradergeardura feor 
it emphasises the idea of doleful exile which seeras to 
strengthen the conclusion that the A.3. poet is here 
seeking to equate the world of his source and that of his ■ >
audience through the frequent, repetition of this idea*
This expansion also imparts into the poem an emotional tone 
which is absent from the Latin* The Vulgate’s expression 
profugus is the technical word for an exile, but it poss- 
esses none of the overtones of eraotion which the words used ;•
by the A*S. poet must have possessed from frequent occur­
rence in A«S* pagan epic poetry.
Lines_1056r-lp60. '
> At the close of this passage> the A*S.
poet adds in 11.1056-1060 a corament upon the city which
Cain has built. .J
prat was under wolenura wealifrastenna 
rarest ealra para pe rabelingas, 
sweordberende, settan'heton.
but this is no more than a comment of the sort the poet 
might well add to give variety to the plain narrative of 
the Vulgate. .<
Lii^^ ' ' V?
The account of this city is followed . •: 
by the detail of the descendants of Cain who successively
• zs
ruled over it, en account which is carried as far as the end
of the history of Lamech. Taking the; genealogy first, this is
given in the Vulgate with the usual Biblical brevity, within />
the compass of one verse, Ch.XV, v,18,
porro Henoch genuit irad r,
et Irad genuit Maviael 
et Maviael genuit Mathusael 
et Mathusael genuit Laraech.
but in the A.S. it is given at greater length and occupies
rather more than 14 lines, 11.1061^1075a.
. , .hanpn his eaforen wrest wocan,,
beam from bryde, on j>a» burhstede.
Se yldesta wme Iared haten, 
sunu i&noses. Sibb&n wocan,
]>a £ws cynnes cneowrim icton, 
mosgburg Caines. Malalehel wees 
wfter Iarede yrfes hyrde
fwder on lasts, obpmt he forb gewat.
* sibban Mathusal magum dtelde,
beam wf ter bearne ., brobrum sinum 
sebelinga gestreon, objwt aldorgedal 
frod fyrodagu® fremman sceolde, 
lif oflwtan. Laraeh onfeng 
wfter fwder dmge fletgestealdum, 
botlgestreonum.
l.The form of the names Iared (1.1063b) and Malalehel (1.1066) c 
is noteworthy here, as it has a special interest <ieriving 
fro® the fact that the Vulgate and the VL differ at this point.! 
The LXX gives thia verseTto fS(iSo(S'> Hxi eycvViqi'cv To* '
Tov x«m tfa&ovfa'A* fyewvjtft* -r«V Ay'tX, and it W6S
apparently this text which acted as the source for the VL. 
which has Aiooh genuit Galdad Qaldad genuit Mavia Mevla genuit 
Mathusael Mathusael genuit Lameoh. The Yulgate on the other 
hand reads porro hhooh genuit Irad et Irad genuit Mavlahel et ! 
Mavlahel genuit Mathusahel et Mathusahel genuit Lameoh. The ! 
significant point here is the use of Irad (Yulgate) for Qaldad ' 
(VL and LU). Sven supposing that the A.s. poet derlved“the ■'/! 
name he uses here iared (1.1063b) not from this verse of the j 
Vulgate, but from Ch.V, vv.7-21, as HBnncher (op* cit. p.60) 
suggests, and as the name Malalehel (1.1066b) would seem to .!
Indicate, It Is less likely that he would have done so had he i 
been using the VL with the form Qaldad rather than the Vulgate ! 
with the form Irad. See also App. up.
The interest of these lines is that 
they change the character of the passage as a whole. 
Additions are contained first in 11.1069*107la,
Siftban Ilathusal ' magum daelde 
beam mfter bearne^ broftrum sinum 
reftelinge gestreon,
and finally in 11.1073b-1073e
Lameh onfeng
^fter fmder &ege fletgestealdum, 
botlgestreonum. ,
The second of these additions, shows how the A.S. poet is 
attempting to bring his poem more close to the normal A.S. 
lifej onfeng (1.1073b) is the usual word for succeeding 
to a Kingdom in the A.S. world, as its frequent use in 
prose makes plain. The A.S. poet is filling into his 
accouht in everyday and matter of fact language the epis­
odes which the Vulgate suppresses. The first of the two 
quotations given above shows a slightly different process / 
at work, howeverj dividing treasure, which is the subject 
of 11.1069-1071a, is a well known epic action. It has 
passed into such common currency that it is recorded in 
the tinossis Poems as the function of a king; cyning sceel 
on. heahe / beagas &»lan. As these poems occupy almost 
the place of proverbs in modern English life, we might 
hence venture to suggest that the A.S. poet is not here
1. Merrill and McClumpha, op.cit, p.166, cite a parallel 
between this phrase and 1,1920 of Beowulf, but the idee 
occurs frequently therein, although the phraseology 
varies. See for example 1.2786.
2. iler fen& ASpered Al&elbryhtes bropur to Wesseaxna rice, 
The Parker Chronicle, ed.~A.H. Smith,**LOhdon 1935, p.24
ffl*e A.S, Minor poems, ea S. van k. Bobbie, New York, 1952 
’ ~ P*56.
concerned to epicise his diction, but to use this passage ;<i 
to set the rulers of the city of Cain before his audience \ 
as if they were the chieftains of an early Germanic tribe. 
Lines 1075b~1081.
The Vulgate now gives the details of . i 
Lemeeh^s two wives, and the family he had by them, set 
forth thus in Oh.IV, vv,19-22$
(Lamech) /?.'•
19. qui accepit duas uxores
nomen uni Ada et nomen alter! Selle
20. genuitque Ada label qui fuit pater h&bitantium >
in tentoriis, &tque pastorum.
21. St nomen fratris eius lubals ipse fuit pater
canentium cithara et organo
22. Sella quoque genuit Tubalcain, ~
qui fuit aall'eator et faher in cuncta opera 
aeris et ferri*
Thus the relationships and the occupations of the family 
of Lamech seem fairly clears Adafs sens are label the 
shepherd and lubal the musician, while Bella’s offspring 
is Tubalcain the smith. The A*S* account of this passage 
opens with a correct statement of the names of the wives, 
in ll,107Sb-1077a, . f
Him bryda twa
idesa on efele eaforan feddon 
Ada and Sella.
but this accuracy is not quite so well maintained in the 
lines which follow, 11.1077b-1081.
para anum wses .
Iabal noma, se purh gleawne gepanc 
herbuendra hearpan terest
handuw sinuw hlyn awchte, ' •
swinsigende sweg, sunu Lamehes.
for there is confusion between the names and occupations 
of the two sons of Adaj to the name of the shepherd the
poet has added the occupation of the musician, while the 
occupation of the shepherd and the name of the musician^.:- ’? 
have been totally omitted* It might of course be argued. .
that this arrangement was deliberate, but the lack of 
confirmatory evidence makes this rather, hazardous; it
seems more probable that the poet*s eye was misled by 
the recurrence of the= same word groups; and instead of 
the Latin quoted above, he may have read (20) genuitque 
Ada label • *« qui Chit pater canentium cithara etc*’*’
Lines 1082-1089. : ■
The account of Bella’s son Tubalcain 
the smith occupies the next eight lines, 11*1082-1089 ■.'</'
Swylee on bsnre mwgbe mage. w»s haten 
on pa ilcantid Tubal Cain, 
se purh snytro sped smibcimftega wes 
and purh modes gemynd monna.merest,
sunu Lamehes, sulhgeweorces, 7
fruma »es ofer foldan, sibban folca beam 
seres' cubon , and isernes, —
burhslttende, brucnn wide. >
and indeed it,seems almost a natural expansion for the poet 
to make; Tubalcain, with his reputation as the first worker
IM>*>■*» > ll» IU11Iij*■*•**•* *> *1 iU#i*»'«>*—>*»*^I il■* *» iWW i"« y***»n»<* ■***««**y <.»*«**««Mt - n ♦,'wdfc *<*■ m>» IWW <iig****»—fn**WWM— ’»
1* cf* on this point Hbnncher, (op* cit* p.58), who simply 
remarks ffeggelassen 1st bei iha (the poet) v*2Q, without 
offering any explanation of why this verse should have .? 
been chosen for omission* If we may be permitted an 
argument a priori, the account of the first shepherd would 
seem more^likely to be included to interest an A»S. 
audience, than the account of the first harper — despite 
the interest the latter would have for the poet himself* 
The same critic adds (ibid* p*6Q)» Jebal endlich for 
Jubal ist entweder aus versehen des ffohrelbers antstenden 
Oder os berupt auf vorwechslung mi't dem in der Vulgate 
ycrhergenannten Jebal but the second of these alternatives 
does not adequately explain why the poet omitted the rest 
of v*20.
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in brass and iron, would wake a double appeal to the A.S. 
wind; he would appeal to the wen who invested their 
swords and weapons with magical powers, and personalities 
and names of their own, and he would appeal to the men 
who knew the legend of Weland the iSmith,1 Of these two 
motives, the latter appears to be given overt support by 
the poet*s use of gmi&cmftiga. (1.1084b); and thus the. A 
poet seems to strive to introduce yet another Biblical 
personage into the Germanic world,
L^es^l09<>ll^. '
After a short introduction of three
lines, (11.1090*1092), based upon the opening phrase of
the Vulgate Oh.IV, v.23, dixitque h&taech uxoribus auis
Mae et Sellae the poet embarks upon the so-called «hamech :
Kpisode*. In the Vulgate it is narrated, in Oh.IV, vv.23
and 24, as «
ajadite vocem raeam uxores L&mech. ;
auscultate sermonem meum 
quondam occidi virum in vulnus weum 
et adulescentulurn in livorem meum
24.Ceptupluw ultio . dabitur de Cain 
de Lamech vero septangles septies.
and in the A.S. poem, the same event occupies 11.1093*1103, /
Io on m orb or ofsloh minra sumne .<>
hyldemaga? honda gewemde 
on Caines cwealme mine, 
fylde mid folmum fmder Enoses,
ordbsnan Abeles, eorftan sealde . .
weldreor weres. Wat ic gearwe
1. Even if the Beor had perished, and we did not know of 
his mention in 1.1 of this poem, or in 1,455 of Beowulf 
we might still presume an A.S. acquaintance with him 
from his popularity among other Germanic tribes.
past para liehryre on last eymeb ,
sobcyninges eeofonfe&ld wracu, . . ,
micel after wane. Min sceal swi&or ' '
mid grirame gryre golden wurftan
fyll and feorhcw&alm, J>onne ic forb solo. z
Xt will possibly be most convenient to make our comparison 
here in two stages, taking first ll,1093-1098a, end there­
after ll,1098b~1103, In the first of these two groups 
the difference which eraex^ges is that the A,S, poet has 
definitely identified Laraech’s victim as Cain himself, • •
honda gewerade / on Caines owealme mine, (ll,lO94b-1095a), ’
This identification can however be deduced from the account
'' i • ' • .' • -■<
in the yulgate - it is Implied by the first phrase of v.24,
■ ■ ' ’ ‘ ' 2-'• *■' ■,'although.it may have come from the patristic commentary*
**f i>'.» i,i^i «*, t-^t*^*******-'*****’ ■*,'» *wW>. »-»*0 **vfeunfti.iR .m,i i| mm »e**.? ■ i . '
1, The modern view of the ’Laraech .Episode’ appears to be - , 
entirely different, at least as exemplified by Mgr Ronald 
Knox’s translation of this verse, which rune: It was to 
his wives, Ada and Sella, that Laraech uttered the saying, 
Listen to these""words of mine? you wives of Laraech, note 
my guying well. The wan~that wounds me, the stripling 
who deals rae a blow, j. reward with death, For Cain, 
sevenfold vengeance was to be taken? for Laraech it 
shall be seventy times as much. As a footnote to this y 
he adds The second half~of this verse may also be rendered
■1 Have, slain a man to ray own wounding, a stripling to ay 
hurt ’ but this does not suit the context, (i0nox.p.6) 
This view is endorsed by J? Skinner in A Crit icaT"and 
ixegetical Commentary on Genesis, (The first voluwe 
in the’"series The International Critical Commentary 
ed. Driver, Plummer and Briggs?~hePeinafter cited as ICC 
Gen,) Edinburgh, 1910, p,121, where he says 23b. The / 
meaning is. that (the tribe?) Laraech habitually^avenges 
the slightest personal in jury ""by the death of man or 
child of the tribe to which the assailant belongs. But 
as the passage quoted by HOnncher (see note 2 j shows, this 
view was not always so popular*
2, Hdnncher, op. cit, p.59 suggests Bede, and quotes virus ; 
vel adulesc en tulura, quern digit, Cain significat, quern
idera Laraech, sed non sponte, interfecit, sicut Hieronymus 
in/
Whatever the source of the idea may have been,the poet’s 
motive In making much of the identification seems to have 
been the desire to present to his audience the direct 
opposition of the two men, Lamech and Cain*
Concerning the second part of the 
account his change is from a factual to a more poetic state­
ment; but the change of aesthetic feeling does not stop 
with that, for with the introduction of the idea of super­
natural vengeance we are almost in the realms of wyrd, since ! 
it is possible to read into on last cymeb (1,1099b) and 
sofecyninges (1*1100a) something of a reference to the inex­
orable quality associated with the wyrd of the pagan poetry; 
but the evidence for this is rather scanty for further ded- 
notion* •
Lines 1104-1116 * ■.
At the end of this incident, the Vulgate
leaves its genealogy of the race of Cain, returns to Adam
and Eve, and the birth of their third son Seth is narrated, y
occupying the last two verses of Oh,IV:
25. Cognovit quoque adhuc Adam uxorero suaro et peperit 
f Ilium
Vocavitque nomen eius Seth, dicens:
posuit mihi Deus semen aliud pro Abel quern occidit '?
Cain.
26* sed et Seth natus est filius quern vocavit Ehos. 
iste coepit invoearo nomen Domini*
but it seems as though the first alone had been used by the 
poet* The lines in which he render# it, follow immediately 
upon the closing line of the ’Leroech Episode’ and we find . 
that in these lines (11*1104-1116) the A.$. poet has appar- , 
ently made more than one addition to the material provided 
for him in the Vulgate. The first of these, 11,1107-1106,
tMV 1—l*M 111 I'lWtMft****► a#f vttM*»* *-*«’*** *M?*• ** <«’V i- 41***-*»•*«***»-■*-. » 'W»»'2^*5w**n>8*k•*****(*R.**•»3**■ ii> ,«*r-#**<*4fc i ■» n*' iM —fc .
in QMQdam Hebraeo yolumlne scriptum testatur. Bede, 
Hexaemeron, Migne,~PL. Vol.91, Col.76.
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, . ' -Se was. eadig /.and hie yldruw &ah . ' * •
freolic to frofre, feder and-me der
seemsto be simply an imaginative comment on the part of the 
poet clothing the mere name in the Vulgate with some semb- ■; 
lance of a character? he again adds graphic detail, although/ 
this time the detail appears to originate within his own '1 . 
imagination only. The other addition which contributes 
materially,to the enlargement of this passage is found in 
11.11141^1116
and me cearsorge .
mid pys magotimbre of mode asceaf • ,’h
peoden ussor. Him pms pane sie, • /,-
and by contrast it seems to lie a, little nearer to the ; ?
Vulgate source * the letin and the A.S. have at least the 
idea of consolation in common. The prevailing note in the 
passage is that set by the word cears/orge (1,1114b) and 
the importance of this word and hence of the passage as a 
whole lies in the emotional overtones which the word brings < 
with it from the pagan epic poetry. Cearsorg is one of the \ 
emotions which most of the pagan epics bewail, and its use 
here’shows an early meeting of the pagan and Christian 
backgrounds to epic poetry, in the idea of God’s freeing A
Adam from this emotion. As yet, however, the poet does not 
seem conscious of any conflict between the we 1tanschauung
of epic poetry and that of Christianity: the A.S, poet does
not wish to stress here God’s character as the God who is the 
final judge of men’s deeds, so much as he wishes to portray s 
him as the God who brings consolation for the woes of this 
world -.a suggestion which we might further support from • ;
the expression Him foes feanc &ie in line 1116b. The poet 
•in fact is expanding his source to give his audience a 
clearer picture of God’s character. ■ 'S
The second of the two verses quoted,
(sed £i S2.il! natus est etc.) is not immediately used by
the A*H. poet* lines lli7->I121a, . .
Adam hesfde, pa he eft ongan . ?
him to e feels tssfe oferes strienan 
bearnes be bryde, beorn ellenrof,
XXX and C hisses lifes , j’..-.
v/lntra on woru3.de
are in fact based on Ch.V, y.3 ' . • . ?
v.ixit autem centum triginta annis J/-
et genuit ad similitudinem etc • ;
and will be considered in a later paragraph* His omission .<
of the birth of Knos, Seth’s son, thus avoids the repetition 
of the Biblical account, and the story of the descendants of. 
Adam is presented as one continuous narrative* The second; 
phrase of this verse, iste coepit invocare nomen Domini app­
ears much later as the; source of ll*ll>5*1136a, se nernde god 
nifepa l!25:£S§; / «rest ealra: and this careful rearranging '. 
shows how the poet planned his narrative well in advance and 
did not simply translate verse by verse*
. The next chapter in the Vulgate,
Ch.V> seems superfluous in that it rehearses once again the ; 
genealogy of the leaders of Israel, going back to Adam as 
its starting point* But there is first a rapid reference 
to the original Creation, in vv.l and 2,
• Hie est liber generationis Adam . /
In die, qua creavit Beus howinem
ad similitudinem Dei fecit ilium
2* Masculum et feminam creavit eos, *
et benedixit illisj et vocavit nomen eorum 
Adam, in die qua creati sunt*
a reference which the A.S. poet omits for a reason which will
• «nM><»««*«''*•*• ***in « *■! .MwnMmnwtnM*•***«*»■—mM J i HUF RW ff»W i ji»>. i W ' i ■>!;MWM. ahw.ii i ■)-M*wh»-***•»
l.As might be expected, the repetition is due to the fact 
that the Hebrew Book of Genesis depends upon 2 different ; 
sources, usually denoted by d. E* and P. Oh.IV, W*25 and 
26 belong to J, while Ch.V, vv.1-29 belong mostly to P* ;• 
See Skinner, op* cit* pp.xxxiv-xliii and 124-129. ',
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probably be quite appEtrent, His poem is'based upon'the 
events of the book of Genesis, and it way fairly lay claim /pH 
to some sort of narrative unity $ to include a reference to 
his source does not disturb this unity, as to have already * >, 
seen, but to refer to a book within a book would at least ;;‘. 
threaten to do so, . He may well have felt too, that the • .H
same reasoning applied to the rest of those tv/o verses; he ■; 
is here primarily concerned with matters of genealogy and , ' ; 
descent, and to include among such a reference to Creation 
may well have seemed to him to.be either unskilful or 
impractical; and if we transfer our point of view from the 
immediate to the more distant, we should deduce from this -" Y 
omission that the poet’s attitude to his material is hetq H 
primarily aesthetic, or at least sufficiently so to prevent
’ ■ ■ *i
his source material.. ' from governing his poem when he feels Y
* , . ; A
that a change should be made. . -
Lines 1117-1242&.
■ Xhe remainder of this chapter in the .Y
Bible consists of 29 verses, and they divide themselves : .<
naturally into a number of groux^s, each group consisting ' 
of three verses, tne first group being devoted to Adam, and' 
each group thereafter to one of his descendants, thus Y.. Y
5- 5
6- 8
Adam
Seth > V - S
9-11 Bn os ‘
12-14 Hainan . “Y
15-17 Maialeel " ' ■ ; 4
18-20 fared *
21-24 Bnoch
25-2? Mathousala •» •- "
28-51 Lamech
51 Hoe sem Cham and Jfepeth.l
X* Xt will be seen that this last differs materially from 
. . . 1 that/
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L&eh of these groups more o vex* gives exactly the 
ation, and uses almost exactly the same xox'iu of
ah illustration both of the material and of
same inform-;• 
words; as •/<
form in
which it is given let us quote vv.12-14, and 13-17«
12* vixit quoque Oainan septuaginta annis et genuit 
Malalehel. • ’ -
13. et vixit C&inan postquam genuit Malelehel acting-
antis quadraginta annis 
genuitque filios et filias
14. et fact! sunt omnes dies Oainan nongenti decern
anni et mortuus est .
13* vixit autem Malalehel sex&ginta quinque annis et
genuit lured.
16. et vixit Maialehel postquam genuit lured octing-
entis triginta annis. 
et genuit filios et filias
17. et fact! suntoionea dies Malalehel octingenti
nonaginta quinque anni et mortuus est 
The pattern which emerges then is that each successive
* l.l.<|t»Ws hmm >M«
that given in Oh.XV, which gave the line of descent as
Adum(v.l)
/.S ,MO = U.1®56)
Iarad(l*l063b)
Malelehel 
• (1.1066b)
Gain(v.1) Abe1(v•2)
He no oh (v. 16)
I
irad(v.lb)
Maviael(v.lO)
geth(v.23) 
itjnos(v.26)
Ma bhusahel(v. lb)
Lamech(v.18); Ada(vil9) and Selia(v.l9)
label lubal Tubalcain hoema 
(v.20) (v.21) (v.22) (v.22)
Why the A.S. poet should .have used the name forms from Oh.V-;/ 
throughout is difficult to understand,a nd by what method 
he contrived to do this and yet to take the line of descent 
from Oh.XV* is even more difficult. Honncher (loc. clt*) •'
remarks on this fact, but1 offers no hypothesis which might 
remove this contradicition. ■ '
leader of the Jewish race is named;' his age at the birth . < 
of his first child is told, followed by the number of years ;y 
he lived after this, and the age at which he died. As the ! 
same form of words is used throughout most of the rest of 
the chapter exhaustive quotation is not necessary,
We should note that the group allotted \ 
to Adam contains extra material in the phrase et genuit ad 
siwilitudinem et imagines suam vocavitque noraen eius Seth
— l)^n«| « H Ul mi ■ - HOIH— l«*i «, II, HI J nil Mil W » —
(v.3). This however seems little more than a change in ? 
the usual form of the words, and the A.S* poet treats it 
as such and disregards it. In the group allotted to Lamech; 
and his son Noah we are given the interpretation of the 
name Noah, iste gonsolabitur nos ab operibus et laboribus 
manuum nostrarum in terra cui maledixit Dominus (v.29) * 
additional material which the A.s. poet again disregards* 
po ss ibly because he did not wish Noah to gain prominence 
in the, poem until he reached the account of the Flood* We 
might accept his silence as due to the desire to give his 
poem proportion* The last exception is the group which 
refers to Snoch, son of Iared, (vv.21*24), but as this 
group differs materially from the others, vv.21*24 and the y 
corresioonding linos of the A.S*, 11.1197-1217& have been y 
left out of consideration till the end of this section.
1* The term ®noch? son of Iared, may seam cumbersome, but
as most early writers are somewhat arbitrary in the ?.
spelling of this name and also in that of &os and 
frequently confuse the two, it has been thought best . 
to add the descent where it is not clear from the ■' y'
immediate context. .
Lines 1117- 1242a. . .
Factual Basis. • Perhaps our best approach to the v
comparison of these two long passages will be to look 
first at the basic factual material common to both. At . 
first sight, this material appears rather unpoetic and 
intractable in character, and from the numerous expansions 
and additions it ultimately received at the poet’s hands 
it may be assumed that in general the poet shared this 
opinion: but before these changes are considered, it
should be noted that he does preserve the factual material 
of the years and offspring of the Israelite leaders more 
ox* less intact. The order of descent is maintained also, 5' 
and the names likewise; the years of the leaders he keeps 
too, save that he alters the figures given in the Vulgate 
for the events in Xared’s life, and the age of Lamech at 
the birth of Noah. He omits some of the figures referring 
to Henoch son of lared, Mathusalah and Lame ch. These are ? 
the main alterations he makes to the basic facts of the. 
chapter; but none of them is of great importance, and the . i 
main facts remain unchanged.
The first of these minor changes men- 
tionod above refers to lared, of whom it is related in the
Vulgate that he was 162 years of age when his son Lhoch 
was born. (Ch.V, v«18).
vixitque fared centum sexaginta duobus annis et 
genuit Henoch, v
and that after he had lived for 800 years more, lared died 
at the age of 962. (Qh.V, vv.19 and 20)♦ /.
4 t * * ■ • I
■'69 b
19. et vixit fared postq.uam gamut Henoch o ct ingent is • 
annis
et genuit filios et filias
2.Q, et fact! sunt omnes dies fared nongenti .sexaginta 
duo anni et mortuus est
and both the early versions of the Bible, * the MX and the , 
VI - agree with those figures. in the A.S. however, the 
figures are given as 165, 800 and 965 respectively in 11. 
1184-“119p*
pif and hundteontig on fyore lifde 
wintra gebidenra ' on woruidrice 
and syxtlg eac p& seo ,s<al gewearO 
pest his wif sunu on woruld brohtej 
se eafora w.s Unoc haten, 
freoiic frumbearn. P&der her pa gyt 
his cynnes ford cneorim icte 
eaforan eahtahund? ealra tefde .
V and syxtig, pa he foro gewat 
and nigonhund eac nihtgerimes
and on this point tittnneher remarks bei geared findot si,oh 
so gar die irrtwnliche angabe 165 far 162 nach der yulgata 
und demgemftss sis ganze lebenzeit 965 statt 962. piese 
sbyjeichung durcheus nicht etwa apokryph Oder bei den aug- :. 
legern zu finden, erklftre ich mir als ein versehen dezUgiich 
des foigendgn y. 21. - porro Henoch vixit sexaginta quinque 
annos - a conclusion which we may safely accept.
No explanation is- so readily forthcoming 
however, for his alteration to the age at which Lamech’s 
son was born. in the Vulgate this age is given as 182, 
vixit autem lameon centum octoginta duobus annis et genuit 
filium (v.28)^ but in the A.S. it,is twa and hundteontig
? rt l ilrr fair - - ““ a jtf r t..- hi iMh Nn^hM^nn hm w ......” i Pi mwn^i.ii »nml n ■■■ ,i.iini.i|Lm ' iiinpw'n— mw
1. Beuron, pp.96*97, and Kahlfs p.7.
2. 0£. cit. p.59
5< The LKX (Rahlfg p.8) has 188, while the VL (Beuron.p.99) > 
has various figures none of which reproduce the A.S. 102.
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1 ' ■'>';(1.1227a). On the whole* the simplest explanation of 
this change seems to be in the assumption that the poet 
missed the octoginta in the Vulgate and read this figure 
as cantum duobus annis. ■
Kor the A.S. poet’s- omissions of fig* 
ures which are given in the Vulgate a few suggestions may 
be advanced, though the evidence for them is scanty. Thus 
the poet’s reason for omitting the fact that Jsinoch’s son 
was born when Knoch was 65 years of age (Vulgate v.21) may 
be that he had already used this figure mistakenly in writ­
ing of lared (of. supra pp.68-9). His omission of the 
first two figures given about Methuselah (Vulgate vv.25 and 
26) may be due to the fact that he adds a comment upon this 
character in 11.1219-1220©,
se on lichoman longest pissa 
worulddrearaa breac.2
1. This is the reading given by Krapp, p.59. Hbnncher appar­
ently used Bouterwek’s text and hence says und bei hamech ■ '/ 
endlich die erate zahl 162 nach der Vulgate zu 200 abger-: 
unde t "’und die folgende 595 zerlegt worden. (op. citZ p.60)
2. If any text had been found to differ from the Vulgate and 
to agree with the A.8. poet with regard to both lared and- 
hamech, - there might have been a case for asking if the 
A.8. poet had perhaps taken his figures from such a text / 
and not from the Vulgate. But there appear to be only 
two texts which differ from the Vulgate figure of 165 for 
fared’s age at the birth of Enoch* the Computatio Ann! 452 
(v. T.Mommsen, njonumenta Germaniae Historica, Berlin 1892, 
Vol.l, p.151.) and the Chronica Ma fora of Isidore (ibid. 
Vol.2, p.426), neither of which agrees with the figure of 
102, for the age at which Noah begat Lamech. The first 
text gives this age as 189, while the second gives a var­
iety of figures, but none of them 102 or easily capable of 
being misread as 102.
5. Of. infra p. 86.
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and does not wish the character of Mathuselah to assume . 
undue proportions in comparison with the others in the 
genealogy. His omission of Lantech’s age at his death 
( Vulgate v.M) may be due to his having already altered , 
the figure for Lantech’s age when his son was born; he ", 
would then find that this altered figure together with 
the number of years which Lameoh lived afterwards did not 
tally with the total given in the Vulgate, Finally it 
should be noted that the poet omits the central figure of 
those given for Molaleel (Vulgate v,l6) although the other 
two are correctly given; again the reason for the orois- 
sion may be one of artistic proportions, although this 
does not explain why such a proportion was chosen, nor why V 
this selection of the available material was made. \
Thus a different hyx>othesis is required 
to explain each separate change which the poet has made; 
and the main deduction from this is that the changes are 
individually and collectively unimportant: for had the 
poet had any definite consistent aim in making these 
changes, this aim must surely have emerged from close 
reading of the poem. As no such aim appears, he must 
have accepted the main facts of the Bible unaltered.
Lines 1117-1242a<■ z«s^r»nn?i«'r’
In Detail, Among these facts from the Vulgate,
the A.S, poet places many expansions and additions, and ' 
since many of these bear a close mutual resemblance, they 
can best be examined in homogeneous groups: this will
permit of a more orderly summary of our conclusions, and 
will hence give a more accurate view of the A.S. poet’s 
treatment of this chapter as a whole.
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U) The first grt>up consists of
those expansions which ilave as their origin the recur­
ring vixit „ .• < . et g<inuit . . * ♦ at mortuit of the
sourco$ thus, ins tearl of repeating these phrase s.t the
A«£$• poet has:
wintra on woruldra*
pisses XifeSjt
(11.1120b»1121a)
wgbura and uaecgum
iecte aidban 
jifcygfourg sine
Adam on eorban;
(U<U22b~1124a) 
pa he pas.v/oruld
purh gastged&l ofgyfan sceolde*
(H,U26b~1127)
' • pa he furhuw ongan 
bis m»ghurge men geicean 
sunum and dohtrum*
(ll<nnb~1132a)
p^t he friftgedel
* * » ***,»»♦♦*» < « a
Enoses sunu*
pa sec tid geweax’b 
fremman sceolde
(ll«1141b~1142)
m&elinga rim 
f00rum gei c$te
(Uai6lb-ll6?a)
ba he woruld ofgeaf 
*»# * *■* <* # •» joa hi a tiddssge 
under rodora rum rim w-es gofylied*
(Il.ll64b*ll66)
on his m«jgbe> 
guma on geogofte*
pa he forb 
* *» »*«>**#»♦«» eai o ran Ixs^fdo 
land and leodweard.
(lX*1173&~li74&)
ge*wa t
{U„lI78b-116Qa}
■'i
•J>& se o' s?nl. gewearb • 
b«&t his v/if sunu on.v/oruld brohte -
(11.1186b*1187)
his cyhnas £or& eneorim late
(1.1190) .
. . . £>r&g© si&ban
fethus&l ho old maga. yrfe
(11.1217 b-* 1218)
frea monigee breac 
v?intra under wolenum, r/erodes alder
(U.1230b**1231)
ifefde afbelinga aldorwisa 
V tend wintra pa he fur&um origan 
beams strynan.
(11.1237~1239a)
From careful examination of these 
extracts, it may possibly be seen that they do not add 
any new material to that which is already given in the 
source. They are in fact simply rather expanded re* 
statements of the ideas already contained in yixit ... 
genuit ... mortuus est: moreover, they are not part*
icularly epic in language and character, as they emi^loy 
relatively few of the compound words or periphrases 
which mark the A.S. ”grand stylo4*. They seem indeed 
to be simply expressions chosen by the poet to vary the 
style of his poem end thus to raise the material from 
the realm of a mere factual record with no literary 
graces to that;of a statement uiwn which the imagination • 
has exercised some influence, however slight. For our 
purpose, their significance is that they show the poet’s 
consciousness of his own artistic criteria, and his 
deliberate alteration of the character of this passage 
from what it is in the Vulgate to the more poetic Impress 
which it is given in the A.3. poem.
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(2) There are some occasions however, 
upon which the poet’s avoidance of this repetition of 
vixit etc. leads him to make additions which seem to enjoy 
a. peculiar character which may perhaps be best seen by 
the examination of these instances when they are all 
collected;
• pa he eft ongan 
ohres strienan 
bearnes be bryde, boorn ellenrof.
purh gebedscipe
ba wearb on eble 
mago Cainanes.
for he be wife hef 
beam astrynde
eafora feded
Him bryd sunu 
meowle to monnum brohte.
(Il.1117b-.11X9)
(11.1147b~1148)
(11.1159-1160a);
(11.1171b-1172a)
pa he forb gewat,
nihtgerimes, •
wine frod wintres, pa he pas woruld ofgeaf 
and Geared pa gleawum h??fde
land and leodweard, leofum rince. (11.1192b~1196)
* * ...
peit se eorl ongan 
sunu and dohtor.
pa seo tid gowearb 
^bele cennan.
(11.1227b-1229a)
* * * < •
heold piat folc teala, <
bearna strynde, him byras wocan, ,
eaforan and idess. (11.1252b-1254a)
In each case it may be observed that the poet’s expansion 
here includes the advancing of concrete or dynamic detail, 
as for.instance bearnes be bryde (1*1119a) or p^t se eorl . 
on gen ^helc cennan / sunu and dohtor (11.1228-1229a), and "" 
although most if not all of the detail he adds is implied in 
the source, it was left to him to state it overtly. The 
motive which induced him to this Ausftihrung was no doubt 
the added plausibility and interest which such additions
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give to the passage as a whole; while the vulgate passage 
is at the best a record interesting mainly to the geneal­
ogist and the historian, the A.S. poet has succeeded in 
working a second change in the character of his material 
here, and has transmuted it into what appears as a record . ;/< 
of former men and women, by the addition of concrete and 
^picturesque detail* - . • ,
' ......... (>) so for the material which the poet /.
has added has all been derived directly or indirectly from ./< 
the Latin source before him: the rest of our remarks upon
these passages howevox* will be based upon material which :.s ‘ ' * t - k • '' * ’ \
he seems to have added without prompting from the Vulgate, . /i; 
He does not seem always to have xvested content with expanding 
the Vulgate account along the lines we have indicated but 
he,appears to have made considerable efforts to impox’t into 
this passage something of the style of epic poetry, and to d/, 
make it not merely a catalogue, but something approaching - 
the ’epic1 catalogue’ of classical poetry. We would not -? 
of course go so far here as. to suggest that this is due to 
the direct or even to/trne indirect influence of Latin or 
Greek epic poetry: our hypothesis is merely that he is . 
striving to "epicise” his material, by giving to the figures 
in the catalogue a more detailed treatment than that which V 
they receive in the Vulgate, and by choosing for this added 
detail material with epic associations. For a detailed . ; 
examination of this hypothesis we should cite those passages 
which add material of this sort - fresh material with a£jic ’ 
associations of one kind or another: these passages are <
lead weardode,
eafora softer yldrumj ePelstol heold 
and wif begeat. (11.112eb~1120a)
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and lissa breac
Ma lalehe1 lange, ©ondrearn he r, 
w o ruIdge st re one, <
Longe siftftan
Geared gumura gold brittade 
Se eorl wsss reftole, mfeat hayloft,,
and se frurogar his freomaguro leof. 
fraoXie frurnbearn*
(11.1175b-ll77a). :
(11<118Ob-1183) :
(l*1189a) \ .
$noch siftftan ealdorddro ahof, .
freoftosped folces wisa, nalles feallan let 
doro and drihtscipe :
benden he hyrde wres hesfodraaga . ■
Breac blreddag&> (ll<1197*1201a) . S
Larue ch leodgeard, 
woruld bryttade#
8unu refter heold, 
lange siftftan
se niftftum rer
(ll<1224b-1226a) J;
land bryttade siftftan Lamech gewat* (ll<1225b-1236) 
Xf we consider their content, it seems fairly plain that •
these are additions by the A.S# poet: the first tells how , ;
the son succeeded to the throne and rule of his father; the: 
second tells how one of the leaders of the Israelites enjoyed 
the treasure of his fathers; the third tells how a prince 
was dear to his people, all of which are events which the
Vulgate omits completely• The remaining additions, along 
with those three we have just mentioned, postulate a back­
ground of royalty rather more appropriate to Germanic days
than to the early days of the Jewish peopleThe same des- i 
ire for a more epic atmosphere can be seen in the style too; 
ll*1175b-1177& contain the word woruldgestreona fl* 1177a') 
which is one of the epic parallels cited by Merrill and 
McQluwpha, while roost of the others contain compounds of ;
1* op* cit. p.l66.
the epie type* The poet’s motive in waking these additions 
would seem to be made fairly plain by the character of the 
additions themselves; he seems to want to Import into his
poem something of the old atmosphere of the epic* even 
although he must change the ethos of his source to do so?
(4) Besides wishing that this passage 
should bear some relationship to the old epic poetry in 
atmosphere and style* the A.S. poet shakes four changes 
whose mutual resemblance seems to indicate yet another 
factor at work in his remoulding of this chapter from the
Vulgate; the changes which we should Include in this
category are
pa he of worulde gewat
(1.1143b)
sl&ban eorbe swealh
# . . gethes lice, ' (11.1144b-1145b)
pwre oneorisse ws Oainan slbban
/after Snose aldordema*
weard and wise. (11.1155*1137a);
Him on lasts heold land and yrfe
........... missere, worn (11.1167*1168) ,
and their distinguishing characteristic is not that they 
add any information which is new and unrealised in the 
Biblical account* - the materiel in them is derived directly 
from the Vulgate - but that they alter the position of the 
events by including in the account of tpe reign of one 
king a reference to the death of the preceding* or a reference 
to the connection between the two. It would seem reasonable S
enough to conclude that.the poet’s reason for doing till. :j
may hare been the Memory of the variety of event, and the. ' • • •!.... • - • -5
frequently interlaced pattern of the action in the heroic ■
1. for further parallels, see Merrill and MeCluwpha. loc.cit.
poems of pagan days} if this.conclusion be too bold to be • 
acceptable, we would suggest instead that the A.S* poet may 
simply have felt that the material as it stood: was.too.; ;r 
repetitive and unpoetic to remain unchanged, and made his 
amendments for this reason alone without any epic attach­
ments whatsoever. .At least we may safely conclude•that the 
poet did not scruple to interfere with the strict order of k 
events as it is given in the source, and that he adds to 
the variety of his narrative thereby.
(5) some of the material which the poet 
adds is certainly new in one sense if not in another? that 
is to say, it is new in the sense that it is not contained L 
in the corresponding passage in the Vulgate, but it is not . 
new in that it appears to derive not from the’poet’s own 
consciousness, nor even from his own world-picture, but -k 
from some or other of the early comioentators or patristic, 
writers. . The first of these passages is the remark in 
1.1158a, Seth wms geawlig, which has certainly no warrant 
from the corresponding verse in the Vulgate, which follows 
the usual et genuit et vixit form? we are not on
perfectly certain ground however, when we attribute this 
addition to patristic influence since we have been unable 
to locate any commentator who makes any remark which would 
serve to explain why Seth particularly should be chosen as 
gesmlig. On the other hand we have seen that the poet is 
frequently concerned to import an epic atmosphere into his k 
poem, and if he is going to invent characteristic epithets,
1~Th^fi^t^at "y^nesburf^witfTits^tantalising’Teference skfco ! 
what has preceded in the same epic is an excellent example d 
of ■ this* ■ k.j
2* The principal commentators who have written about this J 
verse were examined? works both known to have been written i 
before the A*S* genesis and thought to have been written J 
after it were included in the examination, in the hope of J 
finding an analogue at least. For a list of the works 
consulted, see Appendix XX5list V.
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we /night reasonably exx^ect the poet to choose some xhirase 
such as wine; frod wfntres (1.1194a) which exxu’eases a 
qualification common in epic poetry. The adjective genyj 
however, which the poet here uses for noth can hardly be 
called a common characteristic epithet of pagan epic poems, 
and as it has no such purpose we are hence inclined to 
regard it as having its origin in some commentary hitherto 
unexamined. . • -i
The next addition of this type occurs 
in 1.1149a, where Beth is deferred to as sndberondosand for -
— I l»W «■'■■! - 1I»«»
the identification of the source of this word scholarship
is indebted to Professor g. Moore, who in a note on this
i . ■ .<
lino suggested that this idea might derive from an early 
legend of the history of the Cross-Wood before Christ, a .. 
legend in which goth appears in just such a character.
While Professor Moore did not offer a definite source, he 
seems to us to have established a pi*obable enough analogue 
by referring? to tne latei’ existence in English of a version 
of the story translated fx*om an earlier Latin account; 
failing absolute evidence to the contrary, it soomsto us 
that his conclusions may safely be a coopted and that \
srodborendes (1.1149a) may thus be included among those 
additions which are made by the A.S. poet from patristic 
sources.
In the same category of patristic additior 
wo would xfieee the A.&. poet’s two comments upon mhos, son-.'*?, 
of geth; the first occurs in 1.114ba and tells us that he 
ws leof gode» and the second, in 1.1191b, tells us that 
$nos lived on f rlfto drintnos. a somewhat parallel view of 
this $nos, son of goth, is given in the liber do genesi .* -
**?W r*r*’t*< *->*«**-*-««*.«># xfwtsM- <«*». •*** t.
i. M.L.Rev. Vol.VI.pp.199-202.
. .. •. ■ ■ < • • . - -< :q0 ;;
formerly attributed to Juvencus, which has in 11.194-6
JWiochum is delude or eat, cui Candida cords '• V/
largitus Dominus, hoc se poscente rogari ;
Annuit et placidae suscepit munera mentis. ,
This poem is usually found in MSS containing the works
2 * 'of the latter ; Juvencus in turn was known to Bede and 
figured in the patristic collection available to him when : 
writing his historical and religious works, and we may / 
fairly deduce from this that his work would at least be 
available in JSngland, if not necessarily widely known. I
We would not go so far as to suggest that the A.S. poet 
is here quoting directly from the Liber de .tienesi of 
course, since there is no verbal correspondence, nor indeed J 
any very close correspondence of ideas but the fact that 
this view of #nos, son of Seth, was current among patristic -• 
writers, and more especially current among those whose * - ' 'r; '
works were known in England seems to us to suggest that 
it may have been from this source and from this or some .. f 
analogous view of the character of Knos that the A.s. poet ; 
drew the Inspiration for the phrases He ms leof gode and 
on ffrifro d rihtnes» and it is upon these grounds that we 
should place these additions in this section devoted to •
additions from patristic sources. r
The A.S. account of Lnoch, son of ; A-
lared may perhaps be most conveniently examined here since 
most of the significant additions to it in the A.S. account
. V,
*■"* “•***.A)M.wWl.UO*■*»■<mt «»»«Mk«fw-’r*.♦*«**«« ..-*0-^r try -mt*, nir :. i-r.'f ii :Tf
1. Migne PL. Vol.19, Col.354
2. Mlgne PL. Vol.19, Col.19 sq,<j.
"5. See M.L.W. L&istner, The Library of the Venerable Bede 
in Bede, His Life, Times and Writings, ed. A.H. Thompson, 
Oxford, 1935. . ,
4. gee App.I, List VI for those consulted. . ■*;"
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seem to belong to this section of our study of 11.1117- 
1242a. - the addition of comment from patristic sources.
As v/e have already said in our introduction to the exam­
ination of these lines,the Vulgate account of Enoch, 
son of fared (Gh.V,vv,21~24) does not follow the form of 
words usual throughout tne rest of Ch.Vj. it will perhaps 
be simplest to quote it in full,
21, porro Enoch vixit sexaginta quinque annis ct
genuit Mathusalam.
22, et ambulavit Enoch cum neo postquam genuit
Ma thus a lain trecentis annis. . 
et genuit lilies et filias
2>, et facti aunt o nines dies Enoch treccnti sexaginta 
quinque anui
24. ambulavitque cum fieo et non apparuit quia tuiit 
• eum peus.
in the A.8., this »aaterial occupies l±*1197-1217a.
Enoch siodan ealdordow ahof,
freodoapad folcos wise., nelies feallan let
dom and drihtscipe,
penden he hyrde ws hoai'odwaga,
£re< c bl&dd&ga, bearna strynde
preonund v/intra. Him wc\s peoden hold,
rodera v/aldend, Sc rinc ueonon
on lichoman iisse sohte,
drihtnes dugude, hales dea.de swealt
•middangeardes, swa her men dop,
goonge and ealde, ponne him god neora
unite and «twist eordan gestreona . ,
on genimed and he ora aider sowed,
ac he ewie gewat raid cyning engla
of pyssum l&?.nan life feran
on Pam gearwum pe his gast onfeng .
i r hine to monnum modor brohte.
He Pam yIdestan ontoran lufde 
fold, frumbearne; V and syxtig 
v/intra tefde Pa he woruld ofueaf 
and esc Hi hand,
which is incidentally the longest section allotted to any 
of the Jewish leaders. As will be seen it starts by
1. of. supra p. 67.
following the Vulgate closely, except for the omission, of 
1Lnoch*s age when he begat M&thusalah# in ll*1206b-12Q9, 
avia her wen dop
geonge and ealde ponne him god heora 
mhte and tetwist eorban gestreona 
on genimeb and heora aldor sowed:
the JUS* poet adds material of his own, and as this does
not seem to be of patristic origin, it will be treated 
2later ; but he also adds three ideas
(i) Him wss beoden hold / rodera waldend
(11.12Q2b-12O3a)
(iia) se rinc heonon 
on lichoman lisse sohte
brihtnes dugube, nales deebe swealt 
middangeerdes
(U.X203b-1206a)
(iib) ac he cwic gewat
‘ (1.1210a)
(iii)on bam gearwum ■ pe ftie gast onfeng 
mr hine to monnum modor brohte
(11.1212-1213
which do not translate, but rather explain the corresp­
onding parts of the Vulgate account;
22.et ambul&vit Enoch cum peo postquam genuit 
Mathusalam trecentis annis
and
24.arabulavitque cum peo et non apparuit quia 
tulit eum peuc. I
As it was held that these ideas might be derived from
patristic sources, the more imx>ortant of those were 
3examined with reference to each .idea in turn. The
•**’.*wtiwwiumww nkvinwi i.imi i»tt iiM?•—r1—Tfl—fl-rfr: ‘',“i"rr —Jr ‘ .'ft rf^rr'W.rirrtif ~C yr .v.'i-fiff it nW*•»*j.-ujp.if7i:.t -p- T • j-r j?.-“, rty.m irw
1* sHpra > pp.68-9.
2. Vide inf ra, p#86.
3. See Appx. I, List VII, for a list of those sources 
consulted#
closest similarity to the A.S. poem was found oddly
enough once again in the Liber de Genesi attributed to
Juvencus, 11*205-210
Wnochus cui cure fuit servire potent!
M mentem sociare Leo, sa junior istis
far centum explicitly si quinque adjungere cures
Bexies et denos subita caligdne tectus .
,Abditus et Domino multum miserante remotus 
Pelicem placide vivit cum tempore vitam.*
The principal agreement seems to be between 1*205-206, 
of the Liber de denes1 and the first idea (i) added to 
the A.S. poem , but it is noteworthy that.it is possible, p 
but no more than this, that 11.208-210 of this same pass­
age (subita caligine tectus et s_qq) might have suggested 
the second additional idea - (iia and iib) - found in 
the A.S. The remark that Bnoch did not suffer death ,
however, occurs in some form or another in most of the 
commentators examined, although in none did the form of 
words used correspond closely enough with that in the 
A.S. poem to justify an inference of direct connection ;
between the two.
The striking aspect of the third 
addition made at this point, is its equation of the 
gearwe of the soul before birth with that of the soul 
after death - or at least after "translation*. Perhaps 
the nearest patristic comment would be that of Augustine
1. Migne PL. Vol.19, Col.354.
2. Most of the other commentators give the relationship 
between Bnoch and God ”in reverse” as it were, eg. the 
Bpistie to the Lonatists,CorpusVindobonense Vo1.52, 
p.282, tamquem Bnoch~deo glacens trangferetur. The
Italian text of VL also reads plaouit autem Lnoch deo 
(Beuron p.97.)
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in the Liber de Peccnto' Originate. which has rel gum - 
q^uaeritur ubi sit nunc Klias vel tfnoch, an ibi an ali- . 
cubi alibi; quos tamen non dubitamua in quibus nati '.■'X"
sunt corporibus vivere; when the idea expressed here­
in is closely compared with that of the A.8. however, it 
appears doubtful if the correspondence is in fact great < 
enough to justify the assumption that the A,S. poet had , ; 
Augustine’s work before him when he wrote his poem; if 
he had, then he seems to have misunderstood it slightly 
since Augtistine*s phraseology indicates the human body, 
while that of the A.S. poet seems to point to something < 
less definite. Moreover, if an examination of the 
actual mode of expression in the two texts is carried 
out, the conclusion seems to be that actual verbal* ** *» • : J
’’echoes.” do not exist, and that direct influence is
hence made less probable. perhaps the most satisfact­
ory hypothesis, though it should.be regarded as no more 
than most tentative, is that the poet is recollecting 
and using stories and criticisms from Biblical lore and 
learning acquired at various times and stored in his I
memory until he came to write this poem; and indeed
• • \ i
it seems to us that the difference between what St. Aug«.: j
ustine says, and what is given in the A.8. might be due 
to just such a slightly inaccurate reminiscence.
To decide the poet*s motive in making .j« ' ‘ ' ■ ■ > I
these allusions would perhaps be easier if we did but 
know how widespread was the knowledge of the legends 
to which he is referring. The evidence for such knowledge j 
however, is hardly forthcoming after the lapse of6o much j
1. Migne PL. Vol*44, Col• 398. ' M
time, but perhaps we way bo permitted to assume that the . 
poet’s audience would know thorn, from the very fact that 
the x>oet mokes use of them; If this assumption be granted, 
then the poet’s motive in referring to the legends becomes -
S-
easier to appreciate♦ .perhaps our readiest approach-to -</ 
this problem is to recall that at the time when the A.S# • 
poet was- writing the Genesis,the Christian religion must / 
still have been something of a novexty to the A. 8. people; \C. 
in consequence the A.S. poet is introducing his audience ; 
to what is in a sense a new world-picture, and as a Christian 
he must have wished that this world-picture should be at 
least as complete and satisfying as that of the pagan epics,.?' 
with which his poem naturally invites comparison. since ' 
the epic poems'have frequent*’crocs-references’’ showing. - .
that they have wide, backgrounds^of epic legend behind them, 
the A.S. poet may well have wished to claim the same 
feature for Christianity. lienee, if w© assume the reason* 
ably broadcast knowledge of the legends he cites, we may 
see in his citation of them his desire that the picture 
presented by the Christian world should be in no way ; ;
inferior to that presented by the Germanic .pagan world.***
(6) There remain still to be considered 
those additions which appear not to derive from patristic 
or other sources, but to be-the poet’s own comment upon 
the Biblical material. The first of these we would see
1. ffor Christianity must be shown to excel paganism not only -''' 
in opinions or doctrines, but also as a social life.* -g 
Hence the importance of recording the "success ions of J
bishops,"the works of illustrious fathers} doctrinal dis- .< 
putes and decisions, the fortitude of tne martyrs and the 
sanctity of the saints. J.H.&. Burleigh, The City of God, < 
"(Croall hecturesj"London 1944. pp.1943. " -'•./?
in 1.1118a him to efeelstofe as the poet’s comment upon 
Adam’s rearing of children# Our reason for character* 
ising this comment as belonging to the poet and not to ; 
any patristic writer is that the idea which it expresses ’ 
is Germanic enough to be that of the poet, and at the 
same time rather too commonplace in literature as a whole 
to be ascribed specifically to any one source#
The second of these additions is purely 
Germanic in thought and expression; it is contained in 
ll#12O6b-12O9,
sw& her men dob
geonge and ealde$ bonne him god heora 
«hte and mtwist eorftan gestreone. 
on genimeb and heora aldor sowed#
and its collocation of the idea Of loss of life with that 
of loss of gestreona (l#1206b) is so close that it might 
almost have been a Quotation from Hrothgar’s speech in 
Beowulf 11*1700-1764; this and its insertion as a reflect* 
ive passage in the middle of a passage of narrative seem 
to us to be sufficient to allow us to advance the hypoth­
esis that it is in fact an addition from the poet’s own 
thought and not from any patristic source#
The third and last of these additions 
is contained in ll#1219-1220a;
se on lichoman longest biasa
worulddrearaa breac \ :
and is a comment upon the age of Methuselah# A comment ; 
of this type springs almost spontaneously from the text, 
and is found in not a few of the early Latin writers of 
the Christian church. On the other hand we may not
1. eg* Juvencus. Liber in Genesi, Migne PL. Vol#19,Col#251.
Hieronymus /
unreasonably assume that a, comment of this.type would 
suggest itself with e^ual readiness to the A.S. poet, 
without necessarily evoking in his mind more than per­
haps a vague reminiscence of any definite commentator 
or commentary; .
The poet does not appear to have had 
any very definite purpose in mind in making these three 
comments, as it would be difficult to find one homogen­
eous, reason behind them all, The:method of their insert­
ion however, has already been noticed in our comment upon 
the second of the three * namely the A.S. habit of vary­
ing narrative with reflection and moralising, so that 
whatever the poet’emotive for including,these additions 
may have been, their significance for us is that they 
show us that he had successfully wrought the material in 
his source into something which would yield to the normal 
process of A.S. poetic composition, .
(7) We should note also that in his 
treatment of this passage the poet thrice makes direct 
reference to his source, in 11.1121b, Us gewritu secgab, 
and again in 1.1173b, mine gefiwige , and finally in 1.1239b
fee bee ewefrap, probably with the motives we have 
already suggested for this - his desire to reproduce 
this stylistic feature from the Germanic pagan epics.
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Hieronymus.,liber Hebraicarum Quaestionum in Genesi,
. Migne PL. Vol.23, Col.996. Augustine Quaestiones in
Heptateuchum, Migne PL. Vol.34, Cols.548-551, de Civ- 
itate Lei, Migne PL. Vol.41, Cols,448-^452, de Peccato 
Originals, Migne PL. Vol.44, Col.398. Hrabanus Maurus 
Commentarlus in Genesim, Migne PL. Vol.107, Col.510.
We should note the total effect of - 
the poet’s reshaping of the material in Ch.V of the ?.
Vulgate* The material which we investigated under ':1
section (1) above, showed that he has varied the express-???, 
ion and hence given to the chapter a more poetic char- . ..< 
acter than it possesses in /the Vulgate J likewise . ..??'? . 
the material collected in section (6) showed much the ' 
same result as the poet applied the normal methods of 
the A.S. poetic technique to the material in his source.
Xn section (4) the order of the events was altered from ;? ?? 
the strict pattern it followed in the Vulgate to one 
which gave more variety to the narrative and‘in section •< y- 
(2) graphic detail was added to give this narrative ? :?
greater human interest. In section (3) the quotations / 
adduced showed his attempt to bring this passage within ■
the epic.vworld; and similarly in section (7) the poet ?'?•? 
imitated a particular stylistic device of that epic . '?;•?
world. finally, in section (5) the additions he made \
show that he felt the need for Christianity to create a 
complete epic world of its own.
Lines 124 2b-124 5a. . , ;;
At this point we may resume our former '?; 
method of detailed collation of tho A.S. text with its 
Latin source, by applying this method to the lines which 
follow the A.S. account of this genealogy, 11.1242b*1245a, \
peoda ty radon
rume under roderum, rim miclade ■«
roonna mgfee geond middangeard 
sunum and-dohtrum
and their source in the Vulgate, Oh.VI, v.l. „ ;
l.Oumque coepissent homines multiplicari super terrain 
et filias procreassent ■
and apart from the poetic repetition of the A.S. account 
there seems to be little difference between the two.
8,9.
Lines 1245b~1252.
In Gh.VX, v2, the ’’sons of God* are
opposed to the ’’daughters of men**, and we have
2.videntes filii Dei filias eorum quod assent pulchrae 
acoeperunt uxores sibi ex omnibus quas elegerant
and the common interpretation of these,terms is that the 
filii hoi are the race of Seth, while the filiae (hominum}<- - - r • ,-r '
are the race of Gain, But before he renders this pass- 7
age, the A.8. poet inserts an addition In 11.1245b-1247
Da giet uses Sethes cynn, 
leofes leodfrumen on lufan swi&e
drihtne dyre and domeacUg
which appears to have as Its purpose the heralding of
what is to come later in the poem; and the A.S. poet’s 
motive for adding these lines was probably the deliberate 
destruction of suspense comiaon in A.S. epic poetry.
Having made this concession to epic 
style, the.A.S# poet goes on to render the Vulgate Ch.VI, ; 
v.2, which we have quoted above, and gives it in 11.1248- 
1252.
o$h»t beam godes bryda ongunnon 
on Caines cynne secan, 
werguro folce, and him par wif curon 
ofer metodes est monna eaforan, 
scyldfulra mengb scyne and fegere
and it will be seen that the main change he makes is to
illHi.WLiVa .-I.M I **** *S»***^*i-*l**»"M****«W'i» Ml•*■***** »W".W»liW
1* Knox. p.8, n.l, ’sons of God ’ appears to mean angels 
in 4ob 1.2; 58, elsewhere its meaning "is doubtful.
The gathers mostly understand this phrase of Seth’s "* 
descendants, and the ’daughters of men’ as descended 
from Cain; but of. ICC Gen. p.141. 1, 2. The sense
of these vv. is perfectly clear. The sons of God 
(bPftfrKft are everywhere in QT. members (but prob­
ably inferior members) of the divine order, or (using 
.the word with some freedom,) angels.
substitute for the filiae (hominum) the already discussed
- fc *XKI; ■! Ili<» Hill LlJl|b - W^l I ■» MR F • » V - * . * *
patristic interpretation, on Caines cynne sec&n (1.1249).
It is doubtful if his motive for including the patristic 
comment were simply the clarifying of the Vulgate phraseology; 
it seems rather more likely to us that his motive -.would be *:i; 
the desire for a more concrete and picturesque expression, ; • 
a contention which we would presume to see confirmed by his -f ■ 
expansion of the character of the daughters of men, in > <;
1.1252, -the last quoted above. - ■ ■'
Lines 125>1262. ’ . <7 •'
There follows in the Vulgate another : .
verse which has given rise to some discussion among the .
Fathers, namely Gh.VI, v.5. ’
Kdixitque .Deus non permanebit spiritus meus in homine . 
in aeternum quia caro est. . i■
eruntque dies illius centum viginti annorum .'
The A.g. poet completely ignores the first half of this verse, 
possibly because of its primarily . theological interest: in
his version the lines which follow, 11.1253-1262, are devoted 
to a. description of God’s anger against men for choosing 
wives-from the-race of Gain, - a description cast in the ;1- 
form of a speech by God. The detailed content of the 
speech has nothing requiring special notice, but we should >
be careful to appreciate how the A.S. i)oem gains by the 
substitution; of this passage for the verse in the Vulgate. ' 1
The gain in good order is great, since this ‘speech by God 
makes an excellent bridge between the account of the behaviours
of Seth’s descendants and the. beginning of the account of 
the Flood; there is a gain too in the ethical•completeness-‘pi
, of the poem since these lines tell us that not only the '' •!
race of.Gain but also that of Beth has angered•God, and hence 
we felt that the Flood is the more justified in that the ; 7: 
taint of sin seems to have spread through the whole of mankind/
91/^.
The poet thus saw his material as a whole, and did not 
hesitate to alter the material in the Vulgate where he 
felt it inadequate in comparison with his own imaginat­
ive conception*
Line s 1263-1269*
The A.S. poet then returns to his 
source in 1.1265 to use the figure 120 from the second 
half of the verse of the Vulgate quoted above, giving 
to it not the obvious and superficial significance of 
the duration of man’s life, but the deeper and more re­
condite sense which the Fathers saw in it - the space 
of time allotted to mankind for repentance before the 
Flood*
Sibban hundtwelftig geteled rime 
wintra on worulde wiwce bisgodon 
fmge peode hwonne free wolde 
on WOTlogan wite settan 
and on deab slean tedum scyldige 
gigan tn>ecgas gode unleofe, 
micle mansceaban, metode labe.
The following verse of the Vulgate, Ch.Vl, v.4,
4«gigantes autem erant super terra© in diebus illis 
postquam enim ingress! sunt filii Dei ad filias 
hominum illaeque genuerunt
isti sunt potentes a saeculo viri famosi
1* Both views are found in the works of the Fathers;
that which the poet takes was probably the raore widely 
accepted having behind it the authority of Hieronymus 
Non igitur. humans vita ut multi errant in centum yig- 
inti anni^ad poenitentiam dati sunt. Quaestiones in 
Genesi, Migne PL.~Vol.23, Col.93. it is ^interesting 
to note that Bede takes this view - and indeed quotes 
these very words. (guaestiones in Genesim, Migne PL, 
Vol.93, Col.252).
hap-plainly been ignored by the A«S. poet save to cull • ?
from it the figure of the giants, ? (gigantmmcgas<' line 
X£S8a). • Along with this he- has wade the change of nub* .' 
stituting for the account of the creation of the giants > 
a notice of the misdeeds of wen and of Godfa determin­
ation to punish them* Again his motive seems to have 
been the gaining-of greater homogeneity for his narrat* 
ive; he is here leading up to, the account of the Flood, 
and the introduction of the history of the giants at this 
point would be irrelevant. .Hence' we way deduce again ■ 
that the Vulga te material does-not exercise, so great a ' ■ 
hold over the poet as to dull his aesthetic sense; when 
he feels that the narrative requires unification of int­
erest,, he makes alterations freely. ■
' The Vulgate now proceeds to give God’s
resolve to. punish mankind, and to this purpose it allots
Oh*VI, vv*5, 6 and 7* ' ;
5.videos autem Beus quod multa walltin howinum onset 
interra ' ' ' ’ " ' ’ . .
. st cunota cogitatio cordis intenta eeaet ad malum 
omni • tempore •' - • • • ■ }
d.paenituit sum quod hominem fecisset in terra 
et taotus doiore cordis intrinsecus
T.delebo inquit hominem quern creavi a facie terrae 
ab nomine usque ad animantia a reptili usque ad
volucres oaeli . ...
'■ . paenitet enim me fecisse eon. - ' •
These lines show a four element structure, namely ; ■.
l.God sees the evil of the worlds v*5. '
‘ il.He. repents of having, made, man? v.6*
ill,He is touched with inner grief: v.6
iv.And He resolves to destroy all living things: v*7 
but this structure is not perfectly preserved in the A.g.
poem. The passage concerned in the. A.Sm 11 ♦1276* ? :
1284 does show apparently a four element structure, B
but the elements differ somewhat from those in the
Vulgate, be ing>
i. God sees the evil of the world: X1.127O-1273&. .... -i\i
ii„ He resolves to punish man: I1.1272b-1276a
iii. He repents of having made man: 11.1276b~1278
iv. He will destroy all living things in the Flood:
11.1279-1284.
The second element, 11.1273b-1276a,
He tat unfmgere
wera cneorissum gewreoan £>ohte 
forgripan gumcynne grirome'and sare 
hearduro mihtum.
is thus technically an addition with the object of
bringing God’s sternness more clearly before his aud­
ience. In this purpose too we might see the reason 
for the A.S. poet’s omission of what is given as the 
third element in the Vulgate -God’s being touched by 
grief. Thus, both his addition and his omission ren­
der more stern the already august character of God, 
which thus altered, might x^ossibly be felt to resemble 
more closely that of a hero of the pagan epics - a 
character more or less hypostated from the Germanic 
national traits. For our purpose however, It will 
suffice to note that the poet does make a change in 
God’s character where he appears to have felt that dram­
atic ends demanded this.
Lines1285-1406•
introduction. The rest of this chapter in the Vul­
gate, (Ch.VI,vv.8-22) and the whole of the following chapter
.94
(Ch.VXI* vv.1-24) tell of the building of the Ark, of the 
coming of the Flood, and of the rise of the waters to cover 
the land completely: with a surprisingly modem sense of
dramatic propriety, Chapter VII finishes with the waters 
at their height: .
obtinueruntque aquae terras centum quinquaginta diebus. 
Throughout this section the narrative in the Bible is any­
thing but straightforward* as it repeats the same information 
and the same events wore than once, and not always in the 
same form; as will readily be conjectured, this is due to 
the fact that the Hebrew text is here a conflation of two 
texts, - a conflation in which the sources have been used 
cumulatively rather than exclusively. This Hebrew text, 
with all its faults, the VUlgate follows without deviation, 
and in consequence an abstract of this portion of the Vulgate 
might be made up as follows;-
Ch.VI.vv. 8-12. Introductory Matter.
vv.13-21. God ’s Speech to Noah:-
i.e. v.13. He foretells the end of mankind, 
vv.14-16. Directions for Building the Ark.
v.17.
v.18.
vv.19-21, 
then v.22.
Ch.VII,vv.l-4. 
i.e. vv.1-3.
v.4. 
then v.5.
The Flood is foretold.
God’s Treaty with Noah.
The Lading prescribed for the Ark.
Fecit ergo Noe omnia quae praeceperat 
till Beus. *
God’s Speech to Noah.M.rtfrMr—' I*!!!*— ■-.»! — '
The Lading prescribed for the Ark.
The Flood is foretold.
Noah does as he is bidden (vis. he lades 
the Ark.)
v.6. Noah is 600 years old when the Flood comes.
1. of. ICC. Gen, p.147.
vv#7-9*
vv. 10*12# 
vy#13-l6#
v#l'Z#
vv#18-20# 
vv.21-23.
v.24.
All enter the Ark# , \ :
The flood comes•in hoah’s Booth year#
All entox’ the Ark#
The flood comes.
The Lord shuts them in from the outside• 
Description of the flood# >
Description of the Havoc it works. . ' 
gbtinue runt que aquae terras centum 
quinexuaginta diebus #
seen that there is a certain amount of
Oil. VI I, v# 4
,v.i-3 S; 
,v.7-9 
VXXtv.13-16 
VXX,v#17 ,• 
VII,v#11 
f his- poem.
from this it will be
duplication in this account; for convenience of future 
reference, we might summarise tne instances of duplication 
as follows# •
The foretelling of the flood# Gh.VX,v#17.
The lading proscribed# VI,v.19-21#
The lading carried out# VII,V#5
The flood comes# . VXI»v.lt>12#
Hoah’s Age. VXX>v#6#
fortunately for the unity o
the A#S# poet appears, to have handled this-material more 
selectively, with, the x-esult that while he presents the 
complete story, up to the covering of the land by the flood, 
much of the duplication of the Biblical account is avoided 
in the A#8. version# since it is desirable that we should 
not lose sight of nis handling of the Genesis narrative as 
a whole, perhaps our best approach to bye examination of 
the a.$« poet’s account of the first part of the story of 
the flood, 11#1263-1406, will be to conduct our study under 
3 headings via;-
(i) The . A•£>#. poet’s selection of his material#
(ii) A detailed examination of the verses used as they
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are in the;VuTg&te, and as they appear in the A.&. • • .'
including minor-additions.-•
(iii)A detailed examination<of the A.S.,poet’h two major
additions.- ' ’ '
* a system by which we may hope that we shall omit little of 
significance in the relationship of source and poem.- - 
lines 1285-140.6, ' ' ' •
(i) The A of his materia1. The
Introductory Matter in the Vulgate, in Oil. VI, vv.8-12.
8. Noe vero invenit grotiaw coraro Domino.
9. Hae sunt generationes Noe.
Noe vir iustus atque perfeetus fuit in generation!bus
s u i s. , ■ ■ . . '.
euro Deo amhulavit. ‘
10. et genuit tres filios Hero Haro et lafeth.
11. corrupts est autem terra coraro Deo et replete est
iniquitate.
12. curoque vidisset Deus terrain esse oorruptaro . .
oronis quippe caro corruperat viaro suara super torrara
appears in 11.1285*1294a of the A,.3. poem*
Noe wms god, nergende leof,
swibe gestolig, sunu Laraeches, .
dorofest and gedefe. Drihten wiste 
pm t pees csbelinges alien dohte 
breostgehygdum; forbon him brego smgde, 
halig mt hleobre, helm allwihta,
• hwmt.he fah werura freroroan wolde;
gese&h unrihte eorban fulle, •
$ide smlwongas synnuro gehladene,
widluro gewerode.
although with some significant addition, as we shall see
later; thereafter the A.S. poet takes from v.13 of the
Vulgate only the indication that God.is speaking dixit ad
Noe, and goes straight to v.17 .
ecce ego adducaro diluvii aquas super terraro 
ut interficiaro oronero camera ,
in qua spiritus vitae eat subter caelum 
universe quae in terra sunt consuroentur
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and in II.1294b~1299&, God speaks, and the Flood is foretold:-
■ , • ph. wsldend sprmc ' ... ,.. . . • ?;
, nergend usser, and to Noe ewmb: ! ;
‘ nIc wilie mid flode foie acwellan • ' :
: , and cynna gehwilc cucra wuhta,
para pe lyft and flod laedab and fed&b, J ••
f eoh and fugles. ■ • ' ’ • .' ■ ‘ f :
There follows in 11.1299b~I302a:
. ’ pu scealt frib habban
mid sunum pinu®, bonne sweart wter, . f;
wonne wlstreamas werodum swelgab, .
sceaburo scyldfullum. • • ■
a quick glance at the Vulgate Ch.VI, v.18, God’s Treaty with
Noah and his kin ■ < .
ponamque foedus meu» tecum 
et ingredieris area© tu et filii tui 
uxor tua et uxores filiorum tuoru© tecum
and thereafter the poet returns to vv.14-16 of the Vulgate,
14 fac tibi area© de lignis levigatis •;-
mansiunculas in area facies .
et bituxnine linies intrinsecus et extrinsecus 15 et
sic facies earn ‘ ' 1
trecentoru© oubitorum erit longitude area© :
quinquaginta cubitorum latitudo . . . <
et triginta cubitorum altitude illius
16 fenestra© in area facies et in cubito consummebis
’ summitatem- • • • • . ... 7 ;
ostium autem areas pones ex latere deorsum
cenacula et tristega facies in ea 
to give in 11.1502b-1510a the directions for building the 
Ark. ' ' ' ' ' ' ’ : • ' ' • • . - J'
Ongyn pe scip wyrean, <
merehus micel. On pa© pu monegum scealt \
reste geryman, and rihte setl
aelcu© ssfter agenum eorban tudre. ;
Gescype scylfan on scipes bosme, • ?/
pu p»t fasr gewyre fiftiges wid, .
Srittiges heah and preohund lang
elngemeta, end wib yba gewyre :
gefeg teste. ■ - ' ' • . • . ■ ?'
He omits vv.19 end 20 in which the Lading of the Ark is
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prescribed for the first time, but makes use of v*21
toiles igitur tecum ex omnibus. eseis. quae mandi 
possunt et comportabis apud te
et erunt tarn tibi quam illis in album* ' •
so that in 11*131Ob**loll-a,
p:or sceal f&sl v/esan
cvviclifigenclx’a eynna gehwilces ..
on tot wudu&sten wo cor geteded
' oorbah tudres;
Noah is warned to take food adequate for all* In line
1515b the poet adds a characteristically practical comment
pare; sceal py mtire and the final verse of the Vulgate
chapter, v«22 (£x£.i£ ££££ fffitf.. Pigbia. cuae -prn o cepe rat fill
feus) is reflected in ll*1314~1317a •
hoe fremede swa nine nergend heht, 
hyrde bam halgan hoof oxicy ninge, •
ongan of oat lice ' tot hof wyroan$ 
a i o 1 e me r e c i e s t e *
At this point tae A«S* poet makes a
long addition, ll*13X7b-1526, describing the Building of
the Ark, . •
. ’ mgum s^gde
tot Wi.es prealic ping* peddurn toward, 
robe wite* Hie no ronton bi.es I 
Qeseah pa ymb vzintra worn woritot me tod 
go o fonhuea m^s t ge i - ro h1i fi ge a n,
inn&n and utan cordon lime 
go tost nod wib flode, for Hoes, 
joy soles tan* tot is syndrig cynnj 
syrole bib py heardrei po hit brook water, 
irwet rte stvstroamas swibor beet&b*
and thereafter its ‘fading is given, with the first and 
second verses of the following chapter, Gh*V'II, pwU & 2.
1 dixitquo ’.Oominus ad aura
ingredei4© tu et omnis domus tua aream
te enim vidi i us turn co raw m© in general lone hac
2 ox omnibus animantibus nmndis toiles septena septena
ma&eulura et feminnm -
■ do animontlbus vero non wundis duo duo masculum at
f offline ; ' ‘ . ’■•
acting as the source for two passages from the A.8. poem, 
namely; 11.1227-1229,
ba to Noe c.wsb nergend ussers ,.
”Jc pe pnss mine, monna leofost, 
wmre gesylle, past pu weg nimest
11.1232b-1241 ' . ■
. laid, swa Ic pe hate,
under 'ear.co bord e&foran pine, 
frumgaran pry, and eower feower wif. 
Ond pu' seofohe genim on pent sundreced 
tudra gehwilces geteled rimes,
para pe to mete laannum lifige,
and para oberra , soloes twa.
Swilco pu of eallum eorban wstmurn
wist© under wogbord 
pam pe mid sceolon ,
werodum getade, 
mereflod nesan.
The intervening lines, 11.1320-X332&
and feora f«3sl pe pu ferian scealt 
geohd deop water dtegrimes worn 
on lides bosroe.
are technically an addition since they are not found in
the source at this point, but they do not in fact disturb .•
the narrative, since they are simply devoted to an Ausftihrung
of the Lading of the Ark, the subject which is here being
handled and which thus occupies completely 11.1227-1241.
In giving this detailed account of the Lading of the Ark
the poet makes no use of v.2 of the Vulgate, . f
sed et de volatilibus caeli septena septena masculum 
et feminam * 1
ut salvetur semen super faciern universae terrae 
- an omission which will be examined in detail later , while 
it will be sufficient to note here that its omission makes..';;., 
no organic difference to1 the narrative as a whole. , ■
There follow two additions by the
•A.S. poet, the first of which in 11.1242-1244
Fed ffeolice feora wocre 
ob ic payre lafe Iagosiba eft 
reorde under roderum ryman willie.
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contains what we way call directions for the conduct of ; .V
the voyage: the second, which occupies•11.l>45~1248a
Gewit pu nu wid hiwum on past hof gangan,
gasta werode. lc pe godne wet, \
festhydigne; pu eart freobo wyrbe,
era wid eaforum.
contains a reference’*back to the- reasons for excepting 
Noah and his family from the universal destruction. Direct 
use of the source is seen once again in the following lines,' 
11.1348b- 13 5 5
reowertig daga 
on we r a s s to la n 
echta and agend 
pa beutan beob
1c on andwlitan
nu ofor seofon niht sigan tote 
wmllregn ufan widre eorban.
fehbe ic wille 
and mid wmgpreate 
eall acwellan 
earce borduia 
ponne sweart racu stigan onginneb# 
which depend with some expansion upon Oh.Vll, v.4
adhuc enim et post dies septem ego pluarn super terrain 
qu&draginta diebus et quadraginta noctibus • . ’ 
et delebo omnera substantial quaio feci de superficie
terrae
announcing the date and duration of the jB'lood and completing' 
as they do the account of God’s speech to Noah. .
, This is followed in 11. 1336-1362
Him pa Noe gewat, swa hine nergend het, ••'/
under earce bord eaforan todan, 
weras on wgpasl and heora wif corned; 
and eall pent to tosle free oslmihtig
Ifabhan wolde under hrof gefor \
to heora a*t gif an, swa him nslmihtig >.
werode drihten purh his word ahead. .
by the account of the Entry into the Ark, an account which 
might come with almost equal readiness from any of the three:; 
rehearsals of the incident in the Vulgate1; perhaps the
1. Oh.Vll, v.5; Oh.Vll, vv.7-9; Oh.VII, vv.12-16. v. su£ra 
p. 95. . - ..
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most likely source is vv*15*l6t
15*In articulo die! illius ingressus est Noe et yem 
et Wra et Jafeth fill! eius
uxor illius et tree uxores filioruw eius cum eis 
in a ream
14*.ipsi et omne animal secundum genus suum 
universaque lumenta in genus suum 
et omne quod roovetur supei’ ter raw In genere suo 
cunctumque volatile secundum genus suum
, uhiversa© aves omnesque volucres
15* ^ingressa^ 1 * *sunt ad Noe in arcam bina et bina 
ex omni carne in qua erat spiritus vitae
l6*e.t quae ingressa sunt was cuius et fernina ex omni 
carne introiex'unt - ' ,
sicut praeceperat ei Deus •
et inclusit eum dominus deforis
since the graphic final clause of this passage is the
subject of the next lines in the A*S. poem, 11*1363-1567a,
Him on hoh beleac heofonrices ward 
merehuses. mub mundura..sinum, 
sigora waldend, and segnade 
earce innan . sgerium spedum ’
nergend usser*
lastly, the A.S. poet appears to have felt the need of an 
episode or incident which might give finality and complete-*r * . ■
ness to his account of all these actions and 11.1367b~1371& 
Noe hofde,
sunu Lame dies, syxhund wintra .
pa he mid bearnum under bord gestah, 
gleaw mid geogobe, be godes hasse, 
dugebum dyrum.
make reference to Hoah’.e age at the time when he entered 
the Ark along with his children, a reference which once 
again might come equally well from either of the instances
1. in gross a l’22iiiUiS22‘ contra 224i222 uni versos, ob prqxlmum
bina et^bina etfex para11* 2*i§.5 2? 2222 ingressa sunt
mascuius et famine ex omni carne introierunt. BS, p.167. *
* **
in which this information is given in tne Vulgate, from
Ch.VII, v.6. ••■•.‘•x;.
eret seacehtorum annorum quando diluvii aquae founds- ; 
verunt super ter ram
or v»ll ■
Anno sescentesimo vitae Noe mense secundo 
septimodeeimo die mensis
rupti sunt omnes fontes abyssi raagnae. ’ .v ?
As will be seen from these two quotations, there is no 
evidence for a decision in favour of either.
From this point onwards, in 11.1371b-/ 
1406 the poet appears to have taken little account of the . 
form of his source. The general subject of these lines is 
a description of the Flood, and an account of the havoc it 
creates; thus far they might be said to be based upon 
Ch.VII, vv.17-24.
17. factumque est. diluvium qu&dr&gints diebus super terram 
, et multiplicatae sunt aquae et elevaverunt arcarn
in sublime a terra
18. veheme.nter inund&verunt et omnia repleverunt in
superficie terrae
porro area ferebatur super aquas <
l$.et aquae praeyaluerunt nimis super terram
opertique sunt omnes montes excels! sub universe 
caelo * '
2Q.quindeoim cubitis altior fuit aqua super montes 
quos operuerat
21.consumptaque est omnis caro quae movebatur super terram 
volucrum animantium bestiarum omniumque reptilium
quae reptant super terram
universi homines • 22.et cuncta in quibus spiraculum \ ;
vitae est in terra mortua sunt ,
23. et delevit omnem substantial!) quae erat super terram 
ab Homine usque ad pecus • ' ■ ’ .
tam reptile quam volucres ea.eli et delete sunt de terra 
remansit autem solus Noe et qui cum eo erant in area
24.obtinueruntque aquae terras centum quinquaginta diebus
but beyond a general resemblance of content and idea there 
is little similarity to be found between the two accounts, ./;• 
Latin and A.S., as indeed a close comparison of the two / , 
will show in due course; in consequence there seems to be 
little point in exhaustive quotation of the lines concerned.
To aid us in reaching a general conclus­
ion about the A.S. poet’s handling of this whole section 
of his material, it will possibly be best to tabulate in 
abstract his story of the Flood up to this point, that we 7/ 
may the more conveniently compare the A.8. with the Biblical / 
narrative given in like form on p. 95.; thus we have -
11.1285-1294a. introductory Matter
1294b God’s Speech to Noah;- :
1294b-1299a. The Flood is foretold. 
1299b-13Q2a. God’s Treaty with Noah. 
13G2b-1310a. Directions for Building ,
the Ark.
l31Ob-1313b. Noah is warned to take 
ample food.
1314 -1317a. Noe fremade swa hino /:
~nergend heht etc. //
1317b-1326. The Building of the Ark.
1327 God Speaks to Noah.
1327 *1341. The Lading prescribed for
the Ark.
1342 -1344. Directions for the Voyage//; 
1345 -1348a. Reference back to the /
goodness of Noah.
1548b-l355. Date and Duration of the 
Flood.
1356 -1362. Entry into the Ark.
1363 -1367a.The Lord shuts the Ark from the outside. 
1367b-1371a.Noah’s Age at this time.
1371b-14O6. Description of Flood and havoc it works.
In order to achieve this sequence, the A.S. poet has used 
some of the verses of the Vulgate but has not scrupled to 
reject others; that we may have the picture of his select­
ivity Fully before us, we should note those verses he has
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The Account of the Generations of Noah»
The lading prescribed for the Ark .
Seven pairs of birds to be included in 
the Lading of the Ark.
Embarkation. ,
Arrival of Mood.
rejsetad, and the material contained in them; those 
rejected* verses are 
' eh.vi,vv,9 -10.
. ,19-20.
Ch.VlI,v.3. <
. . vv.5-12.
■> . - ’
(but from this last-mentioned passage the poet does use
the account of' iloah♦ s‘ ag’e at this time,} Comparison of
this tabulation of material omitted with the preceding
tabulation of the story of the Mood as the A.S. poet
gives it will show that the material he has omitted is
either irrelevant| as for instance On.VI,vv.9-lG, or
given elsewhere in his account of the Mood, e.g* Ch.yi,
vv.I9 and 20, and Ch.VJX,vv.5~ll, The one omission which ,
cannot be so explained is that of Ch.Vll,v.>.
, Bed.et de volati'libus caeli septena sexHena masculum 
' et feminam . ' ■*
ut salvetur semen super faciem universae terrae :■
- the verse which recounts how the birds, were taken into, ; 
the Ark. Although-it is theoretically possible to argue 
that the A.S. poet did not know of the presence of the birds 
in the Ark, and was in ignorance both of this verse and of 
the phrase de volucribus Iuxta genus suura in v.20; and 
further that his account of the sending forth of the raven 
and the dove (11.1428b-X482) is based solely upon the . ;
Vulgate Ch.VlIl,vv.6-12, yet it seems a little hazardous 
to suggest that the poet should have mode so much of these ? 
incidents if he did not well know that the birds were 
included among the Ark*s passengers from the beginning.
A more reasonable explanation might he forthcoming if we 
examine again the passage which gives the detail of the
Lading of the Ark, 11.1328-1241*
Ic pe po?s mine, rnonna leofost, 
wbre ges'ylle, ptet pu weg nimest 
and feora fsjsl po pu ferian scealt 
geond deop waster deegrimes worn 
on lides bosme. ted, swa ic pe hate,
. under oaroe bord eaforan pin©, . .
frumgarap pry, and cower feower wif* 
Qnd pu seofcne genim on pest sundreced 
tudra gehwilGes geteled rimes, 
para, pe to mete mannum lifige, 
and para, ofcerra prices twa*
Swilce pu of eallum eorban wmstmum
werodum gelmde, 
mereflod nesan*
wist© under wmgbord 
paw pe laid sceolon 
when it way possibly be observed that the poet has given 
his account of the contents of the Ark in rather general 
terms; the human beings alone are mentioned in detail*
Perhaps the most.satisfactory explanation would be to . 
assume that he felt that the word animantibus (Ch*VII, v*2.) 
gave adequate authority foa^ the inclusion of the birds 
without further specific mention of these* Thus his
omission of this verse is hardly to be reckoned among 
the more important omissions; we may indeed go so far ; ; 
as to hold that his motive for omitting Ch*VII, v.2 was 
the desire to give to his desorption of the Lading of the '/ 
Ark that peculiar characteristic which in fact it bears - a 
characteristic which we shall examine in more detail in ? 
due course. ■ • , '
ffe have arrived at this conclusion, then 
that those parts of the Vulgate account which are omitted 
by the A.8. poet may be regarded as either explicable or .• 
unimportant omissions; our main deduction would be that. 
the fact that certain events appear twice in the Vulgate < ; 
story has evidently not warranted their repetition in the 
A*8. account* , ;
The poet’s major additions - as distinct
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from those minor additions which we shall examine shortly 
under our second heading, * are two; the account of the 
Building of the Ark, given in ll#13l7b-1326, and quoted 
above on p. 98 and the description of the Flood, which ? 
occupies 11.1271b~14O6, mentioned on :p.l02 above; these \ 
two additions will be studied in detail later under our 
third heading, but meanwhile we should note that in the 
first of these additions, an aspect of the story present 
by implication only in the Biblical account has been . 
brought out into full narrative status, as it were, by 
the A.8. poet; and the effects of this addition is to 
make the A.8. poem more orderly, less episodic and more 
nearly complete in its narrative than is the Biblical 
version of the story# in the second addition, the A.8. / 
poet has so greatly expanded his material that the des* 
cription of the Flood now occupies such a large part 
of the story that it has become a fitting climax and : 
final scene to this part of the poem; the balance and . 
movement of the poem are greatly improved since no one 
episode is now dominant, and'all are subordinate to the 
final picture * that of the Flood itself. \
When we come to consider the A.8. poet’s 
selection of his material In a wider perspective, and to 
examine what the significance of these two additions may 
be for our own enquiry, we should notice the evidence they 
contain of the genuine narrative skill of the Germanic 
poet; one might almost say. that he handles his material 
with the skill of a poet accustomed to working upon the J 
large canvas of an epic cycle. It does not indeed, seem
too outrageous to suggest that a long tradition of Germanic 
poetry either heard by the poet, and possibly even in part 
increased by him, may be the basis for his success in this; 
given the sympathetic situation of a patriarch-hero (Noah) 
acting for his people in a straightforward way at the Lord’s ’ 
direct command and with no emotional or doctrinal difficult->; 
ies to combat, the Germanic tradition and the Biblical ;
material are fused into a perfect though temporary artistic 
unity# Nor should we lose sight of the fact that this • .
success should tell us something of the poet’s attitude 
to his material, for in order to achieve this success he \ 
has had to make those changes, omissions, and additions 
which we have already examined in this larger aspect# In 
view of the fact that his changes blend together so wall . 
in the final result, it would seem somewhat unlikely that 
they were the outcome of mare chance and not. of deliberate 
planning* Although we would not go so far as to deduce 
that the poet must have planned this whole episode ab initio, 
we would at least advance the hypothesis that he must have . . ; 
been able at some time or another during the composition 
of this part of the poem to emancipate himself from the • . 
Biblical narrative, and to view his material with detach- ; 
meat and to see it as a whole*
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(11) A detailed examination of ...the verses ', . . 
HgelJS-l&ex^are Jn, the ^and.as, t
A.3., including minor additions. Returning to the beginning 
of the relation of this incident we find that we must compare 
the Vulgate, Oh*VI, vv.6-12*
6*Hoe vero invonit gratiam ooram Domino ,
9*Hae sunt generationes Hoe
Noe vir iustus et perfectus erat in generationibus 
suis cum Deo ambulavit
■ ■ .. : w
lO.et genuit* tree filios, hem Ham ©t lafoth '.■•<
IX.&orrupta est autem terra eor&io ,Ueo et x’eplefca ebt.
inicxuitate. - :
12.cun3.que vidisset beus terra® esse corrupta® . ./’?;•
omnis quippe caro corruperat via® suara super terra® h 
with 11.1285-1294a of the A.8* poem. '•!
Hoe TOs.god, nergehde leof,
swift© ges&slig, sunu lameones,
domfest and godefe. Drihten wist© 
pgat >bo ^ftelinges ©lien dohto 
breostgehygdum; forfton hi® brego s^gd©, 
halig wt hl©oftre, holm allwihtn, 
tat he fob wo rum f reman v/olcle; 
geseah unrihte eorftan full©, 
side srelwongas synnu® gehl&dene, 
widlum gev/emde,
since X.I283& doe vses god appears to depend directly upon 
thqhpening sentence of v.8, Woe vero invenit gratia® etc.
i’he two lines which follow in the A,8. poem seem to us to 1 
add little to this, being simply a glance at the conventional
good man of the Bible, though it is interesting to note
that gedefe (1,1287a) meaning ♦meek* is an idea imported
into this passage by the poet, since its first emergence 
2in the Bible is in Numbers Oh.XXI,v*5*
©rat enim Moyseo vir raitissimus super onanea homines 
qui morabantur in terra % .
The significance of the introduction of this idea into the - 
A.S.’poem is not only that the poet is importing into this 
poem ideas not directly suggested by the Vulgate at this 
point, but also that he does not yet yieict anything to the 
consciousness of the psychological opposition which was to 
emerge between the new Christian hei-o and the older German.
X.BT. p.384. • ;
2.See Concordance to the Old & Hew Testament. A.Cruder),
. ... ------------- London 1889 p.3Q9
3.HT. p.133 ‘ . <
1pagan heroic figure. That the consciousness of the 
opposition may in fact have been in his mind might be 
deduced from the following lines, 11.1287b-1289&.
Drihten wiste
pmt pars sebelinges ellen dohte 
breostgehygdum;
in which it appears as if the A.S. poet were trying to 
^bolster up** the character of his hero by evoking 
memories of the characteristic qualities of the pagan 
heroes; but this collocation may have happened purely 
by accident while the poet was in the process of ex­
panding his account of Noah’s character - an expansion 
which in any event, might be based upon v.9. Noe vir 
lugtus ot perfectus erat . - . cum Deo ambula yit.
The information given in vv.9 and 10
of the Vulgate about the offspring of Noah is omitted 
2probably as irrelevant, as we have already suggested ; 
the A.S* poet inserts instead in 11.1289b-1291 two lines 
which help to bring the A.S. poem stylistically closer 
to its Germanic models by forestalling the action of the 
poem. Thereafter the account of the corruption of the 
earth described in vv.ll and 12 of the passage quoted above 
from the Vulgate, is repeated with little change in 11.1292- 
1294a of the A.S.: there is indeed only one alteration
of note, the substitution of side smlwongas (1.1293a) 
for the less picturesque Biblical word terra. It is a
1. Qfd, idea of resistance was stimulated by the thought 
•of game,~the one^certain and enduring reward of the
physically valiant. But what is Fame, when 
all that matters is the~where~bouts~of the soul in the 
next world? B.S. phillpotts^wyrd and Providence in 
A.S. Thought. Sssays and Studies, VoI.13, Oxford,
1938. p.23.
2. See p.104..
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change which we might expect a poet to make, instancing 
as it does the poet’s habit of substituting wherever 
possible the concrete and picturesque for the more 
general and abstract#
* Prom the following verse> Oh# VI,
v#X3, the poet takes only the announcement that God
speaks to Noah, the words dixit ad Noe giving the basis
for.the A.S# 11.1294b-1295.
pa waldend spmc 
nergend usser, and th Noe cwmb
and the remainder of this verse in the Vulgate
# « # # finis universal carnis venit coram me 
replete est terra Inquitate a facie eorum 
et ego disperdam eos cum terra
being omitted in all probability because the material it 
gives has already been rehearsed in 11 <1292-129 4a. as 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph# Kor the material 
of .the speech, the poet seems to go first to v#17 where we' 
have , . .
ecce ego adducam diluvii aquas super terram
to act as a base for 1.1296a Ic wille mid flode, while
the rest of the verse
ut interficiam omnem carnem .
in qua spiritus vitae est subter caelum
universe, quae in terra sunt consumehtur
is.more freely rendered in ll#l296b-1299a.
folc acwellan 
and cynna gehwilc cucra wuhta, 
para £>e lyft and flod l?edafe and fedab, 
feoh and fugles#
The main difference between the two renderings seems 
to be that while the Vulgate uses the more theological 
term earnem in,qua spiritus vitae est the A#S. poetic 
version prefers the more concrete words folc (1.1296b),
. • . . ‘ ' '.111 '■/<
lyft and flod todab and fedab (1.1298), fcoh and fuglas • 
(1.1299a). Again the change results in a more picturesque 
expression, one which we wight fairly presume to hold a 
more ready appeal to an audience unfamiliar with poems ?
of a philosophical content* , '
Following thia, the poet goes on to ,
v.18, for the announcement that God will grant exemption ,
to Noah and his a ons,
pon&m foedua meum tecum 
et ingredieris a ream tu et filii tui
uxor tua et uxores filiorum tuorum tecum ’
an announcement which is rej^roduced in 11.1299b-l>02a.
pu scealt frib habban :
mid annum pinurn, Bonne sweart wter, 
wonne wlstre&mas weroduia swelgab, 
sceaBum scyldfullum.
From these lines it will be apparent that the A.S. poet 
has omitted all reference to the wives of Noah*s sons, and 
that the picture of the waters♦swelling1 with the multitudes 
of the evil doers is an addition of his own. The result 
of this small but significant change is that the lines 
which we are considering are convoluted into a small but 
dynamic and effective vignette, and that the main impression 
they leave is no -longer of people to be saved but of the \
Flood itself. Apart from the fact that such a vignette 
would again help the Germanic audience to realise the 
situation the poet is creating, the alteration of the 
intention of these lines is illustrative of the poet’s 
skill in freeing himself from a too slavish following of 
the Vulgate, and of creating for himself the opportunity 
to bridge the gap between this part of his narrative and 
that which he has decided shall fallow at once - the 
directions for Building the * Ark; in the fact that this 
bridging is done through anaddition, and is hence deliberate
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wo may see yet another instance of the narrative skill
of-the A .Si poet* ■ /./Xx
As we have said, the following lines
of the A.3. poem are devoted to the directions for ■ >
Building the Ark* In these lines, the A.8* poet turns ’■?.
hack from Vil8 of his source and reverts to vv.14*16 for M
the data he uses; ' -•
14.fac tibi arcam de lignis levigatis -??■
m&nsiunculas in area facies
et bitumine linies intrinsecus et extrinsecus 15 et 
sic facies earn - ■ ' -
trecentoruio cuhitorum erit longitude area© . . "
quinquaginta cubitorum latitudo 
et triginta cubitorum altitude illius
• 16♦fenestra in arcam facies et in cufoito consuwmafois •, .;
swoitate© • . • %
ostium autem arcae pones ex latere deorsum
cenacula et tristoga facies in ea .. -?
The opening words of this passage fas’tibi area© find an
exact correspondence in 1.1502b of the A.8. poem ongyn pe
sc ip wyrean, the whole passage in the A♦S*, ll»15G2b*15lQ& ; .
reading* ' ■
Ongyn pe &cip wyr.can, ... ;?
merehus mice!. On pain pu m one gum soealt J
rest© geryman, and rihte setl • ' ?:
mlcum vefter agenum eordan tudre* /-■
Gescype soyIfan on scipes bosme ??
. ? pu p£ct fer gewyre fiftiges wid, .
brittiges heah and preohund lung .•
elngemeta, and wib yba gewyre . ../?
gefeg faaste* • •• ' './<
As may be seen from comparison of the passages Quoted, the ?! 
correspondence between the two passes, Latin and A.8. is 
by' no means, as exact throughout as it is with regard to ■ 
the opening phrase- of each. The dimensions given in the 
Latin account are preserved in the A*S., - at least if we/ ?<;•' 
regard elngemetat 1.1509a) as the A.8. equivalent of a
: in ; '
cubit:, as is also .the instruction that the Ark should be 
lined within and without with pitch. The mansiunculas (v.14) 
of the Vulgate account however become the rlhte set! of the < ; 
A <3 .s' the ^cabins" have become "benches" . In the same 
way the fenestra(v.16) "window1 2 3 4#, the ostium (v.16) "door" 
and the cenacula (v.16) and tristega (v.16) "upper decks" 
have been omitted altogetherf and the significant point ;; 
about these alterations and omissions Is that they affect 
those parts of the Ark which would not be found on an open 
and benched ship of the type familiar in Germanic civilization. 
It would seem in fact as if the ship in the Biblical concept; 
were decked in and covered, while the A.3. poet has envisaged J 
simply the normal ship of his own times. Whether he has done 
this because he was himself unable to conceive of a ship with 
a deck, or whether he has done it because he felt that his ;; 
audience would be more ready to accept Noah as a hero if he 
sailed in a ship built on familiar lines is a question which 
hardly admits of decision now; but whichever is the correct 
solution, both alike point to a compromise effected between 
the Christian world picture and the Germanic, whereby the
1. 55* oubitaAis mensura ulnae mensura, p.246,
2. Mensiuncula 1 small house’. Mediaeval Latin Word^hist, 
J.H. Baxter and Chas. tfohnson, London, 1934, p.257.
3. BT gives a stall for animals but quotes only this passage 
in support of^this"’meaning, p.667.
4. 3Sl£ Button Hoo ship was a great open rowing boat, some 60 '•( 
feet~long as traced in the ground..,.It was clinker built h 
without permanent decking, and there is ^no indication of a 
mast or other provision for sailing....the ship was old ~ 
when buried, as the hull^showed "traces of ""re pair. "r7l?S. 
Bruce-Mitford and T.D. Kendrick, The Sutton Hoo ship Burial. 
London, 1947, p.37.
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elements common to both were used to create tho picture ,' 
which would be most readily intelligible to the poet’s 
audience# . -
f
Vie have already noted that the A.S.
1poet omits vv.19-20 of this chapter of the Vulgate, and
he seems to have reproduced v.21
toiles igitur tecum ex omnibus escis quae mandi 
possunt et comportabis apud te
et erunt tarn tibi quaro illis in cibum
more or less as it stands in 11.1310b-1313&.
pmr sceal fesl we sen 
cwiclifigendra cynne gehwilces 
on pg&t wudufmsten wocor gelasded 
eor&an tudres;
but he adds after this in 1.1313b the enlightening comment
earc sceal py mare#
‘ ’ 7 2As has already been noticed , there is an intriguing hint 
of practicality about this comment and an imaginative 
reader might almost go so far as to suggest that the poet’ 
realisation that food is the most bulky store of all 
springs from first hand experience of ships and the sea; 
but regarded in a more sober spirit such a comment is too 
light a foundation upon which to base such a biographical 
structure and we must be content simply to regard it as 
the most convenient way of rounding off God’s speech to 
Noah.
The final verse of this chapter,
Gh.Vi, v.22 is also used by the poet, and wo have
Fecit ergo Noe omnia quae praeceperat illi beus
?.■--** iff ~~fr T ~ r rT3ftr~ IThTr-j: - ■..'.■t —Ilf ‘TTI'uJ: ~ l ..‘.il 11 if rtjiih lort'l itw "Tf :'.~W tWt ."n.roiWW
l.See supra p. 104. ' • •
2.See supra p. 98.
as the fairly obvious source of the A.S. 11.1314-1317&
Noe fremede swa bine nergend heht, 
hyrde bam halgan heofoncyninge, 
ongan ofostlice >et hof wyrcan, 
wide werecieste.
Allowing for the repetition of the A.S. poet there seems 
to be little difference between the two versions, save 
that in the A.&*. the idea is expressed through an imagery 
more concrete and. hence in all probability wore appealing 
to the A.B. mind. The idea comes from his source, but 
he uses it so as to moke the poem more readily adapted to 
the mind of the audience.
There follows upon this the interpol­
ation by the A. 8. poet in which he describes the Building 
of the Ark: it is contained in ll>lM7b-1526, and has
been quoted above (p.98 ) and.as it will be fully examined 
under heading 3, at this present point it need only be 
mentioned for the sake of continuity.
The A.S# poet returns to make direct 
use of his source again in 1.1327.
3>n to Noe cwrefe nergend usser 
which represents the opening phrase of Ch*VIl, v.l
dixitque Lominus ad eum
both in form and in position, since both the Latin work
and the A»S. proceed to describe God’s speech in which He
prescribes to Noah the Lading of the Ark. The rest of
this verse in the Vulgate however, .
ingredere tu et omnis domus tua area®
te enim vidi iustum coram me in generations hac
is not used by the A.8. poet with the same precision, in 
the form in which it ultimately appears in his poem.
This verse is the source for the next 7 lines of the
A.S. poem, 11.1328rl534.
Ic pe foes mine, monna leofost, 
were gesylle* pret bu wog nimost
and feore fesl 
geond deop wester 
on lides bosme. 
under earce bord 
frurogaran pry,
pe £>u ferian scealt 
dtwgrimes worn
ted, swa ic pe hate, 
eaforan pine,
and eower feower wif.
but it will be observed that the A.S. poet has made
several changes in the matter on which he is here en­
gaged. in the first place he has omitted or drastically 
curtailed the praise of Noah which takes up the second 
half of the verse in the Latin form, and this appears 
only as monna leofost (1.1328b) presumably because his 
narrative sense has suggested to him that such a break 
in the narrative would here be inopportune, despite its ; 
Biblical authorityi . In the second place God’s stated 
Covenant with Noah is introduced in the words ware gesylle. ;<• 
while the Vulgate expression domus tun is expanded and '?• 
given in detail as ll.X332b~l>34. • . '<
ted, swa ic be hate, ■• •/•J
under earce bord eaforan piue, 
frumgaran bry> end eower fcower wif.
two alterations which seem to suggest that the A.S. poet
here had in mind not so much the Vulgate Ch.VlI, v.l, as /.7-
Ch.Vl, v.18 :
pon&mque foedus meum tecum 
et ingredieris aroem.tu et filii tui 
uxor tua et uxores filiorum tuorum tecum
This last Quoted verse has hitherto been accorded rather 'j 
cavalier treatment by the poet,1 despite the importance of the;
HH#f wab*=*«*»imM rtH in**tHi* ■ ww» n.. i liW. <n» uinit >riW nW MW' iii<M tM—HW . I
V1. cf. supra p.lll.
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announcement of the covenant contained therein. The
result of the change is to place the announcement of this
covenant,together with the detailed account of the people
to whom it applies at a most important pax’t of the narrative
of this episode as a whole - at the head of the list of
those who are to be admitted to the Ar'k. Such a result
is its own justification, and it is almost superfluous
to remark upon the poet’s skill in bringing this about.
\ ■ In the middle of this account of Qh.VII,
v.i, the A.S. poet inserts an addition, 11.1550-1552a ,
and feora fesl pe pu ferian scealt a
geond deop mtor fegrimes worn 1
on lides bosme. .
the purpose of which is not, we must admit, immediately 
clear. There seems to be no particular reason for their
presence, either from Oh.VI, v.18 or from Oh.VII, v.l,
nor do they fill any particular role in the poem. Whatever 
may have been their original purpose, it appears at the 
moment to be hidden from critical enquiry. '
Tne prescription of the lading of the
Ark is continued in the Vulgate in Qh.VII, vv.2 and 5.
2. ex omnibus animant ibus mundis toiles septena septena * 
masoulum et feminam ,
do animantibus vei’o non mundis duoduo masculum et 
feminam. . . \
5.sed et de volatilibus caeli septena septena maeculum 
et feminarn . . ' - 7
ut' salve tnr semen super facieai uni versa© terras •< 
and the first of these t:wo verses is rendered with more or 
loss accuracy as part of 11.1555-1541 of the A.8. poem, ’ /
Qnd pu seofone genim on pest sundraced 
tudra gehwilces geteled rimes, . .
mannurn lifige,
s.twa - - • .
e orban mos tmum
para pe to mete 
and bar a oberra • co 
,Swilce pu of eallum 
wiste under w^gbord 
bam be mid sceolon
werodum go hode, 
mereflod nesan
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The fact that these lines omit the repeated masculum et 
feminan; of the Vulgate may possibly not surprise the 
reader very much: the omission of v.3 however, together
with the rather generalised method of referring to the 
animals taken into the Ark - tudra gehwilces (1.1336a) - 
and the fact that this is followed immediately by a refer-? 
ence to their existence as food for man do seem to call 
for some explanation* The poet’s primary interest is 
with the human personages in the Ark: the peculiar ,
characteristic with which he invests the prescribing of 
the Lading of the Ark is that it shall reduce the import­
ance of the animals present to that of mere food for the 
human passengers. It is this which explains his omission 1 
of v.3; and this conclusion appears to us to gain added 
authority from the addition which he makes In 11.1342­
1344.
Ped freolice feora wocre 
ob Ic b»re lafe lagosiba eft 
reorde under roderura ryman wille.
These lines have already been characterised as directions 
for the Voyage, but they agree peculiarly well with the 
change of emphasis suggested above. The reason for 
this change of emphasis seems to lie not so much in the 
negative change of the reduction of the role of the 
animals as in the more positive one of the increased 
emphasis placed upon the human figures. Such a change 
might of course have doctrinal reason or purpose behind 
it, but It seems more reasonable and more in keeping 
with the general aesthetic of the poet as it has emerged
so far to account the change to be principally dictated . 
by the poet’s desire to make his poem yet more like the 
usual Germanic epic. This would demand that the attention
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of the audience should be concentrated upon a few figures.
1rather than upon many , and it seems possible that we may 
account to this, the reduction he has made in the role of 
the animals: and he has not scrupled to make what appears
to be quite a radical alteration to the Biblical material \ 
in order that his dramatic personages may stand in a sharper 
relief.
The following lines provide another
instance of the addition of fresh material by the poet.
Giving as they do a brief rehearsal of what has already
been said, 11.1345-1348a
Gewit &u nu mid hiwum on-Jawt hof gangan, 
gasta werode. Ic pe godne wat, 
fwsthydigne; £>u eart frebbo wyrbe,
ara, mid eaforum. !
are an excellent rhetorical device for marking the end of ; 
the prescription of the Lading of the Ark. This seems 
indeed to be their purpose, and as they are not found in j 
the Vulgate, we would suggest that they offer some evidence 
of the poet’s desire to order and arrange his material in 
a wore methodical fashion than that in which it is given in 
his source.
Returning to the Vulgate, we find next 
the ’advance notice’ of the arrival of the Flood. It is 
given in Ch.VII, v,4,
adhuo enim et post dies septera ego pluam super terram 
quadraginta diebus et qusdraginta nootibus 
et delebo omnem substantia® quam feci de superficie
terrae ;
l.This provides an interesting parallel to the method by 
which apparently the isiddic poems were constructed, of.
B.S•Phi1lpo11s,'The Lddlc poems deal with individuals, and 
individuals only. Gunnar and Sigurd, Brynhild end Attila 
stand out starkly against a dim bas-relief of undifferent­
iated warriors. (Bddss a nd~Sage s? London 1931, p.l49j7~
and in the A.S. poem in 11.1547b*1555 but with some / •
expansion, as it appears* This expansion with its epic F 
words like' fmhfte (1* 1551b), stmlan (1.1552&), weogpreate •'; 
(l*l352b), and sweart ra.cu (1.1555a), reveals to us some*.?'- 
thing of the A.S. attitude to God: fwhfeo and Etesian are. , ’ J • . , ; ' . . W.ir w I > l Ul i M , * - • S x.,
tooth common in A.S. poetry, for example in Beowulf where \' - J : t ■ . ' ; * I ' * "1 - ' ' ' ■ ‘ ' ' . i , .
fWhbo occurs frequently x and where the phrase fwhhe
gestBled itself is found (Beowulf 1.1540) while mgpreate 
and sweart racu both have the true epic ring. The most \ 
important aspect of the passage is not this epic quality ?";■<? 
however, but the fact that through this quality the A.S.
poet reveals to us his conception of God as a Germanic
' 5 » ■ ' ■chieftain. Assuming that the poet knew the temper of 
his audience well, we may find the passage enlightening 
since it shows us the figure which the audience would . 
expect God to present, and hence provides another instance 
in which the A.S. poet has moulded his material so that 
it may be the more like that which his audience would 
be accustomed by tradition to understand.
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1. In Beowulf ed. Klaeber, New fork, 1922, the glossary
cites 25 occurrences of fiphbo (p.326) J
2. Curiously enough, Merrill & McClumpha, op.cit. do not
mention this parallel. >
5. The third feature of OB poetry, the Teutonic element is .■ 
clearly, seen as the -Englishman begins to meke~the Bible, 
story his own. God, the Almighty, is represented as a • 
Teutonic chieftain surrounded, by his host. B. Bale, * ,
National Life & Character in English Poetry, Cambridge, 
1902, ~p.l00. ' ' ‘ -? .• •
4. There is an interesting parallel In the warlike qualities?' 
associated with Othin as those appear in the flgilssaga 4- 
in the rather reproachful address to him by Jsgils after 
the latter has lost his sons.
Atta ek gott
’ vib geira drottinn ' >
gjorbumst/ ? ,j
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This in turn casts an interesting light
upon the relationship between the Amind and Christianity.
For if this figuring of the Deity as warlike were confined v
only to those poems derived from O.T. origins then we might \
perhaps account it to be inspired by the character of Jehovah ;
as he is presented in the O.T* but the allocation of warlike-'?..
qualities is not confined to such poems, but occurs also in
poems which derive ultimately from N.T* origins, e.g._
Andreas 11.871-872 . ?
Utan ymbe sehelne engine stolon <
• pegnas ymb peoden pusendukclum K > ? >
or again in 1I.884-885&.
Sow pegnodon prymsittende 
halige heahenglas
—■ w>it !■»■■*.**»* »—1W1I' I MWiM,! HMH« it HW, !■»> I MW »x*> 'III—I |Mj ||>HH ■■» nil I 11 ill i.Mit ii — iiinuM. ?
1. The ¥ercel-li Book ed. 'G.X^.Krapp, hew fork, 1952. p.27. ■ -
2. ibid. . ’
gjorftumst tryggr 
at trua honum
abr vinab 
vagna runni 
sigrhofundr 
urn sleit vib mik
Blotk-a ek af pvi 
bro&uryilis 
gobjarhar 
at ek gjarn sja
’ po hefir Mimisvinr
wer of fengn&r 
bo Iva bcetr 
er hit betra telk
. ' Gafumk iprott
ulfs of bagi 
vigi vanr 
vamrai firrba
in which the notable point is the warlike flavour of ail the 
kennings. (Text from-E. porparson, Sagan af Agli skallagrim- 
ssyni, Heyk Javik, 1856,)
The only way in which it seems possible to give a consist­
ent explanation for the persistence of this militaristic 
conception-of God appears to be to refer the psychology a
behind it to the days of A.8.. paganism., There seems to < 
be little doubt that some at least of the Germanic delt- 
ies - and we have already cited the example of Qthin * ;
were warlike in character,. and it seems more than prob- -
able that God became more comprehensible to the A.S. mind ■ ; 
as He was more approximated to these earlier deities. ; 3
This present passage from Genesis A shows an.instance of < ; 
the continuance of this warlike tradition of A.8.„ pagan, < . 
deities, working upon the Biblical ma terial to change the 
idea of God therein expressed into something more closely 
resembling the type of deity to which the A.8. audience \
would be accustomed. It is possible that the poet him­
self may have held a rather more spiritual view of God 
than that which is portrayed here,, and the fact that he \ '
is acquainted with the comment as well as with the text 
of the Bible itself seems to make this likely;: it can- ,/':> 
not howevex' be certain, since the Genesis A shares in the 
customary objectivity of A. 8. poetry. <
At the same time it should be noted that 
there is no necessary disagreement between the rather unsoph- ,/< 
isticated Christianity which is here postulated for the A.S. 
world, and Miss, Whiteloc.k*s view that the A.8. audience for 
Beowulf were Christians, whose conversion was neither partial 
nor superficial. ; He (sc. the Beowulf poet) expects them - 
to understand his allusions to Biblical events without his 
troubling to be specific about them** It would certainly 
seem possible for the Anglo-Saxons of this period to be well
4*1. — nfc«*«**n * *,JHi ■ 1 w
3-♦ TheAudienceof Beowulf» ed. D.^hitelock. Oxford 1951, p,5
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instructed in Xfelic&X history without their necessarily
attaining'to a very spiritual conception of God#
second speech of God feeing ended*'
there comes the Bhtry into the .Ark* . In the A»0* :?oe® .
this occupies li*1356*X362
Hl® pa Moe gewat* swa nine nergend het* 
under e&roe herd oafcran -&wdan* 
werW on wtegtel • and heora wif sowed $ 
and eall Jx»t to fmsle frea mlwihtig 
habban wolde under href gofor 
to heora (etgifa.it awe. him -mi^ihtig 
weroda drihten - hurh.his word ahead *
** a passage which is probably based upon OiuVXX* vv#X3-Xc*
an we have already deduced# '
13# in articulo died iXXiuu ingresnus eat Hoe at Sew 
et Ham at I&fath fill! aiuo
uxor illiue et tree uxOres fllioruw aiuc cum eie 
in area®
14«ipsi et owne animal secundum genus sun® 
univeraaque iumenta in genua suuw 
at owns quod movetur super terra® in genere sub 
cunoturoqua volatile secundum genus suuw 
uniYersae aves ownecqua voiuores
IS^lngressa’ sunt ad $oe in area® feina et bine, 
ex own! corns in qua erat splritus vitae
I6<et quae ingressa sunt was cuius et fornlna ex omni 
came introierunt
stout prneceperat ei Deue 
at inclusit euw dowinus defcris#
the change which has taken place in these lines may see® 
quite extensive if it is examined in details but when the 
totality of its effect is considered it way possibly be 
held that all the changes of detail are made with the one 
object * that of reducing the importance of the animats* 
and of regarding the® simply &» food for the human "heroes**
1# c^* p.p* 100—101 •
Th© Entry into the Ark being thus 
carried out, God closes the door of the Ark behind its 
passengers, as is’related in the closing section of v.16 
above, ' ' ' • .
et inclusit eum Deus deforis
an act which is narrated in the A*S*
Him on hoh beleac heofonrices 
me .rebuses njub muhdum sinuw,
g igo ra toId©nd, antyfeegnade 
©arc© innan agonum spedum
poem in 11.136 3-13 6 7b
heard
nergond uss or. 
but with the -signifi cant addition of God•s blessing of
the Ark* Of this point of the Blessing of the Ark, the :
Vulgate says nothing and Augustine and Bede are alike silent,
■ • ■ ■ ■ ' ' . .' ■ •­
but although no grounds can be shown for the supposition, 'y< 
none the less this addition does seem to suggest the influence
of a patristic commentator* foi’ it seems mainly doctrinal
in import; and although the A.8* poet has taken many libert­
ies with his material in allocating motives and even in •/ ->
adding incidents, he has not so far made any alteration 
which could not be deduced from the text. It is upon . 
this ground, namely that this addition is at variance with 
the general character of his other additions, that we should 
venture to suggest that the A.S, poet may here have used 
some commentator whose work remains as yet unidentified.
in the Vulgate, the end of the account 
of the Entry into the Ark is signalised by this incident 
of the locking of the door of the Ark; in the A.S# poem * 
however, the poet effects his closure by recounting floah.’s
x*w*«*l—~  r ,- .r :T-ri-t -.f J T i i iiu iimW null \n mW
1. The incident is not mentioned by any of the other comment­
ators examined in connection with the Jlood. for the 
account of these, see Appx.l/hist, VIII.
age, at the time when the deluge came* This he does in 
11.1367b-1371a
Noe htsfde,
sunu Lameohes, syxhund wintra 
ha he mid beemum under bord gestah, 
gleaw mid geogobe, be godes frese,
dugebum dyrum, ' • \.
- a passage which might have been based upon either of 
1the rehearsals of this in the Vulgate. The device is an 
excellent one, as it lowers the speed of the action for 
just long enough to prepare the reader for the graphic 
description of the Flood which is to follow in 11.1371b- 
1406. Regarding it more narrowly however, and recalling 
that in order to include it at this point the A.s. poet 
has chosen either v.6 or v*ll, rather than the immediately 
subsequent v.17, we would see it as, an instance of the
poet’s free and skilful ordering of his material to provide
a poem with well-timed psychological as well as purely 
2narrative appeal.
With these lines wo have now completed 
the detailed examination of the verses used by the A.S. 
poet, comparing their form in the poem with their original 
form in the source: we may now examine the two major
additions which the poet has made, 11.1317b~1326 which 
deal with the Building of the Ark, and 11.1371b-1406, which 
contain the description of the Flood and of the havoc it
causes. These two however, will be examined under a sep* 
arate heading, namely;-
• • ' . 125;.-'
1. See supra p.102.
2. With regard to our contention that the A.S* poet has 
deliberately decreased the importance of the animals 
in the Ark to the benefit of that of the men and women, 
we should note that the latter only are mentioned in 
this final passage.
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lines 1285-1406. • •. . . • i» ' ■
(iii) A detailed examination of the A»S. poet’s two •
major a^itions;. Taking the first of these passages, i-'j
that which describes the Building of the Ark, we find it ;
in 11,!317W1326, as .
Magura saegde . ”
pmt wss prealic ping peodura toweard, 1
rebe wite. Hie ne ronton p^st.
ueseah pa ymb wintra worn wrfsest me tod • ■ '
geofonhusa roest gearo hlifigean, ■
innan and utan eorban lime
gefestnod wib flode, frer Noes . .■
py selestan. pset is syndrig cynnj 
syrale bib py heardra pe hit hreoh winter, 
swearte »stre&ra&s swibor beatab* .
We have of course already examined the part which the \
description of the Building of the . Ark plays in the 
account of the Flood as a whole \ here we are concerned ... 
with the individual ideas which we find in the passage = . ' 
on the Building of the Ark, and with the expression of /
the ideas,as the A«S« poet shaped it* The first of these 
ideas is that of Noah foretelling Cassandra-wise the coining 
of the Flood, and of his meeting with the fate of most 
Cassandras, in ll<1317b-1319. .
Magum saegde '
p»‘t w&ss prealic ping paodura toweard 'Mj
rape wite* Hie ne rohton peesl
This incident does not appear in the corresponding part of : 
the Vulgate; its origin in fact is in the hew Testament, in 
1 Peter III, v.20
quI incredull fuerant aliquando quando expectabant . .<
Dei p&tienti&ra in diebus Noe cum fabricaretur; 
in qua pauci, id est octo animae salvae factae sunt 
per.&qu&m
1* of* supra p* 106«
2* Text from xUblia sacra Vulgatae .Bditionib Clementis VIII <
au.ctorita.te edita Paris 1883, p.1213 J
In this, both: the materiel and its place of origin are of 
significance for our present study: the material shows
the A.S. poet once again concerned to include in his poem 
any vignette which will appeal to the human interests of 
his audience* while the place from which he has selected 
It is interesting from the distance at which it lies from 
the book: of Genesis. It is possible of course that the 
A.S. poet found this information or perhaps some reference 
to It* In a commentary upon Genesis, but if so, then his 
knowledge of patristic literature roust have been quite 
wide: for the first to mention this incident of the incred­
ulous Is the not very well known philastrius*1 while
Augustine who Is alone among the most popular commentators 
■ . . o •in mentioning It, omits It from his commentary and uses 
it only to point an occasion in a sermon. But however 
it found its way into the A.S. verse, the significance of 
its presence there is that it shows that the A.S. poet Is 
drawings either upon the Bible as a whole or upon patristic
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writings as well.
1Z Philastrius de Haeresibus Ch.132, Migne PL. Vol.12,Col.1264
2. Augustine arid Philastrius are almost the only two comment­
ators who do mention this point. For a list of those who , 
make no reference to It* see Appx. I List IX. • jl
3. ffgffQ fratres et modo aedificatur area, et illi centum anni
tempora ista sunt totus trectus temporis illo annorum 
numero signiffcatus est. Si ergo~digne perieruntT qui Noe 
aedificante a ream d i s s i mula v e run t; quid digni sunt qui“~ 
Qhristo aedificante Eccleslam a salute dissimulent? jgt 
taflen quia homine aedificante arcaro non crediderunt homines 
datum est illis cayendum exemplum posteris. Augustine, 
Serrao 3$i,~Migne PL. Vol.39*~Col7 1611. •
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The remainder of the passage is. devoted 
to the picture of the Ark itself, and in this picture the v 
A.S. poet again seises upon the one .detail which might be 
sure .to appeal to his audience ** the fact that the Ark was;',: 
lined with pitch: through this detail he directs their 
attention-to a visualisation of the concrete and since he / 
does so in an addition, we can see again how he deliberately 
chooses that facet of any situation which presents the best 
opportunity for the presentation of concrete detail.
Xt is now our task to examine the second 
major addition which the A*8. poet makes, much longer and 
more complicated * being 11.13?lb-1406 /<
prihten send©
regn from roderum and esc rume let
willeburnan* on woruld pringan ' \
' of ssdra getmere, egorstreamas ■ ./?
swearte swogan. &es up stigon '
of or steb we alias. 8trang w and re be
se be wet rum. we old; wreah and pe&hte . •’
manftehbu beam middangenrdes 
wonnan wage, were ebelland;
hof. hergodo, hygeteonan wiwc
meted on monnum. Mere swibe grap S
on feege folc feowertig daga,
. nihta ober swilc. Nib wees rebe, 
wllgrim werum; wuldorcyninges 
yba wrmcan arloasra feorh
of floaschoman. Flod ealle wreah, .
hreoh under heofonum, hea beorgas
geond sidne grund and on sund ahof . ■
earce from eorban and pa sjbelo mid, .-
pa segnade selfa drihten, .
scyppend usser, pa he ptet scip beleae.
Sibban wide rad wolenum under 1
offer holmes hrineg hof celeste, , .•
for mid fearme. J?&re ne moston .
wsglibendura - wictres brogan .
hsste hrinon, ac hie halig god
ferode and nerede, Fiftena stod ,
deop ofer dunum se drenceflod 
roonnes elna; pret is mrero wyrdl 
pam mt niehstan was nan to gedale,
. ’ /nympe
nyrape he of ms ehafen on been lyft, /.
j>&, se. egorhere eorban tuddor . ’•'■U
eall aewe&lde, but on pat earce bord
. - heold heofona frea: i>& bine halig god 
ece upp forlet edmodne flod 
streamum stigun, stibferhS cyning,
• ’ • ■ i ' •A3 we have already seen, this passage is apparently based 
upon GhwVXX, vv.17-24 of the Vulgate, but the relationship , 
between the A*S« passage and its Latin source is by no means;. 
so straightforward as it •isAhroughout the rest of the A,S. 
poem, The first phrase in the Vulgate, v»17 .
factumque est diluvium quadraginta diebus super terra® 
does not appear until we are some distance through the 
passage in the A. 8. poem, to be exact in ll,1581b-1383a
• Mere swibe grap
on fmge folc feowertig daga, •
nihta ober sv/ilc*
The following phrase
et multiplicatae sunt aquae
is nowhere exactly rendered, while the final phrase 
et elevavex’imt ©.ream in sublime & terra
is delayed for some five lines and does not appear Until 
Il*l?88b~l389a
• and on sund ahof 
earce from eorban
It is indeed more probable that the final phrase of v«l7 
is treated like the xxhrase which precedes it,
et multiplicatae sunt aquae 
and totally omitted,.while ”li*1386fe~1289 ■
Flod ealie wreah,
hreoh under heofonum hea beorgas 
geon’d’ sldne grand and on sund ahof 
earce from eorban and pa sebelo mid
are in fact founded upon Ch,VII> v.18
• ' ■ . ' . ' 129.; -
I. See above p. i02. 1 •
■ ' • •' ■ ;
* • * ' - • ' * 7 - .7. ‘ * * * i ' • J . I * ?• .
. veheraenter inundaverunt et omnia repleverunt in , —7
. , ’ - superficie terras . ' . 7 ' - ' ' ■ ■ 77<
porro area .ferebatur-super aquas. . / . , . ; ',7-l
but even this view does not provide a much wore orderly •; ■
relationship between poem and source, as it demands that ;./ 
we seek in the latter half of v. 19 * . . : 5 .v '
opertique sunt omnes montes excels! sub universe caelo 
for the source of 1.1587 : . 7
hreoh under heofonum hea beorgas. < ;'
Ihe opening phra.se of v«19 . 71
et aquae praevaluerunt nimis super terrain . 1,7?
gives a Latin idiom which does not seem to have been used /77
at all by the A.S. poet, as is readily understandable, and ■ \-
v.20 ... . . ■ ' 'll?
quindecim cubitis altior fuit aqua super montes quos 
operuerat
does not appear till ll*1597b~1599a - < i
B’iftena stod .;-7
deop ofer dunum se drenceflod 77?
laonneselna*
The first phrase of v«21
consumpta est omnis earo quae movebatur super terrain
ia not used with a close enough correspondence to allow <
us to trace the exact verse of the A.S7 which is indebted
to it* while the second phrase of the same verse ••:•?'
. • volucrum animantium besti&rum omniumque reptilium ;
quae reptant super terrain ; - , ,
seems almost-to be contradicted by a curious passage in ■ 7
the A,8., 11.1400*1401 7 ■'
pern mt niehstan wms nsn to gedale, ?7
nyispe he of wres aha fen on pa bean lyft 7
for which we can at the moment advance no explanation4 The 
remaining verses of Gh.VII of the Vulgate are couched in ?.’ •• * , 7 .•r. •’*
such general terms that to trace them in the A.S* is almost
' ' . . - . 131
impossible. ■
universi homines 22 et cuncte in quibus spiraculum 
vitae est in terra mortua sunt
25et delevit omnem substantiam quae erat super terra,m ab 
- homlne usque ad pecus 5 •/,
tarn reptile quam voluores caeli
et delete sunt de terra
remansit autem solus Hoe at qui cum eo erant in area
24cb.tinueruntque aquae terras centum quinquaginta diebus 
It will be seen that there are only two definite statements 
in this passage which we might hope to Identify, namely 
remansit etc (v<25) and obtinueruntque etc (v.24) and the 
A.S. poet appears to have used neither of these.
Thus, in 11.1571b-1406 the A.S. poet 
has made.an addition which draws little save perhaps its 
general inspiration from the yulgate text*, The general 
motive which led him to.make this addition has already 
been examined, on p.io6> and we are here concerned with 
the minutiae of detail of the expression. The first 
point we should observe, is the excellence of the picture . 
of the gradual rising of the waters: first the wille-
burnan (1.1575a) then the egorstreamas (1.1574b) and last­
ly the a$s (1.1575b), giving a picture at once detailed and 
dramatic and in the proper sense of the word, dynamics 
and since it is a picture of the sea, its appeal to the 
audience would be all the more sure. . In the following 
lines, 11.1576b»1581, the diction contains a definitely 
epic quality - a quality exemplified in words like manlbhbu 
(1.1578a), wonnan wage (1.1579a) ebelland (1.1579b). hergode 
(1.1580a) etc: the peculiar characteristic of all these
words is the imagery of battle and raiding which lies behind 
them: their significance for this study is that they show 
again the A.S. habit of regarding God as a warrior chieftain. 
Thereafter in 11.1581b-1585a the poet uses the material
152 -;<?
probably from the Vulgate Oh*VXI» vv*16& 19 as w e have seen
in' the preceding paragraphJ' &nd in il,1585b-1586a . ."-(2
Hib whs'- rebe, '• " ' ./';2
wllgrim werumj wuldorcyninges J-
ybe withcon arle&sra feorh
of ftoschoman 7 . ~ .5­
- > • ■ *v
the vignette of the sea and the idea of God as a warring \ ?
chieftain are united in the idea that the waves are his ■ z;
weapon* Lines 1586b-1591 seem to be included partly with
the object of noting the extent of the Flood as it is given 7..,
in Ch«VIX, v*2G - again a concrete detail - and partly with 2
the idea of maxing a slight drop in the dramatic tension.
The remaining lines of the passage, 11*1592-1406
Sibfean wide rad wolcnum under , ;,
ofer holmes bring hof seleste, ,
for mid fearme* Rare ne moston . ■ ;
wglibendum wires brogan - .77
h»ete hrinon, ac hie halig,god .77
ferede and nerede* Fiftena stod ■ ; ;
. deop ofer dunum se drenceflod
monnes elna; >et is i»ro wyr&i ;
pam fat niehstan w$s nan to gedale, .,7/
nymbe heof w»s ahafen on ha hean lyft,
ha se egorhere eorban tuddor ;
eall acwenlde, buton pzet earce hard ■ <-.7,
heold heofona frea, >a bine halig god
ece upp forlet edmodne flod 
streamum stigan, stibferhb cyning.
apart from the ’ couplet* which gives the detail of the
depths of the Flood jse©m;? to us to be included mainly that 77
this passage, which is as it were the closing scene of the
first part of the story of the Flood, may fulfil, its proper
part in the grand design of the poem as a whole, and bring
before men’s eyes a realised idea of the material extent 7
of the Flood coupled with an impression of the universal ,
destruction it causes*
With this examination of the last of the 7 ■ ■ , ' - • * • t 
two major additions made by the A,s. poet, our examination 7
. . . ■ ... . .
of the whole of the first part of the story of the Flood is ; 
likewise completed under the three heads at first proposed: -A 
we may now examine the remainder of the story, of the Flood, A 
which in the Vulgate occupies Gh.VXXX, vv.1-19, and in the ; 
A*S. poem, 11.1407-1496, at which point we approach the AA 
account of Noah’s offering to the Lord* As these lines 
in the A>S. poem are much more closely based upon the 
Vulgate than the lines which we have just examined, namely 
11*1245-1406, there will no longer be any need for a three­
fold approach to our material which can indeed be handled 
by the more historical method which we have hitherto
followed - a close collation of the A.S. text with its 
Latin source*
Lines 1407—1414a* . ■ :
, The verb gemunde in 1*1407 shows us '
that the A*S* poet is again closely following his source, .. M
as, it repeats exactly the opening expression of Ch.VXIX, v.l
Recordatus est autem Leus Noe cunctorumque animantium 
et omnium iumentorum quae erant cum eo in area <
lines which the A.S. poet uses in 11.1407-1410
pa gemunde god merelifeende, x
sigora waldend sunu Laraeches
and e&lle ba wocre pe he wife wtre beleac
lifes leohtfruma, on lides bosme*
The close correspondence between the two versions is shown••••’■ ■ "• . • ■ ■ ” "1'
b/ the A>S. poet’s use of wocre (1.1409a) a term generalised : 
to balance the equally generalised Latin terms in the source. 
An almost equally close correspondence may be seen in the 
A.S. poet’s use of the second part of this same verse,
Ch.VXXI, v.ljfor the Latin:
1* BT (p.1260) gives wooer as the equivalent of Latin 
aufiumentum, fructusT""
S'
(Deus) adduxit spiritual super terram et imminutae
sunt aquae ; -
the A.S. poet has in 11*1411~1414s
Gelradde J>& wigend ’ weroda drihten 
worde ofer widland. tfillflod ongan 
lytligan eft. Lago ebb&de,
sweart under swegle. ?
The most, significant points in these latter lines are two, 
both occurring near the beginning of the passage quoted.
The first is the use of wigend (1.1411a) for God, - an idea 
which lies at the base of the metaphor which occupies 
11.1411 and 1412a; the idea is again that of God as a 
Germanic chieftain but here it is expressed with greater 
anthropomorphism than has been given to it hitherto.
This shows how far the A.S. poet is prepared to alter his 
material in order that its final form may be that which 
will be most acceptable to his audience.
The second point of interest lies in 
his use of the word worde in 1.1412a. This is the MS reading 
as given in Krapp, p.44, a reading which is supported by 
Holthausen but which does not agree with the older editorial 
tradition which emended this to wind, an emendation first 
proposed by Thorpe in a footnote to p.85 of his edition.2 
For arbitrating between the two it would seem wise to appeal 
to the tradition of patristic comment, but this is unfort­
unately not very enlightening. The reading of the MS worde 
seems to gain support from Ambrosias* comment when he says 
Non puto hoc ita dictum ut spiritum nomine ventum accipiamus.
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1» hsgb.T v. F. Iiolthausen, Heidlberg, 1914
2* gg;Qdmon«s Metrical Bai^phrase by B. Thorpe, London 1852.
*--- spiritus Igitur divina virtute invisibilis diluvium
illud repress sum esse non dubium, and clinches the matter
with goelesti operatione non flatu^: this view we find ’
recurring again in patristic writings; it is echoed by >
Alcuin and Hrabanus Maurus , so.that it seems to have ... .
enjoyed a fairly wide currency* It is possible to
support the view of the older editors from the same source
however, for we find in luvencus the couplet ‘ ;/->
Kubibus in piceis coepit constringere nimbos J?
Jamgue relabenti decrescit in aequore pontus^ ,
while Bede says bluntly et eduxit spiritum, id est yenturn 
and other commentators again can be found in whom this : 
second view is current. (eg. Bruno Astens, Bxgositio_in 
Genesim, Migne PL, Vol.164, Gol*181; Angelomus deposit io / 
super Genesim, Migne PL# Vol.131, Col.77)- Hence it seems < 
difficult to decide which tradition the A.8. poet was follow­
ing, nor Is there here any indication to show that he was 
following either patristic tradition, as each of the two 
readings proposed for the A. S. could equally well be inspired 
by the text of the Vulgate, unaided by the criticism; In '■/'? 
view of this it would seem rather1 hazardous to base any 
conclusions upon this particular line from the A,8, poem.
’ ' • ■ \ 125?/
1. Noe et area,, Migne PL# Vol.14, Col.1388.
2* Interrogations® et Besponsiones in Genesim, (lnt.125) 
Migne PL» Vol.100, Col.530.
3, Comrnentarlus in Genesim. Migne PL. Vol.107, Col.519,
4, Liber in Genesim, Migne PL. Vol.19, Col.354.
5, Commentarius in Genesim, Migne PL,,Vol.91. Col.226.
Lines 1414b—1416.
The next lines of the A.S. poem, 
11.1414b-14l6 ' .
H»fde so& use tod •? . :•
eaforum egstream eft gecyrred, ;
torhtne ryne, regn gestilled
exhibit en extensive alteration made by the A.S. poet, and 
they show in yet greater detail something of the relationship 
between the A.S* poet and God as He is presented in the 
Vulgate# The passage upon which these lines are based, is 
Ch.VIII, v.2,
et olausi sunt fontes abyssi et c&taraot&e oaeli 
et prohibitae sunt pluviae de caelo
and it should be noted that the verse is cast entirely in 
the passive voice and all mention of God is absent. This 
the A.S. poet has altered, making the cessation of the Flood 
and the consequent salvation of iionh and his family the 
direct action of God, and introducing also the relationship 
of God and man as that of the Creator and his children.
It is by no means startling that the A.S. poet should have 
used this idea, since he had prosuwab^ly the whole Bible 
before him when he wrote, or had at all events met this 
relationship at some time in his religious life. It is ' 
none the less significant that he should add it here, however 
in a passage in which he is otherwise fairly closely bound 
to his text, and it indicates that the idea must have come 
quite naturally to him and indeed must have been almost 
habitual with hlmj his approach to God in other words 
is much more personal and less severe than was that which 
would be presented to him by his. Latin source. His source 
is not simply rousing in him the ideas which it contains 
itself, but is evoking his whole separate religious con­
sciousness.
157. ;.n
Line s 1417-142 4a .
The idea behind Ch/Vill, v.2, is ■
repeated by the Vulgate in the opening phrase of v.5,
3. reversaeque aquae de terra euntes et redeuntes
but the poet does not seem to have used this idea, as the /;
following lines., 11.1417-1424a
For famig snip L and 0
nihta under rode rum., si&ban n^gledbord.,
for seleste, flod up ahof,
obp.^t rimgefol rebre prage 
d&ga forb gewat.. pa on dunum gesret 
heah mid hfoste ho Imams mat, 
earc Noes.., pe Armenia
hatene syndon.. r;
seem to be based upon the second phrase of and there­
after upon v,.4 of this chapter.*
(5}et coeperunt minui post centum quinquaginta. dies
4. requievitque area mense septimo vieesima septima die
mensis super montes Armeniae.
X^rom this passage the poet has chosen the exact figure of 
the duration of the Flood, and the precise detail of the 
locality whereon the Ark came to rest. The duration of 
the Flood, and hence of the voyage is one which we might 
expect the A.S. poet to use, since his audience were espec- ? 
ially interested in the sea and in voyaging. The detail 
would be impressive moreover, since the Ark stayed at sea 
without touching land - for the very good reason that there 
was no land for it to touch «* for 150 days. Comparing 
this with other voyages in A.S. literature, it will be 
remembered that Beowulf’s voyage to the court of Hrothgar 
lasted only one or two days as the voyagers arrive Ymb 
antid op re s dogores (Beowulf, 1.219); but they can yet 
refer to.themselves as feorran cumene (ibid 1.1819a).
Ohthere’s voyage does' not seem to have lasted much more than
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15 days on the outward journey, and even then he was con­
stantly in touch with land, deserted, though it may have
* i
been, butan fiscerum ond fugelerum ond huntum* The
Germanic ship, long, narrow and open, though it must . 
have been exhilarating to handle, is obviously not suited 
to long*continned sea voyages. Hence we can well understand/ 
how a voyage of 150 days would stir the A.S* imagination, 
which may be partly why the A.S* poet chose this detail 
for inclusion in his poem*
The other detail which he chooses for v
his poem is the landing of the Ark. super mentea Armeniae
(v.4) which he renders in li*1421b«*1424&
pa on dunum ges^t >.
heah mid hlmste holmerna m$st, 
earc $oes, pe Armenia 
ha ten a syndon. •
and his choice of this detail rather than the disregarded 
manse septimo vicesima septima die mensis seems to us to 
show that his interest here lies mainly in the outline of 
the narrative and not in the less important details thereof. 
The exact time and date of the Ark’s landing would be of 
greater interest to the theologian than to the poet while 
the actual place of its landing would odd another concrete 
detail to the narrative thus making it more realistic and 
at the same time displaying the poet’s narrative skill in 
his choice of the one item r&tner than the other*
Lines 1424b-1430» ;
A period of waiting is now given by
the next verse in the Vulgate, Ch.VIIX, vv. 5 and 6,
5.at vero aquae ibant et decrescebant usque ad deoimura 
mensem
decimo eniro mense prime die mensis 'apparuerunt 
cacumina montium
G.cumque trensissent qu&dr&ginta dies aperiens Noe 
fenestram arose
and the A.S. poet uses the idea of a delay, but expresses it
through a different medium; Lines,1424b-142Q,
pmr se halga bad* 
sunu Lameches, sobra gehata 
lange prage,
y w./<
hwonne him lifes weard 
free lelmihtig frecenra siba
rests ageafe, p»ra he rume dreah 
pa hine on sunde geond sidne grund 
wonna yba wide b»ron.
give first of all a statement of the fact that Noah waited*
(se foftlgn bad 1.1424b) and thereafter a rapid account of the 
toils he has endured. The poet’s change of medium should not 
be forgotten however; by introducing the phrase sunu LamecheSy 
(1.1425a) he makes a closer connection between the man and the 
trials he has endured. The trials too are cast into epic 
form, and embrace two elements common to most A. 8* accounts of 
hard and dangerous living - they happen over a large geograph­
ical area peere he rume dreah, (1.1428b) and they happen at 
sea, geond sidne grund, (1.1429b). The poet has reminded us 
of the figure and the 7roAur/>oK.<v personality of his hero^ and 
has cast the dangers he endured into a Germanic form; he has 
thus given him a personality at once more sharply defined and 
more sympathetic with the Germanic world.
Lines 1431-1455.
There follow in the A.8. poem five lines
which show both the imaginative psychological insight of the
poet and an appeal to the Germanic world in which he lived and
wrote. The lines are 11.1431-1435,
Holm wms heoncnweardj Iwleb l&ngode, 
wglibende, swilce wif heora, 
hwonne hie of nearwe ofer ns^gledbord 
ofer streamstabe stsppan mosten
1. Of. Augustine, Seriao Supposita 106, virtus Charitatis quae 
onmla tolerat eminuit in sancto Moe. Migne PL.Vol739,Col.
I140 ;,V
and of enge ut ®hta Imden
and although they start with a quick half line of recapitul- < 
at ion Holm w-ns heononweard (1.1431a) they are devoted mainly 
to an attempt to recapture what must have been the emotion of 
the Ark’s passengers when they touch land but are faced with 
yet a further period of waiting. Since the feeling would be 
one known or at least remembered by an A*audience of the 
7th or 8th century, the poet shows imaginative skill in recog­
nising the psychological kinship between the characters in 
his material and the audience of his own day.
Lines 1436-1442.^CT2sa-nAf».j».»w5a*it«i«4 »
We come now to the sending forth of the 
Haven, an incident which the Vulgate dismisses with character­
istic brevity, allotting to it only the latter part of v.6, •
and the whole of v*7,
aperiens Noe fenestraw arcae q,uaw fecerat diwisit corvum 
V.qhi egrediebatur et revertebatur donee siccarentur
aqtuae. super terram.
In contrast to this brevity, the A.$. poet commences by adding 
Noah’s reason for sending forth the &aven in 11.1436-1438&,
pe fandode forbweard scipes 
hw^ber sincende sssflod pa gyt 
wmre under wolenum
thus giving his poem a more complete structure of cause and 
effect, as well as realising fully the psychology of Noah.1 
But even while developing the psychology of his characters, 
the A.S. poet does not lose sight of the dramatic situation,, 
for he recapitulates it in 11.1438b-1442,
Let pa ymb worn d&ge 
pees pe heah hliofco horde onfengon 
and mbelum eac eorban tudres 
sunu Lameches sweartne fleogan 
hrefn ofer heahflod of huse ut
-.a passage which seems to us to show that what/ever other
It is possible that this chain of causality was one of 
canons of criticism of A.8. literature, although it is 
ful if such dogmata were ever precisely formulated.
the A 
doubt
1.
interests his material way have raised in him, its narrative < 
appeal was never far from his consciousness# ■
Lines 1443-1446a# ' ‘ ;"V'
This n&i’r&tive interest is well main- J 
tained in the following lines, ll#1442-1446a'■
Woe tealde £wt he on neod hine, 
gif he on .peers lade lapd ne funde, 
ofer sid water secan wolde ’ •
' on wegpele# . < ;.•?<
since its phrase ofer sld water, (l#1445s) keeps the dramatic 
situation firmly before the audience; but perhaps the most, 
noticeable quality about these lines , again an addition t>y . 
the A#S. poet| is that they help further in the task of real­
ising the figure of Wash, By giving us Noah’s actual thought* 
as the word tealde (I#1445a) indicates, the poet brings him 
before us as a more human and credible character, and this 
determination to realise the figures of the Biblical story by 
attributing motives to them seems to have weighed sc strongly 
with him that he was prepared to advance such motives even 
when they were not stated in the text, of the Bible# ?
Lines 1446b—1448#
With the closing lines of the Raven ep­
isode, we appear to be again in the realm of Biblical legend 
and commentary1! the lines concerned are 11.1446b-1448,
Eft him seo wen geleeh, 
ac se feonde gespe&rn fleotende hreaw;
sa.lv/igf e&era secan nolde#
* ’ ■ /-'
The reading given above for 1,144'Za se feonde is that of 
Krapp^: other readings have been suggested such as se feorh^ 
the MS reading se feond being deemed unsatisfactory as the
*** #p>« »'•♦*#* **'«#*«M #rtf—»—**** -w «w# »=» * I**—'**M»K*Ml • w*«-,» «iw„npw>r*5 »#»■##»'»#»»»» i w> n Hl W* A,#?««#• -
l.Por the list of additional commentators consulted in con­
nection with these lines, see App* I, List x, -
2# op# git#, p#45; see also his notes p#178 where the origin of 
this reading - ’»s. suggestion by Greln* - is given.
3#Bolthausen, Zttr AS LiteraturXXXI# Anglia, Beiblatt XXIII, 
p.88; his edition reads se feond(e)i~ ' ~
1connection between the Raven and the devil was not obvious*
This connection however was first demonstrated by S. Moore >
who pointed out that dewish legend as early as the third 
2century AD had held that the Raven was hateful to God#
This appears to be Quite correct, the reason for its hate- 
fulness being recorded on fol,lG6, col#2 of the ganhedrin^ 
but such a recherche source need hardly have been sought as 
the identification of the Raven and the devil is found in a
Commentary on Job normally ascribed to philippus Presbyter 
which reads arbitror quod .hie corvus adversariam partem 
signlficat, s i cut et pulli eius ut queroadmoflum superius 
leaenam et catulos eius intelleximus diabolum et turbam
perditoruro ii£. 2,1 hie corvum eundem cum pullis eius
intelligamus. »Possumus et ita sentira quod corvum, id
cat diabolunu........... + sed quando diabolo corvi nomen aptamus,
dicimus eum nigrum criminibus atque teterrimum et qui in
4
tenebris nequitiarum omnino commoretur# This commentary 
must have been known in iSngland,as the Bodleian Ms is writ­
ten in Anglo-Saxon characters; further than this, it was • '» f •
■ i ■ ■ I. .mu— .. im hum 1 mi# m# ■■ -# ii-'-? •rrcr.-'r^T^TT.Tr -—‘ r7 •...- t.-zn-...<i)[ r.i i ii r im mm i
1# This assumes that feond means ’raven1 and is not simply a 
present participle in apposition to se; such a highly 
Latinate construction would seem to us to require an 
immediate source either in text or comment, but in fact 
neither text nor - as will appear directly - comment, 
provide such a source#
2# The Old JSnglish Genesis 11*1145 and 1446-8* ML Rev#VI* 
pp.199-202.
>. See P.I. Hershon, Genesis with a Talmudical Commentary, 
London, 188.#, p*212.
. Mlgne Pl. Vol.26, Col.810-811.4
14 J.
known to Bode, who mentions both the work and its author in ■/
his tract bn cis rum and who himself .identifies the Haven
and the devil in a consent on this very verse of the Bible .?’<
. ■ • ' •« “.
when he writes corvus dimissus et non re versus fl&uraw ' ■
. ,i«iwiir . .. r-r-^n-r wwnri.
peccatoris yel diaboli tenet ad regnum Be i non rev e r t on t i s . 
Thus the identification of the Haven and the devil seems to
have been -current in England shortly after the probable date* . ‘ * * * • * ' • * • ’ , . *
of origin of the poem, and hence it may well have been known -;,
■ ' • • . . ' . ’. * - ’ .L.f
to the A.S’. poet from patristic sources without going farther ■ 
afield. ■ - :'-fg
■ ‘ With regard to the rest of the passage,!;,',
quoted, - the fleotende hroaw - the origin of his inspiration 
seems even more plain. Augustine raises the question as a 
conjecture: unde con jicitur a multis quod cadaveri potuit 
corvus insidere quod coiuwba nature.liter refugit while 
Bede raises the same point in a. form which resembles even ’’ 
wore strikingly the form used in the A.S. poem:' quod post 
.dies quadragfnta, gwiggus corvus~non eat rcversus aut aquis 
u t iqtie intercep tus an all quo supernatnnti corp ore illectus 
signlficat.^ The similarity between the two accounts is
such that it can hardly be passed over without remark and
1. ,Migne. PI. Vol. 90, Col. 700. ,
2. ^ommontarlus -in uenesim, Migne, PL. Vol.91, Col.22b. "
3. Quqoa11 ones in uenesim, Migne, PL. Voi.34, uol.551. -
4. - ^uaestioneg super Genesim, Migne, PL. Vo 1.92, Col.296i Prom
Bede this comment passes into the hands of later comment- f 
ators and becomes a commonplace of criticism, being ment-- ? 
ioned by most of the later writers ‘given in App.II, Llsts/IIl
and ¥111. . ' ‘ ‘ ' ' • • •7L':;
Is*
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while the usually accepted date of origin of the A.S. , 
Genesis would seem to preclude any possibility that.Bede > 
is actually the source of this addition by the A.S, poet, it
seems almost certain that a patristic source of some sort ? 
should be sought.^* the significance of this point for pur ?, 
own study is that it shows us that the A.S, poet must have?? 
read his text with one eye also upon the comment: indeed his 
consciousness of the comment must have been almost habitual ’:? 
for his mental identification of the Haven and the devil is
so complete that to the name of the devil (se feond) he adds?? 
the functions of the Raven (gesgearn fleotende hrcaw)» 
should note from this however that the passages he selects 
from the comment are not those of theological interest, but 
those which will provide him with graphic concrete and 
picturesque detail: his attitude to the comment in fact -?*
reproduces his attitude to the Vulgate - its appeal is ?'?
literary and aesthetic rather than primarily religious. ’
1. So close is the correspondence between Bede’s phraseology
and that of the A.8. poet that one can hardly afford to . ? 
neglect•completely the possibility of some connection 
between these?two. It may well be that the comment which 
appears in writing in Bede’s Quaestiones had existed for?? 
some titae in the ve rbal' teaching tradition of the monaster; 
and thence entered the poet’s consciousness: or again, ? 
there may even have been a reverse influence, namely that? 
Bede had read this A.8. poem and received the suggestion 
thence* Both these possibilities however belong solely?;; 
to the realm of conjecture and hence cannot properly be 
given place, in our present study.' ' ' / ,
2. The inclusion of this item of patristic lore may2 * 4 be due
in part at least to the position held by the Haven in a. S', 
cosmology as the messenger>of the Gods, and the frequenter 
of battles, as it appears for example in the Battle of
Maldoh l.lQb or Judith 11.2Q5-2OS&. ?
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Lines 1449-1454. . •
After the failure of the Haven, Noah * :, p-
decides to send forth the first hove, as in recounted in the
Vulgate, in Oh.Vlll, v,v. 8 and 9. ■ - L-j
S.emisit quoque columb&m post eum ut videret si iara . . =?: 
cessassent aquae super facie® torrne. -A;
•9.quae cum non Invenisset ubi requiesceret pea eius, 
reverse, eat' ad eum in area®. « ■ '
aquae enim erant super universa® terra® 
extenditque manum et adpraehensa® intulit in arcara.
Xhe first of these two verses is given by the A*S< poet in <
11.1449*1454, • • ■ <<<>
Be pa ymb seofon niht sweartuw hrefne -LB-
of earce forlet softer fleogan '
ofer heah v^ter has we oulufran- * • :f
on fandunga hwfder farnig s® • .•'A
■ deop pa gyfca tel asnigne . ' _ g:
grenre eorban ofgifen tofde • gl
end as will px'obably be seen the correspondence between the 
A.S. account and the Latin original is fairly close. i’he /? 
phrase ymb seofqn niht (1.1449a) seems to be an addition .f 
probably from v<10 of the Vulgate, expoctatis ante® ultra 
septem diebus all is rursnm dimisit coin®barn ex area, although 
the iooet may have added it himself without inspiration from ; 
his source, to give added definition to the events in his < 7
narrative. One addition which is typical of his general . 
treatment of this passage is the phrase grenre eorban (1.145.4# 
as his rendering of super facie® terrae (v.8). Prom this - . 
we can see that he is again preoccupied to add concrete detail
L1 ne s 1455*146 Oa.
The first two phrases of v.9
quae cum non inveniaset ubi requiesce,ret pes eius 
reversa est ad eum in arcam
aquae enira erant super universam terra® 
are the source of the next passage. in the A.8. poem, 11.1455*/ 
146oa,
.• • .. ' 146 ;//
Jleo wide hire willan sphte .
epd rume fleah. Nohwefeere rest® feud, •;/;
heo for flode fotum ne meahte ,
laud gespornan rie on leaf treowes I ./
steppan for streamum, pc r>ron steep hleo&o ;
bewrigen mid wtrum. X
The A.S. poet seems indeed to have treated this passage from 
the Vulgate quite freely* but closer examination will show 
that he has in,fact followed much the course he might be . 
expected to choose and has seised upon the one concrete and 
graphic detail in the Latin and translated it more or less <
* literally: hence for requiescerot pes eius wo have fotum
ne meaht® / land gespornan (11.1457b-1458a)• Again he has 
provided further detail to help the imagination of his aud- \ 
ience, and the expansion which is contained in the remaining 
lines of the A•St passage we have quoted above, (ne on leaf X 
treowes etc) seems to be devoted to the same introduction 
of concrete and picturesque detail# It should be noted, 
however, that the, imagined scenery is wholly A.S. in charact­
er; none of the features the poet enumerates are common in 
the Biblical countries, while all of them, the leaves of the 
tree, the cliffs, and the streams, are common in A.S. poetic 
descriptions of nature# Despite the rather gloomy apprehen­
sion with which the race as a whole seems to have regarded
. i' • • • ’ - 'nature , the A.S. poets seem to have felt a real professional 
joy in the rather ^impressionistic* description of nature iri 
which they so excelled. It,seems as if the same influence 
had perhaps been at work here, and that the A.S. poet had
l~ f»'l |l ll»w I. I» W M ■ •■■■■—I | ll||.l#l ■!..«<« |l>f. thWIWMJ—'JW l1?*'■*’W xwr I ■—<
**This sensitiveness to the terrible - this feeling for 
superhuman forces in. nature, which are often almost per­
sonified, is thoroughly Teutonic./ On the one hand it
connects with the liking for nature descriptions; on the 
other with human impotence under the unknown irresistible 
fyrd. A.H. Skemp, The Transformation of scripture in 
Anglo-Saxon Poetry, M. Phil. IV, p.44O* ~ :
tired of the Flood scenery with which he has been occupied - 
he totally omits the Vulgate’s repetition of aquae enim 
erent super terrae (v.9) - and had given way to his delight ? 
in steejp hleobo for a few lines. For our purpose, as well ; 
as noting his substitution of Germanic for Biblical scenery 1 
wo should note the emergence of this typically. A.s0 delight 
in ’scenic’ poetry even in the midst of an epic founded on 
and dealing with matters both Biblical and foreign.
8 l^Q^l&j.
The last phrase of v.9 in the Vulgate 
contains the delightfully tender picture already quoted of 
noah receiving the Dove on its return to the Ark:*
extenditque menum et adpraehensam intulit in arcam
and the A.S. poet makes the most of this in his correspond­
ing picture in ll«146Qb-14S2,
Gewat se wil&a fugel .
on fefenne earce secan , ’
ofer wonne w^g, werig sigan, ' (
hungri to handa halgura rince.
He is ready as usual with the addition of telling detail, 
neither werig (1.1462b) nor hungri (1.1463&) being given in 
the Biblical account! both are most appropriate however, as 
a moment’s reflection will probably tell us. At the same 
time they show us his ready response to the appeal of the . 
Vulgate narrative ’wherever this touches what must have been< 
his own experience if he were at all aware of country affairs
which he would no doubt be forced to be, by the manner of life 
in his day. The material in the Vulgate evokes a ready..., '•/ 
response at any point at which it impinges upon the common 
experiences of the A«S. poet and his audience. . '•
Lines, 1464-1471a. ?
Another Dove - the second - is now sent 
for the same purpose, an incident which the,Vulgate records .
147
• 148.’.
in the following verse, Ch.VIII, vv.10*11,
10. expectatis autem ultra septem diebus aliis rursuro;
dimisit columbam ex area*
11. at ilia venit ad eum ad vesperam
portans ramum olivae virentibus foliis in ore suo 
intellexit ergo Noe quod cessassent aquae super •
terrain.' .
The first of these verses the A,.8. poet handles quite liter*
ally, giving in 11.1464-1465a,
pa wms culufre eft of cofan sehded 
ymb wucan wllde.
but before continuing to v.U he inserts some lines of 
addition/ 11.1465b~1471a,
Sob wide fleah ' ,
obpmt heo ruagal restestowe 
fmgere funde : and pa,. fotum stop 
on beam hyrej gefeah blibemod 
pms pe heo gesittan swibe werig 
on treowes telguw torhtum moste 
Heo febera onsceoc.
In the main they are devoted to a picture of the Hove flying 
about until she fotum stop on beam hyre, and found a resting 
place on treowes telguw tornturn moste. a typical introduct­
ion of concrete detail. Xt is also .characteristic of him 
that he should add heo febera onsceoc (1.1471a) for we have 
already seen that we should expect him to have a sympath­
etic eye for nature and the ways of birds. But perhaps 
the most important aspect of this addition by the A.3. poet
is the emotion and feelings of the Hove which he pictures - 
in g^feeh blibemod (1.1468b) and swibe werig (1.1469b).
The A.S. poet’s considerable sympathy with nature might
be sufficient to explain this addition; but incidental 
references to the state of mind of the hero and other 
characters are common in A.8. poetry, and these adjectives
l.cf. p.147 supra. ■
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applied to .the Dove may be a reflection of this normal 
epic device to arouse in the audience an emotion which 
the Bible eschews.
Lines 1471b*1476a.
following this digression, the 4*S. po®t' " " ■ \ ' - > * f . ' 4%,
now turns to the first part of v.ll, and the VUlgate
at ilia venit ad eum ad vesperam ;
portans rarnum olivae virentibus foliis in ore suo
becomes in his hands 11.1471b*1474a,
gewat fleogan eft 
mid locum hire, libend brohte 
elebearaes twig an to handa, 
grene hlmfe.
and as comparison will show his treatment of them is more 
or less literal, except that the poet does not seem to 
have used the time of the Dove’s return to the Ark -ad 
vegperam »* possibly because he has already made use of it 
in the account of the first Dove, in on mfenne (1.1461a).
The remainder of v.ll in the'Vulgate 
gives us Noah’s conclusions stated x^lainly and objectively
intollexit ergo Noe quod oess&ssent aquae super terram
a phrase which the poet used in 11.1474b-1476a . '•
. )>a ongeat hra&o . ;
flotmonna frea pmt vies fi^ofor curaen, 
earfobsiba hot. .
There is mutual resemblance in their opening phrases, int* 
ellexit ergo Noe and Jm, ongeat hrafie / flotmonna free and 
both passages depend-upon the same fact * the cessation of 
the Flood. Xn contrast to the objective and factual acc­
ount in the Vulgate however, the A.H. account looks at 
the situation through Noah’s eyes, and the situation .
is seen as his feelings lead him to interpret it; he 
interprets it as a Germanic hero might be expected to 
do, and in consequence the attitude these lines in the 
A.S. poem display is hardly that which we might expect
■ • '• . • . ; . • : ; Y' ■ /'-.'Jf
- . • ’ . . ■ '' • . ■••••, . •
.. - ' • ‘ . , ■ . * ‘ ? Y.q
the Biblical Noah to hold towards the fact that God Himself 
has preserved him from the disaster of the flood. •' Herein.;.- 
then we may observe a double process at work; the poem 
demands that the bond between Noah and the audience shall• 
be strengthened and accordingly we are .given Noah’s attitude 
to what has happened, while the tradition to which the aud­
ience is accustomed iS‘ Germanic and in consequence the . ‘p? ■ 
attitude ascribed to Noah is that of a Germanic hero*
Lin e s 1476b-147%* , •
A third Dove is now sent forth, as. is ’•’/?■ • . ’ ■. ■ . ' •.
recounted in the Vulgate in v«12 of this same chapter. -Yg
expectavitque nihilominus septem alios dies et emisitqY:
columbam , , ’■ k?
quae non est reverse ultra ad sum '■' <;Y?Y• ' • ' »• • *':*.* 1
and the ,A*S. poet likewise completes his account of the ■• _ * ■ . - • , ’ ■. - . ■ . - . . ■. * '*>' ...
sending forth of the three Doves in I1.1476b-1479a*. ■ •
■ ‘ ' - pa gyt se eadega war YYY
ymb wuean priddan wilde oulufran
ane sende. .heo eft ne com . //
to lide fleogan. ’ . .
and allowing for the difference of expression between the . 
prose of the Latin and the poetry of the A.Sr - a difference 
vzhich changes nihilominus into pa gyt, so eadega wer - the 
two versions do not seem to differ greatly* YYY*
WB53JJJb*148?* 'YY"'
; . ■ / There follows in the A*S. however/ ah;./?
interesting addition, 11*l479b-1482 :
. ac heo land begeat /•. Y
grene besrwas; nolde gladu esfre / .
under salwed bord sybban eetywan ' ?,’ /'•
on pellfestenne, pa hire pearf ne w ' • .
In the opening lines of this quotation, ac heo land defeat, 
grene bear was; (11* 1479b-1480a) we can see that the A.S. ‘ 
poet has advanced into the narrative an incident which the'1 
Vulgate simply leaves to be implied. it seems fairly Y;
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plain that this is the reason why the third .Dove did'not > 
return to the Ark; at least it seems. to be the natural? 
reason which would spring to the mind of anyone, reading. the/' 
Vulgate, and in consequence it does not seem necessary to 
look for patristic influence at this point. it is perhaps. 
fanciful to see much in tne reason for the addition, but ' 
it does appear at least possible that the poet may have ' , ? 
made.it in deference to the conditions of poetry in his own^y 
day. if we accept, the fact that Germanic poetry of they,.: y^ 
period at which the A.8. Genesis A was composed, was intended 
to be recited or sung and not to be read, then we can see-'-:.;y; 
that the overt statement of the reason why the third Dove 
did not. return to the Ark, since it makes the poem more < 
instantly comprehensible than the Vulgate is, may have been’* h 
added to meet, the needs of the audience - and the word , has ;V 
here its full derivational meaning- - for whom the poem wash 
composed. The form of the events in the Latin never so. 
affects the A.8. poet that he forgets the conditions of his 
art. ■ . ..
T?y.’,
The rest of this addition, namely . ’ 
11.1480b -1482 , is' devoted to another short vignette wh'ieh.yV 
seems to indicate; once again the A.8. poet’s '-fondnessyfor ■ 
and.sympathy with nature and.the birds. It is possible •'gy 
of course that there may be an intended resemblance between- 
the feelings ascribed to the Dove in these lines: , y-y'f'y;
nolde. gladu e-ifre. -• . • ■ / e‘
syhban retywan y
pa hire £>earf he.«$. '• - '--''Vyy
and the feelings of any sailor of olden days after a long iy 
voyage, but it seems more likely that the poet himself is ;yy 
speaking. it is perhaps true that to assume such feeling / ?
for birds so early in the A.8civilisation is rather ~h* • ' . - ' »
dangerous, but on the other hand a, poet, who is familiar
under salwed bord 
o n pell fees ten n e.,
' •<'
with the commentators has possibly met this tenderness in 
the Latin poets who were popular in this period; ana 
Alcuin’s Heu, cuculus nobis fuerat cantare suetus is per- 
haps not so far distant.
At this point the Vulgate gives the . ;
exact date at which the Flood decreased and that at which
the earth was ’are fa. eta ’, in Ch.vill, vv. 13 and 14
13#igitur sescentesimo priwo anno primo mense prim ' /
die mensis ‘
imminutae sunt aquae super terram
et aperiens Noe tectum arose aspexit viditque quod
exsiccate esset superficies terrae.
14 .mense secundo s optima. vicesima die roensis arefacta
est terra.
The most probable reason for the omission of these two 
verses is the A.S# poet’s desire to avoid needless repet- 
ition. He has already given us the fact that the land 
is dry, in ll#1480b-1481s; and hence he neither wishes 
to slow the movement of his poem by repeating the statement 
that the land is dry, nor to include a point of primar ily 
theological interest like the date and time of the dimin­
ution of the waters# That he should omit also the picture 
of Noah opening the covering of the Ark is natural enough 
when we recall' that the poet way have visualised an Ark 
made in the open fashion of an A.8. ship, in brief, we 
can see that his concern fox* the orderliness :of his narr­
ative here takes precedence over the actual wording of 
his source# '
Lines 1483-1484. , „
With v#15 in the Vulgate, 
locutus est autem Deus ad Noe dicens
and 11.1483-1484 of the A.8# poem*
pa to Noe spr^c nergend usser. 
heofonrices weard, halgan reorde
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the two versions again coincide, as comparisons will show*
The speech of God to Noah, as it is
given in the Vulgate in vv. 16 and 17 of this chapter
I6»egredere de area, tu et uxor tua
filii tui et dxores filiorum tuorum tecum
I7.cunct& animantia quae sunt ©pud to ex omni carne 
tarn in volatilibus quaw in bestiis
et in universis reptilibus quae reptant super terrarn 
educ tecum et ingredimini super terrain 
crescite et multiplicamini super terrain
appears in the following lines of the A.S., 11.1465-1492 as
pe is ebelstol eft gerymed, 
lisse on lande, lagosi&a rest 
feger on f olden. Gewit on frebo gangan
ut of earce, and on eor&an bear® 
of bam hean hofe 1 hiwan fed pu 
and ealle pa wocre pe ic w^gbrea on 
libe nerede penden Iago tefde .j 
prymme gepeahtne priddan ebyl.~
and though it seems fairly apparent that the Latin passage 
is the source of the A.S. poem at this point, the relation­
ship between the two is not perfectly straightforward* 
in the first place the A.8. poet has curtailed the cat­
alogue tu et uxor tua, filii tui etc*, which occupies so 
much of the Latin; in the A.8. version he gives this brief 
ly as hlwan fed pu / and ealle pa wocre (il.l489b-1490a) and 
in a more vivid fashion by evoking a memory of the trials 
through which God has led this company pe ic wegbrea on etc. 
This alteration, on the whole, is one vzhich we might fairly 
expect the poet to make for a variety of reasons - a catal­
ogue is not so readily poetic as a more general statement -
wM *>*—AMU* I|1 wy 11 w ***** c^WtjXW wmrt ».«.». «»«»■»* tiiit* »»«. kf»* wh* ««* •»*■»«** i** •••*»» --w«
1. $e have accepted Krapp’s reading libe for hllfee in 
1.1491a, as the former appears to~make better sense.
See Krapp, p.46, and notes p.178.
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I and the mehtioh of God’s having led the Ark: end its 
passengers through so many vicissitudes hints at the 
figure of the Germanic chieftain and his leadership, 
of his thegns, finally, the substitution of a gen­
eralised expression for a catalogue agrees well enough 
with the A*S* poet’s determination to reduce the dram­
atic status of the animals etc in the Ark and to min­
imise the part they play in comparison with that play­
ed by the men and women,*1 to suggest that the A,S< 
poet had always before him a complete and consistent 
view of his material.
The A.S* poet also develops a con­
trast from the simple ingredimini super terram of the 
Vulgate, which becomes on eor&an bearm / of bam hean
hofe {11♦1488b-1489a) in his hands it seems as if
he wore emphasising the contrast between the hardships 
of life in the Ark and the easier life which lies before
its p&ssengei’s in their new homo; this conjecture how­
ever rests upon rather tenuous evidence as the conjunc­
tion of eorfean bearm and hean hofe may be Quite fortuit- 
ous« There seems to be a definite appeal to Germanic 
feeling’s, in the opening lines of the passage quoted 
from the Xl«1485~1487a,
J>e is ebelstol eft gerymed
lisee on lands Iagosifta rest
feger on foldan
with its use of ebelstol and lagosi&a, to mention only 
two of its evocative v/ords* If exile was a cataclysm 
in the Germanic world the return from exile would be a 
correspondingly joyful occasion, and It is just such a
•4
- ? ’ i
* ’«
< \ i 
: : i
1« ci* supra p#118.
return which is pictured, hero* The poet moreover draws 
attention to it by his use of these ’’epic1 * * * * *’ words to which 
we have referred, and by observing this use of them we can 
see once again how the dramatic situation in the Vulgate 
has provided the A.S. poet with the medium for an appeal 
to the emotions of. his audience. .??
, . The closing lines of this speech, 11.
1491b-1492
penden Iago tofde
prymme gepeahtne priddan ebyl •
have been the subject of a certain amount of scholarly 
comment which has centred mostly in the question of why the/; 
A .8. poet should have deemed^he Flood to cover only a third P 
of the earth.' The point is admittedly puzzling and we doj 7 
not claim to have found the solution: it may be of some 
assistance to future critics if we draw attention to the
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following quotation from the works of Hrabanus Maurus. 
Quindecim cubit is/ altior fuit aqua super montea quos oper- ;; 
ue rat. yerunt quidam .non esse haec gesta, sed solas nerum
significandarurn figures esse contendunt. Primum opinantur 
tam magnarn non potuisse, itemque aliud tanturn in superioribus 
fieri diluvium ut altipsimos roontes quindecim cubitos aqua 
crescendo transcenderet propter Qlympi verticem mentis, 
super quern oerhibentur nubes non posse concrescere quod tarn 
sublime jam coeluro sit, ubi non ibi sit aer inti erassior . 
ubi vent! nebulae imbresque glgnuntur. Hec attendant 
omnium elementorum crass imam ter ram ibi ease potuisse. An...
1. Thorpe, CaedmonTs Metrical Paraphrase,, London.1852, p.90
. translates a third of the country but also adds 1 doubt
the accuracy of my translation of this verse, and Mason -
straps la ted .from the Old English, Hew fork,1915/I
p.59 has to emend to brybe and translates while, the deluge
' bald sway and cpyered^your home with its abundance.
- ''-'.'lSsUr
‘ * >•?/**
forte negant vertlcem montls esse terrain? Our lgltur usque / 
ad ilia coeli spotia terris exaltsri liculsss et souls 
exaltari non licuisge cqntendunt? Cum lstl men so res et \ > 
pengores element,orum aquara terris perhibeant superiores 
gtque lev lores? Quid it ague rationis afferunt ctuare terra k
gravior et inferior locum coeli tranquillioris invaserit per .
Will-,III I, mi— in—til— n—J. .. -« .1- -< ,<■.<—> — -14 ■—I m .I,.t.,wi—— II..- ■— ——> n-m — ,   ,11 i, t,
volumina tot annorum et aqua leyiqr ac superior permisso non 
sit hoc face re saltern ad tempus exiguum? This passage of 
course must hav^een written later than the A.8. genesis Ai ■•/
which probably dates from around the turn of the 7th and 8th
2 • ■ . centuries9 while orabanus was not born till 776; but we.-/ 
should notice that he does not claim the contention for hisvVl 
own, but prefaces it,with re runt quidam - *’Sonje say...11 
As is usual among patristic writers, others repeat this view 
either independently or with actual quotation of the words.
.of Hrabanus; the genei’al conclusion reached is that the - 
mountains in days gone by were not so high as in later (i.e, 
patristic) days, This conclusion may seem to have been 
developed too late to bo of service to the A,8. poet: but 
the disputatious stylo in which the quotation from Hrabanus 
is written makes it wore than likely that the matter had '1 
been under debate already, possibly in earlier days. The
position may in fact be that Hrabanus is simply the first - V 
to record in writing an argument which has actually a long ; 
tradition behind it, and it is likewise possible that the
1 • Qommentarius in dene s im» Bk.IX, Mgne.. p L, Vo 1 • 107, CO 1. J
2. ho direct evidence is available for dating genesis A, the n 
Older genesis, although the end of the seventh or the beg­
inning of the eighth century ""is generally accepted~ag a 
probable time for the original composition^pf the poem? :
> p.xxv. Koltheusen agreesHpie' ugn. dttrfte gu Anfeng /
dos 8 Jshrhs. im nbrdlichon England yon einem geistlichen 
Bichter verfasst sein, xiolthausen"p?ix-"
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A.8. poet rosy have received the tradition from some source • • • ♦ • * 1 * • •
not hitherto identified, and that priddan eftyl may be the ; 
reading as the A.S, poet wrote it. This conclusion .however
seems much too hypothetical to serve as the basis for any ; >• 
further reasoning.
, , The last phrase of the Vulgate account 1-
of God’s speech, given in the final phrase of v.17 L
orescite et multiplicamini super terram 
is totally omitted here by the A.S, poet, whose next line < 
is SSL freroede swa (1.1493a) and plainly based on Egressus f; 
est ergo Noe - the opening of v.18 in the Vulgate. The • 
reason for this omission becomes fairly plain however,
since the phrase crescite et multiplicamini is repeated <
■ • - 1more than once in succeeding verses of the Vulgate; hence 
it may be assumed that the A.8. poet has omitted this idea \ 
here because he intends to make use of one of its later 
occurrences and wishes to avoid duplication and confusion < 
in his poem.
Lines 1493-1496. . • •r
There follows in the Vulgate the account
of the exit from the Ark, given in the usual catalogue form 
and occupying Ch.vill, vv.18 and 19. ;;
18. Egressus est ergo Noe et filii eius
uxor Illius et uxores fillorum eius cum eo .
19. sad et omnia aniroantie Iumenta et reptllia quae \
repunt super terram ,
secundum genus suum arcarn egressa sunt j
* a catalogue which the A.S. poet reduces materially, for > 
he sums it up in four lines, 11.1493*1496
He fremede swa and frean hyrde,
stah, ofer streamweall, swa him seo stefn bebead, ' '• 
lustura miclum, and al»dde pa
• of wtegpele wrabra lafe
uwim* iiw> ...w m* m— •■W..— W.W* n im,|L I, I. — , .. n»au«i— >•*» a**.-««m«,mpb'.nww » w , n.Mfinm iw himh.. i nM mniiiwMiiiw i, uMaHi** ■ ■' n
1. Ch.IX, v.l; Oh.IX, v.7.
2. As in fact he does in 1.1512 tymab nu and tiedrab. on which
cf. infra p. 162. r **
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and even in this :short space his principal interest seems 
to be not solely the passengers who descended from the Ark 
but also the emotions of Noah who led them. Of his own > 
accord he adds lustum miclum (1.1495b) and thus we see him 
making yet another addition to bring Noah’s character 
before us more sympathetically and in greater details to the 
A.S. poet the figures of the Bible se.em to have appeared as 
men like himself, real and emotional, and he does his best 
to ensure that his audience shall have the' same intimate 
feeling for them.
In this same passage the A. 6. poet uses
a strange expression fox’ the survivors whom he leads from
the Ark; in 1.1496b he calls them wrabra lafe - the rest of 
‘ “ 2,
the rebellious. . Holthausen in his note on this line
remarks hier von der sttndern. which is probably the most
apposite comment which could be made, although it does not
go very far towards explaining why the poet should choose
this odd expression to refer to the very people who had not
been rebellious. It might indeed be possible to read the
phrase in the sense.’’those left alive after the wrath of
God0, although there is warrant for this neither in the 
2Bible nor in the commentaries ; if so, the phrase with its 
reference to the wrath of God might well,be seen as another 
attempt by the A.S. poet to use the figure of God to give 
his poem an added epic quality.
«MWirM.ilW ioaiiiMiW -***4^. |..» abm»i UW !■.■«.<»'nW.nw«iiii« .«,»■ ■■III, iiio H»W ■iWm^fcow.iW 17- i.i
1. Holthausen» p.95.
2. See App. X, Lists XII, VXII-XI.
5. BT, p.1271 does not record any similar use of laf: but on 
the other hand we have in 1.2005b of this i^oem the express­
ion W*pne laf used to refer to those who survive the ett- 
aqk by the Elamites. This use of laf may in fact be an 
idiosyncracy of the Genesis poet.
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Lines, 1497-1510©.
W© come now to the account of Noah’s 
sacrifice to God. In the Vulgate this is given in Ch.VIII 
vv.20 end 21, although only the first section of the latter 
verse Is used, vis:
2O.aedificavit autem Noe altare Domino.
et tollens de cunctis peooribus et volucribus mundis
obtulit holocaust© super altare.
21.odoratusQ.ue est Dominus odorem suavitatis (et ait
ad eura)•
a passage which is given by the A.S. poet in the correspond
ing lines In his poem, 11.1497-1510, as:
pa. Noe ongan nergende lac
reddest rebran, and recene genera
on e&llura d^l mhtura sinum,
bam be him to dugebum drihten sealde,
gleaw to para gielde, and Jia gode self urn
torhtmod frwle tiber onseegde,
cyninge engla. Huru cub dyde
nergend usser, pa he Noe
gebletsade and his beam sowed,
pest he p»t gyld on pane agifen hajfde
and on geogobhade godum dedum
er geearnod pmt him ealra wms
are este aelwihtig god,
domfmst dugepa.
an account which is plainly somewhat expanded, and hence 
merits examination. The first result to be cited from 
such an examination is the more patently Germanic atmos­
phere which the A.S. poet gives to the passage by adding 
to it terms and Ideas which bring it nearer to the express­
ion common in epic poetry. To substantiate this there is 
the phrase mdfrnst rebran (1.1496a) - a good example of the 
use of repetition so common among A.S. pagan poetsJ line 
1500, bam be him to dugebum / drihten Beside seems to have 
an jecho of the pagan custom of the ’’wages” paid by the 
King to the members of the gesijp in the form of rings and
160'?
brooches, - e custora to which we have already found reference
’ • -3 ■ ' * '...•••
in this poem. indeed a desire to express the relationship
between God and Nosh as that between a Germanic chief and ’- ' * • . ' * ■ . 
his thanes might well explain all the additional material “ '
found in this passage, including that in li*I5O3b«151Oa,
. . nuru cub dyde > ■- ; •<
nergend uesor, pa he Noe . * ’ /./A
gebletsade and his beam sowed, ■
pret he Jxet gyld on pane agifen tofde . . •<*
and on geogoShade go dura dmdum ; <•'
. avr geearnod pmt him ealra wees /
ara este oslmihtig god, . ,
. domtest dugepa. . . ' - /
which from its context, seems certainly not to be based upon
the Vulgate• We have some warrant for equating the good
deeds of Noah in, his youth with the brave fighting of a X
young member of the gas ip, in 11.1507--15 08a .
and on geogobhade godum dmdum . ’J
air geearnod * . ‘ ' 'AA
and the idea of the mutual gratitude and respect between 
God and Noah, expressed in the giving of gifts, seems to 
us sufficient warrant for assuming that this,chief and thane 
idea underlies the whole passage• it has this advantage . \
moreover, that it supplements quite satisfactorily the only 
comment hitherto made on this passage, that of Ebert whose •­
remark Auch den zu starker) anthropomorphismug c.8, y ,21, .wo'A 
Gott den duft von Noah*s opfer riecht, durfte wol aIs zu 
unchristlich der dichter nicht seinen lesern bieten: “ , thisAA 
remark may well be accurate so far as it goes, but as it „ ■ 
suggests no motive for the poet«s addition of the details 
already quoted above it seems to us that a more thorough Ag 
explanation of the A.8. poet*s alterations is found by
1. cf. supra p. 76/
2. A. Ebert, Edr angeIsaechsischen Genesis, Anglia,Vol.V.
• • '• '■ ’ * ~ • p.129.
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regarding the passage as an attempt by the A .8. poet to /'
show the relations between his hero and his God as somethings
like the relationship of chief and thane, round which so
much of the old epic poetry is written and which would api^eal
to the mind of the A.S. audience as the noblest of all 
1relationships.
Lines 151Ob-1511.
As we saw above, the next words of 
v.21 in the Vulgate announce a speech by God,
et ait (sc. hominus) ad eum
- an announcement which the A.S. poet makes in a more epic 
manner in 11.15lQb~1511>
pa gyt drihten cwcab, 
wuldris aldor word to Hoe
- and with this we are launched upon God’s speeches to Wo&ft, 
after the latter has made his offerings these speeches are 
five in number and they are distributed as follows through 
the subsequent verses of the Vulgate.
I Oh. VIII, vv. 21-22
II IX, 1-7
III 8-11
XV 12-16
V 17
Despite these formal divisions however, the content of the
speeches is a continuous whole, as there is hardly any 
2duplication and no intervening dialogues hence it seems
1. The patristic commentators (those given in App»I, Lists III 
and VIII with the addition of Tertullisn, who appears as 
List XI q.v») were consulted to discover if any of them 
provided motives of the kind given in the A.S. poem at this 
point, but none of this or of a similar kind could be found
2. with the exception.of I, they all come from the same ult­
imate source -P- in the Hebrew. See IOC Gen. p.148.
' ’ 162;
that the A.S* poet has noted quite naturally In “telescoping* 
them all into one uninterrupted speech by God, stretching ‘ 
from 1*1511 to 1*1542; if a motive be asked it may prob- \ 
ably be supplied from the fact that the Genesis A gains in i, 
order and- clarity by the avoidance of the repeated breaks 
found in the narrative given in the Vulgate*
The first of God’s speeches, speech I,
occupies the remaining verses of Ch.Vlll of the Vulgate,
namely the latter part of v.21, and the whole of v*22*
(21)Sensus enim et cogitatio humani cordis in malum 
prona sunt ab adulescentia sua«
non igitur ultra percutiam omnem animantem sicut feci* 
22*cunctis dlebus terrae sementis at messis frigus: et?
aestus
aestas et hiemps nox et dies non requiescent* 
but this is totally omitted by the A.S* poet as he has in 
his next line, 1*1512 /
tymab nu and tiedrab, tires brucab*
His omission of this speech seems again to find a motive in
the desire for a more orderly narrative, as the ideas in
this first speech are more or less echoed in subsequent
verses in the following chapter; v*ll, for example, reads
statuam pactum meum vobiscum
et nequaquam ultra interficietur
omnis caro aquis diluvii neque erit deinceps
diluvium dissipans terram*
The only idea which is really omitted is that expressed in 
v*21,
sensus enim et cogitatio human! cordis in malum prona 
sunt ab adulescentia sua
and as with most other omissions there is little evidence to 
explain why the omission was made; in fact all that can be 
suggested here is that the idea is not one which an epic poet 
would welcome in his poetry, and that the A.S. poet has
omitted it for this reason/ if this can be accepted-it is 
of no small significance, since it indicates to us that the 
A.S. poet was prepared to omit from his poem ideas which he 
felt to be unsuitable even although they might be - as this /
one certainly is - of considerable importance to the early, /
' • ’ . - '■ • ■
Christian Church: again we should add however that such a *  •: >
conclusion would require further authentication before being 
used as the basis for any important statement about the state.; 
of A.$« Christianity. •
Lines J 512-1514a ■ ' ' ?/‘
The A.S. poet then has announced that 
God is about to speak, and omitting what is given in the < 
Vulgate as Speech I, he goes at once to Speech xl, (Ch.xX, / 
vv. 1-7) as seems fairly plain if we compare the opening of 
God’s speech in the A.S, 11.1212-1314&. • :/
HTyma& nu and tiedrab, tires brucab
mid gefean frybo; fyllab eorban, . g/
call geiceab.
with the opening verse of speech XX in the Latin, Uh.XX, v.l -
cenedixitque Deus Noe et fiXi&s eius et dixit ad eos-: 
Orescite et muXtiplicswini et implete terram.
The differences between the two appear to be mainly technical: 
the addition of the idea in mid, gofpan fry bo (1.1513a) is 
probably no more than a reminiscence of the closing verses of
1. cf, S. Parent Nor can it be said...., that &t. Augustine 
himself aeknowle dge™the absence of this,1 doctrine in the . 
writings .of the fathers. St. Augustine invokes the 
testimony of eleven rathers, Greek as well as ""‘La tin 
(contra Jul IX x.33). Baseless also is the assertion that* **• , I H»wji|. WOI^HIWI rtMl '»««»» <»»■> Mil >■ i»H—IW -n— w «'■>» WtW IB 1 PIP II i II | Il K'm ’
before gt. Augustine this doctrine was unknown to the Jews 
and £2. Christians; as we have already shown, it was 
taught by gt. Paul. It is found in the fourth book of 
Madras..... The Catholic Encyclopedia Vo1•XI, p•315•
Gh.VIXi quoted above; the omission of Benedixit Deus Noe
et filiis eius et dixit ad eos is probably due to the fact
that the speech has already been announced in 11,1510b«1511 i
as we have seen. The phrase Tymab nu and tiedrab seems
Si naturs well fitted to be the opening of God’s benedict- .>?
ion to the human race and others newly released from the
Ark, which probably explains why the introduction of this
idea is delayed till this point, although the Vulgate has
already announced it in Ch.VXXI, v.17, in much the same
terms, viz, crescite et multiplicamini super terram. We 
3have already noted the omission of this phrase, and it 
would appear that we must pay tribute to the A.S. poet’s .1 
psychological skill in making this change. 1
Lines 1514b^l517»
The same fairly close following of the 
source which we have seen in 11.1512-1514n appears also in - 
the immediately subsequent lines, 11.1514b-1517,
slow is ebelstol
and holmes hlawt and heofonfuglas 
and wildu door on geweald gese&ld, 
eorbe mlgrene and eacen feoh. •
1. It could be argued that in fact Benedixit etc is the source 
of 11.15lOb-1511, and that the phrase^omitted is the et ait 
ad eum of Ch.vill, v.21, but the result to the poem is the*-
‘ same whichever view is taken. The absence from the A.S. 
poem of any reference to blessing seems to us to argue for 
the view we have adopted however.
2. Wherein according to the-early Church no intercourse bet- • :
ween male and female might take place: see for example et :. 
littera quidem significat in Ingressu abstinentjam generat­
ion is in ogressu usumj Ambrosius de Noe e t Area, xxi,'*Mignej 
PL, Vol.14, Col.561; or again quandq ingredltur in earn (sc. 
aream) Noe tarn ipse quam £iiii a ius"“ab uxor ibus separanturf 
quando vero egreditur in terra junguntur £&ri&~Hieronymua 
^gSsus^QyJ»^^O,^qgi^",pLZvdl7237 Col.246. App.I, 
List 111. ' . ;•
5. cf. supra p.161^
based upon the Vulgate vv. 2 and 3s
2*et terror vaster ac tremor sit super cuncta animlia
terrae ‘ ‘;V--
et super omnes volucres caeli cum universes quae 
moventur in terra
omnes pieces mar is ra&nui vestr&e traditi sunt
3.at omne quod movetur et ' vivitt 1 erit vobis in cibum '?
quasi holers virentia tradidi vobis omnia 
where the main difference seems to be that the A.8* poet
gives a more concrete and concise statement - --- wildu deor
(1*1516a) and eorbe mlgrene (1*1517a) for example ----- than
does the Vulgate* He adds however the phrase in 1*1514b 
eow ebelstoli an addition probably dictated by a desire t 
to bring home to his audience in the terms most readily 
comprehensible to them, something of the comfort which God 
is offering to mankind in the person of Noah. He is not 
in fact simply »translating” but ’’transplanting” his mat­
erial from one soil to another*
Lines 1518-1520*
There is again a. fairly close corres- - 
pondence between the following verse of the Vulgate, Ch.IX, 
v.4,
excepto quod carnem cum sanguine non comedetis
and its translation in 11*1518-1520
tofre ge mid blade beodgereordu 
unarlice eowre picgeafe 
besmiten mid synne sawldreore
although the more vivid and dramatic form which the A.S.
poem takes will be noticed from its use of beodgereordu 
o
(1.1518b) and sawldreore (1.1520b) - a change vmich shows
1* On the significance of the daggers see the apparatus crit- 
ici of Bg p*72, which has 5*vivit 0; vivet GA, errsnte 
archetype* ” ""
2* We have adopted here the ’’classic” punctuation and taken 
1.1520 besgiten mid synne sawldreore as the final phrase 
of a /
the dot ermines t ion of the poet to make even the least tract­
able parts of his material more acceptable to his audience* /; 
Lines 1521-152M. - . • .
the following lines in the A.8*, 11*1521-
1551 deal with God’s prohibition .of murder and with the ’ .. > ?’
vengeance which He will extract from the murderer1 in the .
Vulgate this is contained in vv. 5 & 6, thus; , >
5.sanguinem enim animarum veatr&rum requires de manu / 
cunctarum besti&rum et Ge m&hu hominis ' ;
. Ge raanu viri et fratria eius requiram animam hominis
S.quicuwque effuderit humanum aanguinem fundetur sanguis
illius ' ’ ‘
ad imagines qnippe Dei factus eat homo ■ .
As will appear from the quotation, the A.8* poet Goes not 
preserve the Biblical order, but commences his account of Jl 
■thesoMooms11 with the first phrase of v*6 which appears in 
his Tjoem as 11* 1521*1525© , j
sale hine self a mrost begrindeb . •
, ' • ■ ' • ■ ■ ' ■ ■ - 166 'c*-
of a sentence beginning in 1*1518 rtefre ge mid Diode etc; it 
seems to us however that this use of say/ldreore for the Rill­
ing of animals is rather striking even' for~A*s7 poetry (BT* :. 
p*819 quotes only this and one other usage,-Beowulf, 1*2695- 
but neither is decisive) and that the line in question would 
better be regarded as t he proleptic'first clause of the . 7> 
sentence which occupies in the present arrangement 11.1521- ;
1525a* We would in fact punctuate
ffcofre ge mid blade beodgoreordu - ?
unarlic© eowre bicgeab*
Besmiten mid synne aawldreore
mlc hine self© surest begrindeh <•
Gas tea dugebum jbara j>e mid gar©a ord©
obrum elder o6pringed .
and translate «$evor shall ye impiously take-your table meals' 
with blood. Smitten with sin (and) with blood .of life, each ;. 
man himself first depriveth of. his soul’s flourishing who etc- 
there is nothing in the punctuation of the MS. (f*?5) and , 
it seems to us to make sense equally as good as if not better 
than the present received reading* -
. gas.tes dugebum .Jx^ra J>e mid gares orde f
obrum aider obpringed- .
and has probably been chosen to stand first because of its 
more dramatic form! showing the appeal which the drains tic 
element in his source, * even though confined to the express­
ion - made to the A.S. poet’s artistic sense# indeed the , 
fact that he goes to the trouble of extracting this phrase ■ 
from its proper place would seem to indicate that this 
artistic consciousness raust have led the poet to examine his 
source verse by verse and - in places such as this, - phrase 
by phrases so that here we would seem able to reconstruct 
his method of working as well as the relationship between 
the source and the poem.
Lines l$23b-1528e. : ;
We come now to the main body of the •-
prohibition of murder: in the Vulgate this is given in the
phrase already quoted from v.5 ’ 1
de manu viri et fratris eius requir&m animam hominis 
and we should note that the ’’obvious” translation of this ; ; 
extract - which would seem to demand that viri et fratris, 
eius should be read as one phrase - does not give the correct
sense; Hieronymus in fact was here attempting to reproduce ■?; 
the very elliptical style of the Hebrew,1 and his L&tinity is >i 
obscure in consequence. The meaning which is given to it 
by the church is noted by the commentators, to whom we must 
here turn for enlightenment. Ambrosius quotes the verse 
as: ^anguinem hominis ,de manu fratris eius, exquiram and adds 
An non frater est quern rationabilis naturae quidaro uterus
P,.?V vfa. -.4.^ n w»r»l
1. See IOC Gen, pp. 171-2 (footnote).’Pbr& Tb from the hand of i 
£££2££~i*l&t £■£ £££l^££’- The full expression would be
iZ/£ Yir TrT4<**” fo** fill languages use breylloquence] 
in expression of recipro ci ty.~~~ ~ ~ ~ ** ; dz
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effundit et eiusdem
,«,,!» uni I, ■-» «H WWW
matris gener&tio copulavit? JSedem
,.U,» wMtwfW'r i* M.niiiW R«o ■ ■*» |»I .1 ilium m*
enim natura omnium mater est hominum et idea, fratres sumus
omnes una atque eadem matre genereti cognationisque codeia -» ~ ~ " ™—— —*• • .
jure devincti; Augustine writes Quid est: gt de roanu 
fratris exquiram animam hominis? An omnern horninem frat rem
omnia hominis intelligi voluit, secundum cognationea ex 
2uno duetarn : while the modern interpretation follows the
same lines: whoever takes the life of his brother-man shall v
answer for it to me • The view of the A#S. poet, which ’ •/
he gives us in !1.1523b-1528a ;7
Me bearf he py edleane gefeon 
raodgepenee, ac ic monnes feorh
to slogan sece swibor aide, ;
and to brobor banan,. pms pe blodgyte, •
w^llfyll weres wpnua gesjoedeb, • \
morb aid aundua, .•■•:,
• ' 4 - A'.vhas likewise caused some comment, but there does not seem 
to be anything in these lines which need coxiflict with the 
views expressed by the commentators as quoted above: indeed 
the commentators on the Latin Vulgate help with the unravel­
ling of the A.£h poem, which is itself none too clear at 
this point; for whether brobor banan (l<1326a) should be 
printed es one word3 or as two0 it seems most likely that
<*w* i jb > lift—.T*-«a■•
1. a® Noe 3* Area xxvi. Migne PL. Vol.14, Col.405. ;
2» SH£®S,ti2G2^i»_fiefiesim xvi. Migne PL. Vol.34, col.551. 
Augustine is quoted verbatim by Hrabanus Uaurus Comment- 
Sgius in Genesim Ii.eTTjigne PL. Vol.lOJ, Col.5257 and”moat 
subsequent commentators draw upon the same source. For a 
complete record of the coiamentstors consulted on this _■ 
point see App, I, Lists III and VIII.
3. Knox, p.ll. ■'■ <:■
4. See Kraj3£, notes p.179 for a record of the various suggest­
ions which have been made.
5. e.g. Holthausen. p.34,
6. Krapp, p,47.
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its meaning is ’one -who aJaya his brother1: for if we . - 
follow.Professor Sock and, ignoring the ooiwentntorsy read
b.robqr hmwn, the trnnolatlon of. ot fratrla. eius as oquiv* :** - ■-*-* -- -y .•
alont to Jand from the brother -of the slay erf ' then we '• . 
arc. attributing to 'the &<$* poet doctrinal innovation of a■ p ' ■’ • • • ■ •
startling order# . . • • . .• . • , • . •1 i ‘
. ' it ©corns safent on the whole to assume'-
that the jus# poet met the same difficulty which faces all 
•who take the prim facie translation .of the Latin and, that
!♦ Jubilee Jaunts, end hot tinge, Lunds universltets $rsskrift, ■ 
ijH, S'6;-p<51. ~ ~ ' . .. -'/<>
2# if the pamge quoted above from Am'brSs'iue be studied
further, we ahall find that ‘the idea of ’the slayer of hla
' brother1 is given even greater emphasis: \for his sub$equ~f 
, ant paragraph reads, ideoque et Lominus frat rem appelayltVe^
eum fratrea & quo sanguis fro.tris sxQuirltur» sl&nifloans 
• magis^ab"hie r iculum pertimescendum qul fraterno nlbl - ■ 
lure nocientur# nine eten1m a 1 d io e, hi no perlcula
fynguentlor^ hoainibus comparentur?. et ut epecie.lia ■ .'•
'cqaprehendtnaup,- <juod frotrlbug apeclaiibus in hseredltetla 
di visions frequenter odla sue ores cun t» Le.lndo^si fre.trl'7.-
aSpllua colisturn fuerit a parentlbus frqtres alii indig- j 
nentur magls, at gratiam^a parontib^B collstarn yarrioida 
puferre consntur# . lata magis holla suspect^, bella non 
civium tantrum, sod singularutB dome rum# ill os ergo he us < 
ad ultionis dicium comprehendit quo a -magi? inaidinturos. • 
qibi esse cognovit# (op# cit#J Mthough the excursus - ■ /-
upon hetred between brothers is suggestive in view of ' ., A A- 
the A»s. poet’s separate end several mention of slogan . 
(l#X525e) and brobor (l#1526a), to- would not go so far . - - 
as to suggest that there is any very direct connection ••• A 
between Ambrooins and the A#S. poet, although there is, .. 
no reason why the poet should .not -have known of this • work,'/'* 
a copy of which was In Bode *s. library at Jar row# (see;: - '.Aiy 
# 1 # $ #' Pelstner, ■ A Catalogue of Authors; ^nd ^WorRogin Bede * o 
library, in Bede,<510 _Ll.f.fir TiSoS'and 'ir f tings 7ed ♦ A#H# --A 
Thompson, Oxford, 1955, p#265 ©qq#). At the same time this' 
later quotation from Ambrosias appears to weigh heavily . 
against Kock’s suggestion# ' ’ ' ,
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he turned in consequence to the comment to provide him .
with the key to the orthodox meaning. in this connection, 
his i5reservation of the orthodox view affords a marked 
contrast to his habit of altering the factual details of 
his source, as he has elsewhere been observed to do. He 
seems in fact to display a dichotomy in his attitude to 
his source, and to divide the historical passages quite 
sharply from the theological, altering the former where 
he thinks fit but treating the latter with respect. The 
historical passages in fact appealed to him as a Germanic 
poet, while the others impressed him as a Christian.
it should also be noted that this 
passage contains more than one of those additional phrases 
by which the poet appears to have thought to bring this 
work stylistically H0£ii*gx to the epics of peg&n inspir­
ation: the opening hemistich Ne &earf he jay ecileene. fief eon
(1.1523b) and the closing phrase wnllfyll wares respnum ge- 
spedeb morb mid mundura both belong to this category and 
are additions of this type, indicating that the poet felt 
that the gulf which separated his material and his audience 
was one which would require much bridging#
Lin es 1528 b-1531.
The treatment of these two verses is
now completed in the A.g. poem by rendering the final phrase
of v.6 which appears as 11.1528b-1531
Monn wws to godes 
anlicnesse mrest gesceapen. 
mlc hafab magwlite metodes and eagle 
para pe healdan wile halige pea,was.
a rendering whose most noteworthy point is the conditional . . 
quality of the second statement of the idea; but it would 
perhaps be somewhat hazardous to see in this anything beyond
. a more; poetic wrnmex' of expression than that which is 
given in‘the Vulgate#
^Jl«e.iO^153§e:.* ' ' '
Speech IX is brought to a close in the ' 
Vulgate by a repetition of the idea with which it opened, 
and v*7 reads:
vos autew crescite et multiplicamini et ingredimini 
super terram et implete earn
an idea, which the A*&. poet also uses for the second time
in ll*1532-155ga .
We'axab and wridafe, wilna brucab,
. ara on oorfean; . sebelum fyllab
wowre fromcynne foldan sceatas, 
teamuo and tudre.
but it Is significant that while the Vulgate is content to 
repeat the already-used formula, the A.S. poet completely
rephrases the idea, ho doubt with the object of giving
• 1 ‘ • • - ’ ■ -variety to his poemj . he seems in fact to be conscious of 
& certain artistic standard, and this change shows how he 
endeavours to maintain that standard.
Lines l«5bwl52>aa. '
Speech XXX in the Vulgate starts in v.B 
with a repetition of the announcement that God is speaking
l.cf# A.H* Telman: Hence our second great principle of A#S* 
poetical sty le is: Repetition of the thought with variation
the ®^£.ression * This repetition with variation takes 
many forms*5 & noun, way have three"or four appositional 
phrases scattered through all parts of the sentence? or 
there way be a complete parallelism of successive sentences 
which Is a favourite form of expression* But parallelism 
IS aXiSsSz £. prihciple with"the A*Sh poet* The prin- 
diple is as we have stated it* he is as well satisfied 
to rap eat; a subject or object three or four times and other 
elements of the sentence fifit fit fill# as he is to construct 
a complete parallelism. The Style of Anglo-Saxon Poetry* 
Proc. Mod, tone. Assoc, (later PMLA) Vol.III, p.24.
Imee quoque dixit De'us ad Moe et ad filios eius cum ao 
- an announcement which is of• course omitted by the A.S,
poet'os'he is running all the speeches together into one: 
thereafter the following verse, v,9. opens by giving cod’s■. >' 
announcement'of His Covenant to Hoah and his descendants
‘ typhiscum .et cum gamine vestro post vos) and goes on to
give a catalogue of animals etc. who. are to be included in
the pact, and the catalogue iis continued throughout and
concluded in v.10. The whole theme is restated again in
v*11 without the catalogue, and wo have;
statue so j>ectum mourn vobiscum ■ '
e.t xiequaquam ultra interficietur omnis caro aquis
diluvii neque eriydoinceps diluvium dissipans terrain ?
? nd it seems to have been this, verse ‘which the A«S* poet
chose as the basis for his announcement of the Covenant with .
North: this at least we may deduce from the fact that in the
A.S* poem the following lines, U.1535b~1538n
xc sow treowa paw ’ , *-■
mine sells, prat io on middangeard 
nrafre ogorhere eft gelrade, 
winter ofer midland*
contain no reference either to. the descendants of Hoah or ../V 
to the animals and other animae viyentes who share in the 
Covenant* The A*S* poet has omitted vv9 and 10 and the .
catalogue they contain in favour of the more simple and
direct statement of the Covenant, contained in v,ll; • although 
the lack of evidence sometimes makes it difficult for us to 
give a reason for an omission, as we have had occasion to 
remark before, it will probably be conceded that the reason ' 
for the omission is the resultant gain in the speed of the
nar ra t i ve, in whi oh 
of his material and
we see again the A.S* poet’s control 
maintenance of his artistic standards,-
despite the authority of the bible.
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Lines 1528b-1542..
Speeches IV end V of the Vulgate occupy 
respectively Ch.XX, vv.12-16, end v.17,. and contain in .all . 
5 ideas,, as may probably most easily be seen by quotation, 
thus;
12.dixitque Deus hoc signura foederis.......................... (i)
quod do inter me et vos.
•et ad oranera animem viventera quae est vobiscum 
in generationes sempitern&s,
12.arcura raeura ponam in pubibus .fii)
et erit signura foederis inter me et inter
terram.
14. curaque obduxero nubibus caelum
apparebit arcus raeus in nubibus .. « . ♦ .(iii)
15. et record&bor foederis raei vobiscum ..... . (iv) 
.’et cum omni anime vivente quae camera
vegetat
et non erunt ultra aquae diluvii ad delendara 
universara camera....................... ...........................
16. eritque arcus in nubibus et videbo ilium et
record&bor foederis serapiterni • 
quod pactum est inter Deura et inter oranera
animara viventera universae carnis quae est 
super terram. .
1?.dixitque Deus ad Noe
hoc erit signum foederis quod constitui . . , *(v )
inter me et inter oranera camera super ...................
terrara.
and it is perhaps no exaggeration to say that those phrases.
alone are important which bear opposite them the Roman
numeral indicating the number of the idea: the remaining
parts of the Latin are more or less concerned only to give
and repeat the catalogue of those with whom the pact is made
Nor are all the numbered ideas mutually independent and
original; idea (iii) repeats idea (ii), while idea (v)
repeats idea (i) and we are thus loft with ifeas
(i) dixitque Deus hoc signura foederis.(v.12)
(ii) arcura raeura pon&ra in nubibus. (v.12)
(iv) et record&bor foederis mei vobiscum.tv.15)
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as the ossia of this passage, and significantly enough it is
just these ideas that the A.8. poet expresses in the next
and final lines of God’s speech, li«1528b**1542. Idea (i)
appears to us to be the source of ll.X538b-154O&,
Ge on wolcnum pass 
oft and gelome andgiettacen 
inagon sceawig&n
while idea Iii) with its reference to the rainbow seems to
lie behind il*1540b-1541&
' 4 ponne ic scurbogan
minne iewe •
and idea (iii), transmuted from God’s remembering into the 
result of this remembering, is probably the source of 
11.1541b-1542,
pmt ic monnum pas 
wrnre gelmste penden woruld standeb*
The uv.8. poet has thus cut out the catalogues in the Vulgate 
and presented to us only the main ideas which are found in 
the Vulgate text ~ the sign of the Covenant, the manner of 
its appearance, and the result to mankind. This cavalier 
treatment of the catalogues is perhaps no more than what we 
should expect from what we have previously seen of his 
method of working and of his concern for presenting a speedy 
narratives nor should we omit to remark that it points to 
the conclusion that his work is intended to be partly artis- 
tic as well as partly theological. We would not of course 
suggest that there is no theological interest whatsoever in 
his poem or that he has completely secularised the material 
in his source; the propaganda value of his poem is probably 
not the least of his reasons for its preservation to modern 
times; but in view of the thoroughness with which early 
mediaeval commentators treated the Bible, writing whole 
paragraphs on each phrase, and finding a flgura for almost 
every word in the Old Testament, it seems fairly clearly
shown by this passage that the material which the Vulgate
presented to the A#S# poet here appealed primarily to his
1 :aesthetic sense, rather than to his religious feelings#
His aesthetic sense moreover seems to have been constantly
and consistently at work, for he again reduces the role
played by the animals as against that fulfilled by Noah:
this reduction has already appeared in his treatment of
the Flood and his excision of the catalogues has the same
effect here# The persistence of this habit shows that
our poet took a comprehensive view of his material; a
particular aspect of that view is that he seems to wish that
Noah should stand out from the other animae viventes much
as Beowulf stands out from the other thanes who accompany;
3him to the court of Hrothgar# In this way, too, the A#S. 
poet is api^roximating his poem to the style and manner of 
an epic#
Lines 1543*1554# .
It was probably the same desire for an
epic atmosphere which led the poet to give a sympathetic
treatment to the Vulgate, Ch.IX, vv#18 and 19#,
IB•Brant igitur fill! Noe qui egressi sunt de area, gem 
Ham et lafeth
porro Ham ipse est pater Ohanaan 
which are reproduced as ll#1543*1552a
****•*«*«• *mw»**A rr~i ••••:““ ."i‘ nr *r‘— i"r*rTTf~TT .-.m jttt nrr yrt"fr :-'jt .ii 11.1 n.-#j ■; <i nmt
l.cf. A#H. gkemp# op,pit# M#Phll# IV, p#425. This group 
(sc. Genesis, Kxodus, Daniel and Judith) where apparently 
the whole reverent aim of the poet is to transfer his 
original as , he realises it into A#g# verse • , # •
2^cf. supra p#ll8<
3*In fact we know only one of them by name * the unfortunate 
Hondscioh who is killed by Grendel •* see 11,2106 ff#
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j>& w se snotra ; sunu L&mehes 
of fere acumen flocle on las.te 
mid his eeforum prim, yrfes hyrde
(and heora feower wif; ; ;/
nerade wsron perooba, Olla
Olliua, Olliuani), ••<:•»
warfect raetode, wmtra lafe*. s
lioleb hygerofe hateno wsron,
suna Noes Gera. and Ohara,
lafeb pridea,
I’he main interest in this passage lies in the scene the A.8.
poet has imagined for us: his purpose seems to have been to
picture a band of adventurous warriors stepping forth in a
new country - fopleb hygerofea situation which might
perhaps have evoked the racial memory of the /Anglo-Saxons ;
arrival in Britain* It Is a situation, moreover, which
might be expected to appeal to any action-loving audience
by persuading them to imagine themselves into the situation
the poet describes* He has thus completed his account of
the voyage of the Ark by creating a picture which will lead ;
his audience to realise his material yet more closely. The
rapid glance at the social consequences of the £lood, which
we are given in the following verse of the Vulgate, v.19 ••
tres isti sunt filii Noe et ab his disserainatura est 
omne horainum genus super universara terrara
is so literally translated by.the A.8. poet in 11.1552b~l*>54t . .
from para gumrincura > ';
folc geludon and ge'fylled wearfc 
eall pea middangeard raonna be&rnura.
that it forms no more than a pendant to the vignette just 
completed in the preceding lines.
We may not leave this section of the '
A.S. poem however without at least passing reference to the
names l^reoba,Qlla, anci (11.1547b-1548a)
""I ~ 2Honncher and holthausen both refer to Genesis Ch*23, v*4
1* Op. cit* p.66 
2*. Notes, p.95*
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mid Ch» 36. v.2, where the three lost names are founds hut 
there is nothing in either chapter which might lead the poet .j 
to transfer the names to Nooh*s sons: perhaps the best 
suggestion is that of Gollanca who regards the names as an ;,7 
insertion-by a later scribe*1 his theory about the name
~ Phuarfara, refers this form to the form phiarphara -found in 
a note to Aelfric*s Heptateuch; * the note in question reads 
phiarphara • semes wif parsia, • and cahmes wif cataphua • '
~ • 4 it t. i r n -y-'wr » ,, , . .
iafetbes wif f ura , and is plainly connected with Petrus
Comestor*s remark » uxor koc Phuarpharo, uxor Sem Pharphia,'■ ' 
uxor charn Cathaflue, uxor Capheth rlivn. prom our point 
of view, the importance of this quotation from Petrus Comestor 
is that it provides a. separate tradition giving alternative ' 
names for the wives of Shero, Ham, and dapheth: and while it 
is certain that our poet lived and died long before the time 
of Comestor, it is just possible that this tradition might ?•
1* ££* cit» p.lxiii. i am convinced that the true solution ] 
of the problem is to be found in regarding the words , J 
»heora feower wif Perooba Olla Olliva, Ollivan! nemde w^ron + j 
as^a late addition placed originally in the margin of the j 
manuscript as a supplementary statement to that in 11.1550-j 
2, that the sons of floah »hatene wnron' Shew, Ham? and ... |
Capheth. A scribe, incorporating these wordain the text, J 
Ms placed them after 1.1545 thus upsetting -the grammar. 1
2, op, clt. p.lxvii., Of this cantankerous wife of floeh, -7/7
various names are found, and one of them, which"*occurs in ^-i 
the Prench Mi s t e re du Vie 1 Te s ta men t, Phuarfara, ha s ■ ;
baffled inquiry777,.. •Phuarfara > may be safely identified j 
with the form * phis rphara * found as a late Old English J 
note in Claud, H. iv. of AcIfric*_s He'ptateuch. ’.'.77:'.)
3. The Heptateuch, ed, 8. J, Crawford, B.K.T.S. flc.lbO, p.421. 7
4. Historic -Scholastics, Migne PL. Vol<l98, Col.1084, Additio %
have reached him: if this possibility can be accepted*
the fact that he did. not use these particular names pro- ' •/.
vides at least e hypothetical confirmation of Gollancx*
1interpolation theory. V
Lines 1555-1561. :•
Both the Vulgate and the Genesis A now
start upon the story of Noah’s vineyard: the introduction .>*•.
to this occupies one verse only in the Latin* v.2o
coepitque Nee vir agricola exercei’e terram 
et plantavit vinearn
an account which gives hardly more than the barest essential
2 . •detail. The A .6. poein gives a more expanded account how­
ever and allots sorae 7 lines in all to this scene setting, 
namely 11.1555-1561 , .
pa Noe ongan niwan stefne 
mid hleomagum ham sta&elian .. 
and to eorban him tates tilian; 
won and worhte* wingeard sette*
seow smda fela* sohte georne
pa him wlitebeorhte wsstmas brohte, 
geartorhte gife, grene folde.
What seems to have happened in the latter lines of the above- 
quotation is that by the use of phrases like won and worhte '7:
1. There is of course yet another tradition of these names* 
viz the African tradition* represented by the anonymous 
Liber de Genealogiis Patriarcherum: Noe autem genuit Bern, 
qui?777sortitus "est uxorem nomine Korea....Redeamus^et 
ad Cham filium Noe qui,....sortitus est uxorem nomine 
Ause ex semine gigantum...,?Tertius vero^filio Noe 
nomine/japhetT, •7.nuic””erat uxor^nomine^Ruth. liigne PL. 
Yol.59*~Col7525-7.“
2. Mgr. Knox translates. vinee.ro as a vine (.Knox, p.12) some- 
what oddly in view of the fact that^vinea is used to mean 
a vineyard as early as the days'of Cicero (de Senectute , 
xv, 54)• Because of the Ciceronian use we have not thought 
it necessary to comment on the equation of yinearn and 
wingeard (1.1556b).
(1,1558a), seow smie; fela (1,1559a) and sohte georne(1.1559b) 
the. A.S# poet had made the material in the Vulgate serve eg 7 
the source of a small but effective picture of agricultural 
lifej the Vulgate has provided him with an opportunity which 
he was probably glad to use, since it follows upon a passage 
of primarily abstract and theological interest. He has . 
mad© a definite addition to the material in his source, how-?.:;
. ever, in the opening lines of the passage ' 7 7
pa fioe ongan niwan stefne " ■ • '•/"
mid hleomagum ham st&belian
and to eor&an him mtes tilian ,••• 7
and it is. noticeable that he carefully links the farming ” 
picture to that which precedes it - the founding of a home. : 
The reason for feis linkage is probably to be sought in the > 
traditional character of the Germanic epic hero: from the . 
opening lines of Beowulf it seems fairly likely that the 
founding of a home would be a recognised and ** legitimate** 
action for a hero, but it is doubtful if the same could be ? , 
said of tilling the soil, Hence it might possibly be said
that the poet’s addition of the description of wo&h as a 
home-founder is dictated by his decision to present a picture 
of him as a soil-tiller and that the whole passage shows a ;/ 
compromise between the Biblical type of hero and the Germanic 
parallel# . ■
i;un^i562-i576. . ■
Prom this we pass to the account of.......... *
Noah’s drunkenness given in the Vulgate in v,21 "'*77
bibehsq.ua vinum
inebriatus est et nudatus est in 7:
. tabornaculo suo . 7
and in the A.6’. poem in 11.1562-1576 • .
7 pa tot geeode, . tot so eadega wer . ,
on his wioum wearb wine druncen,
• . sws^f .symbelwerig, and,him -.selfa sceaf • • *77
reaf of lice* 3wn gerysne ne ms, • '. /-;<<•
Irag pa limnacod* Mo lyt origeat • 7-;.;7
.-■ ps?t hi© on his inne swa earme gelamp, ’ . 7 '..7-
pa hi© on hrebre heafodswlma ' ■ ’-•••y
on iialgan. hofe . heortan clypte. ' ’ - 7
. Swihe on stop© sofa nearwode * • 4 ■ '
p«5t he ne mihte on gemynd drepen '
hino handu© delf ©id higgle wry on ! • '.■777
. and scebioe' beccan, swa gesceapu rnron ’ . ;-7
weruro and wi‘funi$ sibban wuldres pegn • • . . 7
ussu© feder arid ©edor fyrohe ' ‘sweorde , /7.\
' on last© beleac lifos obol. 7?;:?
it will probably be Quite readily agreed .that the picture y'.; 
is Quite effective and would itself explain and justify the :7 
lengthy expansion which, thesA«B. poet has made here; but it 7 
seems to us that the picture is in fact somewhat too detailed 
to be wholly imaginative and that symbeIwe rig (1.1564a) and 7, 
him so If a sc oaf / roaf of lice (X1.1564b~1565a) and heafod- 
swlxna (1.1568b) suggest that the poet ©ay have been writing 
from the knowledge of scenes which must have been fairly 7 
frequent in A •8. life in the not over-refined period in c 7' 
which he lived. The implication of this is that the Bible ,7. 
must have had some immediacy of application for the poet ”7: 
since he could thus read a scene from the daily life of his, 77.. 
own day into one single verse. Perhaps indeed the frequency 
of such scones in A.S. life may account for his addition of 7 
the reference to the commands from the days of Adam and &ve, 
for Otherwise it is difficult to see any marked motive for:; 7 
this addition, but if we accept drunkenness and consequent 
antics as being common and hence little regarded in A.8. v.7
life, then the immediacy of the application of the Bible 7 
explains the need for a reference to the commands t> Adam and 7
■ • • . ’• • ' ’T'
Hve.1 .
Lines-1577*1584a.
As Aloah lies asleep, the first to come
in is Ham whose conduct the Vulgate gives in the next verse
v.22 •' ‘ <
c^uod cum vidisset Ham pater Ohanaan 
verenda scilicet patris sui esse nuda 
nuntiavit duobus fratribus suis foras
and the A.S. in the next lines, 11.1577-1584a,
pa com cerest Uam in sibian, 
a&fora hoes, pair his aldor tag, 
ferh&e forstolen* pier he freondlice 
on his agenuro feder are ne wolde 
gesceawian, ne pa sceond© huru 
hleomagum helan, ac he hlihend© 
brobrum smgde, hu se beorn hine 
rente on recede.
in which it will probably be. observed that the A.8. poet 
has expanded the Biblical account; his expansion takes 
the form principally of the addition of an adverse comment’ 
on Ham’s behaviour;
p?«r he freondlice 
on his agenum fader are ne wolde 
gesceawian ne pa sceonde huru 
hleomagum helan.
There is nothing of great originality in this comment, and 
it could easily be deduced from the context of the story; 
but although it does not correspond at all closely to the
1. of. B. Whitelock. In the hall men amused themselves with 
feasting and drinking, often beyond measure. Abbot.■ 
jelfrlc writes reproachfully to an Oxfordshire thane who 
has plied-him too heartily with strong drink~when he was 
his guest. The beginnings of Jfoglish Society, Harmonds 
worth, Middlesex, 1952, p.90. ■
terms used by those patristic writers who have censured
■1 ' ’ ' ‘ • .-.1Cham, it is possible that it may have been inspired from 
patristic sources. his addition of hllhende 11.1582b)/ 
certainly seems to spring from this origin, for there is 
no mention of this in the Vulgate, but it becomes common 
in commentators from Gaius Marius Victor onwards: thus it 
sepms that the A.feh poet has on ce aga in consulted the patris­
tic writers to give variety to the bare narrative of the 
Bible. '
lines 1584b-1588a..
The brothers 8cm ahd Japheth now enter
the tent, as is recounted in the Vulgate, v.23, ? .
at vero 8em et i&feth pallium imposuerunt humeris suis ?. 
et incedentes retrorsura operuertint verecunda patris sui V 
faciesque eorum averse,e ©rant et patris sui vivilia f
non vidcrunt !'-<//
1. See for example Avitus, do Biiuvio Mundi, Migne PL, voli59j 
col.352; Marius Victor, commentsrius in Genes im, Bk.Ill, 
Mlgne.PL, vol.61, col.958. yvalafrid Strabo, Gloss a Ordin-: 
aria. Migne.PL, vol<113, col..112 etc^ and App.I,List XIII.
2. Curiously enough, in view of the possible connection 
between the A.3., Exodus and Avitus* poem de Transitu Maris 
Rubri the closest correspondence with the genesis here is 
found in the same au ther • s, de Bilu vio Mundi:
2i2l2°t25 22til 512222 2222125122 221125 ' i
52121125222 22l 2l2ll 22?225l22 orthus 
.'Et 25*2 jam turpis 22dato~ai rap lice 222225 t^igne, loc.
Cl t ) « . . • • • /.
5* uaius Marius Victor, commentsrius in yenesim, Bk. Hi, uni ? 
tibi Cham teterrimo risumV^iovel^origo (Mignc, loc.citJT 
so too Isidore Hispalensis, Quaesto in Genes ira, Quern :. h 
nudi tatern id est p&ssionem Christ videos Cham derisit. 
(Migne.FL, vol«83, col.235.} a phrase quoted almost 
verbatim by Bede Commontarius .in Genesiro. quam nuditotem /■ 
id est passionem vicons Cham derisit. (’align e.Pl7 vol.91,
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and by the A.S. poet In 11.1584b-1588a, • < '
' • / : * ‘ • Hie pa rabe stopon, ' >
heora?and wlitan in bewrigenum .
under lobum listum, p»thie leofum men . . ,
geode gefremade5 gode wssron began,
- sew and lafebw •' • .. 'J
a passage which is almost a direct translation of the Latin 
source save for the.poet’s comment node weron begen (1.1587b) 
a comment which may have .been added to allow his audience 
to "catch up." with what may have been an unfamiliar situation 
the comment hov^ever is too, short and generalised and the 
evidence too slight to invite further investigation. .
We are now told of Noah’s, awakening and
of what happened thereupon, in the Vulgate in vv.24-27 •-' /
24«evigilans autem Noe ex vino. ■ • < >
cum didioisset quae feeerat ei filius suus minor
25•ait maledictus Gh&naan
servus servorum erit fr&tribus suis 26.dixitque • . 
benedictus Dominus Leus *8em, sit Chanaan servus eius
27.dilatet Deus I&feth et habitet in taberhaculis Sent 
sitque' Chanaan servus eius , • ; ,
and in the A.S. poem in 11.1588b-1596a
Ja of slepe onbmgd ' ,
sunu Lareehes, and ba sons ongeat .
’ p»t him cynegodum Cham ne wolde,
pa him wtss are pearf, csnige cyban 
hy Ido and t reowe. p»t pern halgan w»s
sar on mode, ongan pa his selfes beam 8
wordura wyrgean, ewmb, he wesan sceolde • 
hean under heofnum, hieomega peow,
Cham on eorpanj ...
This passage displays two notable differences from the 
version in the Latin. The first is that it recapitulates 
the whole incident peat him cynegodum Cham ne wolde / .. .enige 
cyban / hyldo and treowa (11.159O1592&) and gives a glance 
at Noah’s state of mind. -sar on mode (1.1592a)j a. thorough­
ness which may possibly derive from an attempt to overcome
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the A.S. casualness towards drunkenness,1 2 * 4and which way
hence show one facet of the effect of Christianity upon the
A.8. world. The second difference is that while the
Vulgate gives the generic name of Ch&naan as the object of
the curse, the A.8. poet substitutes Cham throughout: but
there is one text of the Vulgate, - G, the Codex Parisinus -
which alone reads Cham in v.26, for the Chanaan of all the 
1 g
other Biblical texts* It seems probable therefore that
5
this was the text the A. 8. poet used in composing Genesis A • 
Lines 1596b-1597.
In the subsequent x>hrases, the A. 8. poet
adds a comment apparently his own, occupying 11.1596b~I597
him pa cwyde syfrban 
and his fromcynne frecne scodon.
and restoring to the A.8. poem the generic quality which it
had omitted from the curse: but this generic application
stems not so much from the language of v.27 of the Vulgate 
4as from the patristic interpretation of Ch&naan , stressing 
its historical (»’in future”) import. Hence the Bible must 
have appeared to the A.8.' poet as a historical whole, and 
his selection of his material has been partly affected by 
this.
Lines1598-1601.
With this we have reached the end of
1. cf. supra p.181.
2. BS. p.175, apparatus oritioi.
5. cf. App. II, Names in Genesis A, p. 457-8.
4. see for example Bede Commentarius in Genesiw, Peccante 
autem Cham, posterites illius damnatur, quia, reprobi hie 
quidem delinquunt? sed in futuro damnationem exclpiunt 
(Migne.PL. Vol.91, Col.228): this is later quoted in the 
Glossa Ordinaria, (Mie-ne PL. Vol.115, Col.112) etc.
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Noah’s lifei end the Vulgate gives this with its usual 
detail in the lest two verses of Oh.IX, yv.28 end 29.
28. vixit autem hoe post diluvium trecentis quinquaginta
annls
29. et impleti sunt omnes dies eius nongentoruw quinqurg-
inta annorum et wortuus eat
while .the A.8. poet reproduces no more than the first of
these figures« in 11.1596-l6ol
ba nyttnde Noe sibban
mid suuum sinuis widen rices
breohund wintra pisses life®,.
freomen mfter flode, and fiftig ©no, be he forb gewat. 
end again the evidence seems insufficient to suggest why he 
did not give the total for all the years of Noah’a life.1
There now follows bdth in the Latin and
in the Aws. poem a. long account of the descendants of Noah
after the Plood, just ae Chapters IV and V of the Vulgate
and 11.1117'-1242 of the A.&. poem give an account of the 
2generations between Adam and the plood. Although Ch.X 
does not display all tue regular and repetitive character­
istics of Chs. XV and V, it will not be necessary to quote 
much of Oh. X in detail, since it can be quite adequately 
described#
1.Because of the length of 1.1601, freemen mfter flode. and 
fiftig eac fee he forb gewat, this part of the MS has occas­
ioned some difficulty, (see Krapp (Notes) p.lbO. With all 
deference to the authority of the MS, we might suggest 
that the scribe has here been guilty of "shipping** and 
that 1.1601 should stop at eac8 thereafter we would post­
ulate the loss of a. line of A.S., translating the first 
phrase of v.29 et iapletl cunt atones dies eius nongentorua 
while and fiftig ©no 7 he forb gewat would be the final 
line of the account of Noah1® life. The confusion would 
then be due to the scribe’s having coi>ied and fiftig eac 
from 1.1601 and subsequently dropping his eye to the same 
phrase in the now line which we propose.
2 .Sea supra pp. 65-88# ‘ ' •
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Lines lb02-1614. . . .
the first section of •* this genealogy is \
devoted to the sons of Japheth, and extends through vv.l~5 : ’ 
of the Vulgate and 11.1602*1614 of the A.S. poem; the . \
Vulgate passage is no more'than a list of names, save for <
v.5 ' . .
ah his divisae sunt insulae gentium in regionibus suis 
. unusQuisQue secundum lingua®.suam
' et f ami lias sues in nationibus suis '':1
The A.S. poet in 11.1602*1614- <
Sic^an his e&foran ead bryttedon, . . -’jM
bearna s.tryndonj him tos beorht wela.
pa wearb iafebe geogob afeded, ' : l/is
hyhtlic heorbwerod heafodmaga, - ?j
sunu and dohtra. He wws'selfa til, ’’ i
he old a rice, obeldreamas, -1.J
. : blmd mid bearnum, obpret breosta hord, -1
gnat ellorfus gangs,n sceolde 1
to godas dome. ueomor si&ban . ‘ jl
feder flettgesteald* freondum feldo,
swmsum and'gesibbum, sursu lafebes; •"/H
■ teames wms tuddor gefylled ..' \s>
unlytel d^l eorban gesoesfta.
' • * 4 . * • • . ' j
treats the family of Jepheth in a different fashion. in the : 
first place he omits all the names, save for those who . 
actually ruled. Shis might well imply that he doubted the,-' U 
ability of his audience to master so many ’foreign1 names 1 
as they were recited,> or again it might imply that he was 
concerned to preserve the speed of his poem; in either r-i 
case it shows that he is writing not primarily as a. theologian 
but as a conscious artist, able to preserve the structure of;;d 
his source, while he excludes incidental details. At the L 
same time, the summarising of the account of the other 
descendants of Japheth,
1. There are actually 21 names in all in these 5 verses.
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}>a wearb l&febe geogob afeded 
hyhtlic heorftwerod henfodm&ga
sunu and dohtra (11.1604-1606a)
enables him to present the descendants of J&pheth as a
more compact and homogeneous family; and the effect of the
change seems to us to be that Jopheth thereby becomes more
likely to appeal to the A.8. mind as a good chieftain; for
in a society where warfare and battle were so frequent, it
was of some importance that the royal family should be large
The picture of Japheth himself appears to make the same
appeal to Germanic feeling: it contains the comment ge wws
selfa til (1.1606b) an addition recalling the Halga til of 
"** 1
Beowulf. The account of Japheth’s death, 11.1608b-16lOa
objxst breosta hord, 
gast ellorfus gangan sceolde 
to godes dome.
is again an addition, and its phrases breosta hord and? i
gast ellor recall the pagan epics,and appear to renew 
the same appeal. Finally the omission of the Vulgate 
comment in v.5 quoted above, seems to suggest the same 
conclusion « that the A.8. poet was unwilling to remind 
his listeners of the ultimate separation of the family.
Lines ♦
The account of the descendants of
Noah’s second son, Ham, is given in the Vulgate in vv.
6-20: it contains a long list of names of rulers and
cities but only one - himrod - is elaborated: this is
done in vv.8-10,
8.porro Chus gexiuit ftemrod
ipse coepit esse potens in terra
1. Beowulf. 1,61.
2. cf. Beowulf, 1.1719, breosthord cited in Merrill and 
McClumpha, op. cit. p.167.
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9.et eret robustus Venator coram Domino
tobt 1 hoc exivit proverbium quasi Nemrod robustus
Venator coram Domino
lO»fuit autem princlpium regni eius Babylon et Arach et 
Archad et Ohalanne in terra Senear.
The A.S. poet allots 11.1615-1659 to Ham's offspring,
again confining himself to naming only those of prime
importance * Chem,> Chus, Qhanaan and Nimrod. (This last
demands acceptance of the emendation of «S.- fmdeme brefter
(1.1628) to feeder Nebrofees first suggested by Cosijn and
possibly authenticated from patristic comment where the 
5 4forms Nembroth and Nebrot are both recorded.) On the 
last named, the: A.S# poet writes in 11.165Qb*l655a
pwt he moncynnes 
on bam m»ldegura 
Se wes Baby 1 ones 
mrest wfeelingaj 
ryrade and rerde.
Swa us gewritu secgeafe, 
meste h»fde
rfcsgen and strengo. 
bregoricec frurne,
efeelferym onhof,
more or less a translation of vv.8 and 10 quoted above.
The most significant point however is the omission of v.9j
it would be natural to suppose that the idea of a robustus 
Venator might appeal to the A.S. mind, but consideration 
of the material in the commentaries provides a reason for 
its omission by the A.S. poet. KOr the Fathers interpret 
the phrase robustus Venator to the detriment of its^ossessor
1. The significance of the daggers is given by BS in the 
apparatus critic! on p.177: restituimus iuxta loc.paral­
lel Gen. 29, 55.
2. P.J. Cosijn. Anglosaxonlce in BcitrEge zur Geschichte der 
Deutschen Sprache und Literatur? Vol.19, p. 4 5 0.
5.Augustine, ^uaestiones in Geneaim. Migne PL, Vol.54,
Col.551.
4.(Anonymus) de^Genealogiis Patriercharum, Migne PL. Vol.59 
Col.526.
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end Nimrod becomes o type of villniny, ni^nitying th« intro­
duction of tyranny after the Wood, while his hunting is 
interpreted as seducing souls from uod* the longest
indictment of him is that in arius Victor*n Upm^optarius , 
in .Uenesim " and it includes the accusation that he intro- 
duesd idol~worship: ’ hence it seems reasonable that the A*B<
1* A£u2. £2& hominum cujictan eventague rerum 
guag jjosrino fuerat gar^aolanayc; supremo
Skiesasa issis assamU agfeteias aaiiia
/to.ua pyluig wpgotr.re librr- n, 3>otu«qqa volantuta.
£*. M tug, io. ingenti mn^icae acelup intuli t art is •
• -ffi p,lures o rr.re 4a oq idols quo mutn
Aut nr yin idold s lr-f itantem garnet in -jpg is
•• liLSii. BororlTPiii to gags MaOilSi '"
in one nefanda prior descend!fc crlmlnn, wimroth, 
lqpl.0 tqtf p apqx Cham qorvo o samine na.tun 
pole £t ponto glyas, h-,.by 1 onia regno gubernynq, 
pa?Jy-rum hie anlmas egpions, vonutor inigunn« ,
A yqrla^dqmini eperia trnduxit ad i&new,
Hoc S2Si2 plun%cono cupldiu, hac arte spfflcl 
i 11 e ’"caput "ace 1 a ruS, murid i infensissiffl^. host is,
. Ai in nit curia hamlnuuh sad nigntibun ip pis
■ ' lyyu it 7 at sens up ^enitup dascendit in Q»s « 
mox £fc in^/tffectus: n&m cum ^atrig union, prolas
AiiSZ sassa as&Els '
infellx Uimroth, jy prywas nog to ague. diengup
UaS^ilBa iBhlaa ui^sisZa unasaAas.
Dura furit» at rnptuis gyneyit gar ninsula natwn 
Dx fecta SSSZliHji SQlatur imaging luetuis 
Jt P'-rlo~effftCtaa filil do aprigore forraag 
Credidit infelix tncluso vivare pens
• M Q^bgtup gudiya guog« DQ.x indo ‘di cat in 
Dregtisque hfih ‘AAIAS22. £ddtt honoros 
1^9-9^ 1222 turn ByQtinun omneg
AsuiisiS^sLHH^ uZZinOEs, asisia^ Hasilss
■ ■ 2££2. A iig quip 2&£o& ^abuorg ponontes
' PQst SAiS.21 n.i^i.1 i £gffQ9 in iionoro 1payrunt
Jjixe runt quo deon,»
/ "i gno , P a , vo X ♦ b 1, oo 1 * 9 9 8•
2> Duo more apocifiunlly 11*6-8 of the quotation in n.lt 
nuprn«<r«H—
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poet would hasten to omit detailed reference to this 
odious custom, which may not have been so far from the 
minds of some of his audience: and this omission gives
a further instance of the poet’s awareness of the view 
of the commentators, and of the effect of this upon the 
resultant poem*
There is also the problem of why the
A*S* poet should have transferred into this section of 
his poem, which deals with Ham’s sons, the comment in 
ll*l625b-1636, ' •
Reord wees j>a gieta 
eor&buendum an genwne
which appears^ o us to be an obvious translation of v*l of 
the following chapter of the Bible, Ch.XI,
erat autem terra labii unius et sermonum eorundem
and the answer may well be once again in the realm of
patristic commentary* The commentators identified Babylon
with the Tower of Babel and a typical comment is that of
Hieronymus, Nemrod filius Chus arripuit insuetarn primus in
populo tyrannidem regnavitque in Babylone» quae ab eo quod
ibi confusae sunt linguae turrim aedificantlum BABEL (*..*.♦*)
appellate. Babel eniro interpretatur confusio* it seems
possible that the displacing of the A.S. poet’s translation
of Oh.XI, v.l is due to the patristic identification of 
2Babylon with confusio ; for unless the A*S. poet knew this
1. Quaeetiones 'in Geneslm, Higne PL. Vol.23, Col.1002.
2. This identification becomes more frequent with later 
writers and finds its way into the Glossa Ordinaria of 
Walafrld Strabo. (Migne PL. Vol.113, Col7ll3?7
and made this transfer In consequence of this knowledge, , 
the transfer Is difficult to explain. ■ •
finally we should note that the A.S. \;/h 
poet is still concerned to evoke uoramnic sentiments in his /b 
audience throughout his account of the ‘progeny of.Mam? 
hence we find terms like woruld dugeha (1.162.0b) and' rarest, ’> 
mbalinga ehelbryn? onhof (1.1634) both of which seem included^ 
for this purpose. ‘ *
Lines9t £ ft. 48_» ~
The descendants of Hem are now givenj /•/•<
the Vulgate describes thorn in vv.21-30 giving little save
a. procession of untarnished names * all-of which the A.8.
post omits, in his. corresponding passage, XX.1640*1648
. pa wearb feme suna and dohtra . 
on woruldrice . worn afeded, ’' ;-'A
fxieor& bearna, • tor Bon frod cure .
wintrum wlreste werddes elder.
On jos&re m^gfte waron men tile, ' - •
para an Bber haten, ' A;
eafora femes; of £>&m eorle woo 1'
unrim jfeoda, ]>s. hu ^Belingas, ,-:p
ealle eorhbuend, $hrei hatuo. ’ '-ip
Thus he singles out Heber only for mention, for obvious
l.it is possible of course that the poet could have obtained 
this.knowledge frora Ch.Xi, v.9? et idcirco vocatum est 
no men feitts Bohol quia ibi confusum est labium universae - 
terraeV but this would~not~explaln why th™poet should I; 
have transferred this remark to its present'place, in the 
poem.
2. it is interesting to speculate upon how much the insertion 
of tyiine and' a half out of place would mean to the audience 
they would have to be well read indeed in Biblical matters', 
and very quick of thought to' appreciate the point to the "■•
full. '• ■-.<«'
< -
•1reasons .
h?e have left till now consideration of 
two factors which appeal* in the A.S. poeVs treatment of 
the passage 11•1602*1648 as a whole- The first of these • 
is that each leader mentioned by the A.S. poet is given the 1 
characteristics of & uermanic Icing: Japheth heold a rice : 
(1.1607a); Ueoioor fiet tge stcaig freondum amide (1.1611);
Ohus was wilna brytta ..»/««.botlgestreona (11.1620*1621); 
Mmrod yrf qstole wooId (1.1629b); .dehor-is an eorl (1.1646b). 
^h'ile this might simply imply an appeal to uermanic fee lings 
its significance becomes deeper if wo remember that the poet 
has angled out for special mention those members of each > 
•clan* who are most important for the continuity of the 
whole. -The effect of these two qualties is such that the ■ 
whole passage in the A.Si poem, although based upon a most ?../ 
factual chapter of the Vulgate, comes to have something of L 
the characteristics of the genealogy which opens Beowulf; 
and hence,we would deduce that Biblical history must have - 
been a most sympathetic subject for our poet to handle. . .
lines 1649*1654.* ti.WKsrwwtsJ^siyaor - „
’ The next line of the A.S. poem, 1.1649 ' 
Uewifon him ]>a eastan trhta ledan \ i
seems to be based upon the second verse of the following 
chapter, Ch.Zl, v.2. ’ ' 1-
cumg.ua proficiscerentur afo oricnte i.
verse 1 (orat an tern terra lab il unius et sermonum eorundea) .
1. But his comment is interestingly reminiscent of patristic! 
expcti&tion; cf. Eucherius, liber instructionum he -Japheth 
Qui in lingua, host rev iatitudinem sonat, gentium naacitur 
multitude?, do Sam hqbraci> Migne. Pl, Vol.50-, Uol.777. ;
See also Bede Quaestiones super Uenesitq, hober. &• quo 
Hebffaei.....Mlgne. PL, Voii9>, Col.301. /,<
being already used in Il.l635b*l656« (Heo r d w.es giet a eto♦) ". 
The A.8. poet has added to the bare statement cumque 
proficiscerentur of the Vulgates thia occupies in all ‘ <
WtMiiaHl HIM MW*—d lini '* .
11.1649-1654.
Gewiton him pa eastan eshta l»dan»
feoh and feorme. Pole wjs anmod; /
rofe rincas sohton rumre land,
obpet hie becomon corbrumminium,
folc ferende, p<r hie fwstlice li
rabelinga beam, e&rd genamon. . ,
and is devoted to a picture of migration: this would be
an activity not unfamiliar.to the A.8. mind, in which the
memory of their own migrations seems to have lingered for /
1some time. The Bible in fact, has touched a chord of the 
A.S, race memory and the A.8. poet has seized upon this. / 
Lines 1655-1660, •.•••:-5/
The wanderers arrive at Senear, as we
are told in the “second half of v.2
invenerunt eampum in terra senaar et habitaverunt in - 
eo ’
which the A.S. poet gives next in 11.1655-1660 
Gesetton pa sennar sidne and widne
leoda rwswanj leofum mannum .</
he ora, geardagum grene wongas,
fmgre folden, him forftwearde
on &nre dt&gtide dugufte wron,
wilno, gehwilces weaxende sped.
and the additional material appears to us to have been
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inserted by the poet in an attempt to realise imaginatively
l.cf. Bede who mentions the origin of his race more than 
once: see for example quarum in Germania plurimas noy- 
erat esse nationes, a quibus Angli vel gaxones, qui nunc 
Brit ten iam in c olun t, ""genus et originem duxisse noecuntur> ; 
HE? p?296.
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for his audience something more than the mere name of the 
country which is all that the Bible gives*
lines 1661-16 67• .i'
The A«S. post then goes on to relate •
the doings of the. wanderers now settled in Senaar, in
11*1661-1667 ' ' C
pa Jrer mon manig be his m^gwine, - ' . . 1
mbeling unmod, oberne bred :
hie him to iwerbe, mr seo mengeo eft 
geond foldan bearm tofaran soeolde, 
ieoda m?agbe on landsocne '
burh geworhte and to beacne torr . ."
up areerde to rodortnnglum ,
lines which; are based more or less literally upon vv.2 end 4
of the Vulgate; - - \
Xdixitque alter ad proximum suum •
venite faci&iaus latores et coquamus eos igni .'••■/
bahuexuzntQUs lateres pro saxis •• ■
et bitumen pro cemento /
4.at dixerunt venito faciamus■ nobis civitatom et turrear 
cuius culmon pertingat ad caelum • • -1?
et oelebremus nomen nostrum antequora dividamur in 
universes terras ' • . \
as the use of the A*S*. ganig* * * *pborne (11*1661-1662), and ', ' - i
the inclusion of the temporal-proventativo clause ^r seo
monigeo......... (11*1663*1663} will show. Me
omits however the clause telling us of the possibilities of 
making bricks, an omission for which the main reason would 
seem to us to be the fact that the operation would be foreign 
to the A*S. world* At the same time the poet has given
l.cf* D. Yihitelock, the ^oginniggs of ,ijnglish Society ,
Marmondsworth, 1932, p.19? ihey^themselves were accustomed 
to SHiM Qfliy in timber, or Iath™nd^plaster, and it seems ' 
clear that they did not retain the services~of Britons 
skilled in masonry, if indeed any such existed by the'time■■' 
£■£ frhft invasion*
as a reported decision that which in the Vulgate is given 
as the subject of a discussion - the building of the Tower; 
the increase in the clarity of the narrative seems to be 
ample justification for the change to a less dramatic 
statement#
Lines 1668-1678&#
There follows in the A#S. poem a
passage of lo£ lines, 11.1668-1678a
p«s pe hie gesohton gennera feld,
swa pa fcremeahtige fclces tteswan,
pa yldestan oft and gelome 
libsum gewunedon; larum sohton 
weras to weorce and to wrohtscipe,
obp»t for wlence 
cybdon ciwft he ora , 
and to heofnum up 
strengum stepton 
ofer monna gemet, 
freleb mid honda.
and for wonhygdum 
oeastre worhton 
hlwdm iw»rdon,
stmnenne weall 
mwrba georne,
which has no basis at all in the Vulgate and is hence a 
completely imaginative addition by the A.S. poet# Prom 
the content of.these lines the poetas object in including 
them woul^eem to be his desire to present to his audience 
a concrete picturesque and effective vignette of the Israel 
ites at work: work of this kind of course (strengum step-
ton / stwnenne weall - 1#1676) would raise the prestige of 
the Israelites in the eyes of the A .15# audience; and the 
interesting point is that it can be seen from this that the
l.cf. Ruin, 11.19-20 
. hygerof gebond
weallwalan wirum wundrum togwdre 
wherein the attitude to the great builders of the past if 
one of respectful admiration (Text from The Anglo-8axon 
Minor Poems ed. K# van K# Oobbie and G#P# Krapp, New Yor 
1936, p#228#)
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patriarchs must have aroused respect in the A*S* mind not 
solely as the elite of God but also as mighty men in their
own right, being masters of a technique the A.S. audience
1 ■ ' ■did not know*
lines 1678b-1686. .
In the subsequent lines in the A.S. poem,
11.1678b-1686 1
pa coo halig god
were cneorissa weorc sceewigan, 
beorna burhfmsten, and prwt beacen somed, 
be to roderuo up - mran ongunnon «
Adames eaforan, and pas unrcsdes 
stibferhb oyning steore gefremede, 
pa he rebemod reorde gesette .
eor&buenduo ungelice,
- p..et hie ptsre spmce sped ne ahton.
which appear to be based almost literally upon the correspond
ing verses o£ the Vulgate, vv.5-7
5„descendit autem Dominus ut videret civitatew et 
turrem quam aedificabant filii Adam 6.et 
dixit
ecce unus est populus et unum labium 
omnibus
coeperuntque hoc facere nec desistent a 
cogitationibus suis donee eas opera 
compleant
7.venite igitur descendemus et confundamus 
Ibi linguao eoruo
ut non audiat unusquisque vocem 
proximi sui
the only change is that God*s thoughts are given as a 
fait accompli in the A.S. poem, with the happy and probably 
deliberate result of a gain in the power of the narrative>
1. cf. also Whitelock. o£. cit. p.16. Nevertheless, even in 
their partly derelict condition. the monuments of Roman ' 
civilisation were impressive enough to a people unaccustomed 
to stone buildings, paved roads and massive ramparts.
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’which is thus presented as a series of events unbroken by 
3
reflections of any sort.
Lines 1687-1696.
The consequences of God’s action appear
in the following-verse of the Vulgate, Ch>Xl, v.8, thus ..
atque ita divisit eos Dominus ex illo loco • - 
in universes terras
et cessaverunt aedificare civitatero 
but before he uses this verse the A.8. poet inserts in 
11.1687-1696
pa hie gemitton mihtum spedge, 
teoche mt torre, getalum myclum,
weorces wisan, ne pmr wermesgba 
?nnig wiste hwwt ober cwteb.
Ne meahte hie gewurban weall stmnenne 
up forb timbran, ac hie eermlice 
heapum tohlocon, hleobru® gedmldej 
.wtes oberre mghwilc worden 
mmgburh fremde, sibban metod tobned 
purh his wihta sped monna spreece.
- a perfect picture of the resultant confusion - and one 
v?hich would almost certainly appeal to the A.S. audience, 
accustomed as they must have been to communal work: that
the poet should display such precise and sympathetic imagin­
ative power seems to emphasise the reality with which the 
Biblical story and personages must have appeared to him. 
Lines 1697-1701.
The story of the Tower of Babel is now
concluded in the Vulgate in Ch.XI, vv.8 and 9
B.atque ita divisit eos Uominus illo loco in 
univarsas terras
et cessaverunt aedificare civitatem
1. We would suggest, although very diffidently, that there is 
also a gain in verisimilitude for the modern reader, less 
habituated than the A«S. audience to supernatural "speaking 
characters.”
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9.et idciroo vocetu® eat nomen eius Babel ' 
quia ibi confusum est labium universae terrae 
et inde di&persit eos Dowinus super faciem
cunctaru® regionum . .
In the parallel passage in the A.H. poem, 11.1697-1701
Tofor&ri pa on feower wegas * ■ > ••
«belinga beam ungepeode 
on landsocrie* Hi® on laste bu 
stiblic stentorr and seo steape burh 
samod samworht on Sennar stod.
the poet has seized upon the action (toforen, 1.1697a) and 
contrasted it with the static picture of the Tower (hia on 
laste bu ...,..stod, 11.1699b-1701) and has thus provided 
a much more dramatic ending for the whole incident, using 
his descriptive power to do sos his simultaneous omission 
of the passage giving the etymology of the name Babel 1 2
shows us that he will omit the less important elements in 
the Biblical material, where concern for his narrative 
demands this.
lines 1702-1711. ,
There follows in the Vulgate another
liber genealogus extending fro® v.10. Hae generationes 8e® 
etc. to v.26 vlxitque Thare septuaginta annis et genuit Abre® 
et Efobo? 2i Aran written with the same repetition that we 
saw in Ch.V. Thereafter v.27 takes up the tale again, 
repeating the information already given about the sons of 
Terah,
Hae sunt autem generationes There 
Thare genuit Abram et Kghor et Aran 
porro Aran genuit loth *
1. He has already given the substance of this in 11.1635b-
1636» q«T« p. 19 0, supra. •
2. Despite this apparent repetition, both vv. 10-26 and 
v.27 belong to the seme source in the Hebrew - P: see 
ICC Gen, p.235.
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and this seems to have been the first verse used by the 
A.S. poet after his account of the Tower of Babel, for 
immediately after the picture of the Tower standing des­
erted in Senear, we have 11.1702-1711,
Weox pa under wolcnum and wribade 
m&sgburh semes, obp*«t won awoc 
on pmre cneorisse, cynebearna rim, 
pancolmod wer, peawum hydig.
Wurdon paw mbelinge eaforan acende, 
in Babilone beam afeded 
freolicu tu, and pa frumg&ran, 
tabled higerofe, hatene won 
Abraham and Aaron; pam eorlurn w^s 
free engla ban? freond and aldor.
Prom the phrase ^gbu£h semes (I.17O5a) we know that the 
A.S. poet must in all probability have had this genealogy 
- or at least the first verse of it - before him when he
wrote s$nd hence there seems to be no possibility of a
1
lacuna in his Biblical MS. Since this is so the poet 
must have decided that the balance of his poem did not 
allow him to include this genealogy. flor need this in 
any way contradict the contention that he possesses a 
distinct historical senses for none of these figures 
has any further .part to play in the development of the 
Genesis story and hence the poem loses nothing in com­
pleteness by their omission.
1. In fact, one of the principal MSS. of the Vulgate does 
lack most of this genealogy. (MS* G, godex Parisinus, 
Paris B.fl. lat. int. nov. adg. 2354) :*see^B§7"^a2£aratus 
critici pp.184'ff. (desunt G etc.); and the poet’s ow” 
MS. was probably related to~this; cf. infra App.II, flames
£is_A, p. 458* but the exact contents of this MS* 
cannot now be determined.
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Line^J712-1713.
The two lines, 11.1712-1715,
pa we&rb A&rone eafora feded 
leoflic- on life, bam ws Loth noma#
give a rendering - again very nearly literal - of the
last phrase of this verse, porrq Aran gqnuit Loth (v.27);
the following verse of the Vulgate, v.28, /
mortuusque est Aran ante There patrem sun® 
in terra nativitatis suae in Or Chaldeorum
is totally omitted, presumably because the poet did not
wish to distract attention from the coming introduction
1 • ■ • '■ /of the character of Abraham ; for Abraham is to be the 
chief protagonist throughout the rest of the poem.
Lines 1714-1718,
To introduce Abraham, the poet in
11.1714-1718,
pa magorincas metode gepungon,
Abraham and Loth, unforcublice, 
swe him from yldrura ebelu w-ron 
on woruldrice; fqrbon hie wide nu 
dugebum demab drihtfolca beam.
seems to refer to a patristic legend first mentioned by 
Hieronymus: Lt mortuus eat Aran ante patrem suum in terra 
qua natus est in regione Chaldaeorum ........Tradunt autem
Hebraei ex hac oocasione, istinsmodi fabulam; Quod Abraham 
in ighem missus sit, quia ignem adorare noluerit, quern 
Chaldaei colunt, et Lei auxilio literatus, de idoletriae 
igne profugerit j Fx*om Hieronymus, the legend gained
or* sM-tiw»frW»** —#* <««tvr«w *M|v4ft< W( £■** -«w.4. va»n*>>«Rl-.--Vjfft -4 .TlT
1. For.,a. list of the commentators consulted in connection 
with Abraham generally, see App.i List Xly.
2. Liber Hebraicarum Quaestionum in Genesi®, MPL. Vol.25,
Col."'10057 ~ ~
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1 ' common currency, and it is probably this story which lies 
behind the tribute which Claudius Marius Victor pays to ' 
Abraham, in the lines, 1 . .
Huic meritis parem, et sanctis virtutibus aequans 
Aut longe superans, suecessit filius Abrew ’
Vir coeli dignus, n&m primo a limine vitae
Veruro mente Deum venergns,' gentilia semper -,?
Aversatus erat............... '
* which are not totally unlitee the lines from Genesis A which
we are now considering. The reference to Abraham’s judging
of wen however, - forbon hie wide nu / dugebum demab driht-
folca beam (H.1717b-1713) - seems to bring us in touch
with a totally different tradition as it is not mentioned 
3in the Vulgate nor in any of the patristic commentators; 
it appears in fact that the A.S. poet at this point drew 
upon a tradition which has not survived in writing: (and 
this would seem to confirm our hypothesis that an oral 
tradition existed in the monasteries, side by side with that 
which the patristic writings have preserved.
Unes_1719-1723. ’ ■ '
At the following verse, however, v.29,
the A.8. poet seems to have recommenced the close use of his
l.lt is also ciuoted by Prosperius Aquitanus Chronicum Integ­
rum i MPL,Vol.51,Col.5375 Alcuinus Epistola 65 MPL,Vol?100, 
Col.272 and Xnterrogationes et Hesponsiones in Genesim int, 
152, MPL,Vol,100,Col.524; Hrabanus Maurus Gommentarius in 
Genesim xi, ®L,Vol.lo7,Col.531; Walafrid Dtrabo^Glosse, Ord- 
inpria MPL,Vol.ll2,Col.ll5; Angelomus Luxoviensis^Commentar- 
ius~in Geneslm, MPL,Vol.ll3,Col.l66.
£*fi222®htarius_injienesim, Migne, PL, Vol.6l, Col.961.
3. Nor does this tradition appear in the Apocrypha or Pseud- 
epigraphs. The closest analogue ist he Jewish story that on 
Judgment Day Abraham will sit at the Gate of Hell to stop• 
the circumcised from entering Hell. See 6. Ginsberg, Leg^ 
ends of the Jews, Vol.l, London 19X1, p.3o6.
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source, for,both accounts nov? give the details of AbraheoPs
marriage with Sarah: the Vulgate has
duxerunt autem Abram.et Nahor uxores
nomen autem uxoris Abram Sarai
et no men uxor is Hahor Melcha
filia Aran patris Melchae et pafcris Xeschae
while the A«S> poet in 11,1719-1.723 gives us
be. 1ms nhsles wes mearc agongen • .
best him Abraham , idese brohte, 
wif to hame, pmr he vie ante, 
frsger and freolic. !( Heo Tyrone wsis 
Sarra hat£n, :p»s pe us seegeaft bee.
His motive for the addition of the final hemistich bees be 
us bee can hardly be deduced, though it is possible
that it was suggested by the alliteration. His addition, 
of the line 1722a fmger and freolic is perhaps more signif­
icant: both adjectives are commonly applied to Germanic
women, and hence this addition provides a further example 
of the A*H. poetfs endeavour to bring all his characters 
within the Germanic sphere, even though he must add quel- 
ities for which he has no immediate authority in his source
As well as this, the poet omits all 
reference to Naftor, who is simply passed over swa he no 
wmre and again the approach of the story of Abraham seems 
to be the reason for this omission. it seems that the 
A.8. poet is again endeavouring to concentrate attention 
upon his principal protagonist by omitting all reference 
even to those to whom the Bible gives temporary equality 
with that protagonist* in otner words the attitude of 
the A*S. poet hero is primarily aesthetic rather than 
histoi'ical or theological.
lines 1724-1729.
The next lines are an addition by the 
A.S* poet, and we have in 11.1724-1726a,
Hie pa wintra fela woruld bryttedon 
sine jetsemhe, sibbe heoldon 
genre mengeo
and their effect is to hold our attention for the woment 
on Abraham and -Sarah end to impress upon Us their histor­
ical reality* It is a tribute to the skill of the A«S. 
poet that he should have done this; for his following? ? 
lines ll*1726b-1729,
Nohwebre gifebe wearb
Abrahame pa gyt p»t him yrfeweard 
wlitebeorht ides on woruld brohte>
Sarra Abrahame, suna and dohtra.
are a translation In the more epic phrasing of the immed­
iately subsequent verse in the Vulgate, v.30t
erat autem Serai sterilis nec habebat liberos*
In the Vulgate the announcement of Sarah’s sterility fol­
lows so rapidly upon her Introduction into the narrative 
that there Is no, time to appreciate her as an actual per­
sons . it is this defect which the A.8* poet removes from 
the story by the insertion of ll*1724-1726a; end the sig­
nificance of the addition is the proof it affords to us 
of the close end critical way in which he read the Vulgate , 
when he composed his poem.
Lines1730-1738a.
The next episode recounted is the start 
of the journey to Chanaan, and in the Vulgate this occupies 
v.31,
tulit itaque There Abram filium suum et Loth fIlium 
Aran filium filii sui
et Serai nurum suarn uxorew Abram filii sui 
et eduxit eos de Ur Ch&ldeorum ut irent in terram
Chans, an
veneruntque usque Haran et habitaverunt ibi 
while in the poem the same event is given in 11.1730*
1738a,
, • . 'z
Gewat hi® pa mid chosle, ofer Ualdea folc '
feran mid 1'eorme fmder Abrahames; 
snbtor mid gesibbum sece&h wolde
Gananea-'land. • Hine cneow®^gas, '
aetode gecorene mid si&edon
of pmre efceltyrf, ■ Abraham and both. :/d7
IXXxa pa cynegode on O&rran 
mbelinge, beam eard genamon* 
weras mid wifum. ,
with the difference that the catalogue of names in the 
Vulgate is omitted fro® the A.8. poem, and Terah* although 
he is officially the leader of the expedition is mentioned 
only as feder Abrahames (1,1751b), Abraham and Lot alone ( ■ 
are mentioned* and the gain in speed and in concentration 
on the main figures of the A. 8. poem is smely sufficient 
reason for the change.
The poet’s use of the phrase metode a
gecorene (1.1734a) for the Jewish people is interesting.
As it stands* it can hardly have been suggested by the Latin
quoted above $ it appears rather to be based upon such
phrases as filii Jacob elect! eius which are found in the 
• • „ ~~~ i “later part of the OT. But as the earliest of these is 
that quoted above from I paralipomenon, Qh.XVI* v.13* we 
see again that the poet was not limited to his immediate 
source for his choice of material,
Lines 1736b^l743.
This same concentration upon the main 
figures of the.poem seems to provide sufficient motive for 
the A.S<i poet’s omission of Terah’s name in the lines in 
which the death of the latter is given*. 11.1738b-1743 .
l.The word elect! is used for the Jews in I paralipomenon* 
XVI* 13: Psalms (numbered according to the Vulgate) 
LXixvlil* 4; CIV, 6 and 43; CV* 5 and 23; Isaiah, XLIII, 
20; and LXV* 15; in the NT. it is found in I Peter*ll*94
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On Jaw wicum his
fn»der Abrshnmes feorh gesealde, 
hnlej vrintra brsfcte
twa hundteontig, geteled rime, ’ .
and fife eac, pa he forb gswat 
misserum frod metodsceaft seen. ,
which are based upon the next verse of the Vulgate, the
last.in Ch.xi, v.52 .
et fact! sunt dies There ducontorua quinque 
annorum et mortuus est in Karan.
and if we glance back over the whole account of the 
journey to Ha ran we rosy see that in the A. 8. poen it serves 
as.an excellent introduction to the figure of Abraham.
The significance of this is that the A.8. poet is here 
determined to present his characters in the status which 
he wishes them to have even though he may have to alter 
or suppress material from the Vulgate to do so.
Lines I744-1752&. '
The following two lines of the A. 8.,
11.1744-1745 herald a speech by God to Abraham
pa -se h&lga spi*ec, heofonrices weard, 
to Abrahame, ece drihten;
formally balancing the opening phrase of the following 
chapter of the Vulgatet ch.XXI, v.l.
Dixit autem Dorainus ad Abram
although the poet’s phraseology is more formal as befits
his conception of God as a chieftain. The speech itself
follows, the first part, occupying 11.1746-1752&,
Gewit pu nu Teran and pine fare Dwd&n, 
ceapae to cnosle. Oarran ofgif, .
fender ebelstol. iar, nwa ic pe hate, 
monna leofost, and pu minum wcl 
larun hyre, and pmt land gesec
- pe ic pe mlgrene ywan wille, 
brade foldan.
based upon the reminder of Ch.xil, v,l
egredere.de, terra tua et de cognatione tua et . ;
de domo patris tui
in terram quam mohstrabo fibi ;
and the echo of domo patris tui in fed'er ebelstol (1,1748a) 
shows how closely the poet is reading his Vulgate, »
Lines 1752b~1753. - ■ •• • H'
' The A,s, poet now sums up the practical
result of God’s promise, giving in 11.1752b-1753
. pu gebletsad scealt 
on mundbyrde minre llfig&n, ,
a glance at what is to come in the manner of the pagan 
poems whose methods he follows, /
Lines.1754r1766w X
The remainder of God’s speech is given 
in the Vulgate in vv2 and 3 , , .
2,f&ciemque te in gentem magnam
et benedicam tibi et megnificabo nomen tuum
erisque benedictus . .. .
2,benedioam benedicentibus tibi et m&ledic&m ;
maledicentibus tibi ,
atque in te benedicentur univers&e cogn&tiones terras.
The A,S« poet changes the order of these verses, and in '
consequence the next lines deal with the opening phrase
of v,3 above, reading in 11.1754*1758:
Gif be ssnig eor&buendra 5
mid wean greteb, ic hine wergbo on .
mine sette and modhete,
longsumne nibJ lisse sells
wilne westme pam be wurbi&b* ,
The poet gives a more explicit statement, obtained by 
substituting modhete (1,1756b) and longsumne nib (1.1757a) 
for the generalised terms of the Vulgate: he appears
to wish to move his audience * for whom such terms would be
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very forceful - and it seems that he will alter even so
technical a term as benedlcare to do so. The last phrase 1 2
of this verse (atque in te benedicentur etc.) forms the
basis for 11.1759-1762a
purh pe eorbbuende ealle onfob, 
folcbearn freobo and freondscipe, 
blisse min re and bletsunge
on woruldrice.
with little change, as quotation shows. The next lines 
however, 11.1762b-1766
Wribende sce&l 
.m^gbe pinre monrim wesan 
swibe under swegle sunum and dohtrum, 
obbnt froracyme folde weorbeb,
peodlond monig pine gefylled.
are based upon v.2 faclamque te in gentern magnaro etc. as we 
have already shown. The reason for the change of order 
we cannot explain, but the change from magnam gentern to 
folde weorbeb ... appears to be perhaps a reflexion
of the idea first expressed in the Commontarius in Genesim 
attributed to Kucherius as.Ali&m (sc. rem promiss&w) vero 
I on go P-gae tan t io rem non de earns, li sed de spiritoli semine 
ger Qu°tf pater est, non uni us gentis Israeli t icae, sed 
omnium gentium quae fidei eius vestigia eonsequuntur.^ and 
with less close resemblance to the Genesis, by Claudius
Fiarius Victorias nqmenque paer omnes / Magnificum red dam2 — ~ ————
populos and others. We seem In fact to be presented with
1. MPL. Vol.50, Col.945.
2. MPL. Vol.6l, Col.961.
Prosper of Aquitaine, Chronicum Integrum I, Mi?L* Vol.51,
Col. 557. bede, Quaestiones__s u^e r Genesim, ?IPL.VoI,9>-,
Col.>02, urabanus Maurus, Cqmmentariusrin jjjccles las t icum,
bk.x, Ch.5, MPL. Vol.109, Col.1064.
G1 o as a Ord inaria, MPL* Vol.ll>, Col. 116.
alafrid Strabo,
. ' t t . ,.r '• H
another example of the A-.S< poet’s knowledge of the'patriotic? 
writers end of the effect of this upon the composition of ■■'.'g; 
his poetry. ■ ■ ’ ‘ , . .; - </?
Lines 1767~1?7>* •v«»v ■**. n-i '•■'•• < >•**> w. •'-•-*'%• >«*■** ••- >-.•**■■ * « v^«_^PT5 $r%?--’'«35yrel''as: • ’
in obedience to this commend, Abraham .-'•<• 
leaves Keren, and seta out for Gharwn. His departure forms 
the next topic for the A.b. poet and in 11.17b?** 1772$ we - ■
have '
• niw -Jm Abraham1 gewat mhte Xeden ' ’ ’
of li&ipta ehelmeurco , vj ' . .• ■ - 'Ur
gumoysty® god, golds and aeoifre • f"s-
gwi&feern and gesmlig, swa bin? iiigora weard, . '
waldend ueser purh his word ebead, .
oeapas fro® Cerr&n? sohton Uan&nea <*
lend and laodgoard. . . . i;?
an account which follows, in general, the corresponding ' 
pannage in the Vulgate - the first phrase 'of Uh.iff, v.4 .
egressus est itoque A,bran si cut. praeeeparat el ‘ ■' ’ • > ? 
. . pominus et ivit cum eo loth ' . • '' X
the main difference being that in the A*S. version the -VjJ
figux’e of Abraham is endowed with guide and see If re (1.1769b) 
and is said to be swibfaorm and gegnlig. (1.1770) and is thus : 
elevated to epic dignity? Lot, on the other hand, is not . 
even mentioned by name, but completely ignored: both these •
alterations however can be quite reasonably explained by the 
one hypothesis -* namely that the .A.S* poet is again altering?' 
his material in order to make the -figure of Abraham stand.out
as the figure of Beowulf for instance stands out fro® amongS
■ ’ 1 ' ' 'his companions. ‘ . . 7 •.••?.,•
>«)f W*»- -»• «•« sart^’xy »
1. The phrase of g&fpta (1.1768a) lias provoked some discus sieji 
summarised in-the notes in JCrspp unfortunately the -
A.s. 'poet doou not appear to have bean following the ' . 
Vulgate verbatim (see for .example' hia --omission of the . ■,.. x:linm . , 'reforence/-;-
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linos 1775b-1776a. ' . • ■
At this point the Vulgate interrupts
the account of Abraham’s departure to give his age, and in
the second phrase of v.4 we have
septuagihta quinque annorum ex\xt Abram cum 
egrederetur de Haran
but the A.S. poet momentarily disregards this, and in the
next lines in his poem,. I1.1772b~17?6&
pa com leof gode 
on pa e&elturf idesa Imden,
SYawse gebeddan and his suhtrian
wif on willan
he completes his account of the departure of Abraham, basing
it with some alterations and omissions which we shall
consider directly upon Ch.Xil,v.5
tulitque Serai uxorem suara et Loth filium 
fratris sui s
univers&mque substantiam quam possoderant 
et animus quas feeerant in Haran 
et egress! sunt ut irent in terram Uhana&n 
(cumque venissent in earn), •
The fact that he should have used this verse first, and 
subsequently returned to render the letter phrase of v.4 
is interesting in that it would seem to indicate that the
reference to Lot), and consequently we can cast no light upon 
the likelihood or otherwise of the phrase in question* It is 
perhaps possible to argue in favour of the proposed on Egipta 
(Walker, Bibliothek der angelsflchsischen Poesie Leipzig 1894) 
by citing"the^fact that Abraham’s journey did in fact end in 
Sgypt GGen.XIX>10«)’together with the A.S. poet’s habit of 
viewing his material as a whole: but such evidence mayperhaps 
seem rather too hypothetical to servo as a basis for textual 
criticism, although wo would suggest that before the argument 
for any‘suggested emendation is accepted, it should take 
account of Abraham’s final destination: his halt in Sgypt was 
only temporary of..Krapp« loo.cit. and Uen.XII.9 perrexitque 
Abraham vadens..............  . • ' .
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poet read the Vulgate carefully verse by verse but did not 
by any weans translate slavishly# ^e have here in fact • 
fresh evidence that this composition was planned ahead both 
carefully and skilfully, the Bible being regarded only as 
the starting point, and not as the final authority upon 
either the material or its presentation*
This same conclusion seems to be support* 
ed by the treatment which the A.S. poet allots to the detailed 
contents of this verse - the catalogue of all who went with 
Abraham from Haran; for he leaves out the inanimate items 
such as universam substantiam, and mentions only the main 
figuresj and even these are seen from the point of view 
of Abraham, Sarah being swrase gebeddan (1#1775a), while Lot 
is fthd ilitl fiH&iEiSS (1*1775b). The effect of these alter­
ations is of course to increase the standing and importance 
of Abraham at the expense of Sarah and Lot, and their signif­
icance is that the final criterion for the form which any 
episode will take in the A.S. poem appears to be not its 
form in the Vulgate but the A.S* poet’s attitude to his 
material at that point*
Lines 1776b-1778*
Having thus given the details of Abra­
ham’s company on the setting out from Reran, the A.S. poet 
now retraces his steps in the Vulgate and the latter phrase 
of v.4.
septuaginta quinque annorum erat Abram cum 
egrederetur de Haran
(already quoted) is given in the following lines of the A.S. 
poem, as 11.1776b-1778 ;
Wintra h^fde
fif and hundseofontig ba he faran sceolde,
Carran ofgifan arid cneowm&gas
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t
find it is interesting to note in the last line of the above
quotation what ,appears to be an attempt by the A»S* poet to
use the mention of Abraham’s age to import some emotional
colouring into his poem through,the pathos evoked by,the
picture of the old man leaving country and kinsmen* This
emotion of course is neither expressed nor implied in the
Vulgate and is an addition made by the A .8. poet probably
with this object of arousing the emotional interest of the 
1audience on Abraham’s behalf.
Lines 1779-1784a.
Finally Abraham reaches Ghanaan, and
journeys through it as fare as Sichemj this the Vulgate
gives in the last phrase of v«5 and in v.6;
cumque venissent in earn 
d.pertransivit Abram terram usque ad locum
gychem usque ad convallem inlustrem 
, Chanenaus ©.utera tunc erst in terra
and the A.8. poet in 11*1779-1784a
Him ha foran gewnt feder mlmihtiges 
lore geroyndig land soeawian 
geond pa folcsceare ' be frean hnse 
Abraham wide, obb&t ellenrof 
to £ioem com aibe spedig, 
cynne Gananeis*
■ 2 •From this he has omitted the place name Inlustrera as the
1. Xt is also rather inappropriate, in view of the span of 
life and adventure yet lying ahead of Abraham*, hence we 
would not press the point too far, as the poet and his 
audience may not have felt it acutely..
If
ed
w
as
Go
in fact it .was a place name: the Codex Amiotimus reads 
con yell era illustreia whix h is the reading also adopted 
Bede, Gommenta rius in Genesia , MPL* Vo 1.91, Col. 251*; 
also by^Remigius Goromentarius in Genegiro, MPL* 'Vo 1.131 
.93. ■ ’............................. ’...... .......... .
2.
' . ■ ■ ' '7212^
name would probably ba meaningless to his audience, and his 
care for his narrative overrode his fidelity to his text.
We .should-also note his addition of fmder felmihtiges /'lare 7 • 
geiayndig (11.1779 b-188Oa), a phras ©• of a; type whi ch the A « S« 
poet uses again later with the'same apparent motive - the 7 
authentication of the character to whom it refers. j?or -7 
our purpose, the main significance of this addition is the 
form this character takes - that of a man mindful of God’s 
commands. The hero of the poem is not only a great fighter 
as Abraham later shows himself to be when he rescues Lot 7;-
from enemy hands, but also a man of religious consciousness 
the religious consciousness which was finally to dethrone
courage as the distinguishing characteristic of the central 
figure of an A.8. heroic poem? so that although the 
inclusion of this remark has no warranty" from the Vulgate 
at this, point# its inspiration is ultimately from Biblical 
sources, and it is a sign of the approaching completeness 
of the dominion of Christianity over A.8. poetry. 7
Linos 178413-1795 a
There follows God’s promise that the
seed of Abraham shall inherit this land, and in 11.1784b-
1795a . ' . / >7h
pa hine cyning engla {
Ab r&ha me i e wde s e 1 fa , ■ '•T; ;
domfnest v/eredaz and drihten av&s&j . 7?
pis is seo eorbe pe ic ?slgrene 7
tudre piriura torhte wille
ivestmura gewlo on geweald don, •'
rume rice. . ,.p& se rinc godo ■ . 7
wibed worhte and p& wel&epde 7
■WImr* on. ><**»<r»»11 ii<»'*•»—r ' --r-^ -:-j— - T rV T- in~rrnr nn~; i r i.p. „' .
I.£b ae halga ongan/ara gemyndig Abraham sprecan,(11.1698b- •
1899)j and (sc. Loth) hine fpsgre heold/...../?..lare 
gemyndig (11.1941b- 1945)7 heht fi^Vsegh wegan/. .7777*/ •
B^re ffomyndig, (11.2572b-2574). Krapp,pp.57> 59 and 71 ;
respectively. - ' ‘ 7.-77
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lifes leohtfruw&tv lac onsesgde ■ : v . .
gasta ha line. . . .
we have the account of this, followed by the account of
Abraham’s building an. altar to .'God5• ; all this seems to
follow quite readily from the corresponding passage from
the Vulgate, Oh.XII, v*7
Appai’uitque Doroinus Abram et dixit ei 
Gemini tuo-dab© terram hanc 
qui aedificavit ibi altare Domino
qui apparuei’at ei
from which the A.S, shows little variation. The remark 
wtestmum gewlo (1.1789a), and the kennings for God in 11.1792a, 
and 1793a contain no oxganic addition, and seem due solely 
to the more poetic expression of the A.S, version.
.. Lines 1793b-1804,
There follows in the Genesis A a passage
which gives the details of Abraham’s further journeying after
he leaves Sychera, a passage occupying 11.1793b-1804
Him pa gyt gewat 
Abraham eastan eaguin wlitan
on lands cyst, (lisse geraunde
heofonweardes gehat, pa him purh halig word 
sigora eelfoyning sob gecybde), 
obpsmt drihtweras
pa?r is botlwela 
Beorn bliberaod 
forb oferforan
eastern mid eehtum, sefwste men 
weallsteapan hleobu, and him ba wic curon 
. pmr him wlitebeorhte wongas gepuhton. 
and containing more than one puazle for the critic. Its 
basis is found in the first and second phrases of v.8
et ihde tr&nsgrediens ad montem qui erat contra 
orientem Bethel tstendit ibi tab erne, culum suum
ab Occident© habens Bethel et ab oriente Ai 
which seem a rather scanty basis for the quotation of some 
10 lines which we have just given: naturally the expansion
dugupuro geforan 
Bethlem haten. 
and his brobor sunu 
folcwsro land
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is due to additions by the A.S. poet, and it is in the 
character of these expansions that the confusion lies. .
The first difficulty lies in the word eastan (1.1794a)
"from the east’’} the difficulty is that Abraham is not % 
travelling from the east, but from the north arid is journey­
ing due south as the Vulgate tells us with some emphasis 
in the Tory next Terse radons et ultra progredleris ad , 
meridiem (v.9). Several explanations of such a change ;
of direction at ones offer themselves, but on close exam- '
ination none seems really suitable > the possibility that 
the AeSe poet mistook the meaning of v*8 seems to be denied 
by the explicit wording of v.9, while the possibility of 
an error in the. seems to be banished by the repetition 
of this same direction in 1.1802a eastan mid mhtunu The 
only explanation in fact which will fit the use of eastan ; 
is that the A«S. poet regards Abraham’s journey as commencing 
in Ur of the Chaldees and finishing in ISgypt, an explanation 
which would also cover the mention of J$gypt in 1,1768a « This 
explanation however seems to imply that the A,s, poet had : 
access either to a map or at least to an accurate description 
of the Middle 3ast0 a circumstance perhaps a little unlike­
ly* The sole support which can be advanced for this, Is
1«
WTW JI.-T- IWf -jjj j.1, , i|C it|f .WtAiMH-k iim+ nMiiiMV ■■mOT»i1MxMfrljMMMa-‘4*»u il«« -a.M» t ■"«***flc«wM* CUT. ~1T ill.m -rf _nt 11
Ilolthausen (Motes, p.96) simply remarks eastan: richtiger 
ware norban.......................... ■ ■ . .
The exact location of Ur of the Chaldees has not so far 
been determined: Chaldea, however, anciently lay south of 
Babylonia, where the Euphrates runs into the Persian Gulf, 
(see G.A.Smith, The Historical Geography of the Holy Land 
London 1891. (Revised edri,)19310 plate II); from this“regi« 
a journey to Egypt is certainly eastan. but it is doubtful 
if the A.S. poet could reasonably be held to know this, 
cf. supra p.2 08. . • . . .
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that the poet in 1.1802a adds the expression weallsteapan 2’
hleobu to the account given in the Vulgate, adding it • {
singularly enough at the point in which it is most approp- \
rlate, since the route from Sichew to Bethel lies along the
Hills of Ephraim. This alone however is hardly sufficient
evidence to prove that the A.S. poet knew the geography of
the Middle East with any accuracy * as he way well have added
weallsteapan hleobu to the account given in the Vulgate in
order to add epic dignity to Abraham’s journey: hence we
would not regard as more than tentative our suggestion that
his use of eastan may be due to the fact that he is regarding
Abraham’s journey as a move from Ararat to Egypt and is here 
' ■ 1 . "
viewing that journey as a whole. '
' These same lines contain a passage which
most recent editors have enclosed in parentheses, 11.1795b-
1797 - ‘
lisse gemunde <;
heofonweardes gehat, £>a him purh halig word 
sigora selfcyning sob geoybde,
presumably to indicate that these lines are suspect, although; 
there seems no immediate reason why they should not in fact 
be part of the poem. If we seek a motive for his addition
1. the more so in that there was some uncertainty about the
route even in patristic times: see for example Hieronymus, 
Liber Hebraicarum Quaestionum in Genesim, Et in praesenti 
et in pluriais aliis loots, pro deserto, ad*Austrum scrip- 
iHS Hebraeo♦..Idcirco profectus^de Aegypto est, ut
non desertum ingrederetur, quod cum Aegypto reliquerat:sed 
ut Pe3T Austrum, qui Aquiloni oontrarius est, veniret ad
do mum Dew ubi fuerat tabemaculum eius in medio Bethel et 
Ai. MPL. Vol.23, Col,1006-7• The same debate appears in i 
Bede, Quaestiones super Genesis, MPL.Voi.93,Col,203, and in 
Hrabanus Uaurus, Commontarius in Genes im j Ch.XIII, MPL. Vol« 
107, Col,555. See also App. 1 List XV..* .
2. Grein, WUlker, Holtheusen, Krapp. ;
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of these lines, there is his desire to bring the mind 
of Abraham plainly before the audience - a desire which 
he shown again in 1.1800a with the words beorn blifremod. 
Moreover he is here dealing with a long record of journey- 
ings, and would no doubt wish that It should be broken up 
and variegated as much as possible, so that the audience 
may not lose interest in a part of the poem which is 
essential for the understanding of the whole, although . :
it contains comparatively little action and none of the 
stirring type beloved of the Anglo-Saxons. Tor the 
ultimate support for the hypothesis that these lines 
do belong to tho poem m might turn to the poet’s addition 
of 1.1804.
]ter him wlitebeorhte wongas gepuhton. 
a line which accords with the love of nature which we have 
already seen in our poet and which does serve excellently 
this very purpose of giving variety to what would other­
wise be the rather uneventful account of Abraham’s journey 
to Chanaan. The whole passage is a natural part of the 
poem, and.the additions it contains appear homogeneous if 
we take the point of view that the poet is adding detail 
about Abraham’s state of mind in order to avoid monotony; 
and for our. purpose, the significance of this is the indic­
ation it once again gives us of the consciousness of his 
artistry. • *
lines 18Q5-181Q.
The next lines in the A.S. poem, 11.1805
1810,
Abraham pa. oft ere sifte
wibed worhte. «■ He peer word urn god 
torhtum cigde, tiber onspsgde 
his liffre&n, him Jxes lean ageef
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nalles hneawlice purh his hand metend, 
on para gledstyde gurneystum til1 2
bring us more or less an unembellished account of the final 
phrase of Ch.XII, v.8
aedifie&vit quoque ibi altare Domino et invocavit 
nomen eius
save that the poet adds to it the comment that God rewarded
Abraham for his sacrifice. Comments of this type are quite - 
2frequent in Germanic epic poetry and Hence it may be 
enlightening to study the motive which led our poet to 
include this comment at this point. The result of the 
addition would probably be that God would appear to the 
audience as more just, because the mention of the reward is 
so closely bound up with that of the sacrifice. It is true 
of course that it is perhaps rather naive to see any very 
direct connection between God’s justice and a quick return 
for sacrifice: but it seems at least possible that the
A.S. mind, accustomed to the idea of a king who rewards 
service with gifts, would have worked in this way: • at all 
events it was their failure in this direction which led to 
the downfall of the old pagan gods, if we are to believe 
Bede’s report of the speech of Coifi: ego autem tibi yeris- 
sirae quod certura didici, profiteer, quia nihil omnino virt- 
utis habet, nihil utilitatis religio ilia, quam hucusque 
tenuimus. Nullus enira tuorum studiosius quam ego culturee 
deorum nostrorura se subdidit; et nihilominus multi sunt, qui
1. Kragg9 p.55 places 11.1808b-1809 in parenthesis, but again 
with no explanation of why this has been done.
2. cf. .Beowulf, 1.114b, he him &rTs lean forgesId; 1.1220b ic 
pe lean goman; 1.1584b, he him lean forgeaId; text • 
from Klaeber’s edn. p.5, 46 and”*59 .respectively• *
. - <218V
ampliora a te beneficie guan* ego, et malores accipiunt 
dignitates, magiaque prosperantur in omnibus, quae agenda 
v el adquirenda dlsponunt, si autem dii a liquid valerent, 
me potius iuvare valient, qui illis impengius gervire .
• curevi.1 It seems possible then that the A,S, poet may 
have included this comment from a desire to bring before 
his audience the idea that the Christian god is just; 
and if this is so, his desire would be due, not to the text 
immediately before him, which, as we have seen, makes no 
mention of reward at this point} more probably he wished 
Ghrisitanity to rival the olderneligions more completely. 
Lines 1811-18I6a» ‘ ' . t /
’ < According to the A.8. poet, in 11.1811- ;
1816a, ■ • ,
beer mshora prage sibban 
wicum wunode and wilna breac, 
beorn mid bryde, obfiest brohprea
Cananea wearb cynne getenge, ;
hunger se hearda, hamsittendum, 
welgrira werum.
Abraham now dwells some time in Ghanaan remaining there in
fact until a famine overtakes that land. This however is
not the account given by the Vulgate, which has in the next
two verses of Oh,XII, vv, 9 and 10,
O.perrexitque Abram vadens et ultra progrediens ad 
meridiem
10, Facta est autem fames in terra
descenditque Abram in Aegyptum ut peregrinsretur ibi 
praevaluerat enim fames in terra. ”
It is perhaps best to explain the discrepancy between the 
two accounts by assuming again that the A,8, poet is con-
j ... . ■: "
cemed/bhat his story of the journey to $gypt shall not
1. UK, II, 13. (vol.l, p.Ul).
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be without incident of some kind * even although he must
1invent this and does not invent anything of great moment* 
Certainly the type of expression employed - wilna breac 
(1.1812b) - seems to suggest an addition by the A.S. poet 
from the general vocabulary of A.S. heroic poetry rather than 
an addition suggested by.a patristic,source: and possibly
this conclusion is strengthened by his use in 1,1816a of the
' ; ’ 2word wtelgria, a compound of the common Germanic epic type ,
Unes ISlSb-iei^. ' ’ ’ . ' . ' • -
, The account of Abraham's move away from
Bethel occupies 11.18l6b-18l9
him pa wishydig 
Abraham gewat on Egypte, 
drihtne gecoren, drohtab secan, 
fleah werfwst wean; was pmt wite to strang.
and is simply a more repetitive statement of the phrase 
descenditque Abram (v.10), the A.S, poem adding nothing to
I*. One text of the Vulgate,^p , the Codex Vaticanus Latinus 
12958, reads v.9 as pergexitque Abram vadens et ultra non 
grogsdiens ad meridiem (See BS. apparatus critic!,p,167i 
but the text is unfortunately,much too late to have been 
used by our poet being of the twelfth century, The Vetus 
Latina gives a similar statement: Et abiit Abram et demor~ 
&tug est in deserto (Bibllorum gacrorua Versiones Antiquae. 
ed. P.Sabatier, Paris, 1751, p*40) but this one Instance of 
agreement between the Genesis A and the Vetus Latina seems 
scarcely enough to suggest that in general the A.S. poet 
used this text rather than the Vulgate, There may in fact 
have been a separate patristic tradition, stemming from tho 
Vetus Latina, communicated verbally to the A.S, poet, and 
here used by him to give variety to his narrative.
2. Wlgryye, wmlnip, melxws etc,
the Latin. ■ •
Llnee 1820-1623. • •• . . ...s. . '/K
When the travellers approach Sgypt,
Abraham prepares to tell barah the plot he has hatched to : 
safeguard his life in Egypt: the Vulgate gives the prep­
aratory matter in two phrases of the following verse, v.ll
cumque prope esset ut ingrederetur Aegyptum 
dixit Sara! uxori sui
but the A.S. poet expands this slightly and allCts to it 
11.1820-1823
Abraham mabelode, . geseah Sgypta 
hornsele hwite and hea byrig 
beorhte blioanj ongan pa his bryd frea, 
wishydig wer, wordum l»ranj
- a passage which seems to us to be of no little interest.
In the first place, the description of the dwellings of the C 
Egyptians is an addition by the A.S. poet? the phrase 
hornsele hwite (1.1821a) is excellently typical of the con­
crete detail which it is the A.S. poet’s habit to add, so 
that we may see here another example of his imagination at 
work to make his material more readily comprehensible to his 
audience: nor would we omit to mention the vivid and
realistic phrase beorhte blican (1.1822a) with which he •; 
concludes his picture of the first view Abraham has of 
Egypt. This same passage also contains the A.S. poet’s
1. The realism of this passage, is indeed skilful: so much so 
that one is tempted to. wonder how far it is based upon 
books and pure imagination, and how far it may be the out­
come of some possible personal experience. We know of A.S. 
pilgrims to the Holy Lands as early as the eighth century, 
(See D. . Whitelock, oj>. cit. p.176) and it is not totally 
Impossible that our*poet may have met such a one of whom 
no record survives! Indeed we might even go so far as to 
say that our poet had himself made, such a pilgrimage. This 
hypothesis would certainly explain most satisfactorily the 
vivid and accurate phrase he uses here,.and it wouldlike-
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addition of wishidig wer :(1.1625a) as an extension of 
Abraham’s character, in which hie choice of adjective
significantly prophesies the type of Christian epic hero 
whose main virtue will be his moral insight} ,, thus, this 
extension shows that Christianity is already affecting 
the Germanic conception of the ideal epic qualities,. 
Lit^^24^1843.
Abraham’s speech to his wife Sarah, 
giving his plan for his preservation, follows in 11.1624*
1845, and it opens by giving in 11.1824*l855a and 11,1857b* 
1858a
Sibban -Sgypte eagum aoton
onpinne elite wlitan wlance monige,
ponne ^belinga eorlas wenab,
nfcsg mlfscieno, p»t pu min sie
beorht gebedda, pe wile beorna sum
him geagnian. ic me ohegan meg
pest me wrabra sum wepnes ecge
for freondmynde feore beneote,
gaga pu, sarra, pet pu sie sweostor min,
lices m»ge, .......
,-•> •. •.■..,, •«... • .< swa pu minum scealt 
feore gebeorgan,
a more or less literal rendering of the corresponding passage 
in the Vulgate, Ch*XIX,vv*11*15
novi quod pulchra sis mulier 
(12)et quod, cum viderint te Aegyx>tii dicturi
sunt uxor ipsius est 
et interficient me et te reservabunt
(15}dic ergo obsecro te quod soror mea sis
ut bene sit mihi propter te et vivat anima 
mea ob gratiam tui
wise explain hisKknowledge of the geography of the Holy Land 
(of, supra p.214.)} but the evidence unfortunately appears 
insufficient to justify this Interesting speculation, without 
confirmation from other sources.
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The only real additions to the A.S. account at this stage 
are the phrases wrag eelfsoieno (I.1827a), and p»t me 
wra&ra sum w^pngs ecge (1.18>0)• The main purpose of 
these seems to be to add an epic ring to the style of the 
poem; and both the epic compound in the first phrase, 
and the epic vagueness of thought in the second help to 
achieve this end*
tost of the rest of this section of 
the poem seems to be.an addition by the A.8. poet, con­
sisting of ll«1833b-1837a, and 11.1838b-1843,
bonne pe leodweras 
fremde fricgen hirst sie freondlufu 
ellfceodigra under twega,
feorren cumenra, pu him freste hel 
so&an sprece; • **.«...
........ gif me freofeo drihten
on woruldrice, waldend usser 
an /^lmihtig, swa he <wr dyde, 
lengran lifes* ge us pas lade sceop 
pmt ire on a&iptum are sceolda , „
fremena friclan and us freau secan.
It is obvious that these lines give the circumstances and 
surroundings which the A*$* poet builds round this plan*
The first addition gives again one of those vignettes which 
show how the poet added detail - this time dynamic detail - 
to the material in the Vulgate in order to give his poem an 
added appeal for his audience, by bringing home to them 
again the fact that they ere listening to a story of real 
people who lived in a real world wherein strangers are quest­
ioned and travellers are frequently in danger* The second 
addition pu him fmsta hel / sofran spruce (11.1836b-1837a) 
is interesting in that it shows that the A *8* poet realised 
the quality of Abraham’s stratagem* It should be noted
however that at this stage the A.8,. poet shows no condemn­
ation of Abraham’s course of action: all he seems to wish
to do at this point is ’to }tround off0 the situation before 
Abraham is made to acknowledge that the whole future lies in 
God’s hands. This acknowledgment occupies the remainder 
of the passage quoted and illustrates ..excellently that 
resignation to God’s will which was to become a prominent 
feature of A.S. religious life and poetry1. The addition 
with which we are concerned here is thus almost certainly 
the outcome of the general influence’of'Christianity upon 
the poet’s feelings leading him to make this addition in 
order to bring his poem into more close agreement with the - 
religious tone of his day.
Lines 1844-185la.
When Abraham arrives in $gypt things
fall out as he had prophesied, as the Vulgate indicates
briefly in the following verse, Ch.Xli, v.14
cum itoque ingressus esset Abram Aegyptum 
viderunt Aegyptii mulierem quod esset pulchra nimis
a passage which the A.S. poet again expands, allotting to 
it the next lines from his poem, 11.1844-1851a
1. In life it is well exemplified by Bede’s account of the 
death of Caedmon, Hg. IV. 22; in literature we find the 
same dependence on""cod in Andreas fox* example, where it 
is expressed at some length in "’ll. 1284-1292
Ic gelyfe to be, min liffruma,
pmt bu mildheort me for pinum.m^genspedum
nerigend fire,, ntefre wille,
ece rolrnihtig, an for to tan,
swa ic pmt gef rename, penden feorh leofab
min on mo loan, jtot ic, meotud, pinum
larum leofwendum lyt geswioe.
pu eart gescyldend wih sceaban wmpnurn 
ece eadfruma, eallum pinum;
(Text from The,Vercell! Book, ed. G.p. Krapp, New fork, 
1932, pp.38-39).
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pa com ellenrof eorl si&ian 
Abraham mid rchtum on Lgypte,
j>»r him folcworas fremde wmron,
' wine uneute. Wordum ap'raoon 
ymb Jws wifes wlite wlonce monige, 
duge&um dealle; him drihtlicu wees, ,...
on wlite modgum menegum buhte, 
cyninges pegnum*
There appears to be little worthy of remark in the language 
or expression of this passage, but the content requires 
noting. There is first the atmosphere which the A.S. poet 
creates by his emphasising the fact that Abraham is now 
among strangers: it has already been observed on severe!
previous occasions how much the A.8. audience were affected 
by the idea of exile, and it is here used again by the poet, 
presumably with the object of heightening the emotional 
tension of the incident he is about to relate. The second 
expansion1adds again a more detailed and picturesque des­
cription of what is happening than that given in the Vul­
gate. The Latin text is content to note that the Jsfeyptiens 
saw that Sarah was beautiful, but the A.S. poet brings 
his audience nearer to the object by adding the more real­
istic detail that the report of her beauty goes from mouth 
to mouth: and as he does so we can see the emergence in
his work of the desire for a more dramatic and better real­
ised narrative. The Vulgate in fact has provided him with 
a series of events.which his imagination is moulding into 
dramatic and dynamic form, the form in which it will appeal 
most to his audience.
Lines 1651b-1659a.
prom this point until the punishment of 
Pharaoh by God, the A.S* poem follows the source more or 
less literally: thus the immediately subsequent lines,
11.1851b-1857a,
. Hie' pee w cu&, dydon
heora folcfroan p^t .fegerro lyt 
for fe&ellngc idesa sunnon,
©c hie Sarr&n swi&or miole, 
wynsuwne wiite wordum herodon,-
o&p&jt he tedan heht leoflic wif to 
his selfes sole.
give little save a more repetitive account of the material 
contained in v.15,
et nuntiarerunt principes pharaoni et laudsverunt
earn a,pud ilium. '
et sublata est rnulier in dowura pharaohis . '
although the JV.s* poet again seizes the chance to, make his
material more dynamic by making the order for the seizure J-
of Sarah originate from Pharaoh himself* The same change
is seen in the next lines too, where the sinces bry tte in
the A*SjS poem gives as an order in 11.1857b~1859a,
Since# brytta, -.
asftelinga helm heht Abrahams
dugu&um stepan. • :■■
that which is simply stated as a fact in the Vulgate, v*'l6,
Abram vero bene usi sunt proptex' illam . :
fuerun.tque ei oven et boves et as ini et servi
et famulne et as inae et oameli* ..
Moreover, the A.S. poet omits the details contained in the 
latter half of this verse* At first sight if may seem that
his decision to do this accords ill with his more usual
habit of including concrete detail wherever possible:% •
more probably however, he was moved to make this omission
by the fact that these particular details by being both 
concrete and unimportant disturb the flow of the narrative 
by attracting undue attention to themselves. . hor do 
they show the type of gift to which the A .8* audience would 
be accustomed * weapons, ornaments and jewels being more us-; 
ual in A„S. gift-giving* it follows then that his reason for
226;?, ■: **«*
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omitting these details would probably derive from the realis- j 
ation that they are doubly inapt, so that we see from this 
omission the A.S. poet’s narrative * skill and also his deter--,, 
miration to make his poem more/readily acceptable by excluding! 
that which would strike his audience as outre. . i
Lines 1859b-1864. . .... I
The A.S, poet returns to a more literal
treatment in his rendering of v.17
flagellavit autem pominus Pharaonem plsgis 
maximia et domum eius
propter Sarai uxorem Abram . •
a verse which appears as ll.I859b~1864
Hwwbere drihten wearb,
free, S’araone fah and yrre •
for wifmynej p»s wrabe ongeald
hearde mid hiwum hegstealdra wyn.
Ongwt hwmbere gumena aldor
hwet him waldend w»o witeswingum;
in which even the metaphor in flagellavit appears to have 
been kept in the word witeswingum (1.1864b)
Lines 1865-1872» , •• '
As the skein of Abraham’s plot is 
unravelled the A.S.-poet takes matters once more into his 
own hands, and treats the Vulgate narrative rather more 
freely again. This narrative, giving the end of the plot 
and of Abraham’s visit to JBgypt is contained in the three 
final verses of the chapter, Oh.XlX, vv 18-20:
(18) vocavitque pharao Abram et dixit ei 
quidnam est quod fecisti mihi
quare non indicesti quod uxor tua esset
(19) quern ob causa® dixisti esse sororem tuam
> ut tollerem earn mihi in uxorem 
. . nunc igitur ecce coniux tua accipe earn at vade
(20) praecepitque pharao super Abram viris
et deduxerunt eum et uxorem illiuset omnia 
. quae habebat
/
J "1-!
J
J
■{
?’S ■ ■ ; 
■H
i
l'S•?
The A.S. account of this, which occupies 11•1865*1872, 
keeps the essentials, and we have, thus the summoning of 
Abraham. - • - > ' ■ • - • <' . • •
heht him Abraham to egesum gefereadne
brego JSgipto 
the return of his wife
wif to gewealde; 
his dismissal
(1865-1866q)
and his bryd ageaf, (1866b-1867a)
heht him wine oeosani
ellor ehelingas, oBre dugeBe (1867b-1868)
and finally his escorting from the country
Ahead ba peodcyning J>egnu» sinua, . . ■
ombihtscealcum, Jmt hie hine arlice
ealles onsundne eft gebrohten nnfo -unoA:
of bare folcsceare, J«et he on fri&e wre« (i^by-w/z;
but in all this, there is one significant omission * the 
speech in the Vulgate in which pharaoh upbraids Abraham for 
misleading him is not mentioned by the A.S. poet, nor does ; 
he make any attempt to give its substance in any other way? 
it seems possible that the A.S. poet felt that pharaoh«s 
speech was too convincing and too damnatory to be allowed ;; 
to stand in a poem of which Abraham was the hero* The poet 
seems to have reached the position of Juvencus, for while 
other commentators either excuse Abraham as does Tertulliah 
or attempt to explain the whole incident away, like gucheriu
1. Cultu Fe mine rum, II, 2#; tiaendum tamen est vel propter 
inurlam et violentiam spectatorua quae etiaa pater fidei 
Abraham in uxoris suae specie pertimuit et sororea went- 
Itus Sara® salute»~contumelia redemit* MPL, Vol*l,Col.l4J>«
2. Liber Instructionum. Inti Quoaodo occurrendua est arguent^
Ibus, quod Abraham fratris sui 8araa flliam sibi in matrix 
monium sUapserit? Resp; Quod quae a Domino tunc non fueranl 
interdicta, adhuc non putabantur illicita. MPL,vol.50, 
col.777* • ■ ,
Juvencus sees the justice of pharaoh’s case, expressing
it in his Liber in uenesiw, 11.288 sq. as .
Nam multis, magnisque simul terroribus actum 
proturbat regem, noxialis qui reus ausi ,
Gbjurgat procerem, gerraanam cur magis esse V
Qixerit uxorem, faisoque illuserat astu1 ■
BUt the catalyst which aided the A.S. poet’s thought to 
reach this point may have been not the patristic commentary 
but the high esteem in which the Germanic tribes held ?<
marriage. His silence would then be due to the out­
rage which Abraham offers to this bond, but the hypothesis 
is scarcely sure enough to be a foundation for further ., 
argument. ;
The A.S. poet’s expansions and add- 
itiohs however, provide safer ground. The first addition 
is that of egesurn gebreadne (1.1862b), a phrase which from 
its grammatical form must refer to Abraham; it is a -
brief addition, but again it is telling, and forms another 
of the devices of the A.s. poet to bring his hero yet more 
plainly before the eyes of his audience. In the same way, 
11.18§7b-1868, ‘
heht him wine ceosan 
ellor mbelingas obre dugebe
appear to be based solely upon the vade of the Vulgate, and
1. MPL. Vol.19, Col.226.
2. tfbenso wie die abrigen indogerman i schen Rechte geht das 
ftlteste germanische Recht von der^Auffasaung^aus, dass 
die^des Ehebruchs schuldige Frau den Tod verdient hat, 
und zwar trlfft sie nicht etwa Offentliche Todesstrafe. 
sondera sie 1st dor Willkar des betrogenen Khemannca ver- 
falien. ~~ J.~Hoops, Reallexikon der^Uermenischen Alter- ; 
tumskunde, Strasburg, 19137 p7502.
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seen? to have the object of making the poem more epic in tone — 
the simple fact of Abraham’s expulsion is expressed through 
the wider context of choosing companions: and distance is
effectively suggested by ellor (1.1368a). Finally, the 
escorting of Abraham from JSgypt is given slightly wore full 
treatment, and the figures of the ombihtscealcas are added that 
the whole incident may be rounded off on- a scale which suits 
its general treatment, showing again that the A.S* poet has 
a feeling for homogeneity, within the various sections of his 
narrative*
Lines 187 5-1876a.
Abraham now makes the return.journey, as
the Vulgate tells us in the first verse of the following
chapter, Oh.XlXl, v.l,
Ascendit ergo Abram de Aegypto
ipse et uxor eius et omnia quae habebat
et Loth cum eo ad australem plagem
a verse which the A.S. poet summarises in the two subsequent
lines of his poem 11.1875-1874.
pa Abraham ?shte L«dde 
of $gypt& ebelmearcej
and to which he adds in 11.1875-1876a
hie ellenrofe idese feredon, 
bryd and begas.
The changes involved are (1) the omission of all mention of 
Lot, (ii) the mention of the homecoming of Sarah, and (iiij 
the omission of any rendering of the phrase ad australea 
plagam. The first two both appear to be part of one 
simple change made in order to connect the homecoming more 
closely to the original outward journey by keeping the same 
persons before the audience: the third change is probably
due to the fact that the A.S. poet regarded the mention of 
Bethlem (1.1876b) as sufficiently accurate for his purposes.
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The totality of the changes -would thus seem to indicate that 
the A.S. poet is again concerned for the purity and contin­
uity of his narrative and is altering the Biblical narrative 
to suit his own ends*
Lines 1876b-1879.
The following two verses in the Vulgate
interrupt the account of the homecoming to remark that
Abraham was wealthy, and then resume it again to give the ;
location in which he finally settled: .
(2)erat autera dives valde in possessione argent! et surl 
(5)reversusque est per iter quo venerat a. meridie in
Bethel -
usque ad locum ubi prius fixerst tabernoculum inter 
Bethel et Ai.
This the A.S. poet gives in 11.18766-1879
pset hie to Bethlem 
on cube wic ceapas feddon, 
eadge eorbwelan obre si&e, 
wif on willan and heora woruldgestreon
and it will be seen that he has written with his eyes closely 
upon the Vulgate when the phrase on cube wic (1.1877a) is 
compared with the Latin per iter quo venerat (v.4) and the 
phrase obre sibe (1.1878b) with the Latin ad locum ubi prius 
fixerat. At the same time, he has inserted the mention of 
Abraham’s wealth, which depends upon v.2, into the middle of
the account of the settling in Bethel, which depends on v.2: 
his reason for doing this was probably that the order, he 
finally adopted is more like that of normal A.S. poetry in 
that it allots ceapas (1.1877b) and eorbwelan (1.1878a) to 
different lines, thus dividing them up according to the 
usual method of A.S. poetic style. Hence we may see in
1. Cf< for example the opening lines of the Seafarer,
Mwg ic be me sylfura sobgied wrecan 
sibas secgan /
this alteration yet another example of how the A .8* poet 
moulds his material into a form to which his audience are 
accustomed.
Lines 188 0-1884.
The next lines of the A.S. poem,
11,1880-1881, .
Ongunnon him pa bytlian and he ora burh ns ra n 
and sale settan, salo niwian.
are an addition by the A,S. poet, and contain an account 
of the action which would follow naturally upon the return 
to the old habitation -—• the rebuilding of the old city: 
the series of events is thus brought into line with what must 
have been an experience not unknown to the A.S. audience: 
and it is probably to make this sequence more vivid that he 
alters the meaning of the first phrase of v.4,viz.
in loco altaris quod fecerat prius ;
and renders this in 11.1882*1884 as
Weras on wonge wibed setton ?
neah para pe Abraham ^ror rtsrde
his waldende pa westan com. ,
thus elevating what is in the Vulgate a mere geographical 
identification into a fully realised action. We have thus 
fresh evidence of the poet’s desire that his poem shall 
impinge as closely as possible upon the active life of his 
audience. He does not forget the need for geographical 
location however, for 1.1884b ba westan com refers us to
\r* .v» ^4 I Mt .r^r -J--* . tali --«i Vr—• »•»«_u— Ma«!« —■* —
sibas secgan hu ic geswincdagum
earfobhwile oft prowade ,
bitre breostceare gebiden Imbbe
gecunnad in oeole cearselda fela ‘
atol ypa gewealc
• (Text from The Exeter Book, ed« G.P. ICrapp & E. van 
Ki Bobbie> N.Y, 1956)*™
which show excellently the ’interlacing1 of the sense-pattern 
so common in A.S, poetry.
the direction of Abraham’s present journey; Despite the 
rather awkward grammar, this interpretation of the text is 
possible and gives a satisfactory meaning without requiring 
emendation1, when it is remembered that the poet changed the 
direction of the original journey into eastan* (11.1794a and 
1802a).2 Whet is important here is his consistency, in 
remembering his change - again an indication of the methodical 
care with which he wrote.
lines,1865-1889. '
The second phrase of this verse, 
et invocavit ibi nomen Domini
becomes in 11.1885*1889
peer se eadga eft ecan drihtries
niwan stefne noman weor&adej 
tilmodig eorl tiber onsagde
peodne engla, pancode swi&e
lifes leohtfruman lisse and ara.
To give thanks to God after a long journey is quite common 
among seafaring peoples , and the significance of these lines 
is that they show the extension of this custom to the land* 
faring Abraham, and thus give a further example of the A.S. 
poet’s desire to approximate his two worlds.
,1*^0690--189 6a. '
Abraham and Lot now find that the land
will not support the flocks of both, as is told in vv. 5 and
6.
5»Sed et hothqui erat cum Abram fuerunt greges ovium 
et armenta et tabernacula
6.neo poterat eos capere terra ut habitarent simul
1. cf# Grain, who reads pa he west ancoia.
2. of. supra p.208-214.
5. of. the thanksgiving of the Geats when they arrive at the 
court of Hrothgar. (Beowulf. 11.225b-226).
erat quippe substantia eorum multa ‘
et non quibeht habitsre communite'r* .
This the A*8.- poet expresses in 11*1890-18948
Wune.don on £>m» wicura, hojfdon wilna geniht ,
Abraham and Lathi fed brytteddn^
obpsst hie on pant lande- ne meahton long sowed . 3'-.'
blades bruo&n and he ora begra pger ‘
rehte h&bban ' i .;■•’/•
adding,with typical Germanic disregard for dramatic suspense, 
11* 1894b* 1896a. ■ L
J * .
■ ’ ao sceoldon arfeste, ' 3
pa rine&s £>y rumor secan 3
ellor ebeIsold*
The addition, which is probably due to a desire that fore-* 
warning.may make comprehension more, easy, probably explains 
why the poet made such tin alteration from the Biblical .■■■■■, 
expression when he rendered vv*5 and 6? the main statement 
in XI*1894b-1896a, our second quotation above, makes an ’ :, 
excellent grammatical unity with the preceding subordinate 
clause given in our first quotation, and the whole alteration 
may thus be regarded as having its origin in a common device? 
of Germanic poetry, that of anticipating what is to follow* : 
Linesl896b-1900a* • -
. The Vulgate then mentions briefly the 
quarrels between the shepherds of the two chieftains, giving' 
this as the first phrase of v/7# .
unde et facta est rixn inter pastores gregura Abram ■: 
et Loth , ■ . ■ , .
a phrase which the A*S* iwet renders with equal brevity in \
11*1896b-1898a '
. Oft Wisron teonan ,
wferfmstra were, weredum geiasene, . . ■
he ardum hearmpIega.
The second half of v*<7 of the Vulgate, , , , , , - •
— eo autew tempore Chananeus et Pherezeus h&bitabant
in ilia terra ' . ' ,
; ; . 7 ■ yy-;, y yy y - ■■ ;y.. > 2^4 <
is.'temporarily disregarded by the A.S. poet no doubt with
the object of improving the sequence of his narrative, for
he proceeds' at once to give the speech in which Abraham is to
solve the problem which has arisent a speech which in the
Vulgate commences in'v.8rt"- '•••••' •• • ' ' ...
dixit ergo Abram ad Loth; ne queeso sit iurgium 
inter me et te : • •’ . .. y
et inter pastores meos et pastores tuos ;
fratres enim sumus.
In the A.S. poem there is the customary formal announcement 
that a speech is about to be made, and in 11# 1898b-1900a ;;
we have: s ' ' ' ' ; y?
ba se halge ongan
era gemyndig Abraham sprecan .y
fogre to Lothet. .
a passage which is interesting not only because of the ,-\-
addition of the characteristic Christian.ara gemyndig . <y
(1.1899a) but also because the A.S. poet in adding also ;
the word fwgre (1.1900a)Allows one of his few direct comments 
upon the events of the narrativej and, meaning as the word 
does rather more than its MnE derivative fair,the comment 
is that of a mature mind. ,
Lines.190Qt>-i9lla. •. : ' •• ••
In his rendering of this first verse of ■
Abraham’s speech the A.S. poet commences by altering the>
order of the elements of which the Biblical version consists,
and taking the final phrase of v.8 fratres enim sumus as his
opening sentence in 11.1900b-1901 : ■
/ , Ic eom, fmdera pin
sibgebyrdum, pu min suhterga .
and by surrounding the first and second elements of the 
same verse.- viz Ne quaeso sit iurgium inter me et te. et '• ?
s , r «—•— . i»i»ml mi ............... ................... 11 «mi in iW—« ,— ii» m u.iii u mum <— my— r i— m .
Inter pastores aieoe et pastores tuos. in a much compressed ■ 
form as 11,1902-1903 \ ■
: ne sceolon unc betweonan teonan ueaxan, ! ; >
. wroht wribian * ne pmt wills god2 .
by another and more moralising reference to brotherly ;.L''LL
relationship in il< 1904*1906 a
Ac wit synt gemagasj , unc gemmne ne sceal , -
e lie's swiht, nyrnpe eall tela
lufU langSUBIUw , • , < . ; ' . J
Thus his alteration not only makes this idea the opening 
premiss of Abraham’s case, but keeps it before his audience 
as the dominant theme* His reason for so doing need hardly 
cause us much speculation# for when ire recall the importance ■ 
of family relationships to the early Uermanic peoples 1 we 
can see at once that his aim is to explain the thoughts and 
actions of the Biblical leaders in terms of the civilization 
of his audience.
The latter phrase of v.7# which the v
A.S* poet earlier omitted is now brought into the account,
and . '
eo autero tempore Chananeus et pherezeus 
habitabant in ilia terra
becomes as 11.1906b-1911; ‘ ’
• ' ’ ' ; ■ '■ nu pu. Loth, gepenc>
: Jxet unc modige ymb mesrce sittab#. <
beoda prymfsBste pegnum and gesibbum, ”’//
folc Cananea and iferetia, . ’ ' ‘ •
rofum rincum# . Ke willab rumor unc
landriht heoraj • L
. • • • . . • .
<■ ■ - —t — r-H, .p-. - • -fl- junk m?raii-tff.m *
1, of, The family group appears as an important feature in all 
legislation. The Individual .... is not merely a unit whose 
welfare concerns the state alone:, he is a member of a awgth 
or kindred, organised in a joint association for mutual : 
protection# and liable also to take up the responsibility < 
for all the misdoings of its competent personages.
: C.Xoman# England before~the Norman Conquest, London. 1910 p#556# , ~ . a - ......
2. of# supra p#2J5.
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The expression of the A*S* version is here much more con­
crete than is that of the Latin, and the excellence alone 
of the resultant vignette would provide ample justification 
and motive for the alteration, even without the additional> 
consideration that the situation so pictured is one which 
must have lingered in the A.S* race-memory from the time 
when individual hands of settlers fought amongst each other 
end against the native inhabitants of Britain. At the 
same time, the- change in the position of this phrase could 
be well justified on grounds of narrative and logical suit­
ability alones for Abraham has stated the premiss of 
brotherly love upon which he is going to argue, and is now 
proceeding to reason from the circumstances in which the 
brothers find themselves*
Lines 19llb-1919.
The remainder of Abraham’s speech, - 
the main part of his argument culminating in his offer to 
Lot - is given by the Vulgate in the following verse,
v.9,
ecce. universe, terra coram te est 
recede a me obsecro
si ad sinistram ieris ego ad dexteram tenebo 
si tu dexteraw elegeris ego ad sinistram pergam,
The A.S. poet must certainly have read this verse as is 
shown by the hemistich on hwiloe healf (1.1918a) and also
by the general sense of 11.19llb-1919
teon of pisse 
rumor secan* 
beam Arones, 
sobne secge. 
life, leofa.
forbon wit laden sculon, 
stowe, and unc ste&clwenga s
1c red sxxrece, 
begra uncer,
ic pe selfes dom 
Leorna pe seolfa
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and gepancmeta pine mode
on hwllce healfe pu wills hwyrft don,
cyrran mid ceepe, nu ic pe cyst abend.
but he has altered and expanded the expression of the idea 
in the Vulgates however, this is a turning point in his z 
story, and thus his reason for the alteration was probably 
his wish to emphasise it in consequence. Also the rather 
rhetorical character of the addition in 11.1915b*1915a,
Ic ied sprece,
beam Arenes, begra uncer, 
sobne seege.
suggests that the A.S. poet may have had in mind the speeches 
in the tribal assembly of Germanic life; his purpose may
once again be seen as the desire to approximate the two civ* 
ilisations with which he is concerned*
Lines 1920*1926. ’ . .
the reason which prompts Lot to his
choice is recorded in the Vulgate in v.XO, . 
elevatls itaque Loth oculis
vidit omnem circa regionem lordanis quae universe 
irrigebatur
antequam subverteret Lominus sodomam et Gomorram 
sicut paradisus Domini et sicut Aegyptus venientibus
in Segor
which the A.S. poet records in the corresponding lines of the
poem, 11.1920*1926
Him pa Loth gewat land sceawigan 
be Xordane, grene eorban,
Seo v»s wmtrum weaht and wisestmum peaht, 
lagostreamum leoht, and gellc godbs 
neorxnawange, obpmt nergend god 
for were synnum wylme gesealde 
sodoman and Gomorran, sweartan lige.
In this passage there are two noticeable points. The first
of these is the A.S. poet’s expansion of quae universa 
Irrigebatur into seo tr,s w^trua weaht and mgstmum peaht / 
Iagostreaauw leoht (11.1921~1922a) which shows us how 
ready he is to seiMe upon even the most factual phrase 
of the Vulgate for poetic expansion* evidently the A.S. 
poet felt that his Material required such poetic ornament 
and did not scruple to add this despite the sacred nature 
of his source. Mis attitude to his source here at least ■ 
is aesthetic rather thar/religious. The second alteration 
he wakes is to omit the geographical particularising of 
sicut Aegyptus venientibus in Segor, an omission which warI I inf ill |||» i iWniih. wl M S M*M*o*M» * - , ' “ '
have sprung naturally from his deference to his audience, 
whose knowledge of Biblical geography would not be very 
great. ■.................... ..... ' ’ '
lines 1927-1944. -
The A.S. poet now completes the story
of Lot} to do this, he takes the material in v.ll,
' i • • ' : i • ■.; ' , (. . ... ' ' ,
elegitque sibi Loth regionem circa Iordenen et 
recessit ab oriente
divisique sunt alterutrum a fratre sue
and renders it loosely as 11.1927*19Jia, .
Him J>a eard geceas and ebelsetl 
sunu Arones on Modoma byrigj
; mhte sine . ealle liedde^
beagas from Bethlem and botlgestreon, 
welan, wunden gold.
III.I l.ilii I — II V If » nW j VeW a.*** r«^«ag» .^w*^** mm. *******»>?«** Mrt feWcweiM, w*» •«*» II*. H 1 I./*** **• -^euwiWW »*
1. The ignoranceof course may quite well have been the poet’ 
Wen though he had met a pilgrim returned from this area 
a suggestion advanced tentatively on p.22Qbupra, such a 
one need not have given him adequate detail to enable him 
to deal with such a lengthy geographical range as this.
2. *«11* ladde is not in the Mg but appears to be generally 
accepted conjecture. See Krapp, notes p.185.
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with little change save his description of Lot’s wealth 
in heroic terms e.g. beaga's p.. 1930a) and wunden gold 
(1*1921a)*} a description introduced no doubt to assimil­
ate to the normal heroic mode. The .poet then takes the 
second phrase of v.12
>hoth mpratus eat in opx>idis quae Grant circa.
'Xordnnem ethabitavit in Sodomis
which'he translates es ll*I921b-*1932
Wunode sifefran
’•••/•be Xordane-. • geara amnego • - - .
the mention of Gordon bore probably accounting for its
omission from 11*1927-1921a* Transferring his interest
from Lot to Lot’s neighbours, the poet takes v.12 .
•homines autera Sodomites pessimi erant et 
pacoatorea coram Domino nimis
and. expands it slightly as ll.X922~1937&
pan- fo’lostedo. Shgro x&aront 
jaen arlea.se, metode lube..
‘ubron <sodomiac cyan , synnuw priste, 
d^dum.-gedwolene? dragon heora self re, 
ecne unxvsd.
but the expansion is so short and couched in such general 
terms that there seems- to be, little possibility of identi­
fying any particular patristic.source.
The last lines from this group
however, ll*1937b-1944
Mfre no wold© '
•para .leodPeowum t .Loth .onfon, . ■ 
ae he yxore rang&e, . raomvi.sun fleah,
. peah pe he on para lan.de lifian aceolde,
1* of. for example Leowlf 11.1280, sq.
Xc pe pa ife»h$o ,feo leanige ■ 
ealdgestreonura sva ic err dydo 
wundfnumj gold© gyf pu on weg cymest
(Text from Klaeber’s edn* p*52.)
facen 'and fyrene, and hine fegx’e heold,- , ,.
'be&wfeot•and gofeyldig' on pam feeodspipe,.
©mne bon ge11cost, . lara gemymlig, 
jbe.ho ae cube hvmt Ba oynn dydoru
way possibly fee patristic in origin £ for to find Lot’s
solitary rectitude emphasised fey at least one work, the'
anonymous gogoga^ formerly attributed to tertullian,
which gives ' *
. ’ illic de stirpe xtioruw .
fransvena Loth adorat, sapiens justique colossus 
Vnus erat meminisse Leuml
but the ooi*rospondence with genesis A is not. specially 
close, nor is the Idea very frequently, expressed fey the 
commentators* It may be safer, to conclude that the•i «
addition was inspired by and .indicates the A*8* poet’s 
desire-that the heroes he presented to his audience should 
fee free from any suspicion of .evil conduct*
; ‘ • Mnally, we should notice the delib-
" ’ > s’
eration with which this section of the ggneeis ,A is 
planned , in relation to the sourceJ the omission of the .
first phrase of v»X2 Abram hahltavlf in terra Qhana&n and 
the addition of the poet’s remarks upon Modern after the 
mention of Lot’s dwelling there serve to maintain the. good 
order of the. narrative, thus showing us that the poet’s 
concern for this object is sometimes the dominating factor 
in hie attitude to,his source* '
Lines 1942-1959.
'Bio h«S. £>oet now returns to Abraham, 
and wakes .use of the omitted phrase from v*12 '
Abram hafeitavit .in terra Qian&on ' '
to .introduce him into the poem again in 11* 194 5** 1946a
1* ,M*1?*L* Vol<2, ool*1159*
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Abraham wunode ebeleardum 
Cananea fo rb.
The mention of Abraham is now made the object of a long
addition by the poet* in ll#1946b-1959#
, Hine cyning angle,
metod moncynnes mundbyrde heold, 
wilna wmstmum and worulddugebum, 
lufum and lissum? forbon his lof secgab
wide under wolonum were cneorisse, 
foldwonga beam* He frean hyrde 
estum on able, benden he eardes breac 
halig and higefrod; n»fre hleowldra
mt edwihtan mfre weorbeb
»
feorhberendra forht and ecol, 
mon for metode, pe him ref ter a
mode and dmdum 
wise pence, 
olecorn wile*
purh gemynda sped 
words and gewitte, 
ob his ealdorgedal
This passage has no overt connection with the correspond** 
ing verses of the Vulgate, Gh*XUI, vv.14-18, in which 
God reassures Abraham that he and his seed will inherit 
the earth# The A*8# poet might well be expected to in* 
elude these verses of the Vulgate, since they are in a 
way a reflection of the Covenant of God with Abraham, 
but none the less they are omitted, their place being 
taken by the A.S# passage quoted above. The only clue 
to the transference which has taken place lies in the 
moralising and didactic tone of this passage, particul­
arly in the closing lines? it may well be that the 
A.S# poet has reflected that the next incident in his poem 
is to be the battle of the Four Kings, and that he wishes, 
to impress the lesson of duty and piety on his audience 
ere their emotions are roused by the scene of battle to 
follow# As with most omissions, however, the evidence 
is to0hin, and the conclusion too hypothetical for
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its to base any further reasoning-upon it*^ • ' "
Line&? -.196Q~ 1964a* _ • • . ' • \ • ■ • 1J;
■ • ' '- There now follows, as to have said, *
the account of the battle, of the Pour Kings. In the ■:
Vulgate this commences in the opening lines of the'follow-
ing chaptert vis* 0h.-XXV, v.l - • . •
. i.factum ast eutea in illo tempore ‘ut Amrafel rex 8enaar-; 
' et. Aridoh rex Ponti, . ■ . ' .
.at Ohodorlahomor rex Hlamitarum , . ■
. 'at fhadal rex' Gentium : . v'.-.f
which the A.S; poet gives in 11.X96O-X964& '.
ha io aider gefrugn Mamitarno - . ■ i;
fromne folctogarif Tyrd gebeodan* ■ ' .;-i;
Ox’lahoraarj him Ambrafel .
of Senn&r side woraids . . •• i-f
for'on fulttmu^ * ' , '
•It. .is noticeable that he commences this section with the' . 
epic formula ga io X.aldor) goflagn (X*1960a) possibly ■ '
acting upon subconscious inspiration from the material '
he is about to handle.-but equally possibly in a renewed' : ■ ■
.endeavour to import an epic atmosphere into his diction*
?h© principal interest however lies in the problem of how 
the A*B* .poet originally treated-this.passage* Bolthau'sen, 
working apparently upon the tacit assumption that he . 
treated it literally assumed a lacuna after 1.1963 and. 
remarked in his,notes In der ^von mir.angenommenen httoice,'
1.Krupp, -notes p.189observes-that- This whole passage, from 
luab «o 1x195.9» seoms-a-bit susjjlcioug, as 22221632 S 
6a2ia*2E2 to£8S^f^i,2U» 22l222&U22 122 ii«2 (soil. 1956) 
never, did alli.tg.rQ.tQ* His comment must surely have been
' - penned in haste;: for' corrupt would- be a -more accurate 
description'.than sugpieioug; as moralising passages are 
. surely common, enough, at turning points in A.S. poetry for 
us to accept the general sense of this passage, although- 
,the details. Ont edwihten, • -tgf re. etc)may be obscure.
2*0n the forms of the names, see App*11,, pp.455' and 458,
• . 1 ~ ’,'A
werden die Mamon der zwei anderen KSnlge gestanden haben.
If this is so, then the A.S, poet appears to have followed 
the Biblical text quite literally, and the passage needs 
no further comment,
Lines 1964b-1966. • 't • - ' . ''9
The second verse.of this chapter in
the Vulgate gives the names of the Kings from the south
who opposed this invasion, in v.2 * i
ini rent be Hum contra Bara regem Sodomoru© 
et contra Bersa regem Gomorree
et contra Senaab regem Adamee ;
et contra Semeber regem Seboim <
cohtraque regem Bal&e ipsa est Segor,
prom this verse the A.S. poet chooses only the operative 
names sodom and Gomorra and 11.1964b-1966
Gewiton hie feower pa
peodcyningas pry ©me aide . , , .... ...........
seaan sub banon Sodowan and Gomorran.
give a greatly simplified picture of the situation, the 
simplification being prompted no doubt by the poet1® care 
for the comprehensibility of his narrative at this point*
Lines 1967-1972. ’
The subsequent verses in the Vulgate, 
vv. 5-?i give the geographical details of the campaign and 
as they are simply a catalogue of names, the poet accords 
them cavalier treatment and omits them, again most probably ;
acting upon the same principle of obtaining an easily 
comprehensible narrative. In their place he inserts
■X. up. ci t. p.9?.
2. v.4 and the first part of v.5 in fact give the motive for 
the war, but this will be considered later.
XI. 1967*1972 ;
woe gu&horgum . fes\ lord&ne ' ' ; • • ;
■ . • were. ebollend wide geoQdsended> • , - ' ' ;//.
fold® feondura* Bceolde forht monig •'.
hlachleor ides bifiende gen. - -.. - •/•'
on fremdes fefewi feollon wrgend . ft
bryda and beaga;, bennum seooe. •
an imaginative realisation which gives in fact a much • '• l
better idea of the campaign than & rehearsal of its detail p;
could supply* Vfe should notice the skill with which he "•/.
chooses his- material and selects the. fate of the women ;
for special mention, for the tiermanio tribes seem to have. i 
~ • ■ 1 lheld their womenfolk in specially high regard. x^r ' ■. '
choosing this facet of the situation he ensures that his ‘ •• ■ 
audience shall appreciate to the full the sufferings of . "­
the peoples of the south, and at the same time he shows -’’a
how deop is his imaginative sympathy with his source* 
lines J£73r1976b* ' ; It
In vv*8 and 9 of the Vulgate we learn 
of the opposing forces, viis those of the Kings of the south, } 
•thus ' ' ‘ ’ ’
B.et egress! sunt rex ^odomorum et rex d'omorree
■ • ’ rexquo Jidawae at rose Sobo'im . . .
•. • neon on et reg ,balae. quae-' eat hegor • -kg
et airoxefunt contra eos abiem in valla ki’lventri . '
' 9^scilicet, adveraum Ohodorl&homor regem Elamitarum a:.
X.Qf. f&oitus, germanla o*8 memorise groditur anasdao acien 
inollnstas lam el Xsbant.es a fcglnig restitutes oonstantiah 
2I&SE’ s£ O-hieotu aisiS'XUS ii mQMtrata cominus captivitate 
SH22' l2SS£. famlparum- auarum npjSine- tigemt ♦adpQ--:
nt efficaciufj. ohligentu? ahimi civitatumT^cuibus inter 
ghgidpc' bueXl&e quogup nob lipa imgorantur (ad. ‘Andreson •
. Lsipsig'1928, ' J.226-.7)’ “ . , • .-. ■ ■ ;
, . , x >
et Thadal regem gentium 
et Amrafel regem senaar 
et Arioch regem Ponti 
qu&ttuor reges advcrsus quinque
When we compare with this the subsequent lines of the A.S.
' poem, viz 11.1973-1976b
Him pa togeanes mid gubpr^ce 
fife foran folocyningas 
sweotum subon, woldon godome burh
wrabum werianj r
it becomes evident from the phrase fife.»...folqcyningas 
(1.1974) that these lines are based upon the Latin quoted 
above. The correspondence however does not seem to us to 
be close enough to allow us to pronounce either of the two 
Latin verses to be the direct source of the A.S, lines, 
but whichever verse he may have used, the A.3* poet has 
again effected a simplification great enough to convince 
us that concern for the comprehensibility of his narrative 
continues to be his governing motive.
Lines 1976b~1981. •
Now that he has mentioned both armies,
the A.3. poet turns to the cause of the conflict; this
is found in vv. 4 and 5 of this chapter of the Vulgate, as
4.duodecim enim annis servieront Chodorlahomor 
et tertiodecimo anno recesserunt ab eo
S.igitur anno quartodecimo venit Chodorlahomor 
et-reges qui ©rant cum eo
and the A *3, poet reproduces■the substance of these verses 
although he omits the exact figures of the Biblical account 
and writes in 11.1976b-1981
pa wintra XXI
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,nor&monnum ar niede ©oooldon ■ ■ -
gohlxm','gieldbn ' end- g&fol sellan, .. ,X
o&jfet';j>a leode ; long no woldoh - ' '.. /<
fflamit&rpa aldoar swih&n ' » . ■ ■ I
folcgestreonum, ‘ ae him from sWiodn. , \
andv/e may judge, again that his omission of the figures' \r- 
is due to a desire to avoid' their rather repetitious, effect ' f­
as veil dsr to simplify the narrative♦ • '•/
linpgp 1982^2OOga, ‘ ’ •-"
• - ’ Battle is nov; joined, and the Vulgate ■' - ;
records buttle- and result in the compass of one short 
verse. v.10 . ' , >.
vallis auteia Silvostris habebat puteos wultos ., d 
bi twain is • • , ’ “ _ •-•. ;••■
it&que rex Bodomorum at' ^omofrae terga- vorterunt :
• eeeideruntque ibi . , ' ‘ ’.'•/•/
et qui rewunsefant fngerunt ad teiontem " : .
but the A.S.. poet thus presented with trie opportunity for ' 
the description of a battle seizes his chance with an eager- p 
neos which is made manifest when v^fefleot that his descript- ' 
ion extends over wore than 80 linos, 11.1982-2006©♦ She '•'.•/
passage is soBWhat long for quotation in full, so we shall -p 
commence by citing sufficient phrases to display the character 
of the diction. Ogleb onetton*! , * * *>Qdum. .ferggge (ll< 1989b* 
1986). has an epic ring about it, as have Handum brugaon / If,
s£ £^x§S12 SS®fi£S / cogum SlMiS U^^lb-
1993a and-lgofum bedrqrene-. / fyrdgesfeailuio (ll*1998b-1999a^
wold ralgto^e (1.2009a) provides a definite parallel.with . . p
.. ‘ , , * . ‘ - 2' • • •.'<■ '-. ■ ••«*
epic verse an it occurs in maiden 1.93. ’ Along with these ;;;
’ • “ .. ’•’*
• • ' i » 4 - * * . " ' ■ • " . :
1. An almost exact parallel for thia phrase is found in ‘ ’ 1...
'• 11.1286-7 and 1964. Bee Merrill & McOlumpha, ' - - j '
Qio»oit . - ~T4.,C.$•» p.16/. • • •• • ' . • <,.■
2.. -ed. van &• Bobbie., hew York. 1942,<
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there is the.reference to the pegfcn bird of battle*, in
XX*X98>b~1964 ‘ ■’ • f
- • • • . Sfc.ng.se wanna fugel -■ >•
under deorebsoenftum* deewlgfebera*
At the same time* there icevldent deXlghtln the poet’s 
description ofthe battle* despite the fact that AbrehacPs 
kin are on the losing side# The A*S* poet is here so ;
oarried away by his material -that for the Moment he forgets 
his Christtanity and completely emancipates his poem from 
the morality of its source*
; lie does not ooapletely abandon the
events described in that source, however; for the last 
phrase of v.10 etqui reaanserant fugerunt nd montea provides 
an interesting closure for his account of the battle, in 
11.2005b-2006a
■ ■ Gewat seo -wsspna laf ,
fasten oeoan. .
where the A.S. poet seems to have substituted the natural 
Germanio action for the corresponding Biblical natural 
course; he is again striving to bring together the two 
worlds with which he is concerned.
1.Despite or perhaps beoause of the popularity of the epio 
phrases used, this passage does not give the impression of 
being written from first hand experience; the Incidents are 
all generic to all battles and could quite wall ooae from 
any locus olaeslcus for the description of warfare. There Is 
nothing to compare with Byrhtwold•e speech in Maldon. 11.312­
313, (g. van K. Hobble, op. olt. p.15) with the flash from 
the Egyptian shields in gxodus 11.467b»46tte, (Krapp p.lo4) 
or the glare from the houses in Bgypt in genesis itself,; 
11.1820-l822e, (ftrapp. p.55J. /
2.of. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Much of the activity of
Alfred's struggle against the Hanes consisted of the build-; 
ing and destruotlohof suoh strongholds; see for example, 
the entries for ajj 692, 693, 695 etc op.git. ed. 4.H. Smith, 
tendon 1935, pp.42 sgq. '
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Lines20p6t^2011a*
The account of the subsequent plundering
of Sodom is given in the Vulgate in v*ll
tulerunt autem omnem substantial Sodomorum et Gos&errae 
et universa© quae ad cibum pertinent et abierunt
and the emphasis laid upon the removal of the foodstuffs 
stamps the account as emanating from typical desert country* 
The A*S« poet however translates the circumstances into 
terms of his own civilisation# so that ll*2006b-2011a
Vynd gold strudon,
ahybdan pa mid herge hordburh were,
sodoman and Gomorran, pa mal ageald,
mere ceastra* Iftegb sitedon, '
fmmnan and wuduwan, freondua beslmgene,
from hieowetole.
read like the account of the sack of a Germanic stronghold*
The poet is thus consistent in representing the whole incident 
in those Germanic terms which will make the readiest appeal 
to his audience*
Lined2pllb*2Ol5a.
With the plunder, the raiders take away 
Lot as a captive, as the Vulgate tells in v.12
necnon et loth et substantlaa eiue 
filium fratris Abram, qui habitabat in Sodomis
an incident which is recorded by the A.S* poet in U*20Ub- 
2015a
Hettend lmddon
ut mid whturn Abrahames meg
of Sodoma byrig.
Without significant change*
There now follows a passage which appears 
to be entirely heathen both in inspiration and in expression.
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Lines. 201>-20I7 ‘
‘ * -Wo tot-. soB iaagon ■ 1 ■ - • :
■ seogan furfur,-., hwelo siBBan-'uearB . .
•fnfter gehrmete herewulfa siB*, ■.. ’ ■•
bara’b® teddon 3hoth ■ and leod’a god, ' ■■ ! •'•'/? ‘
subwomTa’ sine,' sigdre gulpon# ' ' . ‘ ’ '■.■
have, no'source in the Vulgate whex’e the next verse ••deals , 
with the messenger to Abraham: moreover the opening-phrase.,
we tot: s‘oB magon / £H£§H£ (11#2013b-2014a) recalls?- ••?
the.phraseology of'pagan poetry, as does 'the compound 
herewulfa (.1# 2015b)/ We would add also that the droxa in; .g 
the tension of the poem through the forecast of events to . -
come is again-typical of pagan poetry: it seems true to .
say .that the poet is’still enlarging finely upon his source
• and is‘inspired by - the incidents he. finds in it to write a ;- , - ■ ■' ■ ■ - ' 
poem which is at. this point virtually original# . . .A 
Uaj£ 10X8^202?. . ‘ , , ' </;’
'■ ' . -A messenger who has escaped from the • '---■
• slaughter’now-announces the sad state of affairs to Abraham,’.,
as-the Vulgate tells, in v,13* ■ . , . .1
at eoce unus (|ui evapex’st nuntiavit Abram Bebreo . .<
; cnl habitehat in.convalle Mambre Amorfei .
fr&tris Xfeohol et fratris Aner ' ■ ■ '
hii eriifa popigerant foeclus cum Abram- ■ • k
■ and the A,S. in 11.20X8-2023 , ?•?>,'
Him ba secg hrabe gewai siBian, •
• an gara laf, s© Ba guBa ge’MS,.. • ? "\
Abx’ah&sa .secan# &©• psit-orlegwGore .. .-'•
baa Ebrisean eorle geeyBdo, < • ' v
f.orslogon. sv/iBe : Sodoma foie, • . ’ ' ’ ??
' lend,a duguSo and hothes silk ■ •• ... I.
s passage in which the only .significant change is the
1. See especially the .opening* lines'-of the ’Seafarers io.-.? 
£3, 22 ey.lfwa- B.Q&g*a4 go can / sjjxis aobean. (Tho Aateg.,. . 
Bqok.ed. 8.3?, Krapp and .S.van i£» Bobbie, Rew York l936j
p.143.)■ . . . .''■: ' .
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introduction of the speech of the messenger* this however 
brings in no new material, being simply e rapid recapitul­
ation of events already related* There is no mention in 
this A*S* passage of the three confederates of Abraham, 
until they appear in 11*2024*2027,
pa pp&t inwitspell Abraham smgde 
freondua sinurn? b»d him fultumes
wmrfmst taeleb willgeboftsn,
Aner and Men re, Bscol pridben,
Apart from their use of the names of the three men, these 
lines are an addition by the A.S* poet, and the motive which . 
prompted him to add them seems fairly plain, since they give 
added liveliness to the poem in the vignette they provide 
of the three, confederates and Abraham’s announcement to them* 
Lines^^pg^aaja*. .... ;<:iy
Abraham’s speech and the reply of the .
three confederates are now the basis for a. long addition by
the A»S* poet, occupying 11.2028-2038
owB fwt him wfe weoroe on mode, 
sorga earost, pmt his suhtriga 
peownyd polode; h»dhim pamcrofe
, pa rineae p»s 'rod ahlcgan, 
pet his hyldemmg ahreded wurde, 
bborn mid bryde* . Him pa brobor pry 
let sproce Mre ' spedum aiclum 
bwldon hygesorge heardum wordum, 
ellenrofe, and Abrahame 
treowa sealdon, p»t hie his tom mid him 
gewrocon on wrabum, obbe on e»l feollan.
and its importance for our study is twofold* in the first 
place the introduction of reported dialogue shows that the 
poet’s attitude to his source at this point is one of 
complete superiority? the source is appearing to him
simply as- vhist it' is - an untarnished record, of events ?*>;x 
which. he himself must fill out into the picture of a 
civilization which will bo satisfyingly.complete*
Secondly,.this’shows ns the type of civilization he is attempt* 
ing to creates for the picture-of a chieftain calling his - AV
• * ’ “ ». • ' i • ' ' ' -«.>>.«:
allies to his aid in a battle of vengeance is surely one . '
which must have been familiar to the• Anglo-fexon world, while
the final phrases, (11* 20571^2020)
Pi$t hie his torn mitt, him . '
germ-neon on OT&&W3 o&&e on vAel feolltmx
recall, the fact that for.a German warrior to survive his <y?. 
chief. too -a fate far worse than death-in battle*
Lines 2039-2044* - ' ■ - ’ " -h;«V' A-?#-, S *V’\ '■*'*•■’•»• O » **-W , .
• ’, •.- • Abraham nor/ gathers his.men, as the • •'.f
' ■ ■ . "?'*aVulgate tells us in v*14 '« - -....,. . >y?;
• quod cum audioset.Abram oaptum videlicet loth fratrem . .' 
SUtWl , • , > \ ' ‘ ' . '.—
numeravit expedites vernaculos sues trecento® decern ; y
■ ■ et octo
et persecutes est eos usque -ban .
but from, this verse the A*S. poet, tokos .only the action of y\y
assembling- the'wen and the. figure' of 318, the relevant . ‘,y;
lines being 11*2039-2044 . ' ' ’ ’ • y;y
. pa se halge .hoht- his heorbwrod j .. .7
wapna onfon*. * He pnjr wigena fund, ' / yip
mseborondra, XVIXX ' • . . a
. . and' 000 eac / peodenholdra, ? . ; yl-
para pe he• wi’ste• ? p&t meahte wl nghwylo •. ? ;'y.
on fyrd wegan • fe&lwe.lin&e* ■- . ' -y
At first sight thejfcv/o. accounts appear to differ widely, hut if- 
ih- fact these differences are simple. enough to explains the v 
phrase flJJ&d oup; audisset. etc-has been omitted from the/&*&.?y-f
2H.;V
XwW* feallah hut see Krupp,/ notes p»,186*.
account, presumably because the poet has already made use "' . . V • '
of this announcement to fora the vignette noticed in 
11*2018-2025^, while the expansion of the character of 
the men at eras' has the customary object of putting' the 
material into the terms most easily comprehensible* .
■ Xhe fined, phrase of this verse, v.14,
is expanded by the A.g. poet in a way which appears- to
merit special mentions it occupies 11*2045-2050
x him pa Abraham gewat and pa eorlas pry
pe him treowe sealdon mid he ora folcgetrume^ 
wide his ai-vg hum, ‘ ' '
Loth alynnW of la?)soipe. . ' .
Binc&s- w-nron- rofe, I’p.n&es wagon /
forb frowlioe .on foldwge.
and it is noteworthy. because the prominence which the 
poet gives to this action improves the balance of his . 
story qnd displays excellently his skill sa a narrator. , 
Aga in, he appears to have regarded his source merely as ' 
the Skeleton.which he must .clothe with the flesh and blood 
of descriptions of deeds * . •
^joes 2051*2067a. ' .
- Loreham’s plan of campaign is given
in the opening phrase of V-.15 as a- fait accompli,
et divisis sociis ‘ inruit super eos‘noote- .
but.the A. 8. poet mates two distinct stages of the campaign
a plan' in 11.2051*2059 ' .
Hildewulfes hexw/ioum neh .
gefuron tefdon. >a he his fyumgaran,, •
wishydig war, worduw angde, ■
pares a'fera, him v&ss pearl raicel ’
Jmt hie. on ty/a healfe .
grime gubgemot gysluw eowdon ’ -
1. of* supra p. 249.
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he&rdn©. tandplegam .bias so taiga>
bee drihtoh, eabe mihte .
. • rot pam' sperenihe ■.. specie tenan/" ’
and’, Its ©ste cution in 11 • 20602067a • *
pa io neben gefrigh under nihtscuwn 
taXed to, hild©* Hlyn wait' on v/iomi 
acyIda. and- sceafta» ■ sceotehdra fjiil,
gripon unfegre 'guhf Xana g©grind |
a oeo rpo ga ra s 
fo o11on bio c© ?
' ■ under sce&t v/eruw 
and feondo..foorh 
' ' pwr hlihende- hub© fefedon- ' •_
seegas and gosibtas* ...
Such a division again contribute© to the appeal of the 
narrative >. and it is evident that the A.S. poet is's&lll 7 
building up his poem with little regard.-to the pro-portioning-
In his source. There is however in the earlier Quotation 
on© point upon v/hich no would male© cowment •» the reference, 
to God in 11.2O57b-2O59'. ' ' ■
■ - ©wab pi©t hiw ©e h&Xga
ecs clrihten, . oabe wihte 
rot paw sperenipe spade tenan.
This is of course an addition by the pbet^ as the Vulgate 
credits Abraham with no such reworks its significance 
lies in.its occurence as a Christian «tagH. In a passage
1. This passage gives, the first.of the two appearances which,.-- 
Terah (pare) makes in the. poem the 1 * * *other occurs at 
-1.2854b In exactly the same genealogical .terms..♦ He is ,< 1 
wore often mentioned in the.commentary than in the Bible; 
see duvencus-,-.Tiber_in_0enes 1 2 MVL. yol7I9, col.5.555 77
O.M Victor,. ta5w^ta^s_ln^5engsiWiwXXJ> HPA. Mi.61, 7
col.961; Alcuin, jnterro.gptionep. ef .fesp.onsiQtas ..in G©n$sitoj 
lnt‘.152, M?L. VolTlOO. col.554. .etc; and the cowbentutor's ■
. tell wore of him. than the Bible does/for they preserve: < 7j 
the reason for his leaving Chaldea^ (of. SB&S-b P*200. ) 5
. Hence, the popt.’s use of hi® as. a ’‘genealogical guarantor5/.*.; ;;
seems in keeping with the effect which the co'wwentary -;TJ 
- exercised on'.him. ' *' • * ‘ . . . • '-’- j
■ . ’ ' •. ■ ‘ - ‘ ”-7 >7
* - * ■ ".»- sj* ‘ ' - -; ■- • • 1■ ' . .. ’ • •
which is otherwise pagan in thought and expression> as a • 
glance at the preceding lines will show* It appears 'almost 
as If'the A.H* poet had felt that the whole episode required' 
Christianising despite the feet that its ultimate ’source • 
lies in the Bibles one is almost tempted to deduce that • 
the poet,regarded his source at least at this point as .a" ••.
completely secular document« ■ • • ,■
The second phrase of v*15> percussifeae-l 
aos appears to .be the source of ll*206?b-2075a ' A.:
of norhwonna 
asset ix* wera» 
wig to wedce,
Oigor eft ahwearf 
niBgeteone,
Ab r aha w a e a Id e 
nallea vuhden gold, 
for his suhtrigan, .sloh and fylde
found on fitto* Him on fultuw grnp 
heofonrides ward* iierges wurdon 
fcower on fleaaie, folccynIngas,
1 e o d e ivo s wan •
and the main interest of these lines is that they show the . 
length to which the A* 8* poet will, expand even the slightest^ 
account of anything.in the Vulgate which will prove congenial
to his audience - as such a glorifying account of Abraham’s ’. 
courageous actions was bound to he* These lines also 5
contain within their obviously pagan expression another of- '•. .
the Christianising phrases, Ms sa fiM&M iSE§» Z MafiMU 
£iSSl-»2S2\£fl'a ( ll*^07-2b«-207fe) of the type we .noticed in a 
11«2057**2O592 again one is tempted to deduce that the ' •?;
A*S. poet here regards his source as no wore than a-.reposit dry 
of excellent material "without particular religious signify • 
icanoe« - . . . ’ ■
• ' ' •’ Having defeated the disunites, Abraham' ‘ 1'
pursues them, as the Vulgate tells in the. remainder of this'll
.. .'same verse^ Vi.15 . ■
' ” ’ , • ■ et per.qeoutus est
. ' usque Ho ba quae est ad Xaevaia damesei - •
. a passage which plainly forms the source of the A.S. poem-: •■ '
. _ in lines 20736*-2.063a. ' ’ . . - •
- . • ■ ■ '■ . . Him$on Xuste a tod ;-....
• ‘ ’ hihtlic hoor&worod, ' andtoleb lagon,
on. $w&e Sinton, pa jfe dodoma ' . ; ;.
■ and Gomorra gold© berofan, ■
bestrudon stigwitum.. Him prot stibe geald .
fedora Lothos* T'leonde wnron
• . . A&amit&rna aldordugube . .
• dome bedrorene, obp^t hie Bomasoo
unfeor wnron. ;
\/‘ The A.Sa,poet has not used the name Hobgj, .in all probability
/ • because the name would convey little either to him oA to A
his’audience* . Bis visualisation of the scene as the 
. .pursuit ’ takes place ** and hnleb lagpn / on gwabe g^ton
(Il«2076b~2O7?a) - vas no doubt calculated to appeal to 
the feelings, of a Germanic audience, but it is too general** ■ 
ised to contain anything which would throw any particular .'• • ' ' V ’ * • * ,■
light upon either the poof or the relationship between hi©-.- 
and his source* ;
Lines 2 08 3h** 2 09 2a.
. . The Vulgate now tells of the complete a
success of Abraham’s expedition, giving in v.16 ' ;
reduxitque. omneffi substantia© e't Loth fratrem suum 
cum substantia Hilus* . •
. wv/licres quogue et populum ' .
which tha.A*S< poet records in 11.2082b-2092a * •■
. - • ‘ . ■ .' . ' Getrat him Abraham bo. ■ ’ /
. on pa wigrode wi&artrod aeon '• ’
. labra, mcmna. Loth‘"was abraded, • *,
eorl mid mbtwa, idepa hwurfon, .
- _ wif on vrlXlunl $ id e ge oawpn - './•
freora feo’rhbahan fuglas slitan
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; on'ocgwalet Abraham .foreto ••'.’••;•
suBwonna eft sine ahd;bryda, .
afSellhga besrny oBlp nior . .'
; nmgeb he ora ra&gum,!' , ... ;.•/'•
a passage in which the A*3. poet once again starts to follow
his--source more closely,'.. Be-inserts however the curious'
phrase which forms IX*2087b»»2089o ‘ .-
. wide geeaw ;
freors feorhbanen fug-las- slitan . ■ • A-;
- on ecgw&Xe, • , ’
These birds are almost certainly descendants of the birds ' • . 
of Othins but the A,8, poet has-particularised their ;> 
actions, so that they are no* longer religious symbols, but J 
oan be regarded by- us as a vignette of concrete action ';;r 
deliberately included to appeal to the visual imagination • f 
of the audience, • . ’
Lines J:G9 2b-2^9, ’
' ' ' To •conclude his account of the battles,; = 
the A,S. poet once again leaves his source and acids in 
.;U,2092h~2<)95 • ' ":>
• tefre rnon ealra - ’ .
XifigenGra her Xyt,Ie we rede ’ •?;-
. . pen wurBlicor wigsiB ateah,
Txxra be wiS svza miclum m-ogn® gaiw;to* :>.
a- comment typically .vermnio in thought and expression! , itsf; 
addition1 raped not delay us long however, as it is almost • ,?• 
suggested by the very nature of.the narrative which demands, 
some such intermediate ptobhe to lower the tension raised .-'"vf* ‘A ‘ »
by $he account of the battle and pursuit, . ; . '
l,We have followed Krapp’s reading g -op, git, p.63 and notes •! 
'pp. 186-7, ’ ‘ ■ ' * - - ' . • ■■--•/?
2 • of * - f o r exmap le , Beowulf,. 11 , 249 3 t> 2 496, 
him hnig bep.ff
i>ot ho to Gif Sum oBBe to &&iM?enum
oBBe in Lwiorlee secerns purfe 
wyrsan wigfrecan, weorBe geoypara;
'257:'’;
Lines i, .
. Tho incident is not yet at an end
however, and the drop in tension has been only momentary,
for as the Vulgate tells us in.0h,XIVj v*!7
$gressus e.st eutow rex ^odoxnoxunn in oooursuis eplus ; 
postquam revorsns est a caedo Chodorlahomor @t
regain qui.cum go erant ' .
in v&lle Save quae eat vallto/r'egis,• / .
The A*S* poet however seems to have been little content 
with this account , for hie next linesj 11*2096^*2100® .
be wto sub ban on 
gu& sp e 11 we gen , 
fe on da f r omlad•
90,dome folce 
hrolc gromra wearh 
Oewat hiio free leoda
eorlum foodroren,- Abraham seo&n, ■
. freonda feesce&ft . • • ' /•
appear to bear little resemblance to the Latins in fact -’q. 
the vignette .of the- wolf ing men of Sodom is his obi addition,.' 
and seems probably to have been dictated by his care for the . .; 
continuity of his'narrative* It may have been inspired to , 
part by his own experiences indeed waiting in suspense for , 
news is-a common situation in A*$* poetry, so much so that 
it must almost certainly have played a large part to Anglo* 
Bqxon doily life* ‘ Thus we can see that the A.S* poet is 
using ae his source not merely the Bible but also his own . '.'y 
experience, end is, welding the two into a whole which will ■?'.
XV Tai® theme occurs often in A,S. poetry* for example it is ’ ",- 
this which gives the Wife. ,js -,lament much of its poignancy? - / 
a '12 HlSl 1222 Sl&£&' Ti.5)j and it seems to be •
. -im»lied~ByWha ^omioToe.trF'jC. 11.94b~96 ... laof wiiouBg. X 
m§Sa 2,i£e» £2222 Ua?a stondeftj / .bib his Gaol cuiasn Sid;,­
. tore- oeorl to ham a text s frosa The .(feeter ..Book, efl. G.P. -Krapp 
and .Svan S. Dobtti©, Columbia. 1936). Its occurrence in the : 
Gnomic poems seems ©(spaoially significant. - ' >
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engage the*attention and of his audience•♦
It is•interesting to note also that the
A*S* poet'did/not use the whole of this verse, fro® the .-•'/, 
Vulgates ‘ / fpip egressus eat &utam-rez ^Qdonmru® in pooursu® 
S2di£'alono provides ' the 'basis for the rest’of the A*S# '• 
passage quoted above* 1he geographical location of the .
meeting (in Valle Have) omitted, possibly to give a less 
X>aroohial application to the .sentiment* • •
i^}5^,,2100b-21gga« ' - < ‘ •
The next Verso of the Vulgate, Ch*lllV, -
V*18 . . ' .
at vero Melchisedeeh rex fc’&Xem pro£erons • -
penem et vinwa
erat eni® saoerdos Hoi altissimi 
is maintained in ll»2100b-2105a, ,
Him ferode raid -
■ ^olomia sincos hyrdej , •'.
• prat ms se w?r& Melohiaedeo, '
Inode, bi see op* Se mid locum corn 
fyrdrfnea f ruraan . togre gretan, .
Abraham arlioe ■ • ' ' -
‘without significant change save that the H&ne® -&£ vlnu® of '• 
the Biblical account is weakened to mid iaeng (i.2105b) in ’ 
the A*S. poem* The reason for this is no doubt that to 
give £gne» et vlnum might strike an -A*-8* audience as curious 
and .the poet would no doubt wish to avoid this* '
' ■ The following lines of the A«S« .poo®,
U*,2X05b-21O9a. / ' ’ ' •••■ • . ■/■’;'.
• . and him on s&tte ‘ ‘ ‘ '
‘gd&eo toietsuhge, and swa gyddodot . * 1 ' ■ \
. 7’$bs ’bn gewurbod on were rime . - *>■
■ for, toss e&guiir be Be /ssea tir . . ' - ..
ait gube forgeaf*151 - ‘ ' 1 ' . ' *•
seem to be’ plainly baaed' upon the next verse in the Vulgate,
v.:l3 ' .....
bpnedixit'oi et ait, . ‘ ‘ ’-’‘Tl-A
benedietus- Abraham Boo excelso qui creavit caelum 'p-f 
, et .terrain . . ■ . ' • , .
and the min addition by the A*8* poet is his 'attribution' •
of ‘Abraham’s victory to God# be be fosea tir /• <nt gube forgeaf-
(Xl«2X08h~2X09a)< God’s power as giver of victory'io a:
commonplace of A*3* poetry as the kenningo for him show #
but in this instance the poet seems intent upon developing ’ ?
something more striking than simply a kenning* Xn the •
following.lines, 11.2XO9b-21X9 ", ~ ' '5
ntot-is god selfa, . • y
sq.Sg hettendra herga pfymms ' • / <;
on’geweald' gebrae, and pe wrpnwa tot
ran estivate forS rume wyroan# • ’ ?
hu&o ehre&dan and teleb fyllan* • . >’
On swebe. ssstonj no w&hton sihwerod . ••*
gv&e spowon, ao hie god fXymde, , ? up
se-Stemt feohtah mid’.frumgarum «
wif ofermgnes’ egsan‘ecocide < ••,
handum sinum,* and ftalegu trebw, < ?
•• sea pu wib rodora weard rihtej healdestn« '
he goes on to write what is apparently a song of thanks- .
•giving, for victory* This song is inspired from v*2Q of
the Vulgate, ' , ................... '■■■ ' :
at bon edict us • i’aus axoelsus quo protegente • ’; ?
hostes-in mnibus this hunt • • •> • •' ■
but only at some distance, and only from•« partsv of tne verse* 
Its real significance seems .to be in it's dramatic position 
rather than its contentf which gives it a certain resemblance 
to” the songs which epic bards were wont to compose under . ; 
similar circumstances: . .the A*8. poet in .-fact is again . w;
* * ,
1* &g*., sigora ^aldond, Beowulf .1*287,5a; see also on awe
teliasalaalltSii fiSS&a. / ssti2° a§m» ibia.-Ii“686-6s7e
concerned to bring the habits of the earlier civilization 
into line with those of the civilization for which he is ;- 
writing. • ' . • ■;;<
The poet has wade two omissions in , /
passing: the final phrase of v*19, qui creavit caelum et :
terram and the opening phrase of v.20, gt benedictus pens 
excelsus are alike omitted# but the reasons for the omissions 
seem plain. The first of these phrases recalls the Creation 
but the mention of this would be inept at this point in the 
poem. The second glorifies &od, but the A.S. poet probably 
felt it not impious to omit this phrase when he was about > 
to write a long battle song to His glory. Thus we can see 
that the poet completely dominates his source material and 
rearranges it to suit his own aesthetic convenience.
Lines 2120-2123a. ’
The last phrase of v.20 in the Vulgate,
et deciroas ex omnibus is ambiguous as it stands,
the giver and the receiver not being clearly indicated, but
the A.S. poet has no doubt and writes in 11.2120-2123a
Him be se beorn . bletsunga lean . t
purh hand ageaf, and bees hereteames 7.
ealles teoban sceat Abraham sealde :
godes bisceope. ;
The ambiguity is noted by several-commentators^ and the ;
1.-’ Qommentarius in ttenesim attributed to ^ucheriug is the 
first text to mentiorrboth ambiguity and solution, nee, esse 
mirum, si Melohisedech victori Abraham processerit obvisn.. 
et benedixerit el cum abnepoti suo hoc Jure deberet? et 
deoimas praedae atque victoriae acceperit ab eo, sive - 
quoniam habetur awblguua utrum ipse dederit el decimas 
substantiae suae, et habits tern largltatem ostenderit in 
nepotem.. <.. quamquam Ap os to la in &pistola ad Hebraeos 
apeset issime definiat* non Abram suscepisse a Melohisedech
decimas/
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solution indicated from St* Paul’s Epistle to the Hebrews 
Oh*VXI, vv,l-2, Hie enia Melchlsedecn, rex Salem, sacerdos " 
Dei summij qui obviavit Abrahae regresso a caede regum, et 
benedixit ei; 2* cui et decimas omnium divisit Abraham,,,,, 
and though there is nc^rerbal correspondence close enough 
to indicate any one commentator as the A.S. poet’s source* 
the correctness of his solution testifies as to his wide 
scriptural knowledge, and his cere for the accuracy of his 
poem, evidently another quality which he regarded as more 
important than a literal rendering of his source, '
l^e^JWJb*2125# ‘
The King of Sodom now speaks, and his < 
speech is introduced in lX.2123b~2125
pa ©pxmc gufccyning
Sodom aider, secgum befylled, 
to Abrahawe (him wes era pearf)
which contrasts with the more brief statement in the Vulgate < 
in the opening phrase of v,21
dixit autem rex Sodomorum ad Abram, " '
The effect of the A,3, poet’s additions is to help his 
audience to realise pore clearly the figure of the King of 
Sodomj he is again introducing a vignette of the two con- 
trusting figures of Abraham and the King, in his desire to make 
the most of what concrete detail his source suggests to him. 
lines ^2126^35* ■ ' . ‘
The speech of the King of Sodom is 
reported with such brevity by the Vulgate* that it occupies
w >i»i * J».■ w mM* ••<«** fv-r-j-******’-**^** Mi1-»J» **»*»«» *«*•»# ‘STttw’'* d .-.-iff-iiO in¥y ijr* ---_7.u J'<IH t ,ff -‘Tft, ani-ui
* * 1 * . 4.
decimas divitjarum e jus, sed de spollls hostium partem .
acoepisse poniificem,, gpl* VOl»50, Col*95O, for a list 
of the other commentators consulted in this connection,
. see App* I List XVI,',- - ■ ?
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only the latter half of this same verse, v.21
da mihi animes cetera toile tibi...........  ..
but in the A.S* poem it occupies 10 lines in all, 11*2126-
"Forgif me mennen minra leoda, 
pe pu ahreddest herges crrftuw
Hafa pe wunden gold
ussura folce, 
tot me freo todan 
re&elinga beam* 
wif and cnihtas,
were, wmlclornmumj 
pmt mr agen wws 
feoh and fisetwel 
©ft on ebel 
on wests wic
earme wydewanl Kaforan syndon deade, 
folcgesifeas, nym&e fea ane> 
pe me mid sceoldon mearce healdan,*
s long addition by the A.S. poet is interesting for more 
than one reason. In the first place, the expansion is of 
such length that it seems to us that the situation In the 
Biblical account has made an appeal to the race-memory of 
the poet and his audience: otherwise there would be little
point in rehearsing the disasters suffered by Abraham’s 
allies. At the same time the details weste wic (1.2132a) 
and hyflfto fea ane / be mid me see old on mearce he a Id an 
(ll.2134b-2135) suggest a. wide imaginative sympathy between 
the A,S. poet and his Latin source material. Xhere is of 
course no immediate inspiration for this sympathy, and hence 
we must conclude that the Latin source in its totality 
Inspired the AiS. poet - if not his audience also - to see 
a picture of a'complete civilization and thus did wore than 
provide him with a sequence of heroic events.
Abraham replies: in the Vulgate his
reply Is introduced with the usual brevity in the opening; 
phrase of the following verse, v.22, qui respondit e_i:in 
the A*S* poem this is developed Into three lines, 11,2136-
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**• » * : :
Him pa Abraham andswarode ,
s?dre for eorluro, elne gewurbod,
dome and sigore, drihtlice spnoe:
but the additions have little to tell us. *he actual 
terms of his reply are given in the Vulgate in the rest of 
v.2£ together with v.23:
' , levo m&num mean? ad * pP
Bominum Beum excelsum possessorem caeli et terras P/.P>.
25.quod a filo subteminis usque ad corrigiam calig&e .J 
non accipiam ex omnibus quae tua sunt P
ne dicas ego ditavi Abram pp
a passage which the A«£» poet reproduces- in ll#2159-2149a -?pp
Xc pe gehate> xveleba waldend, . \p
for paw halgan> be heofona is p;
and pisse eorban agendfrea, ‘ p—
. wordum min urn, nis woruldfeoh, “PPp
peic me agan willet ps
sceat ne scilling, pms ic on sceotendum, P
peoden fflmra, pines ahredde,
m&elinga helm, py tes pu eft cwebe •
pest ic wurde# wiligecteaTlum, <P
eadig on eorfcan targes treonum '
Sodoma rices. ; •- p
Despite the more extended statement in the A.S. version 
there is in fact relatively little difference between the 
two versions as we see when we compare possessorem(v.22) 
with agendfrea (1.2141b) and ne dioas etc (v.25) with the ; 
corresponding part of the A.S. quotation# /
Unes J: 149^2155?,. ‘ ' /"p
Abraham adds one qualification to all 
this * he does not wish to deprive Anerv^schol and Mambre
1* But one should pay at least a passing tribute to the 
literary skill of the A.S# poet: the long and emotional 
speech which has just been given seems to demand an 
emphasising of the change of speaker in order that this 
change shall not be overwhelmed by the surrounding 
rhetoric.
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of their fair portion of the booty; in the Vulgate this ; \ 
proviso is given in the final verse of this chapter, Ch.XIV,
V.24 ■ ■ ‘ , ‘ ‘ . '<
exceptis his qu&e comederunt iuvenes.
et partibus viroru® qui venerunt mecum Aner, Kschol
et Mambre
isti recipient partes sues. <«’•<
The corresponding passage in the A.s. poem, 11.2149b~2l55H ;
ac pu selfa most heonon .
hube todan, pe ic be fat hilde gesloh, '
ealle buton tele pissa drihtwera, >?•
Aneres and Marnres and -BJscoles, ? ■
Halle iebarincas,. rihte benteman, , .
ac hie me fulleodon mt mscprmce>
fuhton be miter frofre. 1 ; .
shows no essential difference from this, but it is not ?
however without interest for us* The omission of the 
reference to that part which has been eaten by Abraham’s /
army may be explained by the A.S. poet’s desire not to 
introduce too many complicated issues at this point; the ; 
fact that the A.S. poet prefaced this part of the speech " 
with Abraham’s preliminary instruction to the King of Sodom y 
to lead away the booty is probably to be explained by the > 
poet hi desire to bind the speech together by anticipating, , >
at the beginning of this passage, the material of 11.2155b* 
2156b2; and finally the word rihte (1.2153b) may quite 
possibly be the A*S< poet’s interpratation of Abraham’s / / 
actions> rather than a revelation of any Germanic tribal 
custom; in either case it would be interesting but since ? 
we have no way of deciding which of the,two it represents, it
1. Moreover food would not have the same importance in Germanic 
civilisation as it had in Biblical; the literature of the ,5 
former is free fro® those accounts of famine so frequent
in the Bible. - ; ? <
2. vide infra. p,265.
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will perhaps be safer to leave it without cofflaent*
Lines 2155b-2l6l. ,
The A*S* poem now gives the close of
Abraham*s speech, in an addition by the poet, occupying 
11.2155b~2l6l, 4
Gewit pu ferian nu
ham hyrsted gold and healsmregeb, <
leoda idesa. pu pe labra ne pearft
tatleba hlldpmce hwile onsittan,
norbmanna wig; ac nefuglas
under beorhhleopum blodige slttab,
peodherga wajle piece gefylled.^
the purpose of the addition seems to be simply the provision 
of another vignette based upon concrete detail and aimed at 
catching the imagination of the audience• Its effect 
moreover is to emphasise the warlike and magnamimous character 
of Abraham; the A.8* poet has thus added to his source to 
produce a vignette which will make Abraham a figure more 
likely to resemble his audience9s conception of a Germanic 
epic hero.
Lines 2162-2164.
The whole episode of this war is now 
brought to a close in 11.2162-2164.
Gewat him pa se healdend ham sibian 
mid py hereteame pe him se halge forgesf,
JSbrea leod arna gemyndig. v
In a. certain sense these lines divide the poem into sections - 
almost like the Middle ihgiieh «fittes* - and they show us 
that the MS* poet is still concerned for the aesthetic 
proportioning of his poem end is prepared to add to the 
details; given in the Vulgate to ensure this*
1. The text is from Kr&pp, p*65* OS in. line 2159 reads eacne 
fugles
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Lines 2165^2167•
The A.S. poet now deals with what is 
in one sense the central episode of the whole poem, * God’s 
Covenant with Abraham. Jn the Vulgate the account of this 
occupies the whole of Ch.XY, end commences when God appears 
to Abraham, v.l,
His itaque transactis
factus act scrap Ocmini ad Abram per visionem dicens.
The A.S. poet records this in 11<2165-2167,
pa.,gen Abr&hame eowde selfa ,
heofona heaheyning halige spmee
trymede tilmodlgne and him to reOrdode?
the only change being from per visionem to eowde selfa 
(1.2165b) and it is noteworthy that the change is quite
in accordance with the commentators’ view of God’s appear*
1 " ' ' ‘ance in visions^ so that we see the accuracy of the poet’s
(Mt II* > I " *■* ne nil r * ".AM r«*s *«*"«*• .IIIOIiWis«f(h'M **• <w<***e*^• «W «•*?* -SM ■.'«»* nW«»W Ml —
l.cf. Augustine de Civitate Lsl> Bk.l6, Ch.29, flst quidem 
diyinae potestatis, et invisibilis, incorporalle inooamut- 
abillsque naturae sine ulla eul mutatione etiam aortalibus 
aspeotibus apparere> non per ea quod eat, aed per aliquid 
quod sibi subdltua ast. MPh. Vol.41, Col.508. A clearer 
statement of the*seme~view is given later by Rupertus Abbes, 
in his do..Trinitato.,8t_gE«ribug_ajJus Bk.V, o.38, when 
commenting on Genesis, Ch.XVIII, v,l* *In ipso’*, inquit, 
^fervors diei;> 3atius exprimi non potuit qualitas vel 
proprietas ejus quae nunc apparuit visionic, idea enla est 
ac si dictutt fuisset: Non jam liTusu noctis, non in aligns 
spiritual! soluromodo.visione, aed hoaine, Hu jus soils in . 
©spectu’oculorun vel Sensu^comauniT Nam revere ad communis 
pertinent sensus cunota haeeguaein^hac^vlslone narrantur. 
■WPL< Vol.167, Col.401. gee also Hil&rlus, de Trlntate. J 
Lib.IV, 0.25, WPL. Vol.lQ*.Col.115*, Augustlhe, de Genesi ad 
Lifteram, c.XII, MPL. Vdl.34, Col.458; Paterius, gxposltio 
ygterig et <qvi Testamenti, super Genesim, 0.45. MPL. Vol.79 
cel.701. '
knowledge as well as His purpose in using the commentaries ; 
to help him to word his poem in accordance with orthodoxy.:
^MJ^^2172* * ".'/•/J,
God’s speech to Abraham occupies the
rest of v.l,
noli timers Abram
ego protector tuus et merces tua m&gna nimis
which the A.S. poet reproduces in 11.2168-2172
Meds syndon micla pins! Ne Is&t pu pe pin mod asealcan> 
wosrfmst willan mines! He pearft pu pe wiht onaxmdan, ' 
penden pu mine lare lcsstest, ac ic pe lifigende her 
wib weana gehwam wreo and scylde
folmum minum; ne pearft pu forht wesan. 
and despite the prime, facie agreement of the two passages 
quoted, they differ significantly. The A.S. poet has 
chosen the "reward" clause to introduce the speech, and he 
has added to the material in his source, the clause penden 
pu mine lare 1mstest (1.2170a): these two additions both
appear to arise from the chief-and-warrior relationship 
which lay at the very root of Anglo-Saxon society. Hence 
this is possibly one of the most convincing examples of the 
A.S. poet’s habit of seeing God as the "Lord-in-chief" to 
whom all men owe allegiance: and it illustrates again how ?
the Latin source inspires the A.S. poet to equate events in 
-his source with the conditions of his own civilisation, and 
thus t;o bring the Biblical world nearer the Germanic.
1. of. The bond between lord and retainer went deeper than 
materlal~benefit. on either side. The giving of arms 
and treasure. which was ceremonially performed, had a" - 1
symbolic significance, ..... D. Whitelock, The Beginnings 1 
of English society. Harmsworth, Middlesex, 1952. .”?'
■ ; • , : •' ' - . . ....... • . . 267:";
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Lines 2175-2186.
Abrhtew now taake s two spee che s whi oh -
occupy in the Vulgate vv 2 and 5. .
2.dixitque Abram Nomine. Deus Quid dabis*mihi 
ego v&d&m absque liberis
et filius procuratoris domus meae iste Damascus 
fiLiezer ’ ’
J.addiditque Abrew
mini autem non dedisti semen et ecce vernaculus 
meus heres meus erit
while the A.S. poet condenses both into one speech, intro--
duced in 11.2175-2174
Abrate.ra pa andswarode,
dssdrof drihtne sinuro, frngn hine dwgrime frod;
and reported in 11.2175-2186
Hwmt gifest pu rue, * gasta waldend, 
freoraanna to frofre, nu ic pus/feasceaft eom?
Ne pe&rf ic yrfestol eaforan bytlian 
mnegum rainra, ac me mfter sculon
mine woruldmagas welan bryttian.
Ne sealdest pu me sunuj forbon mec sorg dreceb 
on sefan swibe* Ic sylf ne,a»g
3fted ahycgan. Geb gerefa min 
f?»gen freobeamumj fmste raynteb 
ingepancum part me nafter sie 
eafor&n sine yrfewe&rdas.
Geseob Jwt me of bryde beam ne wocon.
The only addition he has made Is to put Into Abraham’s 
mouth the lament that he need build no yrfestol; this 
seems plainly to be an inference from the thought in the 
Vulgate, and It shows something of the A.8. poet’s attitude 
to his source, for in his attempt to sympathise with the 
Biblical author he has extended the reasoning along Germanic 
lines. We should note at the same time the insertion of 
forbon me sorg dreceb / on sefan .swibe (li.2180b-2I81); 
this introduces Abraham’s sorrow, which is not in the 
Vulgate, and thus shows again that when the A.S. poet wrote,
he was familiar with this episode as a whole and did not 
simply translate it,verse by verse, as it unfolds itself 
in the Vulgate.
Lin es 2167-2190♦
The Covenant is now set forth in full:
its first premiss is that the son of -Sliezer shall not
inherit the goods of Abraham, given in the Vulgate in v.4
st&timque sermo Domini factus est ad eum dicens 
non erit hie heres tuus sed qui egredietur de utero
tuo ipsum habebis heredem
which the A.S. poet renders in 11.2187-2190*
Him pa nsdre god andswarode:
Nsefre gerefan xredab pine
eefora yrfe, ac pin, agen beam
frwtwa healdeft, ponne pin ftosc ligeb.
without any significant change.
Lines 2191-2196a*
The promise is now made more concrete
as is related in v.5
eduxitque eum fores et ait illi 
suspice caelum et nurnera stellas si potes 
et dixit ei sic erit semen tuum
and in the A.S. poem in 11.219l-2l9ba
Sceawe heofon, and hyrste gerim,
rodores tungel, pa nu rume heora 
wuldorfesstne wlite wide d»lab 
ofer brad brymu beorhte scinan.
Swilc bib nwgburge menigo pinre 
folcbe&mura frowe.
Tlie change made here by the A.S. poet can hardly be dis­
missed as a mere extension of the idea in the Vulgate, 
since it introduces a new factor - ofer brad brymu (1.219 
the resultant vignette is both typical of A.S* poetry as 
whole and illustrative of the common method of our poet?*
l.cf. The Anglo-Saxon poetry is marked by a distinct fondnegs 
for/*
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His source has provided him with congenial material, and 
he has expanded it in the way which will make the readiest 
appeal to an audience traditionally interested in nature 
poetry*
The A*S* poet omits to use the phrase
eduxitque eum foras». and the reason for this omission may
well lie in what Sbert, in connection with 11*1497 sq*,
called the jbu starken anthropomorphismus of the Hebrew
concept of God* The consequence of this however is of ,
some importance, for it indicates that our poet did not
visualise God as a person: he seems rather to have thought
of Him in terms of hypostatised qualities* The religious
thought of the circles in which the poet moved seems thus
to be fairly sophisticated: it is certainly more ad*
vanced than the pagan thought of the Old Morse peoples
as this appears in the Lay of Grimnir* for instance. If
it be granted that A.S* pagan thought must at some time have 
2been of the same cast as that of the Scandinavians, then it
for description of nature* In the paraphrases such passages 
are regularly expanded * eg. in the Genesis the account > 
of Creation* the account of the flood: the passage of the 
Red Sea in the Hxodusi and the Axarles, where the whole 
poem expands and describes the natural phenomena which in 
the yuiga te are slaplyexhorted to pra ise * A<H* Skemp,
The Transformation of Scripture in Anglo*Saxon Poetry*
H« Phil.. Vol.IV, p.435.
1. Kbert. op.oit. Anglia Vol.V, p.129, cf. p,l60 supra of our 
study. ""
2. of. first, it will now be clear that the central notion of 
Beowulf»s fights with the monsters may have been, suggested 
by legend and folklore and the beliefs of later"oermanlc 
paganism » since doubtless the beliefs.of the pagan Horse­
men would be shared bjr the immediately pre-Christian Anglo- 
Saxons, at least? in fundamnetals. Beowulf, ed. C.L.Wrenn, 
London, 1953, p.62
is possible that this advance is due to Christianity end 
itS' educative value - due in fact to the Latin background 
to Anglo-Saxon.
Lines 2196b—2200. •.
Another addition by the A.S. poet 
follows in 11.2196b*2200
He lost pu pin ferhb wesan 
sorgum aseeled«- Glen pe sunu weorbeb, - 
beam of bryde purh gebyrd oumen * ~ 
se be defter bib yrfes hyrde, 
gode Caere. He georora pul
and the key to its presence seems to lie in the method 
of Anglo-Saxon poetry• For the normal milieu of our poet 
is what we msy call *the grand style* and in consequence 
when special emphasis is required it must be gained by 
repetition as appears to be done here* The significance 
of this Is the light which it casts upon the poet's purposeJ 
for if the poet emphasised the Covenant of God with Abraham 
as the main point of his poem, and more particularly if he 
emphasised this aspect of it - that God will give Abraham 
offspring r then the present ending of the Genesis A with 
the sacrifice of Isaac may not bo much different from that 
of the original. God has fulfilled His promise* and by 
preventing Isaac's death* He has,given the fulfilment His 
final authorisation.
The A.S. poet now gives the first 
part of the speech in which God guarantees the Covenant, 
in 11.2201-22O4a, . .
Io eom se waldend se pe for wintra fela 
of Caldea oeastre almdde.
feowera sumne, gehet pe folcstede 
wide to gewealde,
based fairly closely upon the corresponding passage in the 
Vulgate, namely Ch.XV, v.7*
Dixitque ad eum
ego Dominus qui eduxi to de Or Chal&eorum
ut darem tibi terra® istam et posslderes earn#
We should note in passing that the A,S, poet has omitted 
to divide up God’s speech as it is divided in the Vulgate: 
he has also omitted v,6 of this chapter credidit Abram peo- 
et ,rgputaturn est ei ad iustitiam, Both omissions were 
no doubt dictated by the poet’s concern for the continuity 
of his narrative, and imply that his concern for this is 
greater than his concern for the preservation of the 
historical character of Abraham (ei ad iustitiara) with 
which his source provided him.
Lines_2204hr2213.
The following lines of the A,S, poem,
ll,2204bw2215
Ic £>e wre nu, 
mago Bbrea, mine selle, 
pmt sceal fi’omcynne folde bine, 
sidland manig, geseted wurb&n, 
eor&an sceatas o& Bufraten, 
and from Bgypta ebelmearce 
swa mid niS&s swa Hilus sce&deft 
and eft wendeb sbA wide rice, ~
Ball fcwt sculon agan eaforan pine, 
joeodlanda gehwilc, swa pa I>reo xwter 
ste&pe stanbyrig streamum beirind&b, 
f&raige flodas folciwgSa byht,
present us with several problems, which we shall deal with
in due course, Birst however, we should notice that they 
are not founded on the immediately subsequent verse of the 
Vulgate, for vv,8~17 deal with Abraham’s sacrifice and the 
accompanying vision. The reason for this seems plain, for
tl,H) H iM, W.ij, 1WM11 w tMWvMMI *-«>» »l
1» K*BPP p.66 wendelsta; but of. irifre g.273, n.3.
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the A.S, repugnance to the description of sacrifices in <
literature has been remarked by more than one commentator.
. To return to the passage quoted, we can 
now see that it depends upon the closing verses of this 
chapter, Ch.XV, yv* 18-21
18.in die illo pepigit ppminus cum Abram foedus dicens 
semini tuo dabo terram tone
a fluvio Aegypti usque ad fluvium magnum flumen 
Eufraten , <
19,Cineos et Cenezeos et Cedmoneos "
2O*et Ettheos et Pherezeos ’ .
R&faim quoque 21.et Amorreos et Ohananeos et Gergesseos 
et lebuseos, /
The correspondence between the two passages, however, is not 
very close as the long list of tribal names is omitted.
The omission of these can hardly be due to anything more than 
their meaninglessness^ for the average warrior of the gesi^.
1. Of, for example, As long as the fate of .Christianity in 
England was in any way insecure, its more^pious""adherents 
could hardly en joy hearing of the practices of eChcathen- 
ism from which they"had/only"re cently""been released"eyen 
if purely heathen poems were still being listened to by < -v 
their less religiously minded con tempora riesT~5. White lock,; 
The Audience ofBeowulfT Oxford7~19547 p.12.
2, As GBtzinger said with regard to Ch.XI, vv. 10-26, Blpsse 
Namenregister liossen si oh natdrlich nicht in den b ringer). 
(Uber die picht^ungen dos Angels&chsen Caedmon 7~Gdttirigen, 
I860) but he gives no support for hio nattirlich.
5, This same reason militates against the emendation Wendels^ 
adopted by Krapp (p.68), and Holthausen (p.6o). The~poet 
tends to omit names given in the Bible, rather than to 
introduce names from elsewhere: the only name he introduces 
is the well-known Nilus, Admittedly, this passage contains 
the introduction, but this fact supports neither Ms reading 
nor emendation.
Lines 2216-2226
Abraha® now cohabits with Agar, as
suggested by garah, as the Vulgate records in Ch.XVI, 
vv.l*2,
l.Igltur Serai uxor Abram non genuerat liberos
sed habens ancillamAegyptiam nomine Agar* 2.dixit
marito sue . ,
ecce conclusit me Beus ne parerem 
Ingredere ad anallie® Beam si forte ’ 
saltern ex ilia suscipiam filios
and the Apoet reproduces the first phrase of this in
ll«22l6~22X9a . .
pa wes Sarran sar on mode, : ;
twit him Abrahame anig ne wearb .
purh gebedscipe beam gemsne, 
freolic to frofre.
This passage contains the usual "Germanising" expressions 
such as freolic to frofre (1,2219a) but the. principal in* 
terest of these lines is the picture they give of Sarah*s
emotion; and the picture is consistently maintained as
the poet, temporarily omitting the second phrase sed habens
ancillam etc, announces Sarah’s speech, translating dixit
marito stto (v.2) as 11.2219b*2220>
Ongann pa ferhbce&rlg 
to were sinum wordum mwblan; ,
and adding ferhboearig (1.2219b) to the material given in 
his source. The speech itself contains an added express* 
ion of the same regret, the Vulgate giving only ecce con* 
clusit me Be us etc. (v.2) while the A,S, poem has in 11.2221 
2226,
Me p»s forwymde w&ldend heofona, 
pet ic aegburge moste pinfe 
rim mlclian roderum under , 
eaforum pinum. Nu ic eom orwena 
pet unc se ebylstef »fre weorbe 
gifebe mtgmdere, Ic eom geomorfrodj
Considering the relatively high standards which the Anglo-
Saxons seem to have observed they may well have found the
morality of this incident puzzling: the added emphasis
given to the part which Sarah plays represents the poet’s
attempt to gloss over the difficulty by presenting the
preservation of Abraham’s line as so important as to over- 
1ride at least temporarily everything else. The significance 
which such an explanation enjoys is that it shows something 2 
of the A.S. attitude to the Bible, for the poet would have 
felt the need of the additions he has made only if he were 
writing for an audience who were alert to criticise a story 
even of Biblical authority. . .
Lines^_ 2227^22 >0. ’ •
The previously disregarded phrase of v.l,
sed habens ancillam aegyptiam nomine Agar is now* recorded
along with the following phrase of v.2, ingredere ad1 an cilia, m
and the two together appear as 11.2227-2220 >
Brihten min, do swa ic pe biddel 
Her is femne, freolecu meg,
I aWM -■.V# C^>,r«W *•*. dHBriMUm "**» ?rt* Mfc* >«®T AW *5^
1. cf. Tacitus, Germania, Qh.17»„nam prope soli hartaarorum 
singulis uxpribus content! sunt, exceptis admodum^paucis, 
c[ui H2S libidine sed ob nobilita tem^pluribus^nupti is 
ambiuntur. (63? G. Andereon7 Leipzig 1928).~ It~is poss­
ible too, that Tacitus’ ob nobilitatem may represent some 
situation such as that in which Abraham now finds himself.; 
Moreover, it is Alcuin, himself an Englishman, who finds 
it necessary to defend Abraham here: see his interrogat- 
Igflgs M g£9^si one s in Gene a im, lut.171 Quomod o~defend- 
itur Abraham adulterii^reus^non esse, dum yiyente"“legitime - 
uxore' su&7 con June tus est anci11ae suae?"" Hasp: Sondum 
X^romuigata erat uhius uxoris~lex evangelica .. .atjam et 
Sara., cum prolem Ge se habere^non potuit, Ge anciIla habere 
X2lHi£* MPL.Voi.lOO, Col.528. Eor other commentators con­
sulted on this point, see App. I, List XVII.
276.;
>*'V
; ides'2Sgypt iso, an on geweslde* ., - ■ .
Hat J>e pa recene rest© gestigan,
When both the Latin phrases are taken, into account, there < 
does not appear to be much difference between the totality > < 
of expression of th© Latin and the A.8. file difference -
of order is probably due to the A.sC poet’s betterdramaticf;
• sense which has shown him the propriety of combining both 2; 
references to Agar, and putting the first mention of her 
into Sarah’s mouth., Such a change as this illustrates 
well the A*S* poet’s primarily aesthetic approach to his 
material: even when he is following his source as closely
as he follows it here, the Vulgate seems to have appeared \ 
to him as little more than a collection of excellent stories 
and dramatic situations J ; t:
Lines 2231-2233. ?
file final phrase of the Latin quoted on 2.
p.,274 supra, si forte saltern ex ilia suacipiam filios
becomes in our poem 11.2231-2233 ■/
and afanda hwber frea wills
mnigne f>e yrfeweerda
on woruld lsetan purh part wif cuman*
in which the main .change from the Latin is the mention of * 
God in 1* 2231b fres,* This change would seem to reinforce p 
the suggestion advanced above that the A.S. audience may
l.The change in order could also be due to the less highly 
organised Germanic grammer? sed habens ancillam etc has 
almost.the force of a very weak causal clause, and if the 
A*S. poet were to attempt to reproduce this nuance of mean­
ing, the ba ha or for bon which would be required, together 
with the elevation of a phrase into a clause would detract 
considerably from the speed of his poem*. In our opinion 
however, this explanation is hardly to be preferred, as it 
would then be-necessary to assume that the poet was incap­
able of managing his language.
2*cf. p. 275^ supra.
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• have found Sarah’s plan Somewhat outrageous? if this 
were so,- then/the mention of God would help to authenticate . > 
it, as it were,* ' ’
Lines 2234*2256. * 1 ' , ' . • ' * •
■ . Abraham agrees to this proposal, as the
Vulgate recounts in the final phrase of v*2 ' .. .•'','■///
eumque ille adquiesceret deprecanti .
and the A.S. poet in X1.223l*2235a • . > • <-\-
joe.'se eadega war id-ese la rum ' .
gebefode . ■
an expression which in almost an exact translation of the 
Latin source? and the poet’s rendering of the first and . 
last phrases of v.3 . '
tulit Agar Aegyptiam ancillaw suam
< « « . « ■ _ ■.
et dedit earn viro suo uxorem
which he now gives in 11.2235b~2256
• heht him joeowmennen 
on bedd gan bryde larum.
restores Abraham to the dominant position he usually holds 
without losing sight of Sarah’s motivating of this agreement^; 
thus showing us his determination that his figures shall 
enjoy the position he wishes them to have, irrespective of 
their importance In the Bible, and showing at the same time, 
his control over his sonrce*material. .J
Li—,.»■ » m.i , — HI., I, I..I, III.   .i...» .i.,... IM1 .
1. We cannot agree with the emendation of la rum to lastum, 7 
Xante, (proposed by Mason, Xale, Studies in Ahgligh. 
vol.48, and supported by Holthausen 5nglische Studien, 
vol.51): by removing the reference to Sarah,, it lessens; 
the audience’s .consciousness of her responsibility and 
so conflicts with what has been said on pp*275-6 above.
Xt will no doubt hare been noticed 
that the A.S. poet has omitted all mention of the medial 
phrase of v«3
post annos decern quam habitare 
coeperant in terra Chanean
and indeed it appears to us that the very ineptness of 
this phrase, at least from a narrative point of view is 
sufficient to motivate his action. The first phrase of
▼ U,
qui Ingres sue est ad earn
is likewise omitted from the A.S. probably because the 
A.S. poet felt that the action it portrays had already 
been given adequately in 11.2235b-»2236, which we have 
quoted above.
Lines 2237-2243.
Agar now rebelled against her mistress, •
as the Vulgate tells us in the final phrase of v.4
at ilia conoepisse se videns despexit 
dominam suam
a phrase which the A.S. poet expands considerably, making
it the source of 11.2237*2243
Hire mod astah pa heo wets magotimbre 
be Abrahame eacen worden.
Ongan «fpanouw agendfrean 
halsfest herian, higepryiewmg,
was labwendo, lusturn ne wolde |
peowdom pollan, ac heo priste ongan
wib Sarran swibe winnan. :j
The object of the A*S. poet in making this expansion is not 
at once plaint but other similar expansions may suggest 
that he wished to introduce into his poem another of those 
vignettes in which he delights, although the expressions j
1. v. supra p.277. .
r’.'d< I
through which he seeks to convey this particular example 
are so vague that the vignette, seems to us at, least to fail 
of its purpose# ;
Line s^,2 24 4-^2 24 6. ; : .
Sarah now prepares to complain to
Abraham, and her speech is heralded in the usual formal
fashion of the A.S. poem in 11.2244*2246
pa ic p»t wif gefiwgn wordum cybnn ;
* hire mandrihtne modes sorgo* . -
, sarferhb swgde and swibe ciwb; /
ah expansion of the more compressed Vulgate phraxe in r.5
, . dixitque S&r&i ad Abram.
Not only is the A.S. expanded into-the formal announcement 
of a speech, which we might attribute simply to the A.S. . ; 
poet’s desire to, give his poem something of the traditional' 
style of the Germanic epic# but also this passage introduces 
the idea of Sarah’s sadness, probably with the idea of giving 
her added realism in the eyes of his audience. For the A.S. 
poet the Bible is not only a source of religious inspiration* 
but as we have already had occasion to remark, a record of 
the deeds of real meh and women.
Lines_2247*2252a5 . ' ' ,’ * •
. • The first: phrase of Sarah’s speech to ;
Abraham, which starts with the second phrase of v.5
•inique agin contra me . .
is rendered almost literally by the A.S. poet in 1.2247
Ne freraest pu gerysnu and riht wib mel
l.cf. the gloss on the MS Cotton Tiberius ' 04 2. of Bede’s’ijjj*^
f01.80 recto} in aequitate,, is glossed, in rehtnes. cited in
ihiUMerritt? Old Sngiish Glosses. New York 1945, p.30:
also the gloss™!!5 the Advocates MS "18.7*7. of Gedulius 
groan Fescha1a» fol.50 verso; inique is glossed unrihtre,
cited ibid p.42. . ~ ~
apd the substance of‘.her compl® in t which, the Vulgate records 
in the ,rest of- v.5
ego dedi.ancillam weaw in sinuatuum
quae videns;Quod conceperit despectui we ha bet ,
the A.S. poet handles in 11.2248-2252®
b&fodest. Jyu gena j»t me beowwennen, ;
sib&ah Agar be, idese laste, .
beddreste gestuh, swa ic bena wras, '
drehte dogora gehwam feduw and woxdum
unariice. -
wherein the main difference between the two versions is the 
more concrete and detailed expression of the A.S. poem- a ■ 
change which shows the ability of the A.S* poet to see the ■/ 
actions which lie behind the narrative in his source.
The A.S. poet adds to tf&rah’s complaint ;;f;
however, and in 11.2252b-2254a.we .have
. , {xet Agar sceal ongieldan,
'■ gif io mot for pe win® wealdan,
Abraham leofa.1 *.
- a passage which has no support in the Vulgate account, . ? 
although it might be deduced as Sarah’s automatic reaction 
to Agar’s conduct. The desire’ that outrageous conduct shall/
. ' ’ . ’■O'-. '--"
be punished is a? noticeable trait of the Crex^manic character, /
mW .Aim*
l.The text is that of Krupp, p.6?j the word ongieldan (1.2252) 
is not in the MS, but most edd. agree in supplying this or 
soine similar word. See ffrapp, notes, p.189
2.Sarah’s attitude here is analogous to .that of the old Heatho- 
bard warrior in Beowulf, 11.2053-2056. . 1
NU her para benena byre nathvzyIces ■ • • / •
fr»etwura hx’emig on flat .$»?> ;
mor&res:gylpeb ond pone wa&bum byreb, '
bone pe'.ftu mid rihte - r&dan ’seeoldest. f;
(Text from Kiaeber,-'p#77). ' ,
and the reason for the poet’s addition of this passage 
may well he that he wishes Sarah’s character to appear 
to his audience as thoroughly Germanic. If this is so, 
then he is emancipating himself completely from his source 
which is thus providing him simply with the inspiriation 
for original work.
Lines 2254b*2255.
This addition made, the complaint is
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closed as sar&h declares that God will judge whether Abraham 
has treated her well or not, the relevant phrase from the 
Vulgate being the close of v.5
iudicet pominus inter me et te 
which the A.S. poet translates in 11.2254b-2,251?
pies sie mlmihtig,-
drihtna drihten, dema mid unc twih. 
without significant change.
U^_225^260.
In the Vulgate Abraham’s reply is brief 
and to the point, being given in v.6 as
cui respondent Abram
ecce alt ancilla tua in menu tua est utere 
ea ut libet
but in the A.8. poem we have first the formal introduction 
of his speech, in 11.2256*2257
Hire pa rr»dre andswsrode
wishidig war wordum sinum: • •
the significant change being the addition of the ’’charact*
eristic epithet Wishidig wer” (1.2257s) which shows that the 
A.S. poet is always concerned to approximate his material 
to the Germanic style. The rest of his reply occupies
1. The word drihtne (1.2255a) Is not in the text, but all edrl. 
agree in adding itj see Krapp, p.169 notes.
11.2258-2260 , . /.
Ke forl^te ic pe, penden wit Xifiab Mi, : -i;
‘arna lease , ac pu pin agen most
•■•■■ mennen ateon, . swa £>in, rood frsqS . •'
of which the latter portion is patently a, translation of ?: 
th^&atin. The first part‘of/this reply however represents 
an addition by the A.S. poet, probably with the idea of 
impressing upon his audience the nobility of Abraham’s 
characters the poet in fact may feel that Abraham’s char­
acter is still suspect, as a result of his cohabitation with 
Agar^ and it is thus possible to see in this addition fresh 
proof of the critical attitude of the A»S. audience to the 
Bible.
Lij^G_226lZ22J0a. . .
Sarah now takes her revenge upon the
unfortunate Agar, and the story is quickly told; in the 
final phrase of v.6, and in v.7
(6). . , . .
ndfligente igitur earn Sarai fugam iniit 
7 < eumque inve ni ss e t, i11am angelus bo min i
iuxta fontem aquae in solitudine qui est 
in via Sur in deserto
we have the material which the A.S. poet uses for 11.2261- 
70a
pa wearb unbiibe Abrahames cwon, 
hire worcbeowe wra& on mode, 
hoard and hrebe, higeteonan ,'spzwc
frmcne an f»mnan. 
p rea and p e o wdom; 
yfel arid ondlean,
Heo pa fieon gewat 
ba lien ne wolde 
pms be mr dyde
to Sarr&n, ac heo on si&.gew&t/' 
westen pecan. j>wr hie wuldres pegn, 
engel drihtnes an gemitte 
geomormode.
The A.S. poet has made more of the enmity between Sarah 
and Agar, and his doing so seems to indicate that he feels
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tinder no obligation-.to reproduce his source when* to alter • .
it suited him better; and we should also note his omission
of all detailed reference to the desert and to Stir which he­- . . • •' " ■ '''
probably omitted because he did not wish his poem to be 
encumbered with names which would be meaningless to his 
audience.- • 'A
Lines 2270b—2276n«;
. The angel now questions Agar about her
purpose, as the Vulgate tells in the following verse, v.8,
. . dixit ad earn
Agar an oil la Saroi unde venis et quo vadis ,
which the A.S. poet translates more or less as it stands 
in ll.227Qb-.2272
; se hie geo rue fmgn: .
• Hwider fundast pu, fe&sceaft ides, 
siftas dreogan? bee 8arre ah.
the phrase anoills Serai being almost certainly echoed in
foeo Sarre ah (1.2272b). The rest of this verse, which
gives Agar’s reply .
quae respondit a facie Sarai dominae meae 
ego fugio
is used by the A.8. poet in the subsequent lines, 11.2273* 
2276a, **<*
Heo him mdre andswarode: . /
le flesh wean, wane wiina gehwilces, 
hlntfdigan hate, he an of wi.cum,
tregan and teonan
in which he has slightly expanded the Latin account, putting 
into -Agax*»s. mouth just that extra speech which will elevate
-------- --------------- -—----- -—---------- --------- -—
1. At least if we accept sift as droogan as the equivalent of 
• the angel’s question to Agar: if it does not exactly
translate the expression it certainly translates the 
sense. .
ithe‘whole’episode from narrative into dialogue.:. thus we 
can see that even when he is following his source-quite ■ 
closely, his ..attitude towards it is that it way at any */ 
moment require ’addition to make it more interesting to his 
audience* '
Lines m 2276b*- 2279.
Xhis conclusion is reinforced by the
immediately subsequent lines of the A.S. poem, 11 .2276b-
2279 '.M-t
Nu sceal tearighleor 
on westerns witodes bidan. 
hwonne of heortan hunger obbe wulf 
sawle and serge sowed,abregde.
for when we -examine them we find that after following his 
source thus closely the A.S.. poet abandons it to add this ? 
account of the fate which Agar imagines will await her*
It is further noticeable that the fate takes a Germanic 
form - hunger obbe wulf (1.2278b) vindicating again the 
Apoet’s desire that his poem shall meet the experience i 
of his audience as readily and os freqjuently as possible. f
Another and less obvious consideration 
may well have affected the poet in his decision to make this - 
addition. Germanic poets are notably fair-minded in their , . 
attitude to women; even the unpleasant Thryth has some 
redeeming features’3': it is hence possible that the A.S.
poet way have felt that he ought to enlist the sympatny of 
his audience somewhat upon Agar’s behalf, - as this rather 
doleful passage undoubtedly does - but this whole explanation 
is rather too hypothetical in character to serve as a 
satisfactory basis for further deduction.
1. Beowulf. 1.1925 ff.
Uties^ 2280^2288. . ' ' ■
• ':!The angel now tells
her mistress^,, as we learn in v.9 of the Vulgate,
• d 1 x i t, qufa - e 1 an ge lu s Ho win 1 
revertere ad dominam tu&m et humiliare
sub manibus ip.sius
r to return to
which the A.8* poet handles in 11*2280-2284 
Hire j>& se engel andswarodes
He cearajxu feor heonon fleame .tol&n „ • . . '<.>
somwist incre, ac l>u sece eft, .•■:
earns. &«• era, eaftmod ongin ’?•:
dreogan ter duge&um, wes drihtenhold
without significant change, as comparison will show, '
The following verse of>the Vulgate, v.10,
et rureuro multiplicand inquil multiplioabo 
semen tuum et non numerabitur prae multitudine
is temporarily omitted by the A .3, poet, for in the
subsequent lines, 11*2285-2288-
pu see alt, Agar, Abx'ahame sunu 
on woruld ; bringsn., Ic pe wordum nu 
minum seege, p»t so raagorinc sceal 
mid yldum wesen Israahel haten
we see the equivalent of v.ll*
ac deinceps ecce concepisti et paries filium 
vocabisque nomen eius Xsw&hel 
eo quod audierit Dominus adflictionew tuam
again without significant change, for the omission of the 
final phrase of this verse seems to us to signify no more 
than that, the A.S. poet rightly did not consider the '
etymology of Ishw&eVs name to be of sufficient importance 
to warrant its inclusion in his poem. We should note 
incidentally that it is at-those points.in. which the 
Vulgate is most.dramatic that, the A.S. poet accepts his 
source more or less literally -a conclusion which accords 
well enough with the fact that we have already observed
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that many of the changes he makes are due to the desire 
for a more dramatic statement or situation than that given 
in the Vulgate.
Lines 2289-2292.
The same literal acceptance of the 
Vulgate source is seen again in the A.S. poet’s rendering 
of v.12 ’
hie erit fefus homo
menus eius contra cmnes et menus omnium contra, eum 
at e regione universonuo fratrum sucrum figet t&ber­
ne cu la
as lie2289-2292
Se bib unhyre, wrlmggifre,
and wifterbreoa were oneorissum^
magum sinuwj hine monige on
wrafte winnsb mid mepenpnwce
which is a statement only slightly more poetic than that in 
the Vulgate. The final phrase of the Latin, however, appears 
to have been omitted from the A.8* poem, as ho mention is 
made of.any region in which ishmael shall settle, and it 
must be confessed that the reason for the omission is not 
immediately obvious4 while many reasons suggest themselves 
there dies not appear to be any one of them which is of 
such compelling force that it must be accepted to the 
exclusion of all others and the problem must be left unsolved 
Lines 2293-2295• -
The A.S. poet now returns to God’s 
promise that Ishmael shall have progeny, and uses the pre­
viously omitted v.lQ,
et rursum multiplicand inquit multipllcabo semen 
tuum et non nuwerabltur prae multitudine
and in the A.$• poem, 11.2293*2294a, translate it
Of para frumgaran folc aiucniaB, 
peod unnmte.
The reason for the A.S* poet’s change in the order of the ;>,d
verses from that of the Bible seems to us to be due here
to his realisation that the logical position for the account . J
of the ultimate fate of Ishm&el’s progeny is at the end of < 4
the prophecy rather than in the middle of it; although j
the change is of relatively little importance yet its very ]
minuteness illustrates the constancy of the A.S. poet’s
regard for the propriety of the arrangement of his narrative.
The same concern is further illustrated by the addition .
which the poet makes in 11.2294b-2295
Gewit pu pinne eft .
waldend secan; wuna pem pe agon :
which although it is brief is yet necessary and sufficient 
to keep the narrative clear; and this same clarity 
depending'as it does upon a temporal sequence of events 
shows us in turn how clear is the A.8. poet’s realisation 
of the events with which he is concerned; his source must-. > 
in fact have impressed him not only with its divinity but 
also with its realism. '
Line^ ' ' ' ' •
ftow that he has brought the engel’s
speech to its proper conclusion, the A.S. poet adds a short 
passage, in 11.2296-2298
Heo pa <wdre gewat' engles l&rum , L;;
hire hlafordum, swa se halga behead, ,<>
godas'cerendgast, gleawan sprace ;
presumably with the object of relating the prophecy satis- , 
factorily to the rest of the narrative, showing us again 
his care that his poem shall have the continuity of incident 
necessary for an epic*
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Bines.j2299^2303. : •= ' ' - 1 . :.-<
f • • ■ ■ • The A#S. poet resumes his use of his 777
source at v.15 psperitgue Abrae fillum* • > This - is’ reflected 
in the subsequent line of the A*S* poem pa wear& Abraharae " V
goboron (1.2299), but before we proceed to compare
the two corresponding passages following these phrases, we
should note that the A«8* poet has omitted all reference to 7
vv«13 and 14 of the Vulgate via: - ' r.
13«vocavit autem nomen Domini cjui loquebatur - •. 7/7 
ad earn: Tu Deus qul vidisti me
dixit enim profecto. hie vidi posteriori ♦ ■;
videntis me
14.propterea eppellavit puteum ilium puteum "7,
Viventis et videntis me 7 7 7.
ipse est inter Cades et Barad ' 1
and again the omission, appears to be part of his deliberate■ ; 
excision of all etymological material*
The A.8. poet then turns again to his 77-7
source for ,the two final verses of this chapter, vv.13 and 16
15*peperitque Abrae filium qui vocavit noraen
eius Ishmahel • 77
16.octoginta et sex annoruxa'erat quando . 7?’
peper.it ei Agar Xshrashelem • •; -.7
>* ' . ’ • * / "
which the A.S. poet reports briefly and more or less liter- 7.
ally as 11« 2299-2301$, ' ;77
J>a wearb Abraharae Ismael geboren,. 7>
efne pa he on worulde wintra befde
VI and LXXX. ' ■ y.77
after which he makes an addition in 11*2301b-2303
, . Sunu weox and bah ‘7ri
swa se engel snr purh his agon word, •
fi$Ie freoboa.cealc., feranan sj&gde.,
which seems quite plainly to have the object simply of 7 7 7' 
Grounding offH the incident so that his poem may not &pi>ear- 7!
I ■ ■■■to be too Headlong in its movement. >p
Lines~23.04^2^05. ’ -
The A.S. poet now commences to deal /
with the following chapter of the Vulgate, Oh.XVII, as we see
when we compare the opening phrase of this chapter,
postquew vero non©ginta et novera annorum 
esse coopers, t ■
app&ruit ei Bominus dixitque ad eum 
with the immediately subsequent lines,of the A.S. poem, 
11.2304-2305, • -
pa se beoden yinb XIII gear
ece drihten, wib Abrahawe sprees . .;<■
and it is noteworthy that the a.8. poet alters the expression 
of Abraham’s age possibly to avoid the repetition of cumber- ; 
some large numbers: he-also omits the actual.appearing of /.<
God, but this may be due to poetic convenience as much as 
to any other cause, and it would hence be hazardous to base 
any conclusions upon this omission. ;
Ljine s_ 2OH• ■
The Vulga te 
and disorderly account of God’s 
through the rest of v.l and vv. 
ego Beus omnipotent
now gives a long rambling \.:. 
Covenant with Abraham spread ;/ 
2*10, ■
1. It was probably this sort of passage which led serra sain to 
remark wturlieh muss jene Paraphrase sich stUckweise aus. .. <■—»»* w» i   iilmnm n< ,<««■ .11 ■■■■■■ii «mii..t w.im. ,.L, « I I w mu miii   ,.»«1 i..iih»i .i.« mm»»« ■-
ernzelnen hiederh Oder fitte zusammenge© et z t haben, die 
von Tag zu^Tag gedlchtet warden 7~ Und in dor^lteren” : ;
l 1« 111.11111. II III I W »«M. «««W i».«i * H   Ill* — nil. *«*- I'— I' II ■ )..!■ MHowwt •1'W IW* i!«..»» f | ~ " T'.’l’ f '.r Jtn ’
Gones i s- B1 cht un g haben wir in dor Ta t gi t ten Ode r Abscnitte 
yon 70-90 Versen, we1che sehr wohl d1e~T©geale istung~eines 
©uch hur mflssig beg©b t en nichters da rate lien Kbunten, :. •
(G. sarraiiiT7 Von J^dmon bis^Kynewulf7 Berlin 1913, p.19) ■ 
although his linking of the Kitten with the Tagesleistung 
requires further evidence. "" ~ . A
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e.mbula coram me et esto perfectus 
2#ponamque foedus meum inter me et te
et multiplicabo te vehementer nimis 
ego sum et pactum meum tecum
erisque pater multarum gentium - <
' 5« • ■ ■ ■
• ..44 - ' . '
S.faciamque te crescere vehementissime
et ponarn in gentibus 'regesque ex te • '
egredientur' .
7♦et statuam pactum meum inter me et te ;
et inter semen tuuro post te
in gene rati on i bus«. suis foedere sempiterno
ut siro Deus tuus et seminis tui post te
Sedaboque tibi et semini tuo terra®
peregrin&ti'onis tuae • ■,
omnem terrain Ohanaan in possessions® 
aatern&m eroque Peus eorum
9.dixit Iterum peus ad Abraham 
et tu custodies pactum meurn 
et semen post te in generationibus suis
10.hoc est pactum meum quod observabitis 
inter me et vos et semen tuu® post te
circumcidetur etc.
The A.S. poet makes noattempt to reproduce this: we have;
instead in 11.2^06-2>11 .
Leofa, swa. ic >© tore, tost uncre wel 
treowiwdennel Ic $>e on tide, gehwone 
dugubum stepe. Wes bu d?sdu® from •
wiilan mines 1 Ic ba were forb ,
sobe getoste, J>e ic pe sealde geo
frofre to wedde, hues pin ferhb bemearn .
a summary of the pact in general terms, together with an 
addition by the poet, in the closing phrase of the quotation 
just made: fier ic be sealde geo / frofre to wedde foes, pin
ferhb bemearn (II •2310b-2311). The addition is probably
a reference back to 11.2180sq^ made by the poet with the
le Ne sealdest bujne sunu; forbon mec sorg dreceb / on sefan 
swibe. Vide supra pp. 268-9.' ' ;
intention of linking the parts of his poem more firmly \ ■< 
together# At the some time the poet’s abandonment of the 
text, in favour of & summary of the main features of the> 
pact seems to indicate his concern for the continuity of /• 
his narrative; and finally we must add that it seems to • > 
afford added proof that the poet worked with a written copy 
of the Vulgate before him • ,
The fact that the poet has made four 
omissions does not seem to us to deny this conclusion# - ;
The first of these omissions is v»3 t ' . <
cecidit Abram pronus in faciem • . ?t
which the poet may well have omitted in order that he . /
might use such an action at the end of God’s speech,where 
indeed it seems more fitting, in 11#2338-2239, Abraham ba V¥ 
ofestum legde / hleor on carbarn if anything, such care' \ 
for detail gives fresh support to the idea of a i>oet • 
working from a MS before him# The second omission cuts ¥>;; 
out the break in God’s speech made by the dixitque el Deus# ’ 
the opening phrase of v#4j and here it seems quite 
natural to explain the omission as due to the A.S* poet’s , 
desire for a narrative free, from pointless interruptions# \ 
The third omission consists of the whole of v#5
nec ultra voe&bitur nomen tuum Abram
sed .sppella.be ris Abraham ‘ ,
quia patrem > multarum gentium cohstitui te ?
corresponding to his subsequent omission of v.15 which ‘ .
■ ‘ . •• - • . • i ’• . • . • • ;ar.
gives the change of Sarah’s name, and due we would suggest 
to his observed dislike of etymological material# finally • 
the last omission, v#8 ; 7
daboque tibi et semini tuo terrain peregrinationis tuae
1# cf# infra p#294.
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ornnem terrain, Chanaen in possessionem 
aetemam erogue Deus eorum
seems quite justified on the grounds that he is dealing 
with the Covenant as a whole and not with the details 
thereof*
Lines 2512«*2J19a>
The poet turns to his source again 
1for the account of the Circumcision, which he gives in 
ll,2212*»2>19a,
bu soealt halgian hired pinne*
Sets sigores taon soft on gehwllcne 
wpnedcynnes, gif pu wille on we 
hlaford habban obbe holdne freond 
pinua froacynrie. Ic p»s folces beo 
hyrde and healdend, gif ge hyrab ae 
breostgehygdum . and bebodu willed 
min fullien.
taking his material from the last phrase of v*10 and from 
v • f
10. ••........... ♦
circuwcidetur ex vobis omne masculinua
11.et circuacidetis carnem praeputii vestri
ut sit in signum foederis inter me etvoa 
but the A.S. poet has altered and expended his source* 
Principally his alteration seems to ala at emphasising the 
two-sidedness of the pact, and it seems quite legitimate 
to assume that this shows that the propagation of the idea
of the service of God was part of the poet’s end in writing
2 • ••his poem. At the same time, the alteration enables the 
poet to avoid reproducing the direct and detailed statement
!♦ For alist of the commentators consulted in Connection 
with the circumcision, see App* 1 List XT1II.
2. This did . in fact becowe part of the doctrine of the early 
Church: see for example John, V1XI, 39, si filii Abrahae 
estis opera Abrahae fecite*
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for his avoidance.
execution of the /' 
and from v.14,9-’/ 
vobis,
cyrab,
the poet hew omitted '/;
in vobis
of the Vulgate circumcidetis camera praeputli vestri (v.ll) 
but there is no evidence to show the reason 
Lines;, 2>yb*. 2525a *'
The regulations for the 
pact are token from the first part of v.12,
12.infans octo dierum oircumcidetut in
******
14.masculus cuius praeputii caro cirouracisa non fuerit ;? ? 
delehitur aniraa ilia de populo suo 
quia pactum mourn irritura fecit
and set out in 11.2519b-2525a
. Sceal raonna gehwilc ■ /
Jmre cneorisse cildisc we.san 
wpnedcynnes? Jws pe on woruld 
yrab seofon niht sigores tacne 
geagnqd me, obbe of eorben 
purh feondsoipe feor adwled, 
adrifen from dugufcum. • 
with little reel change*
Meanwhile' however 
the final phrases of v.12
(infans octo dierum circumcidetur
orane- raasculinura in generationibus vestris 
tarn vernaculus guara erapticius circumcidetur 
et quicumque non fuerit de stirpe vestra .
and v.15 •/;
eritque pactum meura in came vestra in foedua; aeternum
«i»M «WuM '*'**' «■•*»■# >A<mh M.- r~ '.-jjTj n.r.'.'.^l.. t.Ti. ,m-- .~i'J iT.-j:. -.—r n- " -—~ -.it .. ■ W ti ~ ~ JiimujO
1. The only evidence for deliberate avoidance lies in the • // 
fact that the poet does appear to be following the text 
closely in v.10: wpnedcyn seems to have been wider in// 
its connotation than its form suggests, for in the Gloss ,> 
on the M3 Cotton Tiberius 8.2, of Bede’s IlH, fol.69r, it/,/ 
is used to gloss virilis (cited in 'H.B.Merritt, Qld/lSnglleh 
.Glosses, New York, 1945, l>*8): but this still does not/ 
entitle us to assume any particular reason - e.g. the >.7 
suscex^tibilities of his audience - for his avoidance of 
particular words1, deliberate though this may seem to be.
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the letter verse being probably emitted from concern for 
the clarity of his narrative* The former verse however 
seems to intend that the pact shall include not only the 
eoht Jews but all those connected with them; in the A*s»
poem only the Jews themselves are mentioned? it is not
perhaps too fanciful to see in this a reflection of the 
old Germanic distinction between their own nation and 
the’wllsc ’peoples* If this is so, then it would appear
that the A*S* poet and possibly his audience with him 
Identified themselves with the Jews of the 0,T* story, 
and regarded the heroes therein much in the light of heroes 
of their own race of the epic and post-epic ages* Abraham 
in fact would be to them a divinely-aided Offa I in whose
adventures they would take a partisan Interest. . )
*
The poet also omits all reference to I
J
v*15 or the first phrase of v*l6
15* Dixit quoque Deus ad Abraham
Sara! uxorem tuam non vocabis Spfai sed Sarraw
16.et benedioem ei . . . .
presumably because he has already omitted the corresponding
1verse referring to Abraham and the change of Sarah’s name 
is meaningless unless the change of Abraham’s name is 
given also? and in this there is further evidence that j
the poet looked at his material as a whole*
Lines 2325b-2327a* <1
In place of a reference to this verse, |
we find another addition in lI*2>25b-2?27& I
Dob swa ic hate J t
Ic eow treowige, gif ge put tacen gegap J
sobgeleafan* {
’ . I/ -. . ’ . -4lljjll rrT"-’T* ~~1“ ■" 1 •- Tlf m~ Iff* l-'tUlu a Jr 1*1' ; '
1. of« supra, p.291. /|
“ • - !
, '• ... 4
•
with which we would compare a remark from the Commonterlug 
in -Spistolas ad Romanos IV, attributed to Ambrosias. 
Menifeetavit non ideo Abraham gloriam apud Jjeum habere quia 
circumcisus ,est» sut quia ebstinuit se ab iniquitete; sed 
quia Deo credidit; hino et justificatus est, laudis suae
~. . ,-...T -,- , J-rnr-u . . ——i“"T rr n rr r* . ™,.--T , ■
praemium in future consecutug* (MPh» Vol.17, col.86;) This, 
may not be the direct source of the poet’s addition, but the 
addition shows none the less that the poet is aware of the - 
correct doctrine of the Church and anxious to keep his
■ . ’ * ■ » i'
poem true to it.
Lines 2327b-2332a« . .
. The A*S, poet now resumes his direct
following of the Vulgate in !!.2327b~2322a •<
, . pu scealt sunu agan,
beam be bryde pinre, pone sculon burhsittende 
ealle Isaac ha ten. We pearf pe p»s eaforan sceomigen, 
ac ic pern wagorince mine sylle - . ?
godcunde gife gastea mihtum, .
freondsped fremum. ,
wherein he translates the next part of v.l6
(et benedicam ei) et ex ilia dabo tibi filiuw
adding a" reference to a special godcunde gife (12331a), a 
comment of a type which seems almost certain to have 
originated from patristic thought. The first commentator 
to mention a special gift to Isaac is Walafrid Strabo in 
the Glossa Ordinaria: Declaratur promissio de vocations
gentium in Isaac filio promissionis. id eat gratlae, non 
naturae, quia de, sene pat re et sterile metre» but the fact
1. This remark is echoed by most of the other commentators
on App. i, List Xly. .
2. MPL. Vol.113, col.124; see also Martinus Legionensis, 
Sermo Xlll. MPL. Vol.208, col.744, for a later and more 
sophisticated statement of the same idea.
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that this idea makes: a late appearance in written comment- ’ 
ary need not deter us from postulating,such a source for 
this addition; and it is possible that the addition may 
have been made by the poet to align his poem with the doc­
trine of his day# :
lines 2332b^g337. ■ • :
. The remainder of v*l6t ,
• *♦.♦* (filium) oui benedicturus sum ;
eritque in na/tiones et reges populorum orientur ex eo
occupies the poet in 11.2332b*2337 K
' He onfon sceal 4
blisse minre and bletsunge, ;
lufan and lisse. Of pam leodfruman
brad folc cumab, bregowearda fela
rofe arisab, rices hyrdas, ;
woruldoyningas wide mere.
which show no significant change from their source*
lines 2338-2346. ;?
In his handling of v.17
cecidit Abraham in faoiem et risit dicens In corde sue 
putaene oentenario nasoetur filius et Sara nonagenaria /
. . pariet .. . . , • • . • ;<-;
given in 11*2338*2346,
Abraham ba ofestum legde .
hleor on eorban, and mid hucse bewand 
pa hleoborcwydas on hlge sinum, 
modgebanco* He p®s meldmges
self ne wende pet him Sarra,
bryd blondenfeax bringan meahte ;'
onworuld sunuj wiste gearwe • ;
past p»t wif huru wintra hmfde
«fn. c^/e-fud n*.*, ' ,-,V
the only difficulty is the A.s, poet’s use cf blondenfeax ; 
(1,2343b). fills difficulty nay however be linked with the 
faot that Ablneleoh subsequently abducts Sarah (Genesis. '
Ch.Xl, v.2), on which Renlglus in hl* flonaentarlu* in Genesin
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renterics • Qua.erl potest* 1 2,in ills Jeh Estate quoaodo rmrri •
• f . » " , . , t I ■ * • . .
poterct Sara , cum' esset anus decrepit a? ' • Bed hoc aiirandum 
potius guan quaerendum# quod tant us decor formae in ea ’ 
fu&rit ut neo senectus ejusdero pulohritudinea potuerit , 
flerogarei and ..it may well be that the tradition behind -*
thio remark explains the A.B. poet’s use of blondenfeax. .
But if so, the tradition must have been oral, for the earlier 
tradition of Zeno and Kuch’erius. lays stress here upon ;• 
Sarah’s physical unattractiveness. Thus we may perhaps 
see in this passage from denesls A some warrant for 
assuming the possible -’existence of* an independent verbal 
tradition of Biblical commentary with which the A.S. poet 
would also be acquainted.
■ ’ " > - .» ' r »
A similarly close resemblance between 
poem and source may possibly be seen in the next passage 
also: the Vulgate, v.18
1. MPL. Vol.131, col.193. .
2. Thorpe, p.!4X,n., presumably unaware of Kcmigius view,
remarks: Perhaps white-haired, in aliusion to her age, 
though this translation suits but ill with what follows 
£®S.B®2MSL^ Abimele.ch. •
5.liber Traetatus,- Tr.XX, Beoe enirn, charissimi, in Sara.. 
attractis antate neryls, qt deficient^ sanguinis sueco, .
are seen t 1 bus yenis» dura cum visperbus cutis deformis ac ■
;lur ictus pallor jam Rene^yultus- nerdit humanos» neo ullus 
in membris voluptati motus. MPL. Vol.ll, col.423
4.Commentarius in denesim, ambo enim senlores e ran t, sicut 
geriptura- testatury MPL. Vol.5b, eo’1.957*
• ; ‘ ‘ • -■ ; '• • < . • . 29Q
dixitque ad Beuw utinam Ishmahel vivat coram te •?. 
is essentially unaltered fn the corresponding passage of 
the A.8. poem, 11.2347*2352 ♦
He pa metode oncw^b aissaru© frod; /
Lifge Ismael la rum swilce, ' *
foeoden,=hinu©* and £>e pane wage,
• he&rditcdne hyge, hearten strange, . .
to dreoganne dajges and nihtes v
wordua and dmdum willan pinne.
although we should, note the addition of the Germanic .<•••
characteristics heardrodne hygp and he o r t an, strange in •••'/
1.2350, whose purpose we may assume to foe the gaining of
the audience’s respect for Ishmael# If this is indeed so,
■ ' ' ' ' • 1
then the implication of this line is that the A.S. heroic 
. poetry is not yet ready for the newer type of epic hero - .;f
the ©an whose virtue is ©oral insight:^ yet the new type' • 
of hero is well pictured in the lines which follow;
to dreog&nne • deages and niht.es : \
wordum and. drsdum willan pine- (11.2351-2352) / ?':
and so it seams that at this stage in the development of '; /z 
A.S. poetic thought, the poet appears to foe still unconscious 
of any inherent unsuitability in the characters with which :> 
his source presents him. , ;<■
Lines 2353*2369.
Abraham appears to have misunderstood ./ 
God: the reference is to Isaac, riot to Ishwael, as appears
in.God’s speech in vv.19*21, ... A
19.et ait Deus ad Abraham
«* ----- ----- ----------- - ---------- «------------ - ------------------------- - \
1. of. Under this influence all the ideals of the race arc. «*■! IB «l«ll — .«■ . > ..■ww^ , ■ >wl« ■ —"1 w. ■'MkM MWIWIIH — !><■ 1 W M lLW ' ’ . "
changing, jn the monastery the hero . . , . is no longer 
©erelj ” spear-keen 2£Jb £.21 gifts, and, the war widely ;' 
honoured" like Of f s', "but is algo the Christian warrior, • /. 
fighting his battle alone in seclusion against the powers 
of darkness, and winning his victory 2Z§Z the temptations 
2£ s&t&n and all his host. S. Pale, op.cit. p.91. :
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’ sarra uxor tua. pariet tibi filium vocabisque nomen .
, ‘ \eius Isaac •’
etconstituam'•pactum meum illi in foedus 
: sempItei*hurn et semini eius post eum ’ .6:
. . 20. super Ishmael qUoqUe jexaudivi te ;
ecce benedicam ei.et eugebo et aultiplicabo eum valde; 
duodecim duces gener&bit et faciam Ilium in /
, ’ gen teip magham *' •
21.pactum vero meum statuaa ad . Isaac • ;
quern pariet tibi, Serra tempore isto in anno altero*
In the A.8. poem, the speech is announced in 11.2353*2354
Him pa fwgere , frea ralmihtigy . ' ' .'?•/’•
ece drihten* andswarode >
and the birth of Isaac foretold in 11.2355*2357 .-”;77
J>e sceal wintrum.frod on woruld bringan ; ?
Sarh sunu, ' sob forb gan • . V
wyrd wfter pissum wordgeme&rcum. '
but we are not instantly told of this son or of his fate:
instead of the latter part of v,19(v.supra). the poet deals
with v.20f and we hear of Ishmael1® fate in 11.2358*2362# .
, Ic Ismael estum wille .
bletsIan nu, swa bu bena eart . •/. .'j
bihum frumbeame/ p»t feorhdaga
on woruldrice lr worn gebide, - Y
tanum tudre. bu b»« tiba beol •?//S
It is noteworthy that all this verse is translated save "5 
duodecim duces generabit: , the omission of this might 
perhaps be taken to imply that the A.8. poet had no intention 
of handling the history of these duodecim duces and hence 
left the account of Ishmaells progeny in suitably general 
terms: the significance of this is again to persuade us
that his original intention was to end the poem with or ; 
shortly after the sacrifice of Isaac.
, . The remaining lines from this section ,
of the A.S. poem*11.2363*2369
Hwmbre Ic Is&ce, eafcran pihum,
geongum beerne* b&« be gen nis . .
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on woruld cumen, willa spedum
dugefca gehwilere on dagum wille
swibor stepan and him sobe to 
modes were mine gelmstan, 
halige higetreowa, end him hold wesan
contain the reference to Isaac which makes matters clear. 
It can hardly be decided whether these lines owe their
/>' :V.::
origin to v.19 or v.21 although the correspondence of sense - .3 
between beeme bam £e gen nis etc (1.2364 sq.) and tempore -; 
is to in anno altero (v.21) inclines/one to accept the latter s 
verse as the source. The important point however is that q 
the A.S. poet does render in these lines all the principal J 
points from the Vulgate account. His rearrangement of 
the order of events can probably be accepted as due to the j 
poet’s concern for the continuity of the narrative. ?. • 3
In the Vulgate the interview is terminated:
by God's ascent from Abraham, as narrated in v.22 j
Cumque finitus asset sermo loquentis cum eo L
ascendit pens ab Abraham " 3
but this is not recorded in the A*8. poem, an omission due q 
probably to the A.S. poet's dislike of an anthropomorphic- i 
conception of God.1 . ‘;3
^es . ‘3;;3
Like the rest of this chapter in the <33'
Vulgate, the account of Abraham's execution of God's commands3
is somewhat confused; in fact it is given twice, the first ,
time In vv.23-25 . . ■'
22.tulit autem Abraham Ismahelem filium suum 
et omnes vernaculos domus suae universosque
quos eraerat . . 3
cunctos mares ex omnibus viris domus suae 
et circumcidit carnem praeputii eorum
’ . * \ • • ?3 ‘
1. of. supra p. 160.
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statimin Ipse die sicut prseceperat ei Dominus V
24. nonaginta novem erat ennorum quando
circumcidit oarnem praeputii sui
25. et Ismahel filius eius tredecim annos 7;7';
. . iwpleverat tempore circumcisionis suae ■
and again in the subsequent and final verses of this chapter
vv, 26 and 27 .-1. . 7-’<
26. eedem die.circumcisus est Abraham et .
, Ismahel filius eius ... . \
27*et omnes riri dofflus illius '• '
tarn vernsculi quern emptioii et alienigenae ;
, pariter circumcisi sunt, . * , '
. The A*S* poet however seems to have understood that this «
repetition need not be regarded as canonical, for he gives
, the account once only in ll*2>7O-2>77a|
Abraham fremede swa him se eca behead, 
sette fribotacen be frean h»se
on his selfes sunu, heht t»t segn wegan ' . r •
heah gehwilcne, pe his hina w»s •
wepnedcynnes, were gemyndig, 
gleaw on mode, ba him god sealde
sobe treowa> and pn seolf onfeng \-
torhtum tacne.. .
His account is evidently summary, but the mention of the • 
mpnedcynn, (12374a) would probably suffice for his audience 
for as we have seen| the wliso nations were probably of ‘ 
little importance in the Germanic attitude to the pact of 
God with Abraham* . , ?
Lines 2377b^2181> . .
There follows a brief comment by the 
A*S* poet upon God’s subsequent advancement of Abraham; it 
occupies ll,2177b-2581
A his tir metod, 
domfwst cyning, dugebum iecte 
on woruldrice $ he him pes worhte to,
1. of. supra p. 294.
J5O2 .
sl&ban he on -fere furbum meahte ...
his waldendes willan fromman*' <
and the reason for its inclusion seems fairly plain when 
the length of the whole poem is taken into account« /^An ;
"intermission* such a's this would help tb make the structure '5 
of events clearer to an audience who would hear the poem 
sung or recited end would hence have been unable to "revise!
But this single example ofan "intermission" does not prove 
that the poem was designed principally for oral presentation* 
although if such adecision could be reached it might show 
that the poet was writing for a lay audience* rather than 
for the audience of the cloister* which would be at least 
partially literate*
There is no meehs of knowing how far 
this ♦’intermission" may have extended: for at this point J
there is a lacuna in the: MS* a leaf having been out out*
The usual presumption : Is that this leaf contained the mat** ; 
erial given in the Vulgate in Genesis Ch*XVJII* vv*!-!!*1 
but it may well have contained also an extension of the 
"intermission" which has Just been mentioned: this however 
must remain in the realms of conjecture, since the contents 
of one page of the MS varies in content from 10 to 30 lines 
or more* and since the Apoet’s handling of his source is 
not consistent enough to allow us to make deductions from • 
the Latin text alone*
■ Lines 2382^2386, , ■
The verses in question relate how God* 
as one of three angels* appeared to Abraham in the valley of
l*See e,g« Krapp, notes*. p,190. Between p«108 and p*109 a 
leaf has been cut out of the MS, on whioh must have been 
the "paraphra se ; of Genesis XVIII* 1-11, ■ ' ‘ ‘
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Mambre* and foretold again that Sarah should have a sons
Sarah is incredulous, as appears in vv.10 to 12 .
io. .' . . •. ■ • ■
: . quo audito Serra risit post ostium tabernaculi
. 11. erent autem awbo senes provectaeque aetatis „ .
et desierant Sarrae fieri muliebria
12.quae risitocculte dicens ,
, = postquam consenui et dowinuc meus vetulus . ,
est voluptati operam dabo
and it is at this point that the A.S. text resumes, giving 
in 11.2382-2386
ha pet wif ahloh 
nalies gl»dllce> 
pone hleoborcwyde 
on se<an swifts, 
jwt £»re apiece
wereda drihtnes 
ac heo gearuw frod
husce belegde 
Sob ne gelyfde, 
sped folgode.
although comparison will show that the A.S. poet probably / 
summarised the quoted verses and did not use any individual > 
verse for his sources his purpose in doing so may again 
be conjectured to have been care for the speed of his 
narrative, which is undoubtedly increased by the omission f 
of Sarah!® inward reasonings. In view of this it is perhaps 
more credible that his ^intermission" discussed in the ;
foregoing paragraph may have extended further than is now 
apparent: but the matter still rests upon conjecture and <
lack of evidence forbids further speculation. ; .
LinesJ2387-2389. . ' /........
God counters Sarah’s scorn however, as " 
we are told in the following verses, W. 13 and 14
13. dixit autem Bominus ad Abraham , .
quare risit Sarr© dicens,num vere paritura sum anus ;
14. numquid Deo est quicquam difficile /
iuxta Condictum revertar ad te . -
. hoc eodem tempore vita comite et habebit Sarra filium
1. J'or a list of the commentators consulted in connection with 
this visit, see App.i List XIX, . , ■
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and v.15 adds that 8arab/is terrified
neg&vit Serra dicans non r.isi timore perterrita 
Bominus autem non est inguitita sad risisti. ;
'ftxe A.S.pdet treats these verses in 11.2287-2.398 but he . 
makes some changes in the process: the first is that he
provides a physical explanation of God’s knowing that Sarah 
laughed, giving it in 11.2287-2389
I>a pmt-gehyrde heofona waldend,
b»t on bure ahof bryd Abrahames ? ;
hihtleasne hleahtor, pa ewaj halig god: ; <> -
Along with this we would note that he omits v.15 altogether 7. 
making no reference to the terror she shows in that verse.
If we are intended to- assume from the Biblical narrative
that Sarah’s terror arose because she suddenly realised
• * * • ■ ’ 1 - -;,:iwho this stranger was, when he divined her inmost thoughts, j 
then it is possible that the A.8. poet may have misread his . 
Bible or at least may have failed to see the implications -J 
of the text: owing to his physical explanation of God’s ,
knowledge he has found no reason for Sarah’s alarm and heis: 7 
omitted it accordingly. • > . J
'-.O-
The poet’s next departure from his text -' 
in his handling of these verses is to put into God’s speech ?:j 
the natural deduction from Sarah’s laugh, given in 11.2390- j
2291a ■ . '
Ke wile Sarran sob gelyfan :?1
wordura minum. ' di
and there is no doubt that his direct statement is naturally 
clearer and more easily comprehensible than the oblique J,, 
phrases :of ,the Vulgate. 8uch a change illustrates . ./■/
1. This is certainly the view of modern commentary. Of. Sarah;
il* g tart led by the_ unexpected exposure of her '
secret thoughta into fear of the mysterious guests?
ICC Sen. p.302. ,
excellently the manner in which the poet dominates his 
materiel, and moulds. it to suit the, needs of his audience;. .%•/ 
Un^2591h^2398>, . , ’ . ..
The remainder, of Godfe speech, given in , •
11.2591b-2598 ’ • . .' '-‘X
Sceal seo wyrd swa $eah .
forb steallian swa ic pe mt frymbe gehet*
Sob ic pe secge, on pas sylfan tid 
of idese bib eafora wmcned*.
ponne ic pas ilcah obre sibe 
wic gesecej pe beob wordgehat 
min geletsted. pu on magan wlitest,
pin agen beam, Abraham leofai • ' 1
follows the Vulgate text although the ox’der-and proportion- 
of the elements are changed. 1 Pride of place in both 
accounts is given to luxta condicturn and.its corresponding 
phrase sceal geo, wyrd swa peah / forb .steal!ian sira ic pe' 
art frymbe gehet (11.2591b~2'292), and the expansion of' the , 
concise expression in the Vulgate rns.y be due to the emphasis 
which the A.S* poet wished to place on the Covenant theme*
The following phrase of the Latin, revertar ad te appears 
to have formed the basis of the A.S* ponne ic pas ilcan 
obre si.be / wic gesece etc, - the final lines of God's speech 
in/bhe A.8. poem, while the final phrase of God's speech, hoc 1 
eodem tempore etc, gives the origin of the intervening lines 1 
in the A.S. poem - Sob ic pe secge, on pas sylfan tid / of : 
idese bib eafo'ra waned* The change however does not greatly 
affect the quality or the clarity of the poem and it is 
difficult to see why it should have been made.
Lines 2599-2404. < ?
The Spirits now journey to Sodom,
Abraham going with them as is recorded in v.l6
.Cum ergo surrexissent inde viri direxerunt oculos 
sues contra Sodomam j • . . ■
5q6
et Abraham simul gradiebatur dedueens eos
end in the A.S. poe^ in 11.2399-2404,
Gewiton him pa /edre ellorfuse
mfter pmre spruce spedum reran .
of par/) hleoborstede, halige gastas,^ ■';
las tee legdon, (him w&s leohtes’nmg /■
sylfe on gesibbe), ob&ot hie on sodoman, • ;
weallst.eape burg, wlitan meahton.
The poet appears to have changed little, save to add "V
the 'phrase in parenthesis; here we would defend our 
retention of the MS reading leohtes avag (1.2402b) by instan- 1 
cing the expression of the Gowmentarius in Genesim attributed
to juvencus, where in 1.539 the expression lux vera is used ■
g **
for God J in. the same way Dr&eontius in his Carmen de heo, 
writes in 11.128-129 .e.
Olarus ubique;Deus nunquem maculabills auctor ~
Quern non obscura,bant qu&eunque ex i^arte tenebree’? '?
two citations which would appear to show that leohtes ab*g 
might well be the A.S. poet’s expression for God here, and . / 
would show his acquaintanceship with this patristic idea if - 
not actually with the two commentators cited. This explan- ’ 
ation is the more convincing when we reflect that he does not 
usually refer to persons not mentioned in the Bible\ even
1. Grein, Germania, Vol.lO, p.418; HoIthausen, p.67, Krag£, L
p.72, both amend to Lothes mreg. "" ” —
2. Bumque Deum trine positum sub imagine pascit 
Dulcie sanctificis delebat gaudia dictis;
Quid rerum nunc Sarra gerit; namque abdita tectis 
Tunc erat, et coeptas iterst lux vera loquelas
MPL, Vol.19, Col.360. ’
3. MPL, Vol.60, Col.697. .<
4. .The only instances of his doing so in Genesis A are his 
mention of There in 11.2034a and 2834b7 *~but on these '■ 
!• £*£££.> P<253, n.
in this gene&lcgising fashion, That the poet should 
mention God.as. among those .who journeyed to 8odom is quite • 
natural since Me has been identified as among the angels 
who have just appeared to Abraham* ' •• • • • • • . •
In the Vulgate we are told nothing of 
the appearance of 3odom, but the A.S. poet in 11.2405-2406©
Ge so won ofer since sale hlifian, J-f
raced bfer reodum golds ; V;
gives us a sm'&Xl but effective vignette of it. He is X;
again including that type of concrete detail which would 
make an instant appeal to his audience, and illustrating 
again his dominion over his source. ■' -
lines 2406b~2407. ‘ .•
’ . The A.S. poem how announces a speech
by God, giving the formal preamble in 11.2406b-2407
Ongan >& rodera waldend, ‘ 
erftest wib Abraham s.precan, swgde him unlytel spell:
and from the following lines, ic on bisse byrig bearhtm /
gehyre / synnigra cyrro swibe hludne (11-2408-2409) it 
appears that the speech is that foretelling the fate of 
Sodom and Gomorrah. As this does not appear in the Vulgate 
until v.20 sq. Dixit i toque Doroinus clamor Sodomoruro et \ 
Gomorrhae multiplicatus est we have to explain his omission 
of vv.17-19 ' .?-j
17* dixitque Dominus
num celare potero Abraham quae gesturns sum . "<•
18, cum futurus sit in gentem magnam ac robustissimam 
at benedicend&e sint in illo ownes nationes terrae
19. scio enim quod praecepturns sit filiis suis et
doroui suae post se . ” : .
ut custodiant viaro Domini etfaciant iustitiam
et indicium <
' - ' - ■ . ' • V 307 v
1. G?* supra, p.305, 1.2382.
■ 3Q&
ut adducat Dominus propter Abraham omnia quae locutus 
ast adeum.
The character of the passage itself provides the explanation 
for its omissions for although its inclusion might be ex­
pected from its reference to the Covenant theme, it is un­
connected with any of the events at this point of the poem 
and hence would probably not fit into the structures the 
poet is not following his source, slavishly as the raw mater* 
iai for an original composition, even when that raw material 
consists of speeches by the JPeity, and it occupies for him 
the position of a completely secular document#
t Returning to the speech we find in
vv*2Q sq*
(20»dlxit itaque Dominus) .
clamor Scdomorum et Ccmorrae multiplicatus est 
et peocaturn earum aggravatum est nlmls
21'descendam et videbo utrum claaorem qui 
venit ad me opera compleverint
an non est ita ut sciam# !
which the A.S# poet renders in 11*2406-2416a,
Io on pisse byrig bearhtm gehyre, ;
synnigra cyrm swibe hludne, 
ealcgalra gylp, yfele spnece
wercd under weallum habbanj fcrpcn wserlogona sint, 
folcee firena hefige. Jc wills fandigan nu$ 
m&go Sbrea, hwet pa men don,
gif hie swa swibe synna fremmab
peawum and gepancum, swa hie cn pweorh sprecab
facen and inwit;
apparently without any essential change; but at the end 
of the speech, the A.S* poet adds a comment of his own in 
ll,2416b-2416,
peat sceal fyr wrecen, 
swefyl and sweart lig s&re and grimrne, 
hat and 1ms te hmbnum folce.
This comment is of the. type common in A.8. epic poetry * 
the short forecast of the future development of the story: 
and we way probably assume with safety that it ended with 
1*2418 and was designed to satisfy the expectations of an 
audience who would be accustomed to find such comments in 
the poetry to which they listened*
Lines 2419*_24248* ' ' V
But this can rest upon assumption only,
for after 1*2418 there is another lacuna in the MS: immed­
iately after this line there is a space for an illustration 
and thereafter one leaf from the MS is missing* The usual 
presumption is that this lost leaf contained the material 
given in.the Vulgate in Ch.XVXXI, vv.22*}?:1 but this can* 
not be unreservedly accepted for the lines immediately pre* 
ceding the lacuna are an addition by the A.S. poet, while 
at the /other end there is no definite correspondence to the 
Latin source before ll*2424b-2J25, (ac him to gende / stibaod 
cyning strange twegen)* Moreover, just before the lacuna 
the A.S* poet has omitted a speech by Qod (vv.17*19 of this 
same chapter of the Vulgate); it seems accordingly to be 
none too sure what may have been the contents of the lacuna: 
and at the same time there cannot be any great certainty 
about the lines immediately preceding it* Furthermore, a •'./< 
closer examination of those lines which intervene between 
the end of the lacuna and the reference to the Vulgate text 
in ll*2424b*2425, that is to say, 11*2419-24248,
Veras basnedon witelaces, ,
* -W -M*» •»*♦« u«s.«* **■<»
1* See e.g* Krspp, notes p.191,
wean under weallum, and. heora wif sowed, 1
Duguftum wlance drihtne guidon -J
god mid gnyrne, obp-t gasta helm, ; j
lifes ieohtfrume long ne wolde
torn jprowigean, .
suggests that the A,S. poet has been describing, in general
terms at least, the presumption of the wen Cf Sodom, for his
expression war a a besnedon (1,2419a) is otherwise rather
vague. Had the previous sentence in the A.S. poem, - the
final sentence lost in the lacuna - dealt with Ch.XVIII, v.3J,
abiitque Dominus postquam cessavit loqui ad Abraham 
et ille reversus est in locum suum.
then the change of subject and location to wares basnedon 
would have been somewhat abrupt and confusing. Though such 
changes are not unknown in A.S. poetry^ they are not frequent 
in Qonesis A where the poet has in general .too much regard 
for the continuity of his narrative to Indulge in them. If 
it can be assumed then that he was engaged in some descript­
ion of Sodom, the source of his information of its wickedness 
should be sought, for the Vulgate gives no details at this 5 
point: the answer lies probably in general Biblical and //,
patristic tradition, although the language of the A.S. poem < 
is too vague to allow any one description of Sodom, to be • 
isolated as the poet’s source here. The implication of this 
is that the Biblical material must have appeared to the poet 
as the history of a complete civilisation, as an epic cycle ' 
which he might and did treat with the freedom normally grant­
ed to an epic poet. It is the secular rather than the rel­
igious quality of his source which is here uppermost. J
«<■» —»*<**» WM **«* f'tH**-* && *~w4**0 iW* it, 11« , ' nW I iw* Ff <g>a» 1 >W aMt 'W L ~ f .. Ml ijiT ilttflf ill,, ..,11; :~TI . Jit:/,.,? Ui. -fri,, llW-WWW-MMI
l.The reading is that of Kpapp, p.72, There is nothing in the 
Vulgate text which would help to decide in favour of this 
or any other variant,
2,See for example the anonymougSodoma. MPL.Vol.2, Col.1159 sq,
Lines 2424b~2431a*
. A sequence of events now starts, and
the A*$* poet follows his source quite closely in the next :
lines* the opening phrases of Qh.*XIX>. v*I* ;
Veneruntque duo angeli Sodomam vesper© ■
et sedente Loth in foribus civitatis
are recounted in ll,2424b-243la
ac him to seude
stib&od cyning strange twegen .
e-r&s sine, £>a on jafentid ■ ’ '’>;•
sifce gesohton Sodom ceestre* i
Hie pa s»t burhgeate ’ beorn gemitton •
sylfne sittan eunu Arenes*
pmt p&ro gleewsn were geonge huhton
men for his eagum* . /
with little.change save at the end* The expression sunu : 
Arenas (l*2429b) is a typical A*8* patronymic derivative 
and shows the poet’s intention to present the patriarchs in 
the fashion of Germanic chieftains* His addition of the 
statement that the angels appeared to Lot as geonge men is 
curious, for taken along with his physical explanation of 
God’s divining Sarah’s incredulity in 11*2387~23892 it 
seems to imply an almost deliberately prosaic and incredulous
quality in the A*S* mind# It appears in fact as if the 
A*8* mind prescribed certain conditions under which God and 
his ministers must act and the A*8* poet supplied these 
when the source did not overtly provide them*
1* yor the list of commentators consulted in connection with 
this incident, see App* I List XX;- * ' / :
2* See p*304 supra* . <-•
3. The poet’s attitude could well have come from the comment­
ary: e»g< Gregorius Magnus, Liber Moraliua, XXVIII, l,7t 
Allqnando Imaginibus et ante^corporeos oculos ad teapus - -> 
exTaere assumptis per angelos loquitur Deus* sicut Abraham
non/
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This in turn implies that the A,8. attitude to the Latin 
source and possibly to Christianity as a whole was not one 
of instant credulity.: along with the acceptance of God ps
the supreme and only Baity there may have gone a selectively 
critical attitude to his ways upon the earth - an attitude 
which would gradually wither with the spread of patristic 
knowledge and commentary, and Catholic authority.
Lines 2431b~243$a#
The remainder of Ch.XlX, v.l, and the
first phrase of v.2,
(l).«»...
qui cum vidisset surrexit et ivit obviaw ais 
adorevitque i^ronus in terra (2) et dixit 
obsecro dowini declinate in doiaum pueri vestri et
manete ibi
lavate pedes vestros et mane proficiscimini in viam • 
vestram
togethei' give the source of Il.2451b~24.55n
Aras ba metodes beow 
gasturn togeanes, gretan eode 
cuman eu&lice, cynna gemunde 
riht and gerisno, and paa rincum bead 
nihtfeormunge.
in which the A.S. poet shows sow© changes» He has stressed 
that Lot cynna gemunde / riht and gerisno (11.2455b-2454a) 
and has substituted nihtfeormunge (1.2455a) for the Biblical
non solum tros viros videx^e pofuit, oed etinta habitaoulo 
terreno suscipere, et non solum suscipere, sed eorum usibus 
e tiam Qibos fidhibere. Ms i enim angell quae da in nobis interna 
nuntiantes ad temp us ex a ere coir ora surge rent, exterioribus 
profgoto nostris obtutlbus non apparerent; nee ciboa cun 
Abraham c&peren t, nisi propter nos .soli duty all quid ex coel- 
ostl elenjento SbstarentT K4FL* Vo 1.76, Col.450. The same 
passage is quoted in Paterius Kxposltio Veteris et Novi 
Testamonti, ;Gen.o.XLV, HPL. Vol-79, Col.701, and (v/ithout 
great change) in Alcuin interrogatlonea et Heaponsiones in 
Genesim, Int.187.MPL. Vol7Io'o7""Ool754o7“
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foothrashings tlm object of both changes seems to us to
be the poet’s desire to present the patriarch as a chief* 
tain well versed in the customs of Germanic social inter* : 
course: the process of the gradual familiarisation of
his material is again at work* The other changes he has 
made are to omit both Lot’s bow (edorevlt pronus in terra, 
v.2) and his reference to the angels’ departure) but as
Lot’s bow is mentioned later# and the reference to the 
departure is unimportant# these changes demand no further ; 
consideration*
^^1,11^*2440* . :
The poet now handles the angel’s reply#;
given in the Vulgate in the final phrase of v*2# 
qul dixerunt minima sed in plates aanebimus
and in the A.S. poem in ll*2435b~244G#
Him pa nergendes 
efeele wrendracan andswarodon:
Hafa ama franc# frara fre fru unc budei 
Wit be frisse strife stille frenceft 
sales bidan# s 155ban sunnan eft
forft to morgen meted up fortet* .
and the last line appears to contain an echo of the reference 
to the angelsJ departure, et mane proficiscimlni in viam 
vestram omitted from the previous A*S* passage* The effect 
of the change is to give greater emphasis to the reply of 
the angels; and to make it balance more evenly with the 
flanking accounts cf Lot’s actions*
Linec^,2441*2447a*
The second account of Lot’s actions ; 
occupies the following lines# ll*2441r2447a
fra tc f6turn Loth
fram giestum hnah# and him gsorae bead 
rests and gereorda and his recedes hleow 
and fregnunge* Hie on franc curon 
f^belinges est# eodon sone,
swa him se iSbrlsca eorl wisade# 
in under edoras*
commences with the delayed mention of Lot*s bow, then ‘ ■' .*
records the first phrase of the Vulgate, v.5 ; .A?
' ' compulit bos opx>ido ut devertorent ad eum ' ’ l \
and finally adds the acceptance of the angels> in the '' Lj 
sentence last quoted* The poet*s treatment of his source 
here is free and its cumulative effect is firstly to bring ? 
the actions performed within the familiar Germanic world, ; 
by substituting recedes hleow (102445b) and hegnungs (1,2444aj 
secondly, his treatment avoids the cumbersome coapulit of the 
Vulgate; and finally he has altered the balance of the 
whole incident which the Vulgate gives as the abstract of /? 
a conversation and expanded it into a social vignette in 
which each side observes the proprieties* In fact the poet 
is again endeavouring to approximate his two worlds, and so 
to validate the Biblical world by reference to the Germanic*- 
Lines, 2447b^245Qa,» . ' . . • ' , J
. hot now entertains the strangers till •
evening, .as. we learn in the remainder of v.5, and the first
phrase of v*4 ;<
ingreseisque domum illius fecit convivium 
et coxit assyme et comederunt
4» prius autem quam Trent cubitum i
and in the A.S. poem in 11.2447b*-2450a ■ .
gleawferhb hale,
. fsegre on flette,
Kjfenscima.'
the principal difference between tho two accounts being the .' • 
substitution in the A.S*. poem of giestilfenysse (1.2446b) for j 
the more concrete coxlt asywa (v.5) of the Vulgate• Granted 
that this is a reversal of the more usual precess whereby the 
A.xS* poet substitutes concrete terms for abstract" it seems '
pBr him so mb® la geaf, 
giestlibnysse 
oblMt for& gewat
1. cf. pupra, p* 51* for example.
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quite explicable if we account it again part of the process 
of familiarisation of foreign material by the substitution 
of •equivalent’ terms: also, cooking being a less digni­
fied activity, it would not figure in Anglo-Saxon entertain­
ment with the same importance which it held in Biblical 
lands; hence probably comes the A.S. poet’s use of a vague 
term.
Lines 2 45 Qb-2 4 5 3a.
Darkness is now falling and the A.S*
1poet makes a characteristic addition in 11.2450b-2453a, 
pa com wfter niht
on last dtege. Lagustreamas wreah, 
brym mid pystro pisses lifes, 
sws and sidland.
We would venture to suggest that the origin of this addition 
is that the A.S. poet is attempting to raise in his audience 
a realisation of the dramatic atmosphere of the situation, - 
an atmosphere which has been suggested to him by the time 
indicated in the phrase prius autem quam irent cubiturn (v.4) 
which has itself been discarded as too vague to achieve this 
effect in literal translation.
Lines 2455b-2457a*
The arrival of the citizens of Sodom 
to beset Lot’s house needs no dramatisation, and hence the 
remainder of v.4
viri civitatis vallaverunt domum 
a puero usque ad senem omnis populus simul
is translated in 11.2455b-2457a
Comon Sodonnvare,
geonge and ealde, gode unleofe
l.cf. The Anglo-Saxon poet is perhaps even happier in describ 
ing the coming of night. He revels in shadows» in mists end 
darkness and strange half light,s.H.C. Wyld, Diction and 
Imagery in Anglo-Sexon Poetry, in Eg. Vol.XI, p.67.
’ <•’x * *
odrftrum.wiclup ■ cuman’, acsian, 
J)i3;t‘ -hl0x befoafdom herge's masgne 
loth’ add gibsturn#
with comparatively little . expansion*.
Lln5£^2457b-246Te
The demands of the people are given
the next verse of the Vulgate* v#5>
Vocaveruntquo loth et dixerunt ei
ubi sunt viri qui introierunt ad to nocte
eduo illos hue ut cognosoamus e.os
and in the A#$# poem in ll#2457b*246l .
Heton fed an ut
of ]>as& hean hofo h&lige ar&s*
- wer&s to gewe&ldo* wordum owmdon .
J<et raid ]o am hsalebuia taaan wolden 
unscomlicc? arna no gymden#
In this the changes appear to be the rendering of the 
direct speech in the Vulgate as indirect in the £3oew 
together with the more overt statement of the intentions
of the men of Sodom* Both appear to aid the rapidity of
the narrative and to have been made with this in view#
VTe would hazard that, the, deftness with which the narrative *•.. 
is here conducted shows that the source at this point is 
eomjjletely congenial to the poet.
lines 2462*2465#
The next lines see an omission which we.
venture to think is rather unusual and indeed almost a
repx’oach to th© poets the Vulgate records in v.6,
egress us ad cos .loth post tergum adcludens
ostium ait ' •;
while the A#S# .poem has in II#2462*2465 ’ .
pa ax*as hrabe, he &e oft r*sd ongeat, •
loth on recede,* ©ode lungre ut, 
spme foe bfer ealle efcelinga gedriht 
sunu Arones, snytra gemyn&igs
making no mention of the striking detail adcludens ostium#
>i7
That the poet should have omitted this detail with its 
telling realism remains to us rather curious, and owing; 
to lack: of evidence we must admit to being at a loss what 
explanation to suggest.
Lines 2466-2475.
Lot now tries to placate the citizens 
of Sodom, his offer being recorded in vv.7 and 8f ’ . ■
T.nolite quaeso fratres mei nolite malum hoc facer© 
B.habeo duns filias guae necdum cognoverunt virum
educam eas ad vos et abutimini eis sicut placuerit 
vobis ,
dummodo viris istis nihil facialis mali
quia ingress! sunt sub umbraculum tegminis mei.
The A.S. poet uses all this as we shall see, but alters 
the order of the individual elements: he starts, with the
existence of the daughters, translating the first phrase of 
v.8, and weaves into this the prohibition in v.7, giving 
in 11.2466—2470a • .
Her syndon inne unwemme twa
debtor mine. bob, swa ic eow bidde
(ne can para idesa owber gieta
burh gebedscipe beorna neawest)
and geswicab Jfcer.e synne. • >f
and thereafter he offers them to the men of Sodom, on the
condition that they shall do no harm to his guests, thus
translating educam eas ad vos ... dummodo viris istis nihil
mail facialis (v.8) as 11.2470b-2472
. . Ic eow sylle pa, ’ V
ear- ge sceonde wib gesceapu fremmen, 
ungifre yfel yldn beernum.
He appears to have 
placuerit vobis as
omitted the phrase abutimini eis sicut 
the rest of his offer contains no
mention of this, 11.2473-2475
Onfob f>em fmmhuw, totab frib agon 
gistes mine, ba ic for gode-wille
■ 518 v;
gemundbyrdan, gif ic mot, for eow.
being largely an addition by the poet, although we may 
see in gistas (1.2474a) a reflection of the final phrase 
of v.8, quia Ingressi sunt etc. The outcome of these 
changes is to place the offer of the daughters in the 
first part of his speech; hence the poet seems to have 
tried to make the ’’bait11 more effective dnd the speech as 
a whole more orderly* He did not perhaps succeed as well 
as he might have done, but for our purpose it is sufficient 
to note that he made the attempt, as this shows that he is 
always concerned to make his narrative as plain as possible, 
an aim as much aesthetic as religious. His omission of 
the phrase abutimini eis sicut filacuerit yobis might in 
our view be expected. Lot’s offer of his daughters was 
apparently disapproved in Hebrew times1 and could hardly '• 
meet with the approbation of the Germanic people with their 
stern morality $ admittedly the phrase is artistically 
unnecessary, but it does appear that the source at this 
point was too uncongenial to admit of the A.S. poet’s ,
handling all that it offered.
Lines_2476-2484a.
The men of Sodom will have none of this 
however, as we learn in the Vulgate in the opening phrases 
of v.9, ' ’ • ’ ’ • .
at ill! dixerunt recede illuc
et rursus ingressus es inquiunt ut advene numquid 
ut iudices . ‘
te ergo ipsum magis quam hos adfligemus
z.;
■:Z;t
• ■/■•i
• ». f-
l.cf.of• Lot’s readiness to sacrifice the honour of his daughters 
though abhorrent to Hebrew morality« (cf. Ju,~Ch. I2»I1«25 
22£ 22). shows him as a courageous champion of the oblige.t- : 
ions of hosgitelitx in a situation of extreme embarrassment •; 
and is recorded to his credit. ICC den, p.307. A ’J
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and..in the A.S. in 11.2476-2484& . ■;
Himpn seo rawnigeo hurh gewmne word, , 
arleese cyn, andswarode; .
pis pinoeb gerisne and’riht micel,
ptet pu be aferige of piisse folcsceare.
’ pu pas werbeode wrBCC&n laste
freonda feasceaft feorran gesohtest, \
winepearfende. Wilt bu, gif pu west, . •.
wesan usser her aldordema, . , ■;<
. feodum lareow?
end beyond expanding the speech into a more poetic form, ; ' 
the A.S. poet seems to have made little change.
Lines 2484b-2489a. ■ •/<;/
• The two sides come to blows, but the 
guests play their part manfully, as we learn in the latter - 
part of v.9, together.with v.lQ, : • v' „ 4 A
Vimque faciebant Loth vehementissime 
league prop© erat ut refringerent fores
10.et ecce miserunt menu® viri et introduxerunt ad se
Loth.clauseruntque ostium. / ,
The A.S* poet records this incident in 11.2484b-24S9a
** f ' : . - '• •. •
. pa ic on Lothe gefrmgn •
heebne heremeegas handum gripan, . . . <
faum folmum. Him fylston wef
gystas sine, and hide of gromra pa, . / '
cuman arfasste> clowmuw abrugdon \I.
in under adores, :
and it is again curious to note that he does not mention -
the door at alls again we are at a loss to suggest why 
this should be, as a fight in the narrow confines of a
doorway might be expected to appeal to the A.S. warrior.
1* pearfende 1.2482a: MS pine pearfende; the emendation
was proposed’by Cosijn (Beitrsge XIX p.453), accepted by 
Holthausen and Krapp, and seems essential to the sense.
2. See for example the stirring extract from the Anglo-Saxon; 
Chronicle quoted under the title of Cynewulf and Cyneheard 
in Sweet, Anglo-Saxon Reader, (10th Bdn.), pp.1-3.
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Lines, x .2489b^498a. • ' . . . . , •
. : The strangers no?/ show their super* <;
natural character by striking the rioters with blindness,
as we read in v.ll, .
et eos qui foris erant percusserunt caecitate a 
minimo usque ad maximum.
ite ut ostium invenire non possent.
This the A.S. poet renders without great change in 11.2489b- 
2495a,' .• /'v
and jpa ofstlice
anra gehwilcum ymbstandendra
folces Sodoma fejste for»eton
heafodsiena.; $asrb eal here sona
burhw&rene blind. Abrecan ne meahton
rebemode reced esfter gistum ;
swa hie fundedon,
but he then adds in 11.2495b-2498a
ac peer frome . wron '>
godes spellbodan# Befde gistmsgen 
stibe strengeo, styrnde swibe 
werode mid wite.
which is plainly a comment of his own, since the following 
verse in the Vulgate starts the account of Lot’s dialogue \ 
with the angels. This gratuitous addition, and the fact 
that the poet has treated the foregoing passage almost 
literally suggest that the source was at this point most / 
congenial to the poet; and it is easy to understand why, 
since the strangers have in fact fulfilled to perfection 
the obligations which Anglo-Saxon rules of hospitality 
laid upon guests; having enjoyed his hospitality they 
must repay their host by supporting him in battle*
1. ‘ Besides fugitives and voluntary guests. even hostages
were expected to repay the host’s hospitality with service 
in time of war. B.Whitelock, op.cit, p.54.
.Lines_ 2498 b-251Qa<
The purpose of the strangers’ visit 
how emerges in vv.12 and 13/ ’
12. dixerunt autem ad Loth
hafces- hie tuorum quempi&m generum aut fiiios 
nut filing
oranes qui/tui sunt educ.de urbe frac
13. delebiiaus enim locum istura
eo quod increverit clamor eorum coram Domino 
qui misit nos ut perdamus illos
which the A.S. poet records in 11.2498b~2510a
. spree on wordum pa
fmle freoboscealcas fmgre to Lothes 
Gif pu sunu age obbe swmsne. nfeeg,
Obbe oh pissum folcum . freond mnigne
enc pissura idesum pe we her on wlitab,
almde of pysse leodbyrig, pa be leofe sien, ••'/
ofestum micluw, and pin ealdor nere, 7
py tos pu forweorbe aid pyssum wrlogan
Unc hit w&ldend.heht for werasynnum
Sodoma and Gomorra. sweartan lige,
fyre gesyllan and pas folc slean,
cynn on ceastrum mid cwealmprea
and his torn wrecan.
a passage containing some additions which we should note.
The first of these is the phrase freond mnigno (1.2501b) 
and it would seem to imply that the poet is interpreting 
God’s mercy in more liberal terms than those given in the ■ 
Vulgate at-this point; but his criticism of the Biblical 
attitude may have been unconscious, and we should deem it 
unwise to base any conclusions upon this. The addition 
of and PAn ealdor nere / py less g»u forweorbe mid pyssum 
wrlogan (ll.2504b-2505) we may take along with the forecast 
of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, in 11.2507*2508a, 
Sodoroa and Gomorra swenrtan lige / fyre gesyllan and with 
the mention of God’s purpose, in 1.2510a,'and his torn wrecans 
the poet’s reason for making these additions seems probably
to have been•the added urgency which they give to the 
situation at this point in the,poem* If any sense of 
urgency arises from the.Biblical account, it must.come 
from an, intellectual apprehension of the situation, but 
the A.£* poet, using a different medium, could hardly 
depend upon this for his effect; hence these additions 
show us. how the poet*s Latin source was gradually embell­
ished as it was transferred from its own medium to that 
of Anglo-Saxon epic poetry* .
Lines 2510b-2512. .
The same process of gradual embellish­
ment Is seen in the remaining lines of this speech, 11*2510b- 
2512, ;
' . . b»re tide is
neah gebrungen* Gewit pu nergean bin .
feorh foldwege. pe is frea milde.
These are an addition by our poet, and they would appear 
to have been written into the poem with the object of 
showing openly the latent drama of the situation. The 
poet appears concerned to evoke as much emotion as possible 
from his source, and the way in which he expounds this 
situation and its emotions seems to show that he found his 
source here to be completely satisfactory*
J^njs 2515*2518. ; '
After 1.2512, there is another break
in the MS, and the next surviving lines, numbered 11.2515­
2518, ■ ' .
Him pa nsdre Loth andswarode s
Ne mpg ic mid Idesum aldornere mine , ..
swa feor heonon febegange 
sibe gesecan. Git me sibblufan 
and freondscipe fegre cybabj . .
trepwe and hy Ido tibi&b me* .
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deal with the matter given in the VUlgate in the dame 
Ch.XIX, in vv.18 and 19,
18.dixitque Loth ad eos
que.eso Domino mi 19*quia invenit servus tuus 
gar© tiara corera te
et roagnificasti raisericordiam tuam quara 
fecisti mecum
ut salvares snimara raeam
nec possum in monte selvarine forte
adprehendat me malum et mortar 
but we would remark that in the poet’s handling* of these 
verses there are two important points* The first is that 
he has altered the order of the elements so that Lot’s 
reference to mlsericordiam in terms of sibblufan freondscipe 
treowe. and hyldo (ll*25l6b~2518) now follows the plea for 
his safety: the reason for this is probably that the
A.S. poet wished Lot’s feeling of danger to be emphasised 
and hence placed it first in his speech*
This however depends upon what has 
preceeded in the lost leaf, and here we cannot altogether 
agree with the verdict of Krepp: free mllde (sc.are) the
concluding words on p.116, which contains only 10 lines of 
'writing*' A leaf has been cut out of the manuscript between 
p*ll6 and p.117, on which was the matter of Genesis XIX ♦ 
14-17. Most of the missing leaf must have been left blank 
for illustration, and this was probably the reason why it 
was cut outexpansions and additions which the poet 
has made in 11.2498b-2510# and the additions which he 
subsequently makes in 11.2555*254Oa., as we shall presently 
see, seem to render it by no means certain that his handling 
of vv.14-17 did not contain additions which would extend it 
quite adequately over the missing leaf: and to link this
up with our main argument we would add that this dubiety
1. Krapp. Notes, p.192*
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renders the exact significance of his change in the internal 
order of hot’s speech somewhat imprecise#
The second point to be noted from 
11,2513-2510 is the excuse which hot gives for changing 
his destination, for this phrase seems to indicate that the 
A*S* poet may actually have visualised Lot as a man advanced 
in yearsi he presents us with a small vignette through 
which Lot emerges as a character and hot merely a name) 
the significance of .this in that this part of his source 
must have appeared to the A.S. poet as both congenial and 
important#
Lines 2519-2526a# .
The following lines of the poem,
ll#2519-2526a,
Ic wat hea burh her ane neah, 
lytle oeastre. Lyfab me J^r
are and rests, p*et we aldornere
on Sigor up secan moten#
Gif git feet, fmston fyre will&b 
steape forstandap, on {wre stowe we 
gesunde magon s^les bidsn* 
feorh generigan*
appear to be based upon the Vulgate v#20,
est civitas haec iuxta ad quaw possum fugere 
parve et salvabcr in ea
numquld non modica eat et vivet aniioa me»*
Apart from the A#S. poet’s characteristic insertion of the 
concrete detail are and reate (1,2521a) the earlier part 
of the passage just quoted contains little worthy of remark, 
but in the latter lines of the section,11#2523-2526e, the 
A#S» poet appears almost to have abandoned the wording of 
the Vulgate in order to close Lot’s speech with a passage 
which shall summarise the whole situation briefly and 
clearly —*■ even adding from v*22 the name of Lot’s
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refuge. The effect of this is to emphasise once ©gain ' 
the selective and individualising quality of God*s justice, . < 
and it may possibly be the contrast‘which this presented to 
the undiscriminating operations of the pagan wyrd which 
made this passage, as we have ’seen, both congenial and 
important to the A.S. poet.
Lines 2526b~2527
The reply of the angels is announced
in v.21 with the ?/ords dixitque ad eum; but the A.S. poet
alters the singular to the plural, and thus 11.2526b-2527 ;;
Him pa freondlice ’ . ;\?
englas arfeste andswaredon
T ’ \ x J-
do not destroy his realised picture of the angels as a group:
,his source apparently does not govern him so rigidly as : to .■> 
rob him of his dramatic vision.
Lines 2528-2534.
The detail of their reply we find in 
the Vulgate in the remainder of v.21 and the first part of J 
v.22, - :.<<
ecce etiam in hoc suscepi preces tuas • ’•
ut non subyertam urbem pro qua locutus es /•
22.festina et salvare ibi quia non potero facere 
quicquam donee ingrediaris illuc 
idcirco vocatum est noraen urbis illius Segor.
The A.S. poet retells this in 11.2528-2534
pu scealt p»re bene, nu pu ymb burh sprycost, 
tiba weorban* Teng recene to
para frestenne; wit pe fribe healdab
and mundbyrde. Ne moton wyt
on werlogum wrecan torn godes,
swebban synnig cynn, »r bon pu on Seegor pin
beam geleede and bryd soraed. * \ .
his main change being to alter the order of the elements, , 
but the alteration is neither so lengthy nor so thorough —
that we need delay over it, More noticeable is his omission i 
of the etymology of Segor, an omission made probably out of 
deference to an audience to whom such knowledge would make 
no appeal.
Lines, 2535-2541.
$ow that his boon is granted, Lot enters 
Segor at down the following day, as the Vulgate tells briefly 
in v.23
sol egressus est super terrain et Lot ingressus est in 
Segor
but the A«S. poet is not content with such brevity and the
account of Lot’s journey is extended to cover 11.2535-2541
onette Abrahames meeg 
to paw festenne. 3?ebe ne spe.rode 
eorl mid idesum, ache ofstum forb 
lastas legde, objMt he ge Led tie 
bryd mid toenmura ■ under burhlocan 
in &*gor his-. pa sunne up, 
folca friboendei, furbum eodet
The expansion thus made develops the account of Lot’s journey
l.Holthausen (p.73) and Krapp (p.75) both punctuate with a new 
sentence at pa sunne up, etc, and continue it beyond the end 
of our quotation above, the whole being
pa. sunne up
folca fribcandel furbum eode 
ba ic sendan gefr^gn swegles aldor 
sw'efi of heofnua and sweartne lig 
werura to wite weallende fyr 
Jms hie on wrdagura drihten tyndon 
lange J) rage.-
but this latter material springs as wo shall see from the 
subsequent verse in the Vulgate and it seems more likely 
that the sentence division in the A.S. poem corresponded 
originally with the verse division of the Vulgate. Also, if 
the punctuation given by Holthausen and Krapp is adopted, 
Lot’s entry into Segor does not necessarily coincide with 
the start of the destruction and some of the sense of urgen­
cy of the whole account is lost in consequence.
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into a vignette by no means lacking in dramatic appeal: 
from it we can see that at this point the source has fired 
the poet’s imagination so that he is producing what is all 
but original poetry.
Lines 25 4 2-2 5 48a.
The destruction of Godom and Gomorrah 
is now accomplished by the means recorded in the Vulgate 
in v.24,
igitui* pominus pluifc super sodowam et Gomorram 
sulphur et ignem a Domino de caelo.
and by the A.S* poet in 11.2542-2548&,
pa ic sendan gefr.sgn swegles aider 
swefl of heofnurn and sweartne lig
werum to wite, wen Honda fyr, 
p-es hie on rerdsgura drihten tyndon 
lange prage. Him pms lean forges Id 
gasta waldendl urap heahprea 
on hebencynn.
with the addition however of a reference to God’s purpose 
in the destruction. This addition seems to show how the 
material in the source could present the poet with an ex­
cellent opportunity to satisfy those didactic and moralising 
impulses which lie behind so much A.S. writing:but 
such a. passage as this should not be mistaken for txie only 
purpose of the poem; this seams to have been aesthetic 
as well as propagandist, for the Genesis A as a whole con-
w— II 1.I W<vml IIWB>WW> i—I ’
tains remarkably few of these moralising passages and they 
are never intruded where they would disturb the unity of mood 
The Vulgate seems to have presented to the poet not solely a 
medium for exhorting or converting his fellows, but also
1. The ^tenderer and the Seafarer are loci classici for this 
but the point has irecjuently been advanced elsewhere.
32Q ■
a record of stirring events in which he can find, both , •' ( >
unity and variety of mood and on which he can embroider ■ 
whatever reflections he wishes*
I4n ej 5 4 8b*2 56 2 a*
The results of God*s action appear in
v*25, ' - :
et subvertit cavitates has et omnem circa regionem 
universes habitatores urbium et cuncta terras virentia
and in the,A.8. poem in a slightly more imaginative fashion ?
in 11.2548b-2551, ■<;/
lilynn wearb on ceastrum 
cirm arleasra cwealmes on ore, . .
laftan cynnes, hig eall fomaa
pest he grenes fond goldburgu® in •?
No account is taken of the phrase omnea circa regionea,
until the following lines'-, 11.2552*2562a
swylce Iwer yabutan unlytel tel 
sidre foldan geondsended ws
. bryne and brogan. Bearwas wurdon 
to axan and to yslan# eorban itestaa* 
efne swa wide swa ba witelac
rebe geimhton rum land were. -
Strudende fyr steapes and geepes,
swogettde leg, forswealh call geador
past on Sodoma ’byrig secgas ahton
and on Gomorra. Sail ^xet god spilde, 
frea mid py folce.
where it becomes the subject of a long descriptive addition. 
In this passage we cannot forbear from remarking upon the
poet>s strikingly effective addition of concrete detail in 
Bearwas wurdon / to axan and to yslen (11.2554b-2555&); but 
the main interest seems rather to lie in the spaciousness of 
his description as a whole. We would venture to suggest - 
that the passage is the outcome of the interest and sympathy 
which his source has already raised, perhaps by the breadth”';'" 
of vision concealed in the phrase ownem circa regionem
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moving his poetic talent to produce description of a type 
which would have a sure and instant appeal to his audience.
It roust be emphasised that it is not so much the wording of 
the source which produces this effect as the cumulative 
emotion evoked by tile whole incident in the Vulgate speaking 
almost directly from the Latin background to the A.S. roindj 
Lin^s2562b-2567a.
The episode finishes with the trans­
figuration of Lot’s wife: the Vulgate notes this briefly
in the final verse of Oh.XIX > v*26,
respiciensque uxor eius post se versa est in st&tuera 
sails|
which the A.S. poet expands somewhat to form 11.2562b-2567a
pa p»t fyrgebr*ec, 
leoda lifgedal, Lothes gehyrde
bryd on burgum, under broc beseah
wife ps»s wmlfylles. Us gewritu secgafe 
Jwt heo on sealtstanes sona wurde 
anlicnesse.
The main point of interest is the poet?s remark Us gewritu 
secgafe (1.2565b). The phrase is almost certainly a concession 
to A.S. scepticism, which requires assurance for the miracle. 
The word gewritu commonly refers to the Vulgate^, and it is 
indicative of the poet’s attitude to his source however, that 
he chooses-this phrase as (presumably) the highest authority 
to which he can appeal: whatever his attitude may have been
as a poet, his attitude here qua controversialist is that of 
complete acceptance of Biblical authenticity.
Lines 2567a-2575.
Now that he has established the authen­
ticity of the miracle, the A.S. poet makes an addition in 
11.2567b-2575,
1. Sec for example, the A.S. version of Bede’s Historia Eccles­
iastics , bk.4, Oh. 22. ' *"
55 o;'
• '■ afre'sibhah *• ‘
• . se monlica (Jwfc is., were spell} , = ' ■ '
stille wunode* >»r hie strang begeat . <<,•.
wite>pibs: heo wofdum wuldres begna '••• • • ;• :;;A
hyran ne wolde, Nu aceal heard and steap
on J>am wicum wyrde bidan, «
drihtnes domes, hwonne dogora. rim, •
. woruld gewite, pa&t is wundra sum,
3>&rn be geworhte wuldres aldor, . . ;;
* an addition which appears to be designed to satisfy the
A,8. love of moralising still further: the poet probably
felt that his poem must present a philosophy as satisfying > 
as any given in the pagan epics, and included these lines
to increase the resemblance between his poem and these J
earlier works. We.should note too that wyrd, the principal7- 
subject of pagan moralising is here made equivalent to 
drihtnes doro (11.2572b*-25 75a), for thus the decrees of fate 
are adapted to become the instrument of God^and the pagan 
morality which would be familiar to the audience is not 
cancelled but rather used and transcended,
UhjJl J576-2586, ’ ; ‘ v ? •'
Referring again to his source, the A.S,
poet first of all .translates the Vulgate, v,27 ' :
Abraham autem consurgens mane ubi steter&t prius 
cum Bomino , •
in ll,2576-2579e K
. Him ]>& Abraham gewat ana gangan / ■//
mid mrtege p?et he eft gestod '
l>»r worduro o*i’ wibhis w&ldend spnoc
frod frumgara.
the only additions being the phrase Him,«>gewat (1,2576a) 
required no doubt by the compact expression of the Latin, \ 
and the phrase frod frumgara (1,2579b) added probably as ; ; 
a reminiscence of pagan poetry, The following verse of the 
Vulgate, however, v*28 /
intuitua eat Sodom&m et Gomorrem
• . et universal terram regionis illius; -• • ' .; ;
. yiditque ascendentem favillam de terra quo si
forn&cis fumum ■ . 5
is condensed by the A.S. poet into li*2579b-2580
. He geseah from foldan up
wide fieogan • wrelgrimne rec : ; .■
and it seems to us that the poet has made this condensation-
deliberately to avoid drawing a second picture of the
havoc wrought by God, and thus detracting from the effect
of the lines which follow, 11.2561-2586
Hie pees wlenco onwod and wingedrync ;
.pmt hie firend»da = to frece wurdon, 
synna priste, sob ofergeaton, 
drihtnes domas, and hwa him dugeba forgeaf, 
hired on burgum. T*orpon him bregoengla .
wylmhatne lig to wiwce sende.
These lines are typical of the moralising tendency of all 
Anglo-Saxon poetry, and their deliberate inclusion here, 
provides another example of the congeniality of the material 
which the A.S. poet found in his source*
y^e.^J567-2590* '•
The A.S. poet now turns to his source /
again, to v*29,.
cum enim subverterot Leus civitates regionis illius 
recordatus est.Abrahae et liberavit Loth de subversion©
urbium in quibus habitaverat. 
but he does not treat it literally. in 11,2587-2590,
Weltiend usser gemunde wrerfrest pa
Abraham arlice, swa he oft dyde
leofne mannan. Loth gcnerede, .
. mreg p»s obres, pa seo nwnegeo forwe&rb •_ '
he compresses the reference to the destruction (cum enim 
etc.) into one hemistich pa seo mrenegeo forwearb (1.2590b); 
the Lord1© action in saving Lot is briefly recorded, but 
the main content of the passage consists of three additions 
made by the A.S. poet. These are wrerfreat, (1.2587b) a
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reminder of God’s Covenant with Abraham$ swa.he oft dyde / ■
leofne mannan.(11.2588b*2589b) a comment on the Lord’s 
relationship with Abraham, and thus indirectly applying 
to the Covenant, and finally o&res (1.2590a), a
kenning describing Lot in terms of Abraham. The cumulative 
effect of the changes is to alter the balance from what it 
is in the source, so that Abraham becomes & more dominant 
figure at the expense of Lot and the Covenant is recalled; ; ; 
and as there is no mention of the Covenant in the Vulgate 
at this point, the A.S. poet’s alterations seem to indicate ■ 
that he intends the Covenant to be at least one of the
themes of his poem* 
Lines 2591-2599.
The stoi7 of Lot’s final settlement is
now given by the Vulgate in v.5G,
Ascen&it Loth de Segor et mansit in monte 
duae quoq.ue filiae eius cum eo 
timuerat enim manere in Segor 
et ra&nsit in spelunca ipse et duae filiae eius
and this is reproduced by the A,S. poet in li.2591-2599
he dorste pa dfgdrof Iwle
for frean egesan on paw fmstenne
leng eardigean, ac him Loth gewat ,
of byrig gangan and his beam somed
w^lstowe fyrr wic sceewian,
' . .o&pmt hie be hlj.be hears dune
eor&scref fundon* Jmr se eadega Loth 
werfest wunode, waldende leaf, .
dmgrimes worn and his dohtor twa.
The expression in the A.S. poem is expanded somewhat by
■ - - ’ ’ • ' 1the addition of a few phrases such as w^rfest (1.2598a)*
1.Applied as here to Lot, it can hardly mean more than 
•righteous’, although it is often used of those whom God 
specially protects, e.g. Daniel (1.194a) Andreas (11.1275b 
and 1510a).
—*.
but there, appears* to bo little of real.importance, therein* 
the ordering of the material however ia considerably 
improved, by the grouping of closely related elements, 
showing the A.8, poet’s skill in narrative and his concern.
. j t > • • •■
for its management.
Lines 26002606. ' . ■ • . .
• . There is general agreement that a leaf' ’
is missing from the MS between arid his dohtor twa (1.2599b), 
and hie dydon swa (1.2600a)> and that this leaf contained 
the material given in the Vulgate in vv..31-32t. ...
•-V .
■XS
L
:. ! 
bj
3‘l.dixitque maior ad mihorem
pater rooster senex est et nullus virorum remansit : x 
in terra ' ' ■ ' ‘ ‘ . ; •-•;••
qui pop,sit ingredi ad nos iuxta morem universe?.® terree
32.veni inebrieraus eum vino dormiamusque cum eo 
ut servare possimus ex patre nostro semen
and the A.S. poet’s habit of adding to the material in his 
source makes it impossible to judge whether the. material in 
these two verses might not have been adequate to fill the -< 
postulated lacuna. , After .this.lacuna, 1.2600a‘ Hie dydori '.
swa seems to be exactly founded upon the opening phrase of 
v.33, doderunt itague patri suo bibere yinum nocte ilia.- 
but thereafter the versions differ again. -The Latin has 
in vv, 35-35, .. ’ ' ‘ <
33* dederun t itague pa tri suo feibere vinura nocte ilia
•1. Qqllancg, p.lviii, Two leaves have been cut out between . 
116-17 and 122-3 . . .♦ .The latter was the right hand
leaf of the middle sheet corresponding to Gen.XIX.51-2. .. 4
2. Owing to the poet’s varying treatment of his source-mater­
ial, wo cannot fully accept Gollancz* statement referring1, 
to this lacuna, In both cases much space must have been 
left for illustrating, though the latter subject hardly ’ 
lends itself to such treatment; /. * Gollanofc, id.
> . et. Ingres '-.maior dormivitque.-. cum .pat re. • ' h:-’i
at, ilie non sensit nee quando accufouit filin' .
. ' neo quarido purrexit " ‘ ' - ., • . • - ... / ‘y-?
24.altera quoque die dixit maior ad minorem . , > ■ -' ‘;-
ecce •dormivi heri cum patre meo 
dfcmus el bibere,vinum etiamhac nocte
.,. et dormieq cum «o, ut s&Xyeiaus-semen..de patre,nostro . ..- 
55.dederunt etiam et ilia nocte patri vinum ,/
ingress&que minor filia dorraivit cum eo . ' ::
’ et neo tunc quidem sensit quando concubuerit vel •<
quando illa.surrexer.it, . ’ • ’
which gives the account of the incident twice: the A.S, •
poem however,, in 11.2600*2606 . .
Hie dydon, swa; druncnum code . . • •■ ■ . • • , • : i - ' ' »■seo yldre to mr on reste , , ■
heora bega ifoder. Re wist® blondenfeax ; . Vv
• hwonne•him<fwmnan to brycl.e him bu ymron, ; /
on ferhbcofan f<este genoarwod i
mode and gemynde, b^t he megba sib •• •
wine druncen gewitan ne meahte. - j ' .
recounts the story but once* the younger sister’s part
being indicated only by bu (l*26O5b); but so close is the
repetition in the Vulgate that this is all that is required, <
end the A.S, poet’s rearrangement seems to indicate again
a care for his narrative, He does however add a comment •< /-
on Lot’s drunkennessj in 11.2604*2606 ■ ?.
on ferh&cofan fmste genearwod '
mode and gemynde, p»t he mgba sib i -
wine druncen gewitan ne meahte, - • •. .
perhaps intending to exculpate Lot * gewitan ne rneahte 
(1.2666b) - from the more serious fault of incest. The 
same problem troubled the commentators, but no commentator
uses an expression resembling the poet’s, closely enough ,to
* * ■' < ,;
'«£»:1W^,LW_IWtf „r:iwlljnilMWJf: L ...^n h.v\ !
1. See for- example Ambros in,a da Abraham y 1,6, MPL. Vol.14, 
col,465; Hrabonus Maurus, Opmmentaringin Genesia>, XXX, 
55, MPL, Vol.107, col,559; Remfgius of Auxerre, Comment*­
. BrlUB.A^genqsim_, XIX,55. MPL.Vol.151j eol.95. ‘
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suggest, a possible source. , 1
Lines 2607-2620. ' ' • ' -
Indue course the daughters brought . > j 
forth offspring, as the Vulgate records in the final verses ] 
of this chapter, vv.36-38 . ; I
36. conceperunt ergo duae filiae Loth de patre suo / ?!
37. peperitque maior filium et vocavit nomen eius Moab' ??] 
ipse est pater Moabitarum usque in praesentem diem J
38. minor quoque peperit filium at vocavit nomen eius . J
Ammon, id est filius populi mei j
ipse est pater Awmonitarum usque hodie.
The material in these verses is recorded by the A.S. poet 4
in 11.2607-2620 ??{
Idesa wurdon eacne ,• eaforan brohtan . .? j
willgesweostor on woruld sunu ?j
heora ealdan fmder. para esbelinga -■ . ?”?H
modor oberne Moab nerode, ‘ '■??
Lothes ..dohtor, seo on life wtes ' • , ' .
wintrura yldre. Us gewritu secgeab, -?!
godcunde bee, ; p»t seo gingre : "..'■■?•!
hire agen beam Ammon hate. '?•;
Of pam frumgarum • folces unrim, ??j
prymfaeste twa peoda a wo con. ??. ?;?•!
Obre para meagba Moabitare ; j
eorbbuende ? ealle ha tab . •
widmasre cynn, obre weras nemnab . ' .
aebelinga beam Ammonitare - . ?<: ?j
with little addition save Us gewritu seegeab (1.2612b) „ ? ■
Xt would perhaps be fanciful to see in this addition an appeal 
to authority intended to imply a special dispensation to ??/ 
Lot’s daughters; the addition may be of no more import ? 
than the Chaucerian as it talias and in .consequence we would • 
draw no inference from it. The ordering of the material ;i 
however is distinctly better in the A.S. poem than it is in , • j 
the VUlgate: again the poet has grouped like with like; J
l.The closest is Ambrosius,-100.011. Sane discimug vitandam 
ebrietatern per quaro crimina cavere (col.464j~non possumus.
moreover, this has enabled him to conclude the tale of 
Lot with a reference to the great tribes which descended 
from his oddly-acquired grandchildren. The result is to 
hint at the existence of a background of Christian legend 
as rich as that which lies behind the pagan epics. The 
poet’s haste to seise such an opportunity is again a 
testimony to the A.S3. habit of evaluating Christianity at 
least partially by comparison with the pagan world.
Lines ^2l-2625a .
Abraham’s move to Gerar follows, given 
in the Vulgate in the first verse of the following chapter, 
Oh.XX, v.l,
profectus inde Abraham in terrain australem 
habitavit inter Cades et Sur 
et peregrinatus est in Geraris
and in the A.S. poem in li.262l-2625a
Gewat him pa mid bryde broBor Arones 
under Abimelech rehte l^dan 
mid his hiwum.
The A.S, poet has omitted the Biblical names, and has added 
concrete detail, mid his hiwum (1.2625a) for example, that 
will appeal to his audiences he has also introduced the 
name of Abimelech who is to figure largely in the coming 
episode. The result of the change is a decided gain in 
speed and clarityj and the fact that he can single out 
one verse and show such care to make it appeal to his aud­
ience, shows that he is writing with all his material in 
view, and with his audience always in mind.
U:nes^2625b:-2652a. ■ .
The Vulgate x*ecounts Abraham’s conduct 
with neither introduction nor explanation, * perhaps the
brevity of the account rendered both unnecessary * giving
in v#2,
dixitque de 8nrra uxore sue, &orox* mea est 
misit ergo Abimelech rex Gerere.e et tulit earn,
The A.S# poet however adds - after the account of Abrahams
conduct which he gives in 11.2625b-2625
' Jfcele&um ss»gde '
past Serra his sweostor weere,
Abraham wordum (bearh his alclre),
~ a comment of his own, in 11#2626-2627
py he wist* gearwe pmt he winemaga, 
on folce lyt freonda tefde#
This seems to be an excuse which might appeal to a, Germanic 
audience? it has already been seen that exile was an 
appalling thought to the Germanic tribesman, and Abraham’s 
situation and the expression of the excuse are both colcul- 
ated to arouse this idea# That the poet should have solved
the problem of Abraham’s conduct by reinstating this problem)
in Germanic terms indicates that he felt the Biblical world 
as particularly relevant to the Germanic world of his own 
day, (in a historical as well as an ethical sense), and also 
that he himself had a, deep imaginative sympathy with both 
these worlds* •
The second part of this same verse
from the Vulgate is translated more or less literally in
11.2628-2629 1 :
pa se peoden his pegnas send©, 
heht hie bringan to him seifuw#
but thereafter the poet again makes an addition, in 11.2650- 
2652a,
pa w*s ell^eodig oftre sibe
wif Abrahames from were laded /
on fremdes fmftm. -
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*♦
s ign i f xcance•of t his addx t i on appears 
importance for & listening as opposed 
it tends in fact to the establishment
that the poem was intended to be read1 . ’ «
with this carefully in view. 
hines_2632b-2637.
The A.G. poem now.
significant additions. The first is the "j
11.2632b-2634a
Him pwr fylste pa 
swa. he oft dyde
- an addition which summarises Sarah’s plight. The 
to us- to lie in its 
to a reading audience 
of the presumption 
aloud, and written
recounts God’s inter­
vention to save Sarah, in 11.2632b-2627 . ;\y
Him. pmr fylste pa 
oce drihten, sto. he oft dyde, 
nergend usser. Com nihtes self, 
p»r se waldend teg. wine druncen.
Ongan pa sopcyning purh swefn sprecan 
to pam ,*ebelinge and *him yr re hweop
a passage based upon the corresponding phrase from the 
Vulgate, the first phrase of v.3, • • ;
venit autem teus ad Abimeloch per somnium noctis :
et ait ei . 
though with three 
poet’s comment in
ece drihten
nergend usser
- a comment which seems to us to be made perhaps to remind ..1 
the audience of the special relationship between God and 
Abraham; and the same may well be true of the third addition 
yrre (1.2637b). ihe poet’s reemphasising of this relation-;i 
ship here may perhaps indicate that he is himself, or felt ;: 
his audience might still be,dubious hbout Abraham’s conduct^ 
Abraham’s character may still have required reinforcing by ■ 
God’s authority; in other words, the poet remains at this
* ‘ S’-,
point an independent and thoughtful artist. The second 
addition is the curious remark that Abimelech was wine 
druncen (1.2635b), an allegation for which no source can -
3.39
be found, except-that already postulated, namely that such 
conduct was'-so common In the A.S. world as to be almost ' 
natural. This would be a slender foundation^ however,' upon 
which to build further reasoning. ‘ ' ■' '
Lines638-2666a• '
There follows the debate of God and ;
Abimelech# It commences in the Vulgate with God’s speech
in the second phrase of v.3;
en morieris propter mulierem quam tulisti hahet enim 
virunj ‘
which the A.S# poet renders in 11.2638*2641a 
pu Abrahames idose gename,' •
bryde nst beorne. ]>e abregdan sceal -
for bmre dmdo deab of breostum •.,
sawle bine. ' •
and although the phraseology of the poem is expanded, the : 
content and tone of the speech remain unaltered, and it need 
not delay us. The first phrase of v.4, /' '
Abimelech vero non tetigerat earn ’ • - ?
is omitted by the poet (for reasons which will appear below)
and after announcing Abimelech’s reply in 11.264lb-2642
• • Him symbelv/erig
• since® brytta purh sl*wp oncwS
in which the A.3. poet has added both concrete detail, . ' .•
(symbelwerig, 1.2641b) and an ?! epi cising** tag (sinces brytta
w* >.w>ww» >,rrf»w WatWT«.-.Mrt ~OTr*irtT«v«cMt» «an -‘W* *■ m' i ■■ I —--------- iffl "" Ti' rf inT-Tiy 11 ')‘i 'll 11| .ITVi li ,n.i ■WniM> j-rti iin .1»i cW'‘r'lWr i^lWWW
1. Those commentators who deal especially with this point are 
. Bruno Astens,. ^xpositlo in Genesim, XX, MPL, Vol.164,col.
198; Rupertus Abbas, de Trinitate et Qperibus ffjus, XXI, 
MPL. Vol.167, col.413; Petrus Comestor, Historia Soholas 
tica,•Gen.LV, MPL, Vol.198, col.1102. The latter refers 
correctly to Josephus1 note that Abimelech was afflicted 
with illness to prevent his despoiling harsh. (Josephus,
I, 12)M '
2. cf. supra p. 180. • /
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1.2642a) to the unadorned et ait (v.4) of the Vulgate, the," ;\q
.'poet goes on to render the rest of v*4, • <• P"-S
f;. .* Doming num gentem '
ignorantem et iustaminterficies
as 11.264.3*26400, •
W>. Tju ref re, engla peoden,
purh J> in yr re wilt a Id re l&t&n, -;q
heah; beheown, Iwne be her leofab ?
rihtum peawum, bib on r»de feest,- ? J
modgeb&nco, and him rniltse . .' /,'•■
'to pe seceb? ' • :
making several changes as he does so. Sowing is taken .7 ■;/ 
from its place at the head and embodied within the reply, 
the reply itself is given at greater length: but. it is ' /.
not till 11.2647b.~2648e (and him mills© •/ to be seceb) that
the A.S. poet adds anything to the Vulgate account: the ;•’<
advice to pray for mercy from God seems to have been common i 
in A.0. verse and it is doubtful if we need postulate any 
source beyond common poetic habit and the poet’s already . .'% 
known desire to give moral suasion. \
The rest of Abimelech’s reply, given in;
the Vulgate in v.5,
nonne ipse dixit mihi sorer mea cat 
et ipsa ait frater mens est
is given by the A.S. poet in the following passage, 11.2646b* 
2652
■ . Me szegde mr
beet .wif hire wordum selfa ,
unfriegendum, Jwt heo Abrahames «
sweostor were.. febbe ic synne wib.hie •
fauna ehig geframed gene*.
wt* «MK w« 4fckX«• *»^<r '** rWMta*«■**«'»•»* LTtiiW TTW W*«W*MOTAMMM* 4.~TTJtW MHta*.WWF*UW LTifr-i^iff: «W#WWW **kWsv»W|HTTT ■»'w hTr.'.X~nr.UL~TU,JMI.J_iJ^iXlLJ-lt
l.See for example the opening lines of the Wanderer
Oft him anhaga are gebideb - - ,
metudes miltse . ,. . .
(Text from The -flxeter Book, edw G.P.Krapp and Sevan K.bdbb 
New York, 1936, p.134)•
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and it is perhaps significant that by omitting the first
phrase of the verse from the Vulgate the poet now throws,.. - ; -
some, emphasis .upon Sarah’s part in' the deception: again :
he seems-to feel that Abraham’s actions will not bear too .
much advertisement* Moreover, this impression gains
confirmation from the fact that he omits the statement of
Abimelech’s innocence, to which the Vulgate devotes the * ;...-
finel phrase-of v*5 and the whole of v,6,
(5). ♦ . . . .
in simplioitate cordis mei et munditia manuum mearum 
■ feci hoc . . ' . ' ••
6* (dixitque ad cum feus) ‘•
et ego scio quod simplied oorde feceris
et ideo custodivi te ne peecares in me 
at non dimisi ut tangores earn 
and substitutes for it the simple announcement that 
Abimelech had not as yet committed any sin with Sarah, in 
ll*265lb-2652
1%'sbbe ic synno wib hie 
. fa one. ojnig geframed gena - • f
a phrase which in view of the word gena (l>2652b) appears 
to us to be the A*S» poet’s version of the omitted opening 
phrase of v.4, (^Mmeleoh X£E° H2S t£SiSKS* • SSS)» and we •< 
would remark upon the improved order which results from this \ 
change and upon the poet’s concern for the greater dramatic $ 
effect which this new order brings with it* ■ \
God’s rejoinder, which closes the debate,
is given in the Vulgate in vv.6 (already quoted, and not k
used by the A.3* poet), and 7, \ ' . . ; ,-
nunc igitur redde uxoreta viro auo
quia propheta est et orabit pro to et vives
si autern• nolueris redder© sexto quod morte •
worieris tu et omnia quae tun sunt* •>
In the A.3* poem, after two lines to announce this speech, ?
J*‘V
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11.2653-2654,
Him ps edre eft ece drihten, .
so&fmst metod, purh p»t swefn onciBb: .
in which the addition of a reference to swefn (1.2654b) is
a concession to A.S. scepticism, hut also a testimony to the
poet’s dramatic imagination, ll*2655~2666as
Agif Abraharae idese sine,
wif to gewealde, gif pu on worulde long,
mbelings helm, aldres recce.
He is god end gleaw, rawg self wib god sprecan,
geseon sweglcyning. pu sweltan scealt
mid feo and mid feorme, gif bu psm fruwgeran
bryde wymest* He abiddan m»g,
gif he of stum me s»rendu wile
peawfaast and gepyldig pin abeodan,
p?wt ic pe lissa lifigendum giet
on dagum leste dugupa brucan
sinces gesundne.
differ from the Vulgate in several places. The poet’s
addition of the threat gif pu on worulde leng / mbelinga
helm aid res recce (11.2656P-2657)» is difficult to explain,
as it serves no useful end: the poet may have felt that ’.
to mingle threat and directive would be more realistic, but
the evidence for a decision is lacking* Secondly, he
transfers the idea contained in orabit pro te et vives to
be the final idea in God’s speech, expanding it in ll«266lb~
2666a .
He abiddan i&eg ' -
gif he ofstum me , mrehdu wile 
peawfest and gepyldig pin abeodan, 
pmt ic pe lissa lifigendum giet 
on dagum laste dugupa brucan 
sinces gesundne
and his doing so shows again his excellent sense of order: 
the prohibition stated, the solution of the difficulty is
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shown: Abrahsuu moreover has been re instated as a powerful.-3i
figure#, In fact we are once wore presented with .evidence
- that the poet .views his material as a whole# • ' flj
Linos 2S66b~2672a. ;. ■•.;;1'3
. Abimelech awakens in terror,- and both 'a 3■ • • ’ " * ■' ■-.■ ] 
versions of the story are brief and alike: the Vulgate ; . I.» '"■ / * • f
has in v#8, '■ 3j
s tat tragus de nocte oonsurgens Abimelech vocavit . <;«
omnes servos suos l;-l
et locutus est universa verba haec'in auribus eorura d
. tiraue.runtque -omnes viri'yalde -\3» ' • ■ - * * , ■ • ’ i
a passage which the A.S. poet reproduces without significant ■
-.change in ll#2666b-*2672a _ >d
• pa slmpe tobmsgd ' \
forht fhlces weord. Heht him fetigean to ‘ ;J
gesprecah sine, spedura-sesgde •' •
eorlutn Abimelech, egesan ge&read,
waldendes word. Weras him 'ondredon -V
for Ixei’e doade dribtoes h&nda \7?
sweng rafter swefn©« 1/3
Lines 26?2h~2690# ' - ' ;;
Abimelech now sends for Abraham* and '.—la 
addresses him, as the Vulgate tells in the first phrase of j 
v.9* ' '.11'
vocavit autem'Abimelech ©ti&m Abraham et dixit ei 
which the A.s. poet•reproduces in 11.2672b-2674 : ;
Heht sylf cyning : ••
, him J>& Abraham to ofstum miclum. • • 3
J>a roordode , rice peoden: > '.-3
without any significant change. The speech itself is given1' 
by the Vulgate in the rest of v#9 and v#10, ' 1'
■ (9. # .... .) . ■ • ■ ?■:<
quid feoisti nobis quid peac&viraus in te --1
quia induxisti super rae et super rognum raeuia .1
peocatum grande 3>
quae non debuisti facere fecisti nobis. ./3
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10.rursumq.ue expostulans ait quid vidisti ut hoc faceres
and it appears to us to bear a marked tone of just accusation 
In the A.S. poem, which gives the same speech in the corres­
ponding' passage, 11.2675-2690 ’ •. •. . ' *
Mago Ebrea, ’ p»s pu we wylle . , -
wordum secgean, hu geworhte ic ■
sibbsn pu usic under, Abraham, joine . '
on pas ebelturf mhta Reddest* .
past. pu me bus swibe searo renodest?
pu ellpeodig usic woldest ;
on pisse -fojcsceare facne besyrwan, .
synnum besmitan., srwgdest worduffi
post sarra pin sweostor W'wre,
lines mwge, woldest lablice
burh peet wif on we wrohte alecgean, "•
orxaete yfel. We pe arlice . \
gefeormedon, and pe freondlice .. i
onjisse werpeode wio getethton, 7
land to lissum. pu us leanest nu,
unfrebndlice 1 fremena paneast4 . ..
there are three features which do not appear in the Latin 
speech; the first is the accusation of fraud, facne besyr­
wan (1.2681b), the second is the overt mention of the state­
ment about Sarah sasgdest wordum / beet Serra pin sweostor
wrare (11.2682b-2685) and the last is the contrast implied 
throughout the speech by words like ellpeodig (1.2680a) end 
overtly stated in the closing lines 11.2686b-2690 .- .'
V?e. pe arlice ' ' ,
gefeormedon, and pe’ freondlice ,
on pisse werpeode wic getsehton,
land, to lissum. ' pu us leanest nu, ‘ \
unfreondlice Tremens pancast.
Though all three features are technically additions, they do 
not really add any new material to the accusations: what ?<;,
they do is to give to the A,S. the same tone as is shown in
the Latin and in doing so they demonstrate to us the accuracy 
of the A.8. poet’s Latin scholarship, in detecting and
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reproducing not only the iwoue but foleo the tone of his 
source#
Llne«^.269U27X6#
Abraham*s reply follows, siren in the
Vulgrte in vv>11-13,
ll#respondlt Abraham r,
oogitevl me cum dioens forsitan non eat tirnor
Bel in loco let©
et interfioient me propter uxorem wee©
12»alles autem et Vera soror mea eat
filla pa trie met et non filia matrls xaeae 
at duxl earn uxorew ;
X3#postquam autea eduxlt me J^eus do homo patrie 
mei dixi ad earn
hano mlserlcordlam facies mecum 
in omni loco ad guea Xngrediemur dices
quod fra ter tuus elm
and in the corresponding passage of the A#$# poem, 11#2691«
2716f which i& beet examined piecemeal* The first section
11.2691-2695
Abraham pa andswarode?
Ne dyde ic for faone ue for feondacipe 
ne for wihte pw*n ic pe worm u&e#
Ao io me, gumene beldor, gubbordeas swang 
leodmagum fear lare gebearh#
la probably based upon v#ll{ the correspondence is not 
very close# but both accounts imply that one reason forr i
Abrahamconduct is that he la In a foreign land where 
there will be no help for him* from dod (in the Vulgate) 
or kinsmen (in the A#S# poem)# To this the poet adds the 
mention of fraud (fncne 1.2692a) and enmity (feondecipe. 
1.2692b) end the reason for his divergence from the Vulgate 
here lies in the expansions which he lias made to the prev­
ious speacht in which Ablmelech attacked Abraham, (11.2675- 
269G| quoted above) as the repetition of facne (XI.2661b- 
2692a) showe# At the same time Abimeleoh is addressed as
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gumena beldor (1.2694a) a more, favourable phrase than any 
yet applied to him: the poet seems to be preparing for
the eventual rapprochement which is to take place between 
Abraham and Abimelech; and his treatment of this verse 
shows us that as he composed he bore in mind both what he 
had written and what he was still to write#
The poet now omits v, 12, and goes 
straight on to render the first phrase of v.13,
postquam autem eduxit me peus de domo patris mei 
in 11.2696-2697
sibftan me se halga of hyrde frean*, 
mines feeder fym almdde.
. . • 1 V’.-as comparison of the two versions seems to show. The 
omitted verse raises the question of marriage within the 
forbidden degrees and also draws attention again to the 
cowardice of Abraham*s conduct. The commentators avoid 
the first difficulty by announcing that the law relating 
to consanguineous marriage did not then exist ; and 
they attempt to explain the second by holding that if
\
1. The punctuation in golthausen> p.78f commencing a new ’ .
sentence with sibban (1.2695 according to his numbering* 
1.2696 according to Krapp*s). seems preferable to that
of Krapp p.80* in view of the commencement of a new verse 
in the Bible* and a new topic in the speech itself.
2. See Agustine* Contra, gaustum Manichaeum XXIX. 35. cum 
i&itur Abraham eo tempore viyeret in re bus human is » quo 
• • . .» ..filios autem fratrua aliosQue longinQUiore 
gradu generis consanguineos» nulla lege, nulla potestate 
prohibit^ consuetudo Jungebat? MPL. Vol.42, Col.422.
Kor other commentators who give this, explanation* seo \ 
App.I. List XXI.<
Abraham had not done all he himself could to slave his life, 
he would have been guilty of tempting God : but both
answers could well have been judged too subtle by the poet, < 
and the reference to Sarah’s sistership omitted because . 
Abraham’s conduct was, alr eady questionable♦
This explanation appears more likely 
in that there follows an addition by the A.S* poet11.2696- 
2703,,
Ic fela sibban folca gesohte, 
wine, uncubra, and pis wif mid me, 
freonda feasceaft. Ic p»s feres a
on wanuffl swt hwonne me wrabra sum .
ellpeodigne aldre beheowe,
ae be him pas idese eft ogan wolde. :'
having no source in the Vulgates the reason for the
addition of these lines seems to be the need that Abraham ■
should justify himself: and the poet shows his skill in
evoking again the one plea which might have some validity • ■ ; - • • • • .• •• 2 *;?■'
with the Germanic audience - the excuse of exile •
The poet returns to the source, this.» . * -- ‘ ' .>3
time to the latter part of v.13,
. . . dixi ad earn .
hone misericordiam facies mecum
1, $ee Augustine ibid.c.36. Sed si interrogatus Abraham.
illem femlnam indicaret uxorem. duas~res tuendas cororoitt- 
eret Deo, et suam vitam, et conjugis pudicitlam. Pertlnet 
autem ad sanam doctrinam. quando hobet quod faciat homo. 
non tento re hoainum geum suum. MPL. Vol*42, coi.423. He 
returns to-the same idea in Con t r& Secundum Manichaeum, 23. 
(ilPL..VoI*42«col.599) .
2. Abraham’s plea that this is his normal practice is just­
ified historically at least, since he has employed the dame 
ruse before? see the Vulgate, Ch.X,.vv.10*20, the A.S. 
Genesis 11.1624 sqq* discussed supra p.22l ff; but there 
is no verbal similarity between the two accounts.
in omni loco ad quern ingrediemur dices quod 
frater tuus sita
for the basis for 11.2704*2710a
rnghwsr eorban 
mid we&landum
Forbon ic wigsmi&um wordum s^gde 
pmt Harra win sweostor w*»re
.p«er wit ear da leas ' 
winnan sceoldon. *
Ic pmt .lice dreah on place ebyltyrf, 
sib&an ic pine, peoden m«ra, 
mundbyrde gece&s. .
As is shown by hi.s use of the phrase mghwgr eorban (1.2706a)
Sarah’s part in the pact has been a most noteworthy omission,
for it indicates that Abraham by now feels more sure of /
himself. Further, Sarah’s part in the bargain has been
suppressed' and Abraham describes the arrangement as an ace-
omplished fact which he presents to the wigsmibum (1.2704b)r
this change seems to make plainer the indication that Abra- \
ham’s self-confidence is returning. Hor does there appear
to be any psychological contradiction in what follows.
Abraham’s speech closes with I1.27l0b*»2716,
$e wres me on mode cub, 
hwmber on pyssuw folce frean mlwihtiges- 
egesa were, pa ic her «rest com.
Forbon ic pegnum pinum dy mde
and sylfum pe swibost wide
. Coban spxmce,. p»t me Sarra 
bryde lasts beddreste gestah.
* lines which use the omitted phrase of v.ll
cogitavi mscum dicens forsitan non est 
timor £ei in loco isto • '■ .
and although they are again excusatory in content they end 
with an open avowal of and reference to the truth * sober* 
spitsce (1.2715a) - and the tone is still that of a speaker 
who is sure of his ground. The change in the order, enabling
Abraham to make a declaration of this type is again imports- 
ant: for Abraham started his speech weakly with a denial;
he then passed/through the stage of explanation, took the v.'? 
responsibility on his own shoulders alone and has finally ’ 
gained enough confidence to lay the whole situation open to f 
Abimelech* In these lines, the A.S. poet has given an ? 
excellent example of subtle psychological observation V ;
combined with architectonic skill* , \
Lines 2717-2726. '■ • ' • ■ •
The poet now resumes close attendance
on his source, andiso 11*2717-2726
J>& ongan Abinfcsleh Abraham swiban , ‘
woruldgestreonum and him his wif ageaf.
Sealde him to bote* p»s be he his bryd genam, .? 
gangende feoh and glmd seolfor 
and weorcbeos* Spwc b& wordum eac 
to Abrahame mbelinga helm: *
Wuna mid usic and be wic geceos
on bissum lande peer be leofost sie, ?■
ebelstowe, pe ic agan sceal. 1 -
Wes us f»le freond, we be feoh syllabi
show relatively little difference from the Vulgate vv.14 . J
and 15* ■ .
14*tulit igitur Abimelech eves et boves et servos et , 
ancillas et dedit Abraham //
reddiditque illi Sarram uxorem suam 15. et ait; 
terra coram vobis est ubicunque tibi . - y
placuerit habita '
upon which they depend* . < . 7/
Lines 2727-2735* ■ •' - .
. Abraham pacified, Abimelech turns to . ‘
-t-j "iT'.—-j >•,»,- -rri.i.T.;.fJvL.-i.-•.rrti.i<i'i^T.i-wi.r«l •.;ia...-.OT-‘ir r~^ ur.inriTjr—‘ji'rim f~.—.-...Tf-.ir in 'ininij—
l.Grein’s reading weorcbeos (1.2721a) for MS weorc feos seems 
the more justified in that the A.S.' poet has made~no other 
alterations from his source at this point*
Sarah, and addresses her, in v.16 
S&rr&e autem dixit
ecce mills argenteos dedi fratri tuo 
hoc erit tibi in velamen oculorum ,
ad pmnes qui tecum sunt et quocumque perrexeris 
meraentqque te deprehens&m
which the A*S* poet recounts in 11*2727~2735 /.
Cwmb pa eft rabe obre worde ,
to Sarran sinces brytta:
**Ke pearf be on edwit Abraham settan,
bin freadrihten, pmt pu flettpsbas,
nmg wlfscieno, ’’ mine trade, . ,
ao him hygeteonan hwitan seolfre
deope bate* He casta inpit duguba
of fcisse ebyltyrf ellor secan,
wines uncube, ac wunisb her1*.
with some alterations, the first being his omission of
■ ' " ’ ' ‘ ; i ” . ■'
Ablmelech’s jesting remark dedi fratri tuo (v«l6): this 
of course is consistent with his omission of v*12, (yere 
soror mea est etc) already discussed , and such, consistency 
assures us again of the poet*s eareful consideration of 
his source• The main difference however lies in the em* 
phasis laid by repetition on Abimelech’s request that 
Abraham and Sarah should Settle in his land and this emphas­
is indicates that the request is intended to be a suitable 
statement of Abimelech’s final attitude to Abrahamj and 
as such it shows us the A*S* poet’s care for the clarity 
of his narrative*
lines..2736-2741*. . ■
The A,S< poet now adds some lines with
no parallel in the Vulgate, and we have in 11*2736*2741,
1* of. Rupertus Abbas, de Trinitate et Qperibus Bjus* XX, 
Haec ubi jocose dixit * * * Mpl* Vol*l67, 001*416,
2* supra P»346. .
Abraham 'fremade swa hine his aldor heht,
onfeng freondscipe be freen hmse,
lufum and lissum. He wes leof.gode.
Forbon he sibbe , gesselig dreeh
and his scippende under sceede gefor,
.hleowfebrum beaht, her benden lifde. >
Their content, se«m.s to us to explain their insertion here: 
for by emphasising again the special relationship between 
God and Abraham, they give the character of the latter 
the final authentication it needs to reestablish it firmly \ 
in our regard.
L^es 2742r2759. , , ' .
In the Vulgate, the tiro final verses .
simply recount how the Lord removed His curse of barrenness ?:
from Abimelech and his people, the passage being vv.17 and 18
17.orente autem Abraham senavit Leus
Abimelech et uxorem ancillasque eius et pepereruht
IB.concluserat enim Hominus omnem vulvara 
domus Abimelech
propter Sarram uxorem Abraham. :? ■
The corresponding passage in the A.S. Genesis. 11.2742-2759.
ba gien w»s yrre god Abimelehe 
for pmre synne }>e he wib Sarrai 
and wib Abrehame «r gefremede,
J>& he gedBlde him deore twa,
wif and wpned. He p»s weorc gehleat,
frecrie wite. He meahton free ne peowe
heora bregoweardas bearnuw ecan
monrim mgeb, ac him p»t metod forstod,
obpet se halga .his hlaforde
Abraham ongan ama bidden
ecne drihten. Him engle helm
getigbode, tuddorsped onleac
folccyninge freora and peowra,
were and wife; let weexan eft
heora rimgetel rodora waldend, \
ead end «ht&. mlmihtig wearb
milde on mode, woncynnes weard,
Abimeleche, awe hine Abraham hod.
is based upon these verses as is shown by its general sense
■ ■ 7 - • ' ' ' ' ' . • ' ' ■ 7
• > v ' J- , ♦ ! . t . . * - 4
• . “. ' i
as well as by the repeated mention of freo ne beowe (l#2747b),; 
freora and peowra (1<2754b) both equivalent to uxorea enclll- ■ 
segue eius (v*l7)» but it is significant that the A«S.
poet has altered the order of events so that the material ; 
presented in v#16 of the Vulgate precedes that given in v#17i 
His narrative is thus better ordered, and this seems to pro­
vide adequate cause for this alteration* He has also made ; 
one important addition, * 1*2742, ba gien sms yrre god Abia- 
elehe ** which emphasises both God’s anger and its persistence ; 
(fiien). The result of this addition is two-fold; the 
mention of God’s emotion makes God a more personal figure, 
while the idea of its persistence makes Him a diety who is 
feared the more: and this added personalisation of the
deity seems to explain satisfactorily why the poet added this 
line* Finally, the emphasis laid on Abraham’s part in the 
change by its position at the end of the incident (ewa hine 
Abraham basd, 1#2759b) seems to show specially the closeness 
of the relationship between Abraham and God, and thus to 
complete the reestablishment of Abraham in the esteem of the • 
audience before the poet passes on to the next topic, the 
birth of Isaac: and the narrative is improved by this de­
fining of Abraham’s position#
Lines 2760-2764p. '
The next chapter, Gh«XXI, commences the
history of Isaac, with whom God fulfills his earlier promise,7
as we are reminded in v#l .
l*Visitavit autem Pominus Sarram sicut ,
promiserat et implevit quae locutus est
which the A*S. poet records in 11.276o-2764a, 7
pa com feran free mlmihtig ,
to sarrai, swa he self geciweb, ?
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waldend usser, frefde wordbeot
leofdm ge lass ted, lifes aider '
. ‘ eafpran and idese. : c.
without significant change.
^00 2764^-2767. ; ‘ ‘
' But a change is to be noted in the •'
circumstances surrounding the birth of Isaacs the Vulgate 
merely records in vv.2 and 3 1
2. concepit et peperit filiua in senectute sub 
tempore quo pr&edixerat ei Deus
3. vocavitque Abraham nomen fill! sui quern
genuit ei Sam, Isaac
but the A.S. poet alters the timing, in 11.2764b-2767 
• ■ ' Abrahame woo
bearn of bryde* 
mr by magotudre 
eacen be eorle.
pone brego engla, 
modor were 
Isaac nemde.
by the addition of er (1.2766a). This curious alteration
was presumably inspired by the patristic commentary, for we " ; 
find in Hieronymus* Liber Hebraicarua Quaestionua in Genesla.
17, 70, the remark Sciendum taroen quod quattuor in Veteri 
Testamento absque ullo velamine nqainibus suis antequaw 
nfiacerentur, vooeti 3unt> Ismael. Isaac, Salomon, et Josies1; 
and thereafter this becomes a commonplace in the patristic 
writings. The poet*s addition would thus seem to have been
made to bring his poem Into closer agreement with the do 
of his day, showing again the effect which the patristic 
writings exercised upon him.
w.W in*. ji  *»■<* vmr 1.1ip.i 1 wn> > »■» l■t. *niw.on■ ^alvai, ------ nr twr.—r—r •iraiMt■» .-^i rt..K
1. MPL. Vol.23, col.1014.
2. See for example Kucherius Qommentarius in Genesim (att)
MPL. Vol.50, col.958$ Paterius. fixposltio yeterls et Novi 
Testaaenti. Gen.c.XLV. WPL. Vol.79, col.701; Alenin, 
Interrogationes et Hespongiones inGenesim, Int.177, MPL, 
Vol.lOO, ool7540. ™ ‘ w
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Lines 2768-2771*
Isaac is now circumcised, as the Vulgate
records in v.4, > ._•••■
, . et circumcidet eum octavo die sicut ; y
p rae cepe rat ei Deus
and the A *8. poet in 11.2768-2771
Hine Abraham on mid his agene hand :
beacen settey swa him behead metod,
wuldertcrht ymb wucan, ; pms pe hine on woruld ■ ■
to moncynne modorbrohte*
without significant change* V;
Lines 2772-2777*'' ''
Xhe account of Isaac’s birth is concluded
when the date of his birth is given, in the way usual in the ;
Vulgate, in v.5, . ■
cum centum esset annorum .>■
hac quippe aetate patris natus est Isaac <
round which the A*S* poet builds in 11.2772-2777 • .
Cniht weox and'pag, swa him cynde won .
c^bele from yldrum* Abraham hwfde <
wintra hundteon^ig pa him wif sunu
on pane getter* He pws brage bady . /.->
. sibban him »rest purh his agen word /’
pone d^gwillan drihten bodode. "•'<
a picture of the inherent nobility of Isaac, and praise of 
Abraham’s patience. His addition of the first can probably 
be accounted to his desire that his characters should impress 
his audience by their consistent nobilityt and in this we 
might see perhaps an attempt to persuade the latter towards 
a mor& firm acceptance of the faith of the Bible: but such
a conclusion would seem to us to require more evidence and 
we would its the r advance as the poet’s reason for this addit-:. 
ion the general aesthetic desirability of noble characters 
in an epic story. The emphasis laid on Abraham’s patience
.'355 y
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however is wore easy to explain) it is a quality not 
usually awarded to the Germanic warrior but It is a quality 
for which Abraham is frequently lauded by the patristic 
commentators and thus the poet's debt to them is emphasised 
once more. ’
Wnes 277^2791a4 ‘
The age of Sarah and the consequent
miraculousness of Isaac’s birth are the subject of the next
two verses in the Vulgate, vv.6 and 7:
6,dixitque Sarra risum fecit mihi Deus 
qui cumque audierit conridebit mihi
7*rursumque ait
quis auditurum crederet Abraham quod Sferra lact&ret : 
filium ' ' ‘ ‘
quern peperit ei iam sen!
but the A.S. poet makes no- mention of Sarah’s astonishment. 
As before, it is perhaps dangerous to try to explain an 
omission, but it seems at least possible that the A.8. poem 
is again showing a dislike of emphasising that which is 
overtly miraculous, - though whether the dislike is engend-4 
ered by the poet, his audience or both, it is difficult to < 
tell. ' '
l.cf. for example RiB. Woolf, The Devil in Old Bnglish Poetry, 
RES, Vol.IV, No.15, 1955, p.6. The Anglo-Saxons were, of 
course, familiar with the Augustinian doctrine that the 
devil had fallen through pride, the engles oferhygd and yet 
pride was a prominent characteristic of Permanic heroes.•••<
2.See for example Tertullien, Liber de Patientia. VI, Ipsa 
adeo est, quae f idem et subsequitur et antecedit. Denique 
Abraham Deo credidit, et~justltiae deputatus ab illo est: 
sed fidero: ejus pa tian tie probavit,, cum filium imino la re 
jussus est.. • • Merito ergo benedictus, quia et fidelis$
. qerito (1371) fidelis quia et patiens. MPL. Vol.2, col.1570 
See also Cyprianus, de Bono Patientiae, c.lQ, MPL. Vol.4, 
col.652} Hilarius, Tractatus in Pselmum 158, MPL. Vol.9, 
col.794; Augustine. Sermo Supposlta,7. MPL. Vol.59, col.1751
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The following verses of the Vulgate,
vv. 8, 9 and 10,
S.crevit igitur puer et ablactatus eat 
. fecitque Abraham grande convivium 
in die ablautstionis eius
9.cumque vidisset Sarra filium Agar Aegyptiae ludentem cum ? 
Isaac filing? eius^ ' \
dixit ad Abraham
10.eice ancillaw hanc et filium eius * • ; >
non enim erit heres filius ^ancill&e cum filio meo Isaac
are reproduced by the A.S. poet as 11.2778-279la.
pa seo wyrd gewearb p?et pmt wif gesesh
for Abraham© Ismael plegan,
bs&r hie o*t swmsendum seston bu tu,
halig on hige, and heora hiwan eall,
druncon and drymdon* pa cia& drihtlecu aeg,
bryd to beome: ^Forgif me, be&ga weard,
min swes frea, hat sibian
Agar ellor and Ismael
tedan mid hie J Ne beob we leng sowed
willUm rainum, gif io weald&n mot.
N^sfre Ismael wib Xsace, 
wib min agen beam yrfe d»leb 
on last© pe, ponne pu of lice 
aider asendest.
- the first significant change being that he reduces the grande 
convivium (v.8) to the level.of mt s^esendum, (1.2780a); the I 
A.S. audience would be unfamiliar with the occasion of the 
feast - Isaac’s abiactatio (v.8); and the reason for the alt­
eration would again seem to be the poet’s desire to approximate; 
the two worlds with which he deals. Apart from this, the poet 
makes two other changes, both additions* namely ne beob we leng 
goged / SiilHB 2&P.H2 (U.27S6b-2878a) and on last© ££ bonne pu 
£f iiS® / 2;1S2E ££££dost (11.27902791a); and both seem
«V'**’ C*^#t**N*.S
l.Thus A9 the codex Amiatinus; the other MSS. vary in clarity 
of expression though^not"in sense. G, j>robably the archetype> 
of the poet’s MS., lacks the passage altogether, (see BS, 
apparatus critic!, p,224). From the details recorded in Gen- 
esis A It seems likely that the poet was not using a text~of 
the A type.
to us to be intended to supply/the..usual . A±S. emphasis /,/ 
given by repetition to solemn ideas.: in other words
the A.S. poet is again trying to reproduce his material 
in the familiar epic style#
Lines;,27911^2795^.
Abraham is naturally saddened by the 
choice'which faces him* as the Vulgate tells in v*il •>'
dure accepit hoc Abraham pro filio suo
and the A.S* poem more specifically in 11.279lb*2793a
*joa was Abrahame . .. h
weorce on mode {wt he on wrec drife 
his selfes sunu,
and* although there is no warrant fox* this in the Vulgate, /
God knows of Abrahamdepression and comes to comfort him, '
as the poem tells in ll*2793b-2795&
ha com soft metod 
freom on fultum, wiste ferhfc guraan 
cearum on clommum#
and the addition seems to us to suggest that the A#S# poet 
saw and wished to present Christianity as a more sympathetic 5 
and consolatory creed than the silent stoicism enshrined 
in the pagan poetry.
Lines 2795b-2803. ‘ -
Godfs instructions to Abraham are now
expressed in the two following Yerses of the Vulgate, 
vv.12 and 13,
12.cui dixit Deus
non tibi videatur asperum super puero et super 
; ancilla tua
l.cf. A.H.Tolman, The style of Anglo-fctexon Poetry, PULA, 
Vol^S, p.24# Hence our second great principle of" A»;S . 
poetical style is s Repetition;of the thought with variation 
of the expression, {already quoted, supra * p.171 )
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, ' omnia quae dixerxt tibi Sarra audi vocem eius ? ' ?
, , quin in, Isaac vocabitur'.tibi semen. ?:
13.sed; et filium encillaefaelem in gentem magnam
. quifi semen tuum est J. ' • • '.***«.-
which the ?,.s. poet records in 11.2795b-2803 . . • :
‘ . , • Cyning engla spree ,
to Abrshsroe, ece drihten; :
tot pe aslupan sorge of breostum,
modgewinnen, and mgeb hire, - . •■
bryde pinrel Bat bu tu aireg
Agar feran , and Ismael, :•'/
cniht of cybbei Ic his cynn gedo
. bred and bresne bearna tudre, . /
mstmum spedig, swa ic pe wordum gehet. ’
with a more or less close adherence to the Vulgate text, ’ '
as the echo of audi vocem eius (v.12) in and rntegeb hire
(1.2798b) shows. But the detail in .11.2799b-2801a
Hat.bu tu aweg ■,•./<>
, Agar feran .and Ismael,
cniht of cybbe.
is an addition by the A.8. poet, while one phrase of the ■'/.
Vulgate v.12, quia in Isaac vocabitur tibi semen has been •/ 
omitted. In both cases the reason appears to be the poet’s 
desire for a clear narrative $ the precision of the 
reference to Ishmael is increased and the promise with ''
respect to Isaac is passed over; the result is a concent- : 
ration of the interest upon Ishmael,but the significance . 
of this is difficult to estimate in view of the coming . 
lacuna after 1.2806.
lines 2804-2806. ;
The detail of Abraham’s expulsion of ; 
Agar and .Ishraael follows, in the A.S. poem in 11.2804-2806, ji
ba se wer hyrde 
draf of wicum 
■ . idese of earde
which are based upon
his waldende, 
dreorigmod tu, 
and his agen beam, 
the Vulgate, v.14,
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surrexit itaque Abraham wane , '
at tollens p&nem et utrem aquae impdsuit - / 7
. ' scapulae. eius ' '•’> , .
tradiditque puerum et dimisit earn'.’ !
though, the A.8* poem wakes no mention of the bread, water 
etc.’noted in the Vulgate, perhaps because the rite would be 
unfamiliar to the poet and his audience,although the 
immediately subsequent lacuna^ makes it uncertain what 
detail he may in, fact have selected*
lines_2’807-2816a« - ' ’
The completion-of the story of Agar
and Ishmael being missing, we find when the A*S. poem 
resumes that we have reached the proposal which Abimelech /. ’ * • J . . * • <
(with Phicol) makes to Abraham later in the same chapter
of the Vulgate in v*22, “' v';-
Bodem tempore dixit Abimelech et Phicol princeps 
exercitus eius ad Abraham
Deus tecum est in universis quae agis. f
- a proposal which the A.8* poet recounts in ll*2807*2808a
Sweotol is and gesene p«et J>e sob metod ' /
' on gesibbe Is,.. • • , • • ’ .
though the foregoing lacuna prevents our knowing whether
or not Phicol is in the £>oem and whether or not the proposal
was preceded by some embroidery.by the A.8* poet* Before --.
going on to render v.23 of the Vulgate howeverr the A*8*
poet does make a long addition, in 11*2808b-2816$,,
. / ,, swegles aldor,
se be sigor seleb snytru mihtum
and bin mod tryraeb, • ;
godcundum gifum* Borbon be giena speow, . .
iws &u wib freond obbe feond •. fremman ongunne . 
wordum/obbe dedura. • W&ldend scufeb
W»^**^n* M«t*t .»■*»<*»■ g—m-J MM**^*A’**^ wrw* H»>il imwi»  1 If* H-.T. I—r I 1’1,‘fl W nr t rjiirn t- —T - - ~n.. - u. n j**—*—«i
1*Gollanos p.lviii* Between.pp«154*5 a leaf has been cut out 
containing the matter of Gen*XXl* 15^22*.
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frea on1 2forbwegas . folwum sinum ‘
. willan 3>inne<. - pat is wide cub • • .- . ■ ' •.'
burhsittendum* . . 'r
- an addition which .is reminiscent of the references to God 
in Beowulf> 8uch an addition in this poem- whose very 
source and contents remove all doubt of the Christianity " 
of its inspiration appears to have a three-fold interest: ;; 
in the first place, it serves once more to bring God directly 
before the audience as a being affecting their daily lives; ;Z 
secondly, the practicality of the appeal with its mention of ? 
Abbaham’s success would be sure to attract the A*8. warriors 
of the poet’s day; and while both these points hint that 
the A*S. poet was perhaps endeavouring to persuade his ; :
audience into a more firm acceptance of Christianity, the 
fact that the attribution of all success to God was a ?tenet . 
stemming from patristic origin shows finally, that he ’ > 
called upon patristic precedent to help him in his prosely- < 
ti singe • ' • . ' ■ ,
^eS;;2ei6b^28M,„ . . ' . . ' .
Abimelech’s speech is completed by a
prayer for a pact of friendship, as we learn in v*23, /
iura ergo per Dominum ne noce&s mihi et posteris meis 
stirpique roeae' . . . :
sed iuxta wisericordiera quaro feci tibi {
facies mihi et terrae in qua,’ versatus es advene. -
1 * Of < for example Beowulf 11.1552b-1555 ond halig God/ geweold
wlgsigor; witig Crihten / rodera lfcadend hit on ryht gesced 
or again in 11<1716-1718a, beah pe hine mihtig God magenes 
wynnum / eefebum stepte ofer ealle men / forb gefrernede: 
Beowulf, ed< F<Kl&eber, Kew York 195Q,pp»58 and 64 respect.'
2 •It is as early- as Ambrosius, sec de Abraham 1,3, Sed qui
vipcit non debet arrogare vlctoriam, sed deferre Deo, MPL.?; 
Vol. • 147*001.448 • ™
which is repx’Gduced by the poet as ll*28X6b-2823 ■' ' /
Xc pe bid.de nu,
wine iiibrea, wordum minum, ■
h»t pu tilmodig treowa selle, •
irara pina, p»t pu wills me /
wesan foie freohd fremena to lean®, z
para pe ic to dugubum be gedon ivebbe, 
sibban bu feasee&ft * febrran come•
oxi • pa s we rp e ode wraccan las t e. . • •:
without significant change. But to this, he adds 11.2824*
Gyld me mid hyldo, past io pe .hneaw ne tos 
landes and lissa. Wes pissum. leodura nu ■;
and nmgburge zninre arfost, . . ■ ;
gif pe alwalda, ure drihten, ,.//;
scirian wilie, se be.gesce&pu healdeb, .< V
peat pu rendwigum rumor mote /;/.
on bisse folcsceare fmtwa d^lan>
modigra gestreon, rnearce settan. .
~ a wore rhetorical repetition of the same ideas: in fact
his rhetoric seems to have carried him away, for at the end 
of the passage Abimelech, as will be noticed, addresses 
Abraham as if the latter were a monarch (fratwe design 1.2830b] 
Thus it seems to us that the purpose of the passage is reveal­
ed * the reglorification of Abraham, whose part in the action 
has latterly been rather secondary: again the A.S. poet
is revealing his determination that his characters shall 
have the proportion which he desires to allot to them, be . 
it that of the Vulgate or not.
Linea 2832*2833•
The whole situation, is concluded with. 
brevity In both texts> in the Vulgate in v.24,
dixitque Abraham ego iurabo 
of which/the A.S. poem 11#2832*2833.
ba Abraham Abimelehe
, . wre se&lde pat he .wolde swa . • ' , . ; / ;
' x .................... ....  ‘are almost-a-translation .
I*ines_263;4^2845? • ’ > -’.'‘//J
' ; Most of the rest of this chapter in ’ ;
the Vulgate, is taken up with the story of,the dispute "'•-/'"H 
between Abraham and Abiwelech over the well at the place /• 
subsequently called Beersheba. This dispute is omitted 
by the A.S. poet and although they are only hypotheses, it; ? 
may be .as well to advance what axipear to be his reasons ■ 3 
for the omission. firstly, the dispute is an interruption 
in the continuity of the narrative of the Jewish people: r
secondly, it-adds nothing to that narrative , save the , >
etymology of the name Beersheba*' and as we have seen the ,;'••• 
A.S. poet has little interest in etymologies. Finally, and 
perhaps most strikingly, it contrasts with the nobility of " 
the tone of the preceding passage and it may well be that . 
it was for this reason that"the'A.S. poet omitted it* If . ■ 
so, then it would show us his aesthetic sense, still at work 
to direct the selection of his material, but the evidence . 
is too negative to allow us to draw any conclusion. J
• ' ’ ; ■ ‘ . : * • * ♦ " • ' ' • . ,
l.Xt may be due to his desire for a close rendering that the : 
A.S* poet has employed-the syntactically unusual retention 
of common order in the principal clause of a demonstrative 
sentence cf, 8.0,Andrew, syntax and Style in Old English. 
Cambridge'1940, p*18 , . * ’sentences of the fora >'fra he co**
> both in prose and verse, always subordinate clauses... *
2,v,31 Idcirco vocatus est locus ilie Bersa.bee quia ibi 
uterque iuravit. * ' ’ ' ” '
3*of. supra, p.291 and p.294 for example
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Oh.XKX is now brought to & close by
the account of Abraham1s settlement in Palestine, in the
last phrase of v.33, together with v.34
(33)Abraham vero plmitavit nemus in Bersabee 
et invocavit ibi nomen Domini Dei aeterni
34*et fuit colonus terrae Philistinorum diebus multis.
which the A.S. poet records in 11.2834-2845
Sibban ->s se.eadega eafora pares
in Fillstea folce eardfest,
leod isbrea lange prage,
feasceaft mid fremdum. Him frea engla
wic getehte past weras hatab
burhsittende Bersabea lond.
b-Bi’ so- halga heahsteap raced,
burh timbrede and bearo sette,
weobedd worhte, and his waldende
on pam glrsdstede gild onsregde,
lac geneahe, paw pe lif forgeaf,
.io swegle under.
though with some differences from the Vulgate account, as 
will have been seen. in the first place, the order of 
events has been changed so that the length of Abraham’s 
stay is given before his building and sacrificing. This 
change is for the better, as the narrative is made clearer 
thereby, which seems to supply the A.S. poet’s reason for 
making the alteration. There is also the poet’s illus­
trative reference to Abraham as eafora pares (1.2834b) 
which perhaps shows the meeting of the A.8. love of gen­
ealogy with the terseness of the yulg&te, and there is
the vignette of Abraham’s heahsteap reced (1.284Qb) be­... **’ ; ~ ~
longing to a type we have already met. But probably 
the most interesting change made by the.A.8. poet is his 
translation of in vo cay it ibi nomen domini Dei (v.33) as
‘TW*,V-**v'W
1. cf. supra p. 195.
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weobedd worhte (1.2842a), the more so as he made no such 
translation when he met the phrase previously in Ch.IV, 
v.26, rendered in Genesis A, 11.113^~1156&. Our first
search would be among the commentators who mention this
■ 1 . - ■•verse from the Vulgate $ but none of these give this 
particular interpretation to the phrase in question, and 
it seems almost as if we here rae©^. comment included by 
the A.8. poet from a purely verbal tradition of patristic 
commentary.
Lines 2846-2649.•>- r W.’ -'S& C'^r*’"?***’*^ **’
The following chapter in the Vulgate,
2Oh.XXII, begins the story of the sacrifice of Isaac and
we have in v.l .
*
quae postquam gesta sunt • .
temptavit peus Abraham et dixit ad eum 
Abraham ille respondit adsum
of which the first two phrases are recorded by the A .8.
poet in 11.2846-2849
h&'prss rinees se rica ongan 
cyning costigan, eunnode georne 
hwilcp^s rebel Inge s ellen were, *
stibum wordum spimc him stefne to:
but as will be made clear in the following paragraph, the 
A.S. poet continues by translating material from the Vulgate 
v.2, (toile filium tuura unigenitum etc.), and it must be 
admitted that there seems to be no reason for the omission
1. For a list of these, see App. i, .List XIV.
2. For a list of the commentators who deal with this point, 
see App. I, List XXII.
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of the exchange between God end Abraham'- in v.l, more ©spec- " 
ially when its suitably dramatic character is noticed. /
Lines^,285<fc2859<' .
Whatever the reason, the exchange is
omitted, and for the source of the next lines,111.2850-2859,
Gewit pu ofestlice, Abraham, feran, 
lastsq lecgan and pe l«de mid
pin egen beam. pu scealt Isaac me 
onsecgan, sunu binne, sylf to tibre.
Siftben pu gestigest steape dune, . ./:•/
hrincg pms hean landes, pe ic pe heonon getesce, 
up pinum agnum fotum, p»r pu scealt ad gegwrwen, 
belfyr be&rne pinum, : and blotan sylf ’> • ' •
sunu mid sweordes ecge, and ponne sweartan lige 
leofes lie forbernan and me lac bebeodan.
the A.S* poet has gone forward to Oh.XXII, v.2, '
ait ei toile filium tuuro unigeniturn quern 
diligis Isaac ’ • ’ '
et rede in terram visionis atque offer eum ibi 
holocaustum \
super unum montium quern monstravero tibi^
Correspondence of poem with source is closer here than it 
appears to be at first sight! the phrase hrincg pms hean \ 
landes (I.2855a) was probably prompted by the precision of 
unum montiuq; the future perfect sense of monstravero is 
retained by heonon(I.2855b)j and the emphasis of unigenitua 
quern diligis seems to lie behind the repetition of pin agen 
beam (1.2852a), sunu binne (1.2853a) etc. The main
»■* JHf kw>um»'«\ W i -yr— tW. itikTrf Jurtr ;“r j ,-g tu-.m_i.iw ■■■ n mwiuii^n nt —rf
1. All the main Vulgate texts include this exchange: so too 
does the VL. See Sabatier, op.cit., ad loc>
2. whether the poem was designed to be sungi recited or read 
this passage does appear to suggest that the audience would 
understand its lines in groups rather than in units, a fact 
which marches well with the usual rtcyclic* movement of 
other A.3. verse.
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difference between the Latin and A *8. versions is that the 
latter delays the specification of the Sacrifice as a 
holocaustum. and then expands it to form another vignette 
which, adorned with traditional phrases like swearten lige 
1.2858b, would almost certainly stir the memories of the 
A .8* audience. ' ’
Lines J28^ ' • . -
Abraham’s obedience is instant, as we
learn from the opening phrases of the next5 verse in the
Vulgate, v.3, - .
igitur Abraham de nocte Consurgens 
stravit asinuw suum . ;
ducens secum duos iuvenes et Isaac filium suum 
curaque concidisset ligna in holocaustum
- * * * • , . . 
and from the corresponding part of the. A.S. poem, 11.2860, 
2870a ............................. ' , ’ :
Ne fors^t he py sibe, . ac sona ongann 
fysan to fore* Him wrns freah angle 
word ondrysne and his waldend leof. 
pe se esdga Abraham sine
nihtreste ofgeaf. Hailes nergendes - .
hwse wibhogode, , ec hine se haige wer t_
t gyrde gregen sweorde, cybde p»t him gasta weardes 
egesa on breostum wunode. - Qngan pa his esolas beaten 
gamolferhb goldes brytta, , heht hine geonge twegen 
men mid sibian. Meg wees his agen pridda , ?
and he feorba sylf. ; . . •
into which the poet has woven additions of his own* ^he .
first of these is in 11.28602862
Ne forsmt he py sibe, ac sona ongann 
fys&n to fore. Him tos frean engla 
word ondrysne and his waldend leof.
- an idea repeated in 11.2866b-2867©
cybde pcet him gasta weardes 
egesa on breostum wunode.
The inspiration behind these additions probably lies in 
the patristic view of Abraham, for his name is often linked 
with the quality of obedience, particularly in connection 
with the Sacrifice of Isaac'S while the emphasis which 
these additions lay on the quality of obedience may indicate 
again that doctrinal instruction was at least part of the 
purpose behind the composition of Genesis A« A different 
explanation is demanded by the second addition, ac hine se 
haUga wer I gyrde gmgan sweorde (1.2865b-2866a) which adds 
to those preparations given in the Vulgate the preparation 
which a Germanic hero would naturally make before setting 
out on a journey. We would, place beside this the fact 
that the poet does not translate the last phrase quoted 
above (cumque coneidisset etc), probably because wood abounded 
in the Germanic landscape, and no such preparation was requir­
ed j and the two phenomena would seem to indicate that 
here the poet has exchanged the world picture of the Bible 
for that of his own day and his own audience.
Lines 287Ob-2875a.
The A.8. poet now uses the final phrase
l.See for example, Augustine, Scrroones, 1,2, Deus digcere 
dicitur, cum facit, ut discemus: £rgo impleta Abraham devot­
ion is obedientis, audit a Deo, Nunc cognovi quoniew tu times 
Dominum, MPL.~Vol.38, col.29; Gregorius Magnus, Liber Moral* 
ium Praefatlo VI, ad manlfestandam obedientiam yen i t Abraham, 
MPL. Vol.75, co1.524; and again in Homiliae in J&sechielem, 
II,5 s_ubire oboedientiae virtutem nitimur? Aspicere Abraham 
debemus . . • qui paratug; exstitit ut pro acterna haeredit- 
ate dileeturn quern ecceperat occideret haeredem. MPL. VoI.75> 
col.9f>9? In fact Abraham did finally become the figure, of 
this quality: cf. infra, p.570 n.2 • Per a list of the other
commentators consulted on this point, see APP.I, ListkxiII
of v.5, . ' '
eifoiit ad locum quern praeceperat ei Ecus • 4 ,
as 11.287Ob-2875a , * ’’ '•'"f
• _ _ . ■ £>& he fus gew&t‘ - ■ ';’;'4“/.
\ . from his agenum hofe . Isaac.. l»dan, i-
beam unweaxen, swa him behead metod.
gfste jm ewi&e and onette ;
forft foldwege, swa him free tmhte . ; •
wegss ofer westen ' .;.44
- a passage which is interesting because of the A.s# poet's 
addition of the final clause# It seems indeed as if he s/.§ 
had either been aware of the difficulty of pathfinding in 
the desert, or as if his source had made a considerable '-44;
imaginative appeal to him: in either event, from the 4\4;;
audience’s point of view the addition might once again 
have evoked the race memory , of. the days when the same prob­
lem of pathfinding faced them in -Snglandj and in this we 4 4? 
would see the poet's reason, for this particular addition. 4 44;
' ’ ’ ' ' "^4
When Abraham approaches the appointed ?44-
spot, the fact is briefly, noted by the Vulgate as v.4,
die autem tertio elevstis oculis vid.it locum procul
but the A.S# poet expands this slightly to form 11.2875b-
2879/ ’ • • ' ? - ' ’ ’
■ ■ . iobpmt wuldortorht, /. {
. • dmges briddan up ofer deop water : / j
ord arjemde. £>a se ea.dega wer ,4J
geseah hlifigan hen dune ; :j
, , .-Gwa him swgde er- swegles aider. <4
showing again a keen appreciation of natural scenery, and 4 ’
thus achieving another affinity with the pagan epics. !
l.His method seems. not unlike that of the Beowulf poet, as 444 
described by W.J.Sedgefield. The Scenery in Beowulf in JJBGgJ 
Vol.55,1956,p.161. That he had any particular place in view 
i& unlikely; it is more probable that he combined things he j 
had himself seen or heard from friends into one composite : M
' •' 4 ' . .. 4 • picture,
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Lines ^2880-28883. ’ : >•/
Abraham now excuses himself end his son
bidding the, others await their return., as the Vulgate/tails 
in v.5,
dixitque ad.pueros suos
expectate hie eura asino ego et puer illuc usque proper-> 
antes postquam adoraverimus revertemur ad vos
which the A.8. poet records in 11..2880*2884 •
6a Abraham ••spx&c" to his ombihtum:'
, Rincas mine, restab incit
her on bissum wicum. Wit eft cumab, 
sibban wit eerende . uncer twega 
gastcyninge . agifen habbsb. ■1
without significant change : and the same close observance■■■ ' ■ ' ■ '• ■ ■ • .4
of the Latin text is seen in his translation of v.6,
tulit quoque ligna holocaust! et imposuit 
super Isaac filium suum
• ipse vero portabat in manibus ignem et gladium
as 11.2885*2888a -J
Gewat him j>a se mbeling and his agon sunu 
to Jws gewearees joe him wetod tehte,
'wadan ofer wealdas. Wudu her sunu, 
feeder fyr and sweord.
in which there is little save direct translation.
iines^88^28S.6^
The exchange between Abraham and Isaac 
as they approach the place of the sacrifice is spread through 
vv.6, 7 and the first phrase of v.8, ' ^;A3j
(6)oumque duo pergerent simul
picture; the poets appear to share this method of i ma gin- .- 
alive oompounding of source end observation.
l.The rendering of adoraverimus (v.5) by mrende «♦.feastcyningo 
(11.2885a*2884a) is perhaps rather unusual: but it is at 
least a possible aetaphorisation. '
? ; i 1
■ 7.dixit Isaac patri suo pater mi ' { . ’ ;.{
at ille respondst quid vis fill •
ecce inquit ignis et ligna ubi est victim
, , holocaust!, ... , ; .. - ■ .•> .
8.dixit Abraham Heus providebit sibi victims©
: holocaust! fill mi ‘
and the A.S, poet reproduces this as 11.2S88b-2896 • ;
. ■ '. . ' ■ . * ■ X ■ ■ ■ • ■ba: ferns fricgeen ohgann <!
vrer win.trum geong wordura Abraham: , _ ' . ; j
Wit her fyr and sweord, frea min, habbafe; • .
hwsr is J»t tiber, p»t feu torht gode
* to feam brynegielde bringan feencost? < \
Abraham mabelode (h»fde on an gehogod - ■'
femt he gedsade swa hine drihten het): ; i
Him fe»t sobcyning , sylf a findeft,
moncynnes weard, swa him gemet feinceft ;■ j
the main addition being the poet’s comment bn Abraham’s :;?v’ 
conduct hmfde on an gehogod / feet he gedsBde sva hine drihten 
het (11.2893b-2894) and its purpose seems to be the stressingj 
of obedience and indeed at this point the poet seems almost^'] 
to regard Abraham as being already the figura of this 'I
quality-. ' •
L£qes^2897*2913. , ‘ ‘
The A.8. poet continues the same close : J 
adherence to his source from the final phrase of v.8, to the ’
1.Strictly speaking, the word q»s (1,2888b) is a brief render­
ing of the final phrase - curnquo duo pergerent simul - of
v,6. . ' ’ ’ • . - 1 ‘ Y
2.Abraham did in fact become the figure of obedience, although 
it is not till the wox'k of Philippus de Harveng (c.1187) 
that this appears in writings see his de Obedientla Cleric-( 
orum c.27-28, Abraham vero qui senex, et proveotae aetatig 
fuisse perhibetur, lllorum non inoongrue figuram tenuisse V 
vldetur, qui ad sexturn graduw obedientiae^subliaati, nil 
<suae sed omnia div in ae t rlbuun t Vo luntati.~MPL. Vol.203, ;
col,898sq. Cf, also the commentators quoted supra p,368/h./ '
opening phrase of v.12,
pergebant ergo pariter
9.veneruntque ad locum quern ostenderat ei Deus
in quo aedificavit altare et desuper ligna composuit 
curaque conligasset Isaac filium suum
posuit eum in altar© super struem lignorum
10. extendi tque wanum et arripuit gladium ut immolaret
filium suum
11. et ecce angelus Domini de caelo demerit dicens
Abraham Abraham
qui respondit adsum 12.dixitque ei
which he records as 11.2897*2915
Gestah pa stibhydig steape dune
up mid his eaforan, swa him se eca behead,
Pmt he on hrofe gestod hean landes 
on p»re stowe pe him se strange to, 
wmrf«st raetod worduw twhte.
Ongan pa ad hladen, ?eled weccan,
and gofeterode fet and honda
bearne sinum and pa on bml ahof
Isaac geongne, and pa «dre gegrap
oweord be gehiltuw, wolde his sunu cwellan
folmum sinum, fyre sencan^
ranges dreore. pe metodes begn,
ufan engla sum, Abraham hlude
stefne oygde. He stille gebad
ares spmce and pam engle one web
Him pa ofstum to ufan of roderum
wuldorgast godes wordum ntelde:
and if we may regard He stille gebad / ares spruce (11.2910b- 
2911a) as the equivalent of the first exchange between 
Abraham and the Angel, there remains only one change to be
1. As the MS reading appears satisfactory we have adopted it 
here in preference to the various emendations suggested? 
for a list of these see Xrapp. notes, p.196.
2. The perfective force of the prefix ge- in gebad (1.2910b) 
encourages this? cf.Wanderer, 1.1. Oft him anhaga arc 
gebideb (Text from The Exeter Book. ed.G.P.Xrapp and E.van 
X.Dobbie, New York,1956, p.154).
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noted - the fact that in the yulgate no mention is wade of 
the lighting of the fire, while in the A.S. poem, Abraham 
’♦ongan,. . « reled weccann(1.2902): later he would fyre
sencan / o^ges dreorc (11.2907b-29O8a) and finally the angel 
speaks ofstum (1.2912a), the haste being plainly intended to? 
save Isaac’s life« . , ’ 7 ’ ' /•’
♦ . • . ,At this stage we would remark upon two
noteworthy features which have appeared in the A.S. poem 
between 1.2880 and 1.2915. The first is the comparatively 
small number of significant differences between source and 
poem - in fact only two in the course of more than thirty ; 
lines - while the second is the unusual absence of repetition 
from the style of the poem: the "cyclic" movement is
temporarily abandoned in favour of a directly sequential 
narrative. The significance of,these features may well be 
that the A.S. poet felt that at this point his source .■..-1 
required no embellishment and ..would carry its own appeal 
to the audience for whom he was composing. His writing - 
in such.a plain straightforward style seems to us to mark 
him as a man of some originality, for it was not until long
after his day that the cyclic method of narrative gave way
• ,i ' ‘to another. ‘ ............./ ’ \7;
Lines .2914-2926 :
: The speech of the angel occupies the /
rest of v.l2, ’ • . • ' ' - .‘-••’7;
non extendas manwa tuam super puerum neque facias 
’ illi quicquam . , . \ . /-
1.It survives even.as late as the Battle of Maldon; see for 
example 11.115-115. ■ ’ *.\ ‘
. Wund wearb Wulfmeer \w^lreste geceas ‘
hyrhtnobes iftwg: he mid billuw wearb j <
his swuster sunu swibe forheawen ?
(text from The Anglo-Saxon Minor Poems ed. IS. van K.Bobbie,; 
New York, 1942, p.10. ' 7
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nunc oognovi quodtiraeas Ooroinum et non paperceris '•/ 
fillo tuo unigenlto propter me :
and correspondingly, 11.2914-2922;
Abraham leofa, ne sleah pin agen beam, ' ;
ac pu cwicne abregd cniht of ade, 
eaforan pinneJ Him an wuldres godl > 1 .
Mago Sbrea, pu medum scealt 
: purh pms halgen hand, heofoncyninges, 
sobum sigorleanum selfa onfon,
ginfestum gifum. po wile gasta weard ’
lissum gyldan' pmt pe w' leofre his .<•
sibb and hyldo ponne pin sy.lfes beam
wherein those lines promising Abraham reward for hie conduct 
are again added by the poet; it seems not too hazardous 
to suggest that his object may have been to emphasise for ./ 
his audience the practical rewards which would follow obed­
ience, the quality which he has just attributed to Abraham 
in one of the only two digressions noted above between 
11.2880 and 2913. The lesson is reemphasised by the 
addition of 11.2923-2926a, / \ .
Ad stod onmled. Bsf&e Abrahame *
metod moncynnes, meage Lothes, ;
breost geblissad, pa he him his beam forgeaf,
Isaac Gwicne. . . . . •
which give Abraham’s emotion - unrecorded in the Vulgate, 
where there is no equivalent for this last quoted passage - 
and thus bring the whole matter more personally before the 
minds of the audience. .
Lines 2926b-2934a. , ...
To complete the sacrifice, a ram is
provided by God, as the Vulga te recounts in v.13, ';
. levavit Abraham oculos viditque post tergum 
arietem inter vepres haerentem oornibus
quern adsuroens obtulit holocaustum pro filio .
and the poem in 11.2926b-2934&, •
• ba so eadega bewlat, .
rinc ofer exle, and him pa>r rora geaeah
' 9 ’
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unfeor Joan on renne stendan, -
. ,brobor Arones, brembrum fnsstne.
pone Abraham genam . and hine, on ad ahof 
ofestum miclum for his agen beam#
Abx&sgd pa mid py bills, brynegield'onhread, 
reccendne weg rommes blode,
onbleot pmtlac gode, ,
the main change being the greater wealth of concrete detail 
of the sacrifice given by the A#8# poet# His object would 
again be to create a vignette to evoke the race memory of 
his audience} on reflection it need not seem strange that 
he should have chosen such a subject for his evocation; 
for the substitution of the ram for the almost completed 
human sacrifice of Isaac would ultimately serve to inhibit 
any real or latent tendency to human sacrifice in his 
audience# .
lines 2^?4b*2936#
The closing lines of the poem, ll#2934b*
2936,
sfngde leana pane
and ealra para smlba pe he him sib and wr, 
gifena drihten, forgifen hefde# ~
have again no direct source in the VUlgate at this point, 
but as it is not definitely known whether anything has been 
lost from the original, it seems hazardous to ascribe any 
special end to them#
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The A.S. poet’s choice of the Vulgate as
the principal source for his poem was plainly wise, for in 
many places he was able to use the material in it with no 
alteration beyond that demanded by translation and poetic 
expression. In some places whole incidents, such as the 
fight of Lot and the Angels against the men of Sodom, are 
accepted without significant change; in others, as in the 
catalogue of the Jewish rulers, little but the addition of 
an adjective here and there was needed to make the material 
read like Germanic history; in yet others the omission of
a few geographical references took away, from the source any 
parochial quality which might have robbed it of this appeal.
The imaginative sympathy which he always 
displays with his source is remarkable and takes many forms. 
'It makes the battle of Sodom and Gomorrah against the Jive 
Kings vividly realistic an^/reinforces this effect by details
such as the fate and emotions of the captured Israelite
1women, and the final view of the battlefield. it inspires 
the breadth of the imaginative vision of Godom laid waste by 
God, and it leads the poet to bring out more fully the.drama 
so often latent in the Biblical account, for example when he 
adds urgency to the haste of Lot’s departure from sodom.2
To a/less skilful poet, the amount of mat­
erial his source gave him would have been embarrassing: but 
there is ample evidence in his handling of it that the poet’s 
knowledge of his material was consistent in detail and com­
prehensive in plan. His consistency, extends even to those
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details some distance apart from each other, as for example
the changing of Abraham’s name and the * later - changing
of Sarah’s; or the directions of Abraham’s journeys to and 
2from Egypt. The comprehensiveness of his planning is 
shown positively when for example he si^re&ds the taint of 
sin through all Adam’s race to justify their coming destruct- 
ion in the Plood, and in a negative sense it appears in his 
omission of phrases which occur with the unnecessary rep-
4
etition of God’s blessing to Noah crescite et multiplicamini. 
It is seen also in the consistency of his treatment of the 
contents of the Ark, and in the completeness of his omission 
of the fact that Sarah is Abraham’s sister*
Such comprehensive planning must cer­
tainly be tho result of acquaintance with a long epic trad­
ition; either the poet of Genesis A had already practised 
epic poetry himself or he must have had a profound knowledge 
of the technique of those who did; and it seems at least
doubtful that a poet whose work started when he was already 
5
prouectioris aetatis» as Bede says of Caedmon, would be able 
to achieve this.
The same able handling of detail and 
design make it unlikely that the poet omitted Biblical mat­
erial at random; and one of his ..few otherwise unaccount­
able omissions leaves out God’s prophecy about Isaac’sg
children; In consequence it seems possible that he may
1. Vulgate, Gh.XVXI, v.5 and v.15.
2. 11,1794a and 1802a of. 1.1884b; pp.213-5 of. p.231-2.
3. 11.1253-1262, pp.90-91.
4. .Before 1.1493,. p.157.
5. His t or ia, Socleslastica, iv. 24.
6. 11.2358-2362, p.299.
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have intended that hie poena should finish with the final 
establishment of Abraham’s love for God* with Isaac as no 
more than a minor figure*
The poet is likewise consistent in his 
attitude to his source in that he keeps one object always 
before him: he is writing a poem which shall be also
active propaganda for Christianity. since he is v/riting 
poetry, his attitude to his source is necessarily partially 
aesthetic. The poet omits persons {like Nahor) and cat­
alogues, (like the contents of the Ark) and adds actions
2and expands incidents, like the quarrel of Sarah and Agar, 
when he feels it necessary, for aesthetic reasons alone.
The extent and power of his feeling.are great enough to lead 
him even to change the character of his source by trans­
forming a genealogy into a more reflective and moralising 
passage^ and it extends even to omitting speeches by the
Deity, or altering them as he does when he wishes to assim- 
4ilate God’s character to that of an epic hero.
The first aim of his aesthetic alter­
ations was to gi#e an epic dignity to his language and hence 
to his poem; this is constantly noticeable from his account 
of the expulsion of Adam from paradise onwards through the 
Curse of Cain to the end of the, poem. Be uses the old pagan 
epic vocabulary to do this and at the same time makes skilful
play with its overtones, for example when writing of Cain as 
5an exile. Wealth is consistently estimated in the epic
1.11.1719-1723, p.202.
2.11.1536)3-1542, p.175; ll,226l-22?0a, p.282.
3.11.1117-12426, detail (6), p.87. 
4.11.2406b-2407, p.307-8; 11.1270-1284, p.93.
5.11.927-930a, p.30; 11.1050-1051&, p.55.
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terras of beagas,etc, and epic terras like raanfoh&u are used .. 
of God* He adds so ranch epic stylistic decoration to the ? 
Biblical catalogues, that they change their nature from 
Jewish history to Germanic; where the language of the 
Vulgate is repetitive and monotonous, in the catalogues. ; 
(and elsewhere), epic phraseology ~ epelstol he old for 
example «* is used .for variety, and there is almost the 
force of an epic characteristic epithet in comments like 
wishydig wer,
. . . Along with this, he adopts the usual
epic method - cyclic repetition - to emphasisethe important, 
for example in Abraham’s complaint against Ishmael’s expected 
inheritance of Abraham’s wealth;^ and where necessary he 
alters the Biblical order to achieve this* But it is note­
worthy that in the tension of the sacrifice of Isaac, he is
confident enough to abandon this cyclic movement for the 
2innovation of straightforward narration* *
. • The same object to raise his work to
epic level - lies behind his handling of the overcrowded 
Biblical canvas,and single.figures of little intrinsic 
importance are seen only in relation to a greater figure. 
Terah appears as feeder Abraharaes and his death is omitted.
The description and function of the.animals in the Ark are 
reduced so that attention can be concentrated on the more 
important human figures. Sometimes the reduction of lesser 
figures reaches comxjl©i« exclusion, as of Lot, who, in the 
Biblical account only, accompanies Abraham on the journey 
from. Ur^ Thus,.the poet reduces the scope of his canvas
«**p»«*r«** ■««.-tott*****WM*Ah*♦>•*»**.tarw»•«*. r.r*qprfl**#*«\Mv»■*««*M*a**“*j*r~***tz»v*’*.'*J«-><*tr±s<<**• *»«*•?<*t; ->W
1. 11.2778-27918. p.356-7* ■ .
2. 11.2880-2913, p.369-372. .
3. 11.1731b,.p.204} 11.1342-1344 and.1356-1362, pp,118-9
andl23? 11.1767-1773&, p.208.
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1to proportions which will have an epic unity of Interest.
. The importance of the structure in the
narrative as a whole is a truism of the criticism of epic
poetry, and despite the limitations imposed by his source
which are bound to make his narrative episodic, the A.S.
poet does his best to ensure at least that the episodes
shall not overlap. He retains material on the bix*th of
Enos, Beth’s son, until a later position in the Bible, and
emphasises the passage of time before i\ioah sends out the
Raven, to ensure that the incident shall have requisite
proportion in the poem as a whole.* At the same time, the
poet tries where possible to bind smaller episodes of the
Bible into one larger whole, and adds for example, a final
picture of the Flood to subsume those preceding episodes
which have dealt with the preparations for the Flood.
At the end of the Curse on Adorn he adds two lines which
deliberately coll attention to the amount of the story which
has so far been told: and Abraham’s return home is so
phrased as to perform the same function after the Battle of 
4
the Five Kings. Finally the long catalogue of Shem’s
!♦ Of. A.H. Skemps A»B. poetry, like early Teutonic poetry 
generally, centred round the deeds of he roe a , ""to whom 
the Q^hei* figures are subordina ted; and it was from
2. 11.1117*1121o, p,64; 11.1436-1442, pp,140*1
3. 11.1371*1406, pp.106-7.
4. 11.939*940, p.33; 11.2162*2164. p.265.
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descendants, which would have seriously disturbed the , 
balance of his narrative, is completely omitted, as in the
preceding catalogue of the descendants of Japhet only the
’ • 1
names of the actual rulers are given. i
■ Since excellence of structure within ; '7 "
the episode is also required by epic poetry, this too affects
the poet’s handling of his source.- He changes the order of
events to ensure that an important idea shall occur at the A­' • , .1 
start of the episode which concerns it, as when the announce- -1
uient of God’s Covenant with Noah is x^l^^ed at the head of ‘1
the list of those who enter the Ark, and hot’s offer of his \J
daughters to the raexi of Sodom is placed ** somewhat uncomfort- 1
ably - at the beginning of a speech. The process is ex* ’ j
tended to produce a’’framing” effect, when the idea of exile -•
is used by the poet both at the beginning and at the end of .-?i 
3 - . ' • *
the Curse on Cain. But the poet’s principal care was that . "j
■ '• •'-i
the terminations of his episodes should be clear. To -?-h
achieve this, the account of the Tower of Babel is rounded ; 
off by the poet’s final picture of the solitary tower; for ,: 
the same reason, he adds a brief factual comment of his own ,\j 
after the birth of Isaac, and a more rhetorical one at the " S'-
end of the Lading of the' Ark. But his zaost usual method '-'1
- - ■ , . . '
**-—-• ,J—kl — “—L —- . ffTt innrTrM^mf ~nw fMtUr fnr~- . f «f 7 irt Bit WM> ' j
1.11.1602*1614, p.186. This episodic structure in Genesis A 7- 
has already been noticed by G.sarrazin, who, however, linked 
it with his theories of the construction and performance of 
the poem:' Naturlich muss Jene Paraphrase si oh stttckweige auav- 
einzelnen Liedern odor "pi/tten zusaamen-geset^t^ha^benT die ~ 
von~Tag %u Ta,g“"gedichtet""warden. Und in der slteren Genesis* 
pi oh tun g~ha ben wir"in der^Tat fit ten Oder Abschnitte von 70­
90 Varsen, welche sehr wohl die Ta&esleis t ung~eines"auch nur
begabten Pichters daretelleg kCnnten. Von Xadmon bis \ 
JStnewulfT Berlin, 1915, p.19. ™
2.11.15528-1554, pp.116-7$ 11.2475-2475, pp.517-8.
5.11.10158-1021, p.50$ . <
4*^*^97-1701, p.198; 11.25018-2505, pp.286-9; 11.1545~1548a. ’
» T •» < '
of signalising the end of an episode is to relax the tension
of his poem# At the end of the entry into the Ark he uses
an obvious and slightly pedestrian device and gives the
unimportant detail of Kosh’s &ge> and at the end of the \
Battle of the Five Kings, he adds a generalising Germanic
and reflective comment of his own to ease the tension of the 
1 -narrative* M. ' ,
Within most ox?isodes, he seems to strive /
to achieve a unity of content or form; from the account
of LoVs dwelling in.^odom for example, he omits reference
to Abraham’s dwelling place* Other rearrangements, like
, -ithose which deal with Lot’s offspring, show him giving an . 
ej^isode internal coherence by organising events in homogene- -"J 
ous groups - he divides Abraham’s actions before battle into j 
plan and execution^ or sometimes he prefers a causal order 
and gives the reason for Abraham’s prayer for the health of .J 
Abimelech’s people before he gives the prayer itself* J
Though his methods may differ thus, these 
successive reorganisations have all the same aesthetic pur­
pose behind them, and he looks aside from this aim only where j 
the narrative demands variety: to achieve this the poet
breaks the unity given by one King’s reign, in a genealogy, to 
insert into it an event concerning his successor, or even 
adds an entirely un-Biblical episode of famine.
In an epic however, continuity of narr- ! • ’ * w
ative is probably of even greater importance; certainly, the i
1. ll.l>67b-1371a, p.125; 11,2092-2095, p.256. :>?i
2. 11.193?b-1944, p.240. J
' ' ’J
3. 11.2051-2067a, pp.252-3; 11.2742-2739, p.332. . J
4. 11.1117-1242a, detail (4) p,77; 11,1811-1816a, p.218. ‘;j
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poet of Genesis A seems to have thought so, judged from his 
efforts to give his poem this quality. At the merely mech­
anical level, he more than once joins several speeches to­
gether to form one long continuous speech; he gives as a 
decision the discussion preceding the building of the Tower
of Babel, and presents God’s planning to visit Babel as an 
i
action being performed. But he treats his source more
freely when, to avoid losing his theme, he summarises a
diffuse and complex account of God’s Covenant with Abraham,
or rearranges it so as to separate God’s promise to Ishmael 
2from his promise to Isaac; and he treats it more freely 
still when he openly describes in his poem the actual build­
ing of the Ark or the uovefe reason for not returning to it, 
both of which are merely Implied in the Bible. In places 
he goes even further from his source and substitutes his own 
material for the Biblical as when he jjrovides his description
of God’s anger at man in place of the Biblical material - the
~4first half of Qh.VI, v.5, - again to give continuity. lie 
carries this freedom to its extremes and adds a comment on 
life outside Paradise, or a summarising introduction to a
• * H *
speech by God, or omits details of people and things, all 
without reference to the contents of his source, and all with 
the same object of narrative continuity.
But merely to ensure a continuous narr­
ative was not enough. The material in the source had to be 
refined to remove all that would have lowered the quality of
1. 11.1661-1667, ppe 194-5; ll.l678b-1686, p.I96.
2. 11.2565-2569, p.500.
5. 11.1517b-1526, p.126; 11.1479b-1482, pp.151-2.
4. 11.1252-1262, pp.90-1.
5. 11.961-964, p.59; 11.2504-2505, p«289; U.1117-1121a,
p.64.
the narrative; and the first things to be omitted are those
which are in any wat repetitive. Thuson a larger scale, ’
the catalogue of those concerned in God’s Covenant with Moah, q
and the doubling of the account of Lot's incest with his daugh- 
' 1 ' • ■ ■■ ■:-
tern are both omitted ; on a lesser scale, the catalogue of 
those circumcised is omitted, repeated statements that the 
land is dry again after the Flood, and a repeated statement J 
of Abraham’s character for justice are alike ignored, and i
individual actions are assumed when Abraham cohabits with ■
-nAgar. When material was too important to omit, it was care* j 
fully transferred to a more suitable position; thus, the 
second element in the curse of Adam is omitted till it is i
>• handled in full. Finally, it is not surprising that the d 
poet’s care for the continuity of his narrative has already 
rendered unnecessary the few back*references in the Bible* j
these are consequently omitted. , ; ' ■■
....... whether it is repetitive or not, any net- i
erial in his source which would be inappropriate at the corres* ; 
ponding point in the poem is also omitted. The names of the j 
three sons of Noah are omitted when they occur in the middle 
of the account of their father’s immunity from the anger which i 
caused the Flood; praise of Boah is omittfed when it occurs 
in the middle of orders about the Lading of the Ark. JSven J 
when it; results in complete loss of something from the story , 
as with the origin of the Giants, this principle is still main* 
t&ined; and it is applied also to a speech fey God where the 5 
Covenant is mentioned in it.^ - \
1.
2.
4.
11.15381*1542, p.174} 11.2600-2606, p.334.
11.2370-23778, p.301j after 1.1482, p,152$
p.272; ,11.2235b-2236, p.277.
11.9311*935, p.32.
I. 1289, p.109; 1.1326b, p.U6; 11.1263-1269
II. 24.7- e’"’.0
il.. 22 01*22 04a,
\
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Materiel which would be meaningless to 
an Anglo-Saxon audience is likewise rigorously excluded from 
the narrativei it is principally place-names like Kobe which 
are thus omitted, but the personal names of the allies of 
Sodom and Gomorrah are likewise omitted* £ven when^he Bible 
makes things plain by giving the etymology of a name as it 
does with kVe, ishmael and others, the poet still omits this 
material, which would likewise have little meaning; nor did 
they seem to be interested even in etymology which would have 
been comprehensible from an immediately preceding incident, 
like that of the Well mentioned in Agar'o flight*1 All mat­
erial which, though not etymological Itself, depends on this 
type of material is also omitted and so the changing of the 
names of Sarah and Abraham does not appear in the poem* In 
one place it seems to have been simply the outlandish form of 
the names, irrespective of their etymology, which led to the
omission of one rehearsal of the names of the enemies of Sodom 
2and Gomorrah*
A similar consideration for the knowledge 
and understanding of his audience appears in the poet's re­
duction of some of the geographical detail of Abraham's 
wanderings and the concealment of the rest of it under the
1* 11*2299-2503, p.288*
2* 11.1973-1976, p.245* Other A,S. poets display the same 
reluctance to give names when they would be inopportune; 
the Battle of Maldon is an example* Gf. S.V. Gordon; Yet 
when it is said theTt it (sc* the poem) was made so soon 
after the battle that the poet diyiot know the names even 
o? the ylking leaders, we feel that assumption has been 
carried too far* Not only is the poem incomplete* but it 
is not clear that it was to the poetta purpose to name the 
viking leaders*♦♦••. Their names might interest a writer 
taking a general historical view, but were inessential to 
the poet of the heroic defeat* The Battle of Maldon, 
London, 1937, p*22.
1much discussed direction eastan *
The cumulative result of all these 
omissions is a narrative which moves more steadily and more 
rapidly than the Bible on which it is based. This is a 
natural effect for a poet to wish# and may have been partly 
responsible for his decision to omit the material discussed 
in foregoing paragraphs.
in characterisation, the poet again 
faced the need to adapt his source extensively. He is 
limited by the fact that his source is historical and intro-i
duces the multitude of characters required, with no thought 
of their relative importance, and with no one character 
predominating. This -makes It impossible for the poet to 
achieve the usual Germanic epic form which seems to have 
demanded one predominant hero. Howeverj the poet does his 
best to approach this form without /losing the historical 
quality of his source, by concentrating our attention suc­
cessively on Adam, Noah and then Abraham. His first care 
is to ensure that they do not overlap; •: he omits all comment 
on Noah while Adam is the dominant figure-.'' He ensures that 
the *ontryrt of Abraham shall not bo encumbered by the mention 
of Aran whose death he omitaj and the stature of even such 
an important character as Lot is reduced Ip serve Abraham’s 
predominance and the command to Agar to cohabit with Abraham
2 ‘ ' A •is transferred from Sarah to Abraham , He is careful to 
ensure that the stature and repute of his hero, shall be what 
he wishes it to be, and throughout Abrahams unworthy dealings 
with Abimeleoh, the poet is careful to make additions which
1.111.1873-1876a, pp.229-30; 11.1920-192^5p.238.
2. 11.1117-1242a, introduction, p.67; 11.1712-1713, p.2OO;
1.2590b, p.332; ll*2235b-2236, p.277.
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redeem him at least in part; and Abraham is again restored 
to prominence when the history of Ishmael is over} His 
additions to ensure that the audience understand the char­
acters of the figures in the poem take many forms* He 
adds an imaginative description of Cain’s grief and anger; 
he adds to a speech to express more fully the character of 
the speaker, and provides a vignette to illustrate Abraham’s 
character at the division of the spoils of the Battle of the 
Five Kings?
With this goes an interest in psychology, 
much greater than any shown by his source* Wherever poss­
ible he shows the psychology of his characters but he does so 
skilfully, and with very little alteration of his source*.
To show Sarah’s grief at her childlessness, he merely changes 
the emphasis which the Bible gives to the facts it tells: a 
mere change in order is sufficient to give Cain’s emotions 
the more convincing order of grief followed by anger, and to
show Abraham’s progress from excuse to self-confidence before 
4
Abimelech. The additions he makes for this purpose are 
generally very brief: Noah’s character is explained beyond
Biblical limits by the brief addition of llstum miclum and
1. 11.2756-2741, p.351; 11.2824-2831, p.36l.
2. 11.979b-982a, p.43; 11.2123-2125*, p.26l; 11.2155b-2161
p.265.
3. He shares his interest with the Beowulf poet; Cf. F.Klaebe
But he (sc. the author of Beowulf) takes the keenest int­
erest in the inner significance of the happeningsthe ” 
underlying motivesthe^manifestation of"character. He 
loses no opportunity of disclosing what Is going on in the 
minds of his actors. Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburg, 
New York, 1950, p.lviii. ~ ~
4. 11.2219b-2220, p.274; 11.979b-982a, p.43; 11.2691-2716
pp.345-9.
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the poet’s comments oh Abraham’s character are equally 
concise, and like beom blifremod are usually In the epic Ban­
ner * The poet’s understanding of psychology was not limited
to the psychology of his characters, who are to some extent 
under his control: it extended to include a sympathetic
knowledge of what would appeal to his audience, as is shown
by his display of the emotions of the Ark’s disembarking
2.passengers* He never allows his interest in psychology 
to disturb his narratives the repetition of Abimelech’s 
request that Abraham shall settle in his land serves the 
double purpose of showing how convincingly Abraham has de­
fended himself (thus justifying the psychological advance 
he made), and of advancing the narrative; The poet’s 
interest in psychology is thus properly and skilfully sub­
ordinated*
The poet’s greater interest in psychol-
*. . . t
ogy has the happy result that besides the emotion which 
arises from the situations and actions of the three success­
ive heroes, the Genesis A evokes an emotional response wore 
frequent and more varied than that evoked by its source.
The poet’s more extended treatment of Cain’s grief, for 
example, has this result; in other places, the poet uses 
varied means to achieve this* He imagines the state of mind 
of the first two Doves; elsewhere he looks at the Flood
1. Perhaps it was their brevity which misled a. Serrezinj 
Mur eelten wird,abweiohand von fler Quelle, in der Genesis, 
der GemBtsbewegung der handelnden Personen gedacht. und 
danh eigentlicn nur init foriwlhaften A<ijeictlven Oder gans 
kurxen Wendungen ..... Vonxydnion bis Kynewulf.op.cit. p,47
2. 11.1431-1435, p.140.
3. 11.2727-2735, p.250.
through Moah’s eyes* and later adds a vignette of Abraham as
’ ■ ” 1an old man, leaving country and kinsmen in Haran# Xn the
early stages of the poemt he uses the psychology of God to 
satisfy the emotions which anticipation of a battle between 
God and the rebel angels would raise in his audience: and by
extending the use of psychological imagery he manages the 5;
. • ?..........................gradual discharge of these emotions#
While poem and source are being compared,
it is possible to observe the characteristics of the poet’s 
expression# Heis much sore precise in his language; for 
the generalised Latin terra he substitutes some phrase such 
as side smlwonges; Indeed, his alterations and additions in 
the direction of precision and limitation are too frequent to
be the outcome of any deliberate stylistic plan; they appear 
rather to be the outcome of his habitual mode of thought#
Often the incidental detail he adds is not only precise but 
physical; it is the poet who adds bled and later monnes 
gyrate to the account of the death of Abel. Cain himself 
fears hot hostility but an aldorbanan: and from an otherwise 
omitted passage, he chooses the one physical detail * fotum 
ne meahte land gespoman, This physical quality in the poet’s 
mode of thought leads to the addition of vivid detail as when 
Abraham sees the hornsele hwite of 3gypt; and the two qual­
ities - physicality and vividness - combine to produce dynamic 
phrases like gupnece gretan or geomor hweorfan. He has also 
the widely-seeing inward eye necessary for the decoration of 
an epic canvas and uses it to visualise, Sodom before and the 
world of ashes after the fire?
1# 11.1462b^l465a, p.147; ll#1466b-1469, p.148; il#1474b-
1476a, p#149;.t 11.1776b —. 1778, P<211.
2. 11.51b-91, pp.4-5*
5. 11.24 05-24 06a, p*307*
Sometimes the poet appears to put his 
ability to handle detail to a special use as when he deliber­
ately holds our attention on Abraham and Sarah to impress their 
reality upon the audience* Added detail less physical in 
quality also helps to bring the characters and the audience 
into greater sympathy; Abimelech for example, goes to rest 
symbel-werig* Finally, through the detail he chooses the poet 
makes part of his appeal to,the Germanic life end thought of 
his audience, - the Ark is lined with pitch, and the length of 
its voyage given to impress the audience*1
;; Since his source was such a bare record,
the addition of detail was a task which faced the poet con­
stantly, and he evolved a technical form to contain his add­
itions* The form he used was the vignette, - the small word- 
picture, usually limited to 3 or 4 lines and with a minute but 
perfect unity of its own. Many of the examples quoted in the 
foregoing paragraphs on the poet’s addition of detail, like 
Cain’s complaint that anyone may become his slayer (feorhbanan) 
are thewselv<es found in vignettes* The form is used to add 
idealised physical detail to the surroundings of Sodom and 
Gomorrah as Lot sees them (lagustreaaum leoht); another such 
vignette, with its unity in the style.of the poem, adds the 
realism of Noah’s planting of his vine: a similar vignette 
shows Abraham being questioned by Abimelech’s men on his first 
journey; and another gives the picture, imaginative but 
realistic, of the fame of Sarah’s beauty flying from mouth to 
mouth* To add realistic detail is again the object of the
1* 11*1320-1526, p*128. .
2. ll*1036-1043a, p.53; 11*1920-1926, p.238; 11*1555-1561,
p*179; 11.1833b-183?^> p.222; 11.1844-1851a, p.224.
ovignette of Abrahamin conference with hie three confederate*
but the vignettes of the workmen at the Tower of Babel, and 
1of Lot hastening to Seger have a different object, and seem : 
to be designed to give the poem greater dramatic appeal* so 
good is his sense of precise expression and formal unity that 
only once « in his picture of Agar*s rebellion against Sarah,- 
does he fail to make his vignette fulfil the object of its 
addition,2 , • . ' ; • ■ •• • • '•' •
There is only one vignette which, given 
an internal unity by its subject matter, extends for more than 
3 or 4 lines: this is the picture of the rising Plood* It
shows the poet to have possessed a singular ability to write 
description with an organic growing movement: but it is the
only passage of its type in the poem*
In the remaining stylistic alterations 
which the poet makes, the relationship between source and poem 
is changed in a more specifically Germanic direction* The 
first of these if the poet’s use of us secgafc bee, there being 
sixoccurrences in slit The fora of the expression cones 
from the poet’s using a written source (and confirms his method 
of working), end represents an appeal to that source: but the 
content must hare recalled the hwwt we gefrugnon appeal of 
older pagan poetry. The particularly: pagan subject of battle 
provokes two pagan appeals in more specifically traditional 
Wording of £a ic aldor gefaegn and we hat soft magon seogan 
furfturl . . ■. . • '■
....... ----1.^.—... »—I—r l-T-r-T-   -I." ■.-.1.1- ---------- .-IT .1-.-VI1, .11-1-1 ir I iimM
1. 11.2016-2026, p.25O; 11.1667-1696, p.197? 11.2535-2541,
. p.326. ' ' . ' " ' '
2. 11.2237-2243, pp.278-9.
3. 11.969b, p.41{ 1121b,. p.87{ 1173b, p.87, 1723b, . p.202, ’■
2565b, p.328, 2612b, p.335.
4. 11.1960a, 20l3b-2014e.
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there is an unusUal quality about this 
appeal to the older tradition when it is used of the fate of 
lot’s wife;3’, it then seems a concession to Anglo .Saxon scep­
ticism. At other times, these phrases show how the style 
of Genesis A reflects the influence of the pagan epics upon 
the relationship between source and poem*
The. poet is equally true to Germanic trad* 
ition in his dislike of suspense# Coming disaster is fore* 
shadowed for the descendants of Gain* end again foretold to 
JNoah long before the Flood starts# Abraham’s ultimate sep­
aration from Lot is mentioned before the disagreements between
their shepherds take place: and death is the first and not 
2 •the last element in the curst upon Adam.
Finally, the poem is clearly affected by 
a more narrowly A#S. aesthetic in the delight the poet shows 
in nature and scenery# His earth is always green, His 
imaginative sympathy with the Second Dove feels her weariness 
after her flight across the, face of the flood water, and the 
delight of the Third Dove at her final release fromthe Ark#
He shows an expected sureness of touch in his picture of the 
gradual rise of the Flood to its height# There is an anal* ' 
ogous sense of perspective in Abraham’s first sight of the 
hill on which Isaac is to be sacrificed: and this sense
rises almost to sublimity when God commands Abraham to look ;• 4
at the stars in the sky#
1# 1,2565b.
2. 11.1269b-1291, p.109; 
p.31j
3. 11.14686-1469, p.l48j 
1291, pp.121-2. .
4. ll,2875b-2879, p,268;
11.1894b-1896e, p.223; 11.93O-931a
ll»1480b-1482, pp.151-2; 11.1386b-
11.2191-2196a, p.269.
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Germanic influence.on the poet*g reading of the Bible#
Although the poet had the praise of God
as his purpose, end although he was working from a revealed 
end definite text, his wish to make Christianity more'fam- 
iliar and appealing led him to change this material in many 
places# The Germanic mind appears to have preferred a con­
crete statement to an abstract, and it has already been 
shown that the A.S# poet follows this as an almost inflex­
ible rule.1 Sometimes only the substitution of a different 
expression is required to achieve this, as when carnem in 
qua spiritus vitae est is translated by folc# ##feoh and 
fuglas (l«1299a)j but frequently the added phrase bears a 
specially Germanic imprint, as when the new land after the 
Flood is referred to as egelstol# The other techniques by
which he makes his poem interesting for ills audience are 
affected in the same way, and a specifically Germanic element 
appears in them too* The emotions of the voyagers as the 
Flood recedes, and later when they are able to leave the Ark 
are important for their own sake, but appear more so when 
they are seen in relation to the emotions shown by Beowulf 
and his companions when their voyages end in safety:^ so 
too, the vignette of the tole& hygerof ’going forth after the 
Flood is effective in itself but more so in its relation to 
Germanic life in the migration period, while the men who 
await news of the Battle of the Five Kings are added by the 
poet not only for their intrinsic interest but for the fam­
iliarity of their predicament,
*<*■’■•”•**»'*«•*•**« c —Tr r^i-Timr-.-j rtT IT I-/if-.t — ■ - , ... • ...... Hl »— . !■ .'1 in,i>Mr ■ _<U Ji
1. Of. suprt' p.388. •
2. 1.1514b, p.165. •
3. 11.1451-1435, pp.140-141. . .
4. 11.1543-15526, p.176; 11.2096-21006, p.257.
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In nemo alterations then,e double purpose , 
is apparent: but many show biro to be engaged only in giving; 
his material a distinctly Germanic ethon# This is achieved 
sometimes by no more than an extension of the Biblical 
thought along Germanic lines* as when Abraham is moved by . 
his childlessness to lament that he need found no yrfestol 
or when the distinction between Jews and non-Jews is drawn 
upon Germanic lines* and the latter are dismissed as wcslisc:/
A further stage in the treatment of a Biblical idea is seen 
when punishments are mentioned♦ The rebel angels cannot 
be punished by death* so their dismissal from heaven is seen 
and presented as an exile; death yields pride of place to- 
such another exile in the Curse on Adam; exile is the 
frame of the Curse on Cain* and fear of death which in the 
Bible explains Abraham*s cowardly conduct in B&ypt is rein­
forced in the A>S# account by the fear always felt by an 
exile# Jn fact, a complete substitution has taken place* 
and for death* the greatest punishment in the Biblical world* 
the A.S# noet has used exile* the greatest punishment in the 
Germanic#
Among the characteristically Germanic 
thought patterns which affected the poet’s reading of his
1. XI,2177a, p.266} 11.2519b-2525a, p.294.
2. 11,927-9506, p.50} 11.10l5b-l021, p.5G} 11.2626-2627,
p.557. ' ' " ' ""
5. Cf. C,C.Ferre 11, There was something that the Anglo-Saxon 
dreaded far more than the hardships of the**yintry ocean.
It yes separation fro# ho#e end loved ones. No punishment 
could hare seemed worse to hl#* Both the yanderer and the 
seafarer specie of the dark days yhen they yere exiles. 
£2££t£fi£ 2£ &?*£» bldisled (y.26) < far~froai free~kins-
men freomafeua feor ty.21). bereft of his deer relatives 
wlnea#gum bldroren. (3.16) old Germanic Life in the‘wand­
erer and seafarer, in KIN. Vol.9, p.2Q5.’ ~ ■' ~'
Bible was the habit of genealogising. • The genealogies in, ;
the Vulgate way appear intractable as material for poetry;
but the A,S. poet has accepted two of them with little, •<
change, adding only the few epithets needed to *»epicise**''<;: ‘
1
the figures in them* x>stronymic reference of the,Isunu < 
Lamahea > <type is common and extends even into uselessness 
when Abraham is referred to through his narrowly-famed 
father There.
Such changes belong to tho realm of >
conscious thought: but Germanic influence extends deeper
than this and penetrates in sone places to the intellectual *
background and mental climate of the whole poem. The Bible:
says little of Tubal Cain* but he is one of those upon whom
the A.$. poet enlarges, inspired by memories of Weland the 
3Smith, and by the A.8. interest in.weapons in general, 
perhaps some Germanic sense of fairness led the A.S. poet 
to see the good points in 4gar, given no place in the Vul­
gate account; and the generally high estimation which A.S. 
women enjoyed led the poet to characterise-Sarah as fager 
and freolic, and to give special prominence to their fate, :
passed over in silence in the Bible, after the Battle of
' ' 4the ^ive Kings. However, lying less near to the surface
1. A.H.Skemp: The patriarchs also are described in phrases 
expressing the Teutonic concept i on of the chief/s function 
Liberality, in that conception, was^on a •• of the most essen­
tial virtues of a leader* Gifts were tb reward of the *• mft i ilM'ilR IN ft «ftl i |(H. IIP !<«<*, '«N|* ‘ JR Irt — ■ «***»«*# <MftMRftRfM«*«¥ft»wtfft ftftftwJft ftRHftM*
*££!£ S£££i°£« Ihe_tr&a8fgr»5ti,on, of Sorljtur. in Anglo- 
Saxon poo try. in Modern •philology. Vol.4, p.454.
2, XI, 1009-10758, p.57} . 1.1425a, p.139} 11.2424b-2421a,
p.511.
5. 11.1082-1089, p.59-60.
4. 11,22766-2279, p.284} 1.1722a, p.202} 11.1967-1972,
p.24 4.
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of the poetthought, these connections are less certain.
’ This Germanic influence is extended by
f t t I ( . , r.
the poet from his own thinking to that of his characters.
Noah regards the receding of the Flood as a Germanic hero ' 
mighty Abraham, as fradera, feels the more keenly the . , k 
tensions between his shepherds and those of Lot his suhterga: 
Agar driven into the desert, imagines her fate in Germanic 
terms as hunger obfte wulf, and Sarah is typically Germanic 
in demanding that Agar’s outrageous conduct shall be pun­
ished. Their feelings too are similarly effected* and the 
emotions of the passengers leaving the Ark are expressed as 
those of returning exiles, and when Abraham dismisses Lot, 
to live in the Jordan valley, his speech has a tone not. \
unlike that of Hrothgar’s speeches*
As the mental life of his characters 
reflects Germanic influence, so do their actions. Little 
change is required to bring Noah’s planting of his vineyard - 
or his drunkenness - within the orbit of Germanic experience. 
The survivors of the first battle against the Five Kings 
flee to a fasten and not to the Biblical mountain, and when 
Abraham joins the battle, he follows what must have been a 
common Germanic custom and holds a council of war, not re-
- . ■ ' : ' . . ^5-
1. 11.14?4b-l476a, p.149. ; , /
2. 11.1900-1906a, pp.234-5* This seems to have been and to
have remained a constant element in Germanic thought, as
&.V.Gordon saw. Gf. his remark; Tacitus describes the same 
military nucleus of society (sc. as th&t~*off the Bettie of 
TJa.ldonj ♦ ••’"the special~borid between uncle and sister’s son 
The Battle of Maldon, London 1937, p.26. **
3. 1.2278b, p.284; 11.2252b-2254a, p.280-1;
4. .11.1485-1487®, pp.154-5; 11.19136-1915®, p.237. '
5. 11.1555-1558, pp.178-9; 11.1562-1576, pp.179-80.
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corded in the Bible. This process reaches its logical con­
clusion in the added description of the workmen building the 
Tower of Babel * connecting them perhaps with the mighty 
long-dead architects of the Ruin* Moreover, a knowledge 
of social custom is the stamp of a hero in Genesis A as 
much as in Beowulf, as Lot shows when he greets his divine 
visitors in the valley of Mambre. But the social customs 
followed are not those of the Bible, but rather those of
Germanic civilisation of the poet’s own day, for Lot offers
2them not footwashing but nihtfecrmung. The same change
extends to material life. Abraham’s preparations before
he goes on the journey to sacrifice Isaac are the ’grey’
sword of A.S. epic poetry and not the wood-fuel of the
Biblical desert. The plunder after the Battle of the Five
Kings consists of weapons, and not of food, more important
in an unfertile land. The Ark is an open undecked vessel,
and the poet, with an un-Biblical practicality, realises how
much space the fodder will occupy. With these material
changes goes the fact that when the scenery is described,
3
it is the scenery of A.S. -England.
The strength of the Germanic influence
on the poet’s attitude to his material is thus great? even 
stronger proof of this is given when it can force the poet 
to give detail less striking than that of the Vulgate. For 
the Vulgate’s compelling reminder in the Curse on Adam that 
man is duet, the poet prefers a reference to old age, poet-
■—--------- ,--------- --------------- ---------------------------- ,-nr,.w.-e
1. 11.2005b-2006a, p.247; 11.2024-2027, p.250l 11.1668-
1678a, p.195.
2. 11.2431b-2435a, pp.312-3.
3. 11.2865b-2866a, p.367; 11.2006-2011a, p.248; 11.1302b-
1310a, and notes thereon, p.112-4; ll«1458b-1460, pp.
146-7.
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ically less effective* though more familiar to the Germanic 
audience: the pane* et vinum brought to Abraham by Melohis-
edeq appear only as mid lacum, while Lot’s cooking agyma is 
weakened to giestlifenysse* The final stage of Germanic 
influence is reached when the poet must make omissions from 
the Bible to meet it. Bricks* which were uncommon in A.S. 
life* are omitted from the account of the building of the 
Tower of Babel. cattle* not a common gift in the Germanic 
epic world* are not mentioned in the poet’s account of Abim­
elech’s gift to Abraham*1 2 3
But there were many occasions upon which 
the poet deliberately changed his material to enable him to 
use Germanic influence not from the present but from the 
past* in the form of the A.S. race-memory. perhaps the 
most obvious evocations are those which recall the migrat­
ion period, from which the heleb hygerof going forth after 
the Hood have already been mentioned. several minor expan­
sions in the expression are due to this, as when the colour­
less Profioiscerentur of the Vulgate is translated by $hta 
Lsdan or God is said to show Abraham the way across the 
desert; ‘ the memory of refounding old cities, more probably* 
and of disagreements between herdsmen* (or hired men of some 
description) less probably have the same source.The topic 
of sacrifice* which the poet normally avoided, makes a sim­
ilar appeal on the one occasion when the incompleteness of 
the ceremony of the„sacrifice of Isaac gave license to the
1. 11*936-936* p.33; 1.2103b* p.258; 1.2446b* p.314;
11.1661-1667, p.194; 11.1657b-1659a* p.226.
2. 11.267Ob-2673a, p.366*
3. 11.1680-1861, p.231; 11.19O6b^l9Ua, p.236.
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poet; end it was probably from the same source* rather 
than from any battle of his own immediate day that the poet 
sought the details to add to the account of the disastrous 
battle against the ]?ive Kings*1,
A3 well as showing the influence of
Germanic thought and life in general,.the poem also shows 
the influence of Germanic moral and religious thinking*
That this element in a poem avowedly Christian and propag­
andist is yet pagan in origin can be seen from the hint 
given early in the poem that Yggdraail lies somewhere behind 
the poet's thought, as well as by the fact that there is a 
distinct moralising tendency emergent throughout the poem,
nowhere more so than in the account of the destruction of 
2Sodom and Gomorrah; and the spirit of that moralising is 
the spirit of an ill reward for an ill people* Although 
it may be objected that this is perfectly good Old Testament 
morality, it seems strange that it should occur so frequently 
in a poem which evoked in the poet a consciousness of relig­
ion far beyond the book of Genesis, as his stressing ofj
God's fatherly relationship to Noah shows* It seems much 
more likely that this severity comes from an unconscious
*•» 1 wh«i •■<**»"*» «**t •** i—1nw iiw'iiw .wi 1 w w aw rw*l*w»w* —** *w 9 w—»Ww*iii -rrr i—xr 1 Jr;.-“?L'.5r-nrT ~T/Tftrr
1* 11.2126-2135, p.262. with this last point, G. Serras in 
disagreess yrellich kWnnte man sagen dess auoh die Mreig- 
nlsse der Gegenwart, die KBmpfe swischen Northumbriern und 
Uerclern, welohe in den 70Qer Jehren wledsr begannen, leb- 
endige Schllderung unmlttelbar beeinfluest ha be n Began. 
VonKBdmonbis Kynewulf, Berlin 1913, p755.*
2. 11.967-1001, pp.47-8; 11.2542-2548a, p.327.
3. 11.1414b-14l6, p*136.
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paganism rather than from a conscious Christianity. This
paganism, however, is not all to be accounted bad; his
sense of pure ethics shows an advance on the Biblical book
of Genesis when he is careful to spread the taint of sin
through the race of Beth as well as of Cain, so that none 
1
shall perish innocent in the plood. But it is .in moral 
criticism that his paganism is most noticeable, and, to mod­
em thought> most justifiable. it leads him for example 
to reduce the details of hot’s unattractive offer of his 
daughters to the men of Sodom. It leads him also to con­
tinued criticism of his Biblical source during Abraham’s 
dealing with Agar.' To satisfy his moral sense he is obliged 
to dwell upon Sarah’s part in the affair, and to reinforce 
Abraham’s character as far as he canj finally, he is com­
pelled to add a mention of God as the instigator of the 
scheme, before his conscience is quietened. Almost the 
same process is repeated in Abraham’s deception of Abimelech? 
and the fact that here he shows his prime concern to be for 
the character of his here, who by virtue of his position as 
such locks back to pagan times, makes it more certain that 
this strain of moral criticism is pagan rather than Christian 
in origin.
1. 11.1255-1262, pp.9O-l. •'
2. 11,2473-2475, p.318} : 11.2221-2226, p.275} 11,2258-2260
p.262; 11.2231-2233, p.276-7.
3. U,2632b-2634e* p.338} 11.2648b-2652, p.341.
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The attitude of the poet and his audience to Christianity.
In his attitude to Christianity, so far 7j 
as this is illustrated by his choice of material, the poet j 
displays wholehearted accex^tance of the new religion. Thete? H 
is no reason to doubt that the Germanic legendsshad a wide 
enough currency for all A.8. poets to have known them; and ; J 
where else would the poet of Genesis A have found his poetic. * 
vocabulary? There was thus no reason why he should not havej 
chosen some legend from this corpus, and embodied his Christ- I 
ianity in it1 or, as the Beowulf poet did when faced with the • 
same situation, embroidered his Christianity through it. But'./j
the A.8. poet did not choose such an alternative, and his . | 
choice indicates that Christianity was his whole world, and I
he felt no need to look outside it in his choice of subject. !
’ *i• ’INor did the poet feel any but the slight- j 
est need to look beyond the Christian world for material to J 
import Into his poem. There are no references to pagan ;U 
deities, and as will be noted later, few references to pagan ; j 
customs, avoidances which again he shares with the Beowulf
2 : "" - ... j
poet. He works entirely within the Christian world, and thatj
world deeply informs his poem. It is possible in theory at ;)
j ..least to eraoinate the Christian element from Beowulf, but i
1. Cf. K. Kl&eber, Die y/altersage wurde &uch von Christ lichen j
dichte rn besun&eri, die kein bedenken trugen7~den glauben . j 
ihrer~zeit gelegentlich hervorzukehren, aber doch blieben 
Waldere .... und BEkehards^iyaltharius^tungeachtet "des klass- 
is Chen gewandesT un zwe i f e lha f t e ~ge r ma n i s che ~he Id end i ch t- "~1 
ungen .... Die ChristKchen Blemente im Beowulf IV, in i 
Anglia, Vol.’iS, p.195. ~ - — -
2. Of. F. Kleeher5 Kelne deutliohe spur findet sioh von gbtt- ;
era* die ja ubrigens in den dem Beowulf vorausliegenden '
liedera~und sagen gar nicht aufgetreten zu sein brauchen. 
O£.cit. IV, p.170. ~ ~ -------
3. Cf. F.A.Blackburn, It would require but little skill to re-
2212 ££e £2Bl~2£~iEi S^SlsT^with the exception^of
two/
even to state such a possibility for Genesis 4 is to arrive 
at a contradiction in terms.
• ’ • * ' e *• I
The poet1s avowed purpose is to praise 
God and to spread Christianity« Consequently he is always 
concerned to bring God, the central figure of the Christian 
religion before the mind of his audience: he is oareful to
give God’s motive in creating the world, and again to give* * ’ * « r ' * »' ♦ , •
his motive for visiting Adam and Kve in Paradise}- and when 
the poet wishes a psychology in place of a battle to support 
the interest of the struggle between God and the rebelling 
angels, it is natural that it should be God’s psychology that 
he chooses to expand.
As Christian propaganda is thus part of 
the poet’s purpose, he regards Christianity partly as a 
source of dogmata, more than does the Beowulf poet for ex-* 
ample. But, compared to the author of Beowulf, the author 
of Genesis A is unequivocally Christian, and,can afford to 
pass over in silence much which,the Beowulf poet does mention 
Despite his moral purpose> his content of moral reflection 
need be less, since the moral interpretation of any material
401;
two or three passages, by making a.few verbal changes and 
giving to certain words the older meaning instead of the 
later one, The Christian Coloring in the Beowulf, in 
?MLA. Vol.12, p.217» . '
1. 11.1—12a, pp.1—2. . .
2. 11.92-102, p.6.
3. 11.855-857, p.23.
4. 11.51b-64, pp.4-5,.
5. Cf. F. Kleeber: Ihram allgemeinen oharakter nach sind die 
ohristlichen motive flight ausgeegroohen kirchlloh, dog- 
matiegh^'op.oit.lll. Anglia r~Vol.3~5,~P,480?
from the Bible would be automatic in the mind of a cleric;
for the lay minds, for whom his poem was probably written,
■ • • ; '* 'Ithe interpretation was possibly less important, in the poet’s ?!
view than a simple interested knowledge of the contents of 5
1 ’ ' ' ' ?*the book of Genesis. At the same time^ the quality of his ?! 
dogmata is different from that of the Beowulf. The Beowulf < | 
poet seeks principally for counsel for practical living; . but ; 
the poet of Genesis A took little special care for this side j 
of Christianity, as his source supplied him with it; the. : !
actions of all his heroes were automatically the expression ?r
of practical Christianity. Lot, for example, although
2living among sinners, preserved his own purity; and the 
poet could take it for granted that the Jewish patriarchs ?:?; 
would go to heaven: the poet had to give.special mention ' j
■ ‘ ; : -i
of the fate only of those whose departure was in some way : 1 
extraordinary, like that of £hoch, son of Geared* in 
addition to this, the character of his source saved him from ’
the dilemma of having to clothe his heroes in orthodox Cath­
olic garb; to bring out some special aspect of Christian dogma;; 
his heroes were already themselves the expression of that 
dogma! • . • ’ , . '
An excellent example of the poet’s attit­
ude to Christianity combining with his Christian propagandist?-
1. cf. the instruction given to Caedmon when he was received >;
, into Whitby Abbey.. Bede, Illstoria Lcclesiastice, iv, 24. ?
2. 11.1957b-1944, pp.259-40. •
5. U.1203b-1215, pp.01-4.
4. cf. M.P.Hamiltons At the same time, lovers of heroic verse ; 
who were equipped to follow~Beowulf i"its bridled allusions 
its irony ""and its rich vocabulary c o u ld"*ha r d ly ~hav e~re 1 i shed 
Si presenting Scandinavians of pre-conversion days as
orthodox, catholics. The Religiou~principle in^Beowulf, 
in Vbl*W, P*310«
. ’ . i 
*
“ ;• i
purpose is given by his statement, of the need to give thanks i
7 * 1
to God. His source aided him, as it already contained ideas .j 
which expressed this' dogma, or, like Abimelech’s reply to God, ■: 
could easily bp made to do sos (and such expressions agreed J 
more naturally with the ethos of the poem than do like ex­
pressions in a poem such as Beowulf, wherein they must be*”* ** p -• ‘j
allocated only to suitable parts of the poem.*)
in his attitude to Christianity, the poet 
does not go out of his way to emphasise liturgical ceremony. 
There is no mention of priests, nor of any of the ritual of* 
the church, and the few doctrines to which he does refer seem 
present incidentally rather than organically. He makes a pro­
bable quotation from one of the praefationes of the mass, but 
this quotation evokes no liturgical ideas: the quotation ex-• , 
ists for the sake of the poem, and the converse is untrue.^
Again, the .poet shares this quality with the Beowulf poet, as 4 - -
more than one critic has noted. But the reason why the poet of 
Genesis.A is thus exclusive in his attitude to Christianity
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1. 11.2643-26460, p.340.
2. Cf. F. Kleeber: Per gerings antoil dieses abs chni 11 es (sc. V 
II der Brachenkampf) an den ohristlichen motiven erklffrt
s i eh sehr H&tdrlich s e in em in ha It, der~zuro grosser) tell 
a us einer ganz kurz re s umi e render) darstellung yon la (sc. 
der Grendelkampf) und lb fsc. der Kampf mit Grendels mutter) 
und ll&ll ne bene rzflhlung von pryb und der Heafrobardenf ehde be- 
steht.og. IXI, p.471.
3. 11.1-12&, pp.1-2. •
4. Cf. F. Kleeber; Nle werden gottesdienst, priester, Oder
kirohliche ttbungen wie fasten, almosengeben erwehnt. op.cit. 
IV, p.461. F.A.Blackburn: This method of incidental~chan ge
ing, to say nothing _of the many other things that _we should 
QXPg,ct~to~find? if w*e ^suppose that the work was composed "in 
the first instance by a Christian, op.cit. p.218.
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seems plain: his faith was so deep that he seldom-felt any <
need to go outside the terms of his source to include any f 
part of Christianity not expressed in that source. In any 
case, a clerical audience would naturally supply the connect­
ion with other parts of Christianity, by way of figuree etc#, 
wherever this was needed# A lay audience would do so less 
readily: but, as was true of his attitude to Christian dog-;
mete, with a lay audience the poet would probably rest con­
tent with spreading a knowledge of the stories of Adas, Noah, 
and Abraham# Moreover* it seems likoly that the poet’s 
attitude to Christianity was liberal enough to allow him to 
retain, along with it, his excellent literary sense of what 
would and would not constitute an aesthetic unity# But his 
Christianity was none the less the force which governed his 
emotions. The poet stood too near to paganism, and the con­
version was too recent to allow him the emotional self-confldl 
ence of Quthlao for example: but on the other hand, his
Christianity has completely conquered the elegiac mood which 
underlies so much other Anglo-Saxon poetry5 Genesis A is too
thoroughly Christian in mood to afford any place for gloom.
In the course of expressing hie propaganda 
the poet was bound to give some details of his attitude to 
individual aspects of the Christian religion. Of these, the 
first is God himself, and the first part of the poet’s att­
itude to God is his conception of God’s all-powerfulness:
1. :cf» supra ,p. 4 02 , . ;
2. of# G# Ehriswnnj gift naiver und mssiver eudaimonismus# 
die aussioht auf belohnung im himmelreich, bildet den 
torn dea religlosen bewussteins# Religlonesgesohlchtliohe.
■ BeitrBge sum Germanischen Frtthohrlstentum, ? in Beltrftge 
zur Geschlchte der Deutschen Sprache und literatur, Vol#35, 
p#209# ' ' ~
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God has’every kind of power and is powerful over everything,
but; there is no .point in quoting a fist of the expx*essions
■ ' ' ... ... ■ * ■ 1 • '2 '
which the poet uses for Godr as such a list already exists* •;
In any event, such a list is of doubtful value. it is not < 
that there Is any doubt that the poet used such epithets in 
a Christian sensef the difficulty is rather to know how far 
such expressions would be mamxingful even in their Christian j 
senses if they are to be measured by comparison with Adam’s - y 
reference to ISve as freolucu ides, which occurs rather inopp- j 
ortunely in the speech in which he tells how she gave him the j 
apple, they cannot be held to be very significant* ;;
, A better measure of the poet’s attitude to =
God is given by the actions which God performs in the poemf ‘1 
the more so when these actions appear in additions made by the 
poet? ior these additions do not merely expand the character 
of God; they develop it beyond the G.f. conception of God 
altogether. it is true that in his dealings with Abimeiech, 
God is presented as an angry and persistent deity, but to some
1., Thin seems to be the sense of elwlhtft (-1.193&) beside 
nrlmihtig god (1.1509b) so far as there is any distinction 
between them, . , : ■
2. see H* Jorys Untersuchunftan zur Altenglischen Genesisdicht-
H2S ln Bonner Beitrtfge "~vol75? p.lO~sa. ~ ~■ • ' • ' ' ' . . .. ' ... .. . ;
3. Cf. P.A* Blackburn: ffe cannot always feel certain, therefore 
in reading the Beowuif,~whethe r the word is used by tha~ : 
writer with full Consciousness of its later fsc* Christian)
. or with its older Hfag* pagan I meaning* op.cit* p.207.
Blackburn seems to be mistaken in referring to the~*vague 
and colourless Christian iii of these passagesw (op.cit. p* 
216): their limited compass may be due primarily to A.S.
poetic style which found it convenient to enclose such ref­
erences to God within the compass of a half-line. r.
4* 1.684a. ' • ’ ' ' • ' •• ' .*; •
5? 1.2742, p*?52
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extent this was forced upon the poet by moral considerations! 
and elsewhere, his God is a noticeably merciful one; although 
he deprives Adam and $ve of the joys of Paradise, he leaves 
them the beauties of the earth and of the sky.1 2 3 4 * 6His consol­
ing of Adam for the loss of Abel is emphasised beyond its Bib-
2lical proportions, and, more readily than in the Bible, God 
consoles Abraham for the prospective loss of Ishmael.
The poet’s theology is here more advanced 
than that of the Beowulf poet. por all the attributes which 
God displays in Beowulf^ can well be explained in O.T. terms; 
but a merciful God consoling his worshipper is not so well 
consonant with a theology uninfluenced by the N.T.
Within the O.T. conception of God, the 
aspect of the conception of God which made most appeal to 
the poet was God’s function as the fount of justice. As Bede 
tells, the unstable character of pagan divine justice was
5
fully responsible for the conversion at least of Northumbria. 
The A.S. poet, if his home was indeed in the north, had learn­
ed the lesson well, and when Abraham builds an altar God is 
quick to reward him, as again after his final settlement with
Abimelech and after Abraham’s proof of his obedience in pre-
■ 6 ■paring to sacrifice Isaac. The quality of this justice
1. 11.952-960, p.39. . .
2. 11.1114b-lll6, p.63. •
3. 11.2793b-2795a, p.357.
4. Kor a good list of these see P. Klaeber, op.cit,I, pp.,
116 sq• "
5• Bede, Historia ^cclesiastica, ii, 13.
6. 11.1805-1810, p.217; 11.2808b-28l6a, pp.559-60;
11.2914-2922, p.373.
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which appealed most of all to the poet was its selectiveness. 
The fate which goes ever as it will is plainly inferior to a 
justice which selects lot for almost individual salvation 
from the cities of sodom and Gomorrah.^ ........ ..
At; the same time# despite his idea of ; .
God an merciful# the poet was attracted by, God’s warlike
quality, in which God stands as Gthinn’s heir*, God’s pur*
pose of punishing men by the Flood is set forth in heroic ,
terms in which God in (most poetically) pictured as a warrior 
2using the waves as his weapon; throughout the account of
the Flood# God is regarded as a leader, and with Koah’s deeds
as a warrior’s service to his lord, the chief*and*thegn is 
3
established* Allied to the poet’s purpose of propaganda, 
this warlike attitude to Christianity results in the custom 
of a bardic song of victory being transmuted into a hymn of 
thanksgiving after the Battle of the Five Kings! .
The poet*s conception of God’s essential 
person stands likewise somewhere between the completely an* 
thropomorphic conception of the 0*T. and the almost completely 
spiritual conception of the N.T. He.rejects for example the 
idea that God oan smell the smoke of sacrifice, and likewise 
rejects the idea that God would himself lead Abraham out to
view the stars or would thereafter ascend from earth to heaven• ■ . ■ r ...
when he had finished speaking to Abraham* However, he is
1« 
2* 
5.
4 o 
5.
11.2525*2$2$a, p*524.
11.1585b*l>86ct, p«152.’
11*1507*1503a, j)*X60.
lX*2X09b~2119, p.259-60.
11.1505'b*15G8a, p.I&o. see also .iSbei't’s 
to thereon.
comment referred
6. il.2191*2196a, p*270; after 1*2569, p*500.
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not yet completely freed from anthropomorphism as it emerges k. 
in the idea of God’leading Abraham by his spirit (which I 
seems to be the meaning of worde in 1.1412a), The idea -V 
that God regards the human race as his children agrees with ,<
appears in God’s attributes, personality and actions in Gen- 7 
ears A, is based in the G,T,, but liberalised by the more dev­
eloped and more spiritualised thought of the N,f. It is a 
concept which might be expected from a devout and well-read 
Christian who had to evolve for God a character which would .7-; 
satisfy the dramatic demands of the book of Genesis without ;h 
being theologically untrue to Christianity as a whole. .
lays on the warlike and Germanic aspect of God’s character, 
together indicatethe survival of a subconscious paganism in 7, 
the poet’s mind. There is no evidence that he held pagan 
beliefs, but it is probable that, along with the paganism 
which is still concealed below the surface of the A.8. poetic ; 
vocabulary, some pagan habits of mind remained in the poet’s z . ?■ 
thinking. Although ho accepted Catholic belief ana theology ,7 
without question as spiritual and intellectual truths, his 7V?7 
method of evaluating these truths was not totally free from / 
paganism, • This paganism is most noticeable when his Cath­
olicism impinges on the wider field of human conduct, and the 
sign of its existence lies in a certain independence of mind 
and spirit. Its most striking manifestation is the poet’s 
obvious delight in battle, a delight which moves him even 
when the Israelites are on the losing side, as in the first • 7
1. 11.1414b-14l6, p,136.
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phase of the Battle of the Five Kings: so much does
intrinsically jmgan emotion move him that he includes
this
the
1
birds of the pagan othinn in the description of the battles 
and ho is no less moved by the same emotion v/hen the Israel-* 
ites finally defeat their .enemies, for after on addition of
his own, he finds it necessary to make a deliberate reference 
to God’s aiding the Israelites to change the too blatantly 
pagan mood of the passage, and when the birds of Othinn again
2intrude they are carefully particularised away from mythology* 
One peculiar feature of this re-emergent
pagan strain is a slight scepticism in the poet’s evaluation 
of the more iairaculous aspects of Christianity® The mir­
acles of large compass, the Creation for example, and the 
Flood, are accepted by the poet without question, although 
even the former contains a hint of disbelief: the poet
finds it necessary to explain that Mam felt no pain when the 
rib was taken from his wide® Generally this system applies
to most of his work, and miracles which occur in close per­
sonal relationship to human beings are more closely questioned^ 
He is careful to Indicate a possible physical explanation of 
Sarah’s alarm at God’a knowing that she laughed when the 
birth of Isaac was foretold® When the angels visit hot
before sodom, the poet has then appear as young men; and
4
God appears to Abimelech not directly, but in a dream®
craft rwift xM >“*** ««.•* '».* « <•*4-ft* -*• ***•*A’-<»**“■» » j-*S-** *>*. jW* wwMi*-**
1. 11.1982~2006n; 11.1983b-1984, p.247.
2. 11.2067b-2075a, p.254; 11.2072b-2072, p.254; 11.2087b-
2089s, p.256.
3. 11.179b-180r<, pp.14-15.
4. 11.2587-2289, p.3O4; 11.2424b-2431o., p.311; 1.2654b-
p.342.
Perhaps the most significant incident is the poet’s sup- • 
pression of Sarah’s age at the birth of Isaac, despite his . 
earlier acceptance of the greater ages of all the patriarchs ' 
who preceded Noah# This, together with the fact that all 
other instances of this scepticism occur later in the poem t..< 
may indicate that the poet felt that thejplood was in some 
way a dividing line between a more miraculous age, and an -. 
age which was less so#
tSven in these occasional pagan and scep­
tical moments, however, the poet is still a Christian, and 
wherever he is forced into controversy, his last appeal is 
to the Bible# The fate of Lot’s wife is a case•in point# 
Scepticism prompts the poet to reinforce his material,•but 
the reinforcement he chooses is us gewritu secgeaft - an • ...
appeal to Biblical authority# When theology forbade him to 
describe a battle, as when he was handling the strife between < 
God and the rebelling angels, he was careful to transmute the 
strife into psychological realms, (which v/ell match the supra- 
physical material of his source)# 77
As a theologian the poet is perfectly tra­
ditional and orthodox# He correctly regards the mark of Gain 7
4as a protection, not as a sign of opprobrium. he is careful
1# 11.1117-1259, cf. ll#2778-2791a, p.555#
2# 1.2565b, p.529.
5# 11.51b-64j p.4.
4. U#l045b-l045, P«55. Cf# 0.^.Emerson? In English, however,; 
allusions (sc. to the mark) are surprisingly few. The 
rnorpre gemearcod ’’marked with murder* of ^Beowulf 1.1265
' does not^seem important? Legends_of_Cainx""especiaTly_in 
Old and Middle^gliish^in^PMLA?^Vol?21, p?86 9?”“ If Emerson 7; 
is correct in identifying this as a reference to the mark ; 
of Cain, then the poet of Genesis A is again more accurate 
in his theology than is the Beowulf poet. ’ ;
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to turn to the commentary wherever doubt might arise, as
in the interpretation of the fillas hominum,1 for example
when God disapproved, of their being chosen as wives. There
is in fact only one point in the poem in which his theology
is puzzling: his statement that Adam and live when in Par-
■ 2adise were like angels is strictly a heresy ” but the poet 
may have intended it as no wore than a simile.
in his handling of the problems of evil 
the poet once more shows a complete serenity induced by 
Christianity. His faith was deep enough for him to feel 
no need to denigrate the enemies of the Jews; he feels no 
need to stress their envy, malice and hostility in the way
and with the persistence of the Beowulf poet stressing the
■ 3 -hatred of Grendel and. his dam for the Banes. As has been 
noted, the poet of genesis A can even delight in a battle 
in which the jews are being defeated. Evil was present in 
the world, and it was personified in the enemies of the Jews 
and the poet accepted it as completely explicable by the 
Fall of Man, as the Church taught it and as he recounts it.^ 
Ror is there any hint of Mancihaeanism in the i^oet’s work: 
the self*reproachful tone of the speeches of Adam and Eve 
dispose completely of any such idea.
1. 11.1248*1252, p.89* Vulgate Ch.VI, V.2.
2. 1.185b, p.16.
3. Of. the Beowulf poet‘s attitude to Grendel, summarised by
5 M.-P.Hamilton, pg. cit. p.320. , .
4. 11.882-902. Especially noteworthy are the repetition of 
teonan and God* s’ comment mte pa unfreme (1.893a).
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in practical matters, the poeVs attit­
ude is that of a derout Christian. He displays a marked
reluctance to describe material sacrifice, which the church 
•1had proscribed, and his attitude to Noah’s drunkenness is
more Christian than Germanic; and the characteristics for
which he specially praises Abraham, forethought, patience
and resignation to the will of God, are those of the Christ- 
2ian ideal.
Two other characteristics which he finds 
praiseworthy are yet to be mentioned, Noah is described 
as gedefe, (1,1287a) while Abraham is lare gemyndig (1,1880a) 
Either of these characteristics would be completely out of 
place in any A.S. hero of pagan days; neither of them is 
a ’heroic’ quality in any accepted literary sense of the 
word; and indeed it was these two qualities in the Christian 
world which led to the final collapse of the old ’heroic’ 
poetry before the new poetry of the miraculous in which, as 
in Andreas for example, the Lord would guarantee the physical 
victory of his followers without the need for them to possess 
any qualities beyond these two. Whether the A.S. poet real­
ised this is unknown, but his praise of these qualities in 
his heroes stamps him as unreservedly Christian in his con­
scious mind.
1. 11.2204b-2215, pp.272-3. The evidence is necessarily 
negative.
2. 1.1593a, p.183; 1.1823a, p.221;
1.1836b~1837a, p.223.
11.2914-2922, p.373;
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The A.S. poet»s use of his Vulgate text.
If every possibility .be regarded, it is 7/ 
not strictly essential that the author of Genesis A should 
have been acquainted with Latins it is atleast theoretic­
ally possible that an intermediary stood between him and the 
Latin text of the Vulgate book of Genesis, translating for
the poet as the latter composed, and repeating in fact the 
1process by which Caedmon composed his Hymn* But to assume 
the existence of such an interpreter raises almost as many 
difficulties as it solves; for example, he jaust have been 
present at the writing of almost every line of genesis A# 
and he must have had at least some poetic ability himself* 
There is, of course, nothing inherently impossible in the 
truth of either or both, these suppositions* But it seems 
more consonant with the material which follows that the 
interpretation of the Latin should have been the work of the 
poet himself, without the intervention of any other person*
The very closeness with which the poet 
normally follows the Vulgate throughout his poem implies a 
good knowledge of Latin: but this has not always been ac­
knowledged ; the existent, ’extent and accuracy of his know­
ledge have all been questioned* Kbert held that the poet
had omitted Genesis Ch.IXX, v.22, and Ch.XV, vv.l and 7 
2because he could not understand the Latin. But such an 
explanation is intrinsically unlikely to be true of a. poet
1. Bede, Historia Lcplesiastica, iv, 24.
2. Auch die weglassungen oharaoterisieren den dichter und seir 
Ble haben verschledene grflnde.werk. tt  Linzelne stellen 
scheinen mir Von dem dichter flbergangen zu aein, well er
sie selbat nicht verstandenj so~c?3, v.22, wo Gott sagt 
Been Adam quasi unus ex nobis factus est u.s.w. 
ZHr-Angelgagchsischen Genesis, in Anglia,“vSl7s, p.12.9.
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who had the resources of the commentary available to him; 
and it now appears that the poet of Genesis A had access to 
the commentary, and used it whenever he required it>
»obscure ** phrases, such as those in the verses in question, 
would certainly have prompted him to consult some commentary,
if only to ensure the orthodoxy of his poem, - his most \
1frequent reason for such consultation* The commentators’ 
views in fact.seem to be responsible for the poet’s omission 
of Genesis Oh.Ill, v.22;2 with regard to 0h.1V, v.l, the 
disputed phrase possedi hominem per hominum appears to have 
been used by the poet in the x^hrase be godes tese (1.965b) 
and the question is rather the interpretation which he gave 
to it; for the omission of 0h.1V, v.7, there are good aes­
thetic reasons, which agree with the poet’s usual standards,
4as they are displayed elsewhere in the poem.
The closeness with which the poet nor­
mally follows, the Vulgate has already been mentioned: yet
there are some, phrases in which his attention to his text 
was so close that the phrasing of Genesis A can clearly be 
heard, to echo the Latin of the Vulgate. The metaphor in 
the Latin phrase vox sanguinis fra tris tui elamat ad me is 
carefully preserved in the A.S. and his blod to me / ole opab. 
and cigeb; the metaphor of the Latin flagellavit reappears 
in wite&wlngum, and domo patris tui can be heard behind fader 
efrelstol., such echoes might still appear through the
1. Cf. the following chapter of these conclusions, pp.422 sq.
2. 11.943b-951, p.34-6.
3. il.965-969a, p.40.
4. 11.982b-987, p.44-5.
5. Ch.1V, v.10, H.l012b-l013a, p.48; Ch.XIi, v.7, 1.1864b, 
p.226; Gh.xil, v.l, 1.1748a, p.206.
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speech of an intermediary, but it seems extremely unlikely 
that the Latin should be strong enough to disturb tne syn­
tax of the ' A.3-. poem if it had been studied at such’a dis­
tance: and the syntax of Genesis A is twice disturbed in?
sympathy with the Vulgate* There is an unusual preservat- > 
ion of the temporal-preventative clause anteQUora dividerour 
by the oblique statement air seo mengeo eft / «.».t o_f are n 
sceolde; and the syntactical order of the Latin dixitque *• 
Abraham ego iurabo is preserved at the expense of the more
usual A.8. demonstrative order in ba Abraham Abimelehe / •2 — „
wrare he wolde swar His knowledge of La.tin is
good enough and his scholarship is accurate enough for him 
to succeed.in reproaching Abraham in Abimelech’s speech to 
him, thus reproducing not only the sense but also the tone 
of the Vulgate?
It has already been noted that the poet
of (tonesis A is fond of appeals to antiquity in the manner
of the old pagan poets. He obviously knew of the usual
formulae for such appeals since these formulae are used in
ba i2 gefnngn and we {xnt sob mag on secgan furbur; but
some of his references are couched in different terms, usually 
5
some variant of us secgab bee., in order to achieve these 
phrases, the poet is twice forced to place the alliteration
1. Oh.XI, v.4, U.l665b-1664, p.194.
2* Oh.XXI, v.24, 11.2852-2855, pp.561-2 and n.I.
5. lI.2686b-2690, p.544.
4* 11.1960, and 20l5b-2014a; see also the first chapter of 
• these conclusions^ p.590,
5* 11.969b, 1121b, 1175b, 1725b, 2565b, 2612b.
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on the verb, and hence must have had some deliberate:purpose ?! 
in including them at all. They seem to direct the attention J 
of the audience specifically to the Vulgate text, and when 
they are all considered together, their persistence and dis­
tribution suggest that the poet had a written source in wind > J 
throughout, the poem. They suggest in fact that the poet ; 
worked unaided by an intermediary and with the book of Genesis/; 
open before him^ ..................... < •
Additional proof that Genesis A was com-./J 
posed directly from a written text is given by a few minor 
errors which have crept into his poem* instead of 962, the ! 
figure in the Vulgate, 965 is given as the age at which Gear- 
ed died. The error of 5 for 2 could in theory be imported 
into the manuscript by a copyist, but as it agrees with the ., 
alliteration of the rest of the line it is more likely to be 
a misreading by the poet himself, or perhaps to reflect an 
error in t he poet’s manuscript of Genesis. The same type \j
i -nr — -- rir.rwm . . , ■ j
of blunder appears , in the poet’s failure to read the figure 
octoginta in the age of Lamech at the birth of Noah, which j 
is recorded as twe and hundteontig, a figure with which the "j 
rest of the line alliterates. Again, when'dealing with the //J 
sons of Laroech, the poet joins the occupation of the musician 
lubal to the name of the shepherd label. The alliteration i
of the lines containing name and ascription is not perfect, j
but to change the name would not help. The simplest explan- 
ation is that the poet’s eye readily leapt from the phrase
’ * . • ' ' ’ ' » . ■- • :”•** PH*,**«•**• —* *»**«» w***~*#♦ it* .»>•«,*<TW*; - - -- -- ^
1. 1.1177b-H79e, pp.69-70. ■■ . /d
2. £g, S£2, Md g«wat» 1.1227. /.?dj
3. para anum wns / lubal noma, se jaurh gleawne gepanc, 11.1077b-
1078, pp.58-9. ■ ;
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label qui fuit to the phrase lubal ipse £ui£, Gh.XV, vv.2Q . ;,j 
and 21. There is one peculiarity of the orthography of 
the poem which should be added here - the spellings of Beth- V; 
lea?, Mathusal, Ethiopia, lafeth and Seth all of which use • "
the letters th instead of thorn. The use of th forms is !
not quite consistent however, as a few forms with thorn are > ?
■ - ■ • 5 • •• •.• /. ijfound, as Jaf eb, for example. The presence of both forms .. i 
seems to .deny any possibility of scribal interference normal- J 
ising or otherwise, and to suggest that the th forms are j
those of a poet whose normal use is b reading from a text .j
which does not know this symbol. Bis use of th, then, 
together with the blunders which have been described, suggest -J 
that the poet was working with a written text open before i
him. ' ■
The content of the poem likewise reveals J
something of the poet’s method of working, especially if his •
handling of the catalogues in his source is taken into account,-
as he includes some of these catalogues and omits others,
As they are in the Vulgate, these catalogues do not differ ' j
greatly among themselves, either in the form they take or
in the quality of the extraneous details they give; for the< ]
most part they are a record of descendants, of whom some J
became rulers and some did not. But the content of the
different catalogues differs in this respect that some of
them give the genealogy of patriarchs important in the poem J 
. 4. -/••’■i
and it is these catalogues which the poet includes. 8uch 4
1. These errors contrast with the copyists' blunder recorded in i 
. 1.1601, freomen rafter flode, and fiftig eac, ba he forb
gewat. gee p.185. *" / ™ ~
2. 11.1799b, lo69a, 228b, 1242a, and 1106b for example. . . ?
5. 1.1552a. ;
4. Eor a fuller discussion of the principles of the poet’s
selection, see the first chapter of these conclusions,
pp.579, 580, 585. ■ . . . . :
a selection can only be the outcome of a foreknowledge of
the source as a whole and of the detailed content ot each*
catalogue* Such foreknowledge could be gained through the ,’
medium of an intermediary, but it would imply exceptional
co-operation and raises again the difficulty of explaining:
how both poet and intermediary came to perpetrate errors of
the type discussed in the preceding paragraph. The poet’s.
handling of the catalogues in his source reinforces the
conclusion that it was the poet himself who read and selected 
1from the Vulgate text.
J?rom the general character of the relat­
ionship between Genesis .A and its source, it might be deduced 
that the poet translated the Vulgate carefully verse by verse 
at the most two or three verses at a time. This impression
is strengthened by the way in which the poet transposes mat­
erial in his source. into God’s prescription for the Lading 
of the Ark, given in the Vulgate in Gh.VIl, v.l sq. the poet 
inserts a reference to God’s Covenant with Noah and his house 
apparently from Ch.VI, v.18. After the account of the 
closing of the Ark, in Gh.VIl, v.16, the poet turns back to 
either v.6 or v.ll of the same chapter for the account of
mKa ■irO'e. ■■■*>.T.# Mi*.
1. It is hence rather difficult to accept G. Sarresin’s con­
clusion, irrespective of its reference to Caedmons Aus 
allern geht mit grosser wahrscheinilchkeit die schlussfolg- 
erung hervor, dess die Sitore Genesis, welche urn die zeit 
KMdmons in Northumbrian gedlchtet sein muss7"welche ganz 
dern cha re kt er, ""der bildung, lebensanschauung, KSdmong ent- 
sprichtT wlrklich~wie Be da berichtet, im~we sen 11 i chen von 
Kfedmon selbst herrtthrt, wenngleich sie sicher nicht von ' 
diesem dichter n iederge s chrie ben wurde und aOglicherweise 
bei spateren abschriften""nocK""umgestaltungen und interpol­
ation an erfuhr. ?Srfasse rfrage AS -
gichtungen, in ^6li®£il®Z§Sydien7’wVoirj87”*p7l95. “
2. ll.U32b-W4i p.U6.
Noah’s age at this time.1 in chapter XIX> he reproduces 
God’s promise to bless Abraham’s friends and curse his enemies 
verse 5 in the Vulgate, before God’s promise to multiply the ; 
seed of Abraham, verse 2 in the Vulgate; With equal care, .• 
verse 5 of the same chapter, giving the list of those who 
accompanied Abraham from Karan is carefully placed in the 
middle of verse 4 giving other details of the departure.
In his dealing with Chapter XVI, the birth, naming and career 
of Ishmael, in vv.ll and 12 are promised by God and the prom­
ise is sealed by the foretelling of many descendants for him, 
from v.lof and on frequent occasions, the poet distributes 
separate phrases from one or more verses in an order which ‘ 
differs from the Biblical. ouch alterations have a double 
implication: their presence at all implies a poet able to
refer back and forth in a text of the Bible open before him, 
while the manifest care with which individual insertions are 
made implies a poet who is working on one verse at a time.
Finally, although the poet seems to have 
composed his poem from a written text, there is at least one 
addition which suggests definitely that the poem was intended 
for recitation, even possibly for piecemeal recitation. When 
Sarah is seized by Abiraelech, the poet adds to the Biblical 
account a phrase which emphasises that this is the second 
time that she has-been.abducted. As the two abductions are 
in some ways alike, an audience hearing the poem in parts 
might well be greatly helped by exactly such an addition as/’ 
this.
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1. ll.l%7b~1371a, p4125. •
2. ,11.1754-1766, pp.2o6-8; 11.1773b-:t778, pp.209-10.
3. 11.2285-2294a,pp,285-7. ‘ ‘
4. -11.1521-1525a, pp,166-7, for example.
5 11.2650-2632a, p.557.
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’ The first purpose to which the A.S. poet
of Genesis ^A put the commentary was that for which it was 
originally written - the explanation of the text of the 
Bible. Wherever the text was obscure, ’vague or ambiguous, 
the poet used the commentary to discover the recognised
meaning of the Vulgate. The first example of this use of 
the commentary occurs when the poet is dealing with Ch.VI, 
v.3; the phrase eruntqua dies illius centum viginti annorum 
appears to set the limit for the lifetime of a human being, 
but in the poet’s view, expressed in 11.1263-12658, the fig­
ure gives the time allowed to man for repentance before the
2 3Flood, this being the view of Hieronymus’ and Bede. It is 
especially interesting that the poet should have consulted ‘ 
the commentary at this point. This phrase from the Vulgate 
is quite comprehensible as it stands, and, unlike some later 
phrases, provides no overt reason for rejecting its obvious 
meaning; so the poet’s adoption of the less obvious sense . 
given to these words by the commentators, as well as illus- , 
trating the poet’s habit of reference to the commentary, 
shows also how readily that habit affected him.
The need for reference to the commentary 
is more plainly indicated by the ambiguity in Ch.xiV, v.2o 
of the phrase et dedit ei decimas ex omnibus. The poet’s 
reference to the commentary is shown by his deciding who is
rtifiiB « A •artwwl»
1. The availability of the commentary together with the poet’s 
use of it finally disposes of Kbert’s contention, discussed 
supra ;p.4.13 , that the poet omitted certain verses of the 
Vulgate as incomprehensible.
2. fiuftAstiones in Genesim, v.supra p.91.
3. QuagsAlP-?-e-s *n Genesis* y«supra p.91.
the subject of the sentence which he writes in 11.2120-2'122a.J 
Bucherius is the first commentator to mention both the ambig-J^
1 x ■ ■ i ' 'f ■ ' iuity and its solution: and the poet’s motive for consulting :
the commentary is provided by the ambiguity of the phrase {
quoted. The need for a commentary is plainest of all in /j
Ch.IX, v.4, where the Vulgate reads de menu yiri et fratris j
exus requiram animam hominis: this phrase is successfully ’
translated by the poet in 11.1222b-1528a, and no solution of
the dilemma posed by the Vulgate’s too literal translation of J
the Hebrew idiom would have been possible without the help of i 
2 2Ambrose or Augustine . • 1. ' • <
In some instances, the meaning of the 
phrases the poet was handling was quite plain; the events j 
related in the Bible were not in dispute. But the order 
in which these events occurred might be unusual. In Ch.XXX, 
vv.2 and 2, the Vulgate tells how Isaac is born and given his ■] 
name, and though the events are narrated in that order there ? 
is no distinct statement that they happened thus* in 11. 
2764b*2767 of genesis A, the naming took place before the 
birth, and this reflects the view of the commentators, Hier- 
onymus among others•
The terse style of the Vulgate was like- 
wise liable to leave causal relationships equally uncertain.
The paratactic style of Ch.III, vv.22-24 leaves Cod’s motive j 
in ejecting Adam and live from Paradise less specific than it ] 
might have been. The relationship finally determined by the . 1
poem In 11.941-921, is at least supported, if not inspired,
1* CQmmenta.rius in Genesim: y. supra p.26o ? : j
2- deJige^t^Arca: v. suEra p.167-8.
2. Su^Qationes in genesim. y. supra p.167-8. . :'U
4. y. supra p.252.
. ' i
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by the coatsentory, ;5eu<; in p&rtieuier. it seeasis likely 
that the poet turned to the commentary for his analysis of ' 
events as well as fox* his history of them.
.Wen when the events and their relation- .- 
ships-to each-other were clear, the poet still had use for - 
the commentary. All the events of the Bible'were not of the 
sntae value for his purpose, and he turned to the commentary 
to find out which elements of the Biblical story were to have; 
special emphasis. Thia was specially true when the emphahie’ 
was partly a matter of aesthetic Judgement, to be expressed- ' 
in additions to be made by the poet. when he was- building 
the character of Abraham, for example, the poet had a certain 
license a$ to the -character he gave Abruham* he might have' v 
been expected to create a warlike Abraham, whoso prowess would; 
appeal to a Germanic audience, and to some extent the poet ' 
did fulfil such expectations. But besides these stock dual­
ities, Abraham’s' patience is greatly emphasised. After the:-/ 
circumcision of Isaac,' the poet adds special mention of the '?-
sufferings which Abraham has endured; again, immediately -.
* ••••"•.;
before the sacrifice of Isaac, an addition by the poet esaphes- 
ices Abraham’s thoughtful obedience to the command of God.' 7 (7 
Such additions of course were well warranted by-the commentary 
perhaps by Tertullianf Oyprianuu gaXXucf or some other, and, 
thus the poet kexit the poem in lino with the. orthodox church '-’
1. sassMsMEiaste.^sfissls5
2. 11.277^-2777.
11.289 j?b-2894.
4. £i6&E^3.S^£?.4i§3.ii2;2 1* 2H-ESL P*3*>S.
3. do Bono l&tienti&b.
(* s|
. " M < 7A'*
" ? 9 . ij
' id
view of the character of Abraham* The fact that the char- J 
acteristics of patience and obedience, intrinsically the. ; i 
opposites of the headstrong and rash qualities of pagan 
heroes should be included in a poem, by a poet otherwise 
careful to make his poem as acceptable to tradition as he 
could, shows how great his reverence for orthodoxy was.
It is possible too that the additional reproaches which the .J 
poet heaps upon &ve,in 11.888-895a, were added at the behest^: 
overt or tacit, of the Church: thus, they may give a fur­
ther example of how the church affected the poet’s attitude < 
to his characters: but no commentator can be traced who
gives a definite source for this passage*
in the slightly different form of the . <
relative emphasis not of fact and fact but of fact and 
significance, the same problem was raised for the poet by 
ttod’s promise of children for Isaac: the source of the
problem is the, failure of the Vulgate to give any guide 
about the attitude to be adopted to this promise. The poet 
has no doubt that it is to be.emphasised as a godcunde gife^ 
again a solution almost certainly suggested to him by the ; 
commentary, consulted to preserve his orthodoxy.
The attribution to the commentators of \ 
influence upon the character of Abr&h&m raises momentarily 
a point of wider literary interest: for the same type of
influence affects the character of Ishmael. As it is plot- > ; 
ured in the Bible, Ishmael’s character Is fierce and warlike,
1. v. supra, p.27.
2. 1*2321&, p.295.
3/though it does not appear in writing till Walafrid Strabo
-Qrdinaria: but Walafrid Strabo is a most unoriginal ■
writer.
' 'r
■ 1but, the poet adds that he is to »endure God’s will0. No i 
commentator has been found to suggest this# but its ultimate j 
inspiration lies in the commentary none the less. what has 
happened# in fact, is that this enfeebling of the warrior- -j 
strain in the character of Ishwael has penetrated from the • |
commentary# by way of the poet# to the Vulgate material. 
Consequently, it is perhaps more accurate to account the j
collapse of the heroic world not to Christianity.in general# 
but more particularly to the influence of the commentary . 
upon the Bible. . .
. .. To return# however# to the poet’s desire 
for orthodoxy# this desire led the poet to make use of the , < 
commentary for another purpose. A strain of scepticism has ! 
already been noted in his attitude to his material# and at •; j 
times# this scepticism combined with his desire for orthodoxy 1 
to lead the poet into a dilemma. Chapter XV, v.l# recounts ,! 
how God appeared to Abraham after the battle of the Five 1
Kings# The phrase used in the Vulgate# per visionem, evid- !
ently offended the poet’s scepticism; instead of it he . hi
3 ’ ' ' ' '. ......... * -4
uses ^owde seifs, a phrase in perfect accordance with the i-*—*.-**“-• . .-.-M
views of the commentators (most probably Augustine) who have i 
thus enabled him to solve the dilemma in which his orthodoxy J 
and scepticism had placed him.. . ; j
In examples quoted so far# the poet has j 
used the commentary as a guide to what to include in the con- ’ 
tent of his poem;. but he seems to have used it also to ■
• ■ . / . • • . ' ' / . - . 424
I
guide him on what to exclude. The evidence is necessarily.
1. 11.2551*2552, p.296. j
2. see the third chapter of these conclusions# p. 409. : 1
5. 1.2165b. . .
4• de_Civitate Dei; v._supra p.266. ;■
■ ' i
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negative, but when he is dealing with Nimrod, in the cate- '
logue of descendants of Cham, he omits Ch.X, v.9, telling
of Nimrod’s prowess as a hunter, and the probability is that
this was omitted because the commentary told the iJoet that
Nimrod’s prey was the souls of men, Marius Victor telling 
1him so in considerable detail. This however, is the only 
instance on which an omission can be at all certainly ex­
plained.
The A.S. poet put the commentary to use
for literary purposes as well as using it to supplement and
regulate his knowledge. in one place, for example, after
he has finished his account of Noah, an addition is required
to signalise the completion of one part in the structure of
his poem. The addition he makes successfully introduces
the figure of his new hero Abraham, by a reference, in 11.
1712-1718, to his worth: and this worth was illustrated in
2the commentators by an anecdote which Hieronymus and others 
piece at the beginning of the accounts they give of him. 
Again, at the end of the work of the First Hay, the poet 
adds a comment in 11.140b-145a, establishing the sun’s orbit, 
derived from Bede and signalising the end of tne section of 
dene a Is,.,, A which deals with that part of Creation.
An equally important aspect of the poem 
was the amount of concrete detail which the poet included.
As the Vulgate was rather bare of such detail, the greatest 
part of this detail had to be sought by the poet from else­
where. Much of it was supplied from his imagination or from
MMB rtttcr,tv.-W—Wt. JWT-XJW “-**-**'«•** ’*<*'•'** tnM*UNV^al .?««..up
1. ta riugj in Genesim; v. supra p.189.
2. ^_,iP_genesira: v. supra p.200.
5. Hexaerne r on: v. supra pp.10-11.
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the life surrounding him: but for some of this detail he / j
again made use of the commentators who supxjlement the Vul- ; 
gate story by adding such detail- The vague phrase faciem 'i
..rt i .'ii -i |
abyss! in Ch.I, v.2, becomes garsecg• in the poet’s hands, \ i 
a visual conception first suggested by juvencus ; and ■{
further detail - the rumne grun3 - shows how Bede’s comment- 
ary on the work of the First Daymay also have provided the j 
poet with concrete detail. later again, when. Lame oh for 
example, in Ch. IV, v.24, confesses to his wives that he has 1 
killed adulescentulum in livorem meum, it is the commentary 
which supj^lies a definite identification of Cain as Lamech’s - 
victim, and in 11.1Q9J-11O3, Cain appears in this role, in 
Genesis A. In the same way, in Cn-Vi, v«2, the vague phrase 
fillae (sc. hominum) of the Vulgate appears in more precise 
and realistic form as (on) Caines cynne♦ His interpretation
is of course warranted as orthodox by the commentators J and 
to secure such orthodoxy may have been part of his use of the 
commentary on this verse; but his expression shows that 
he also used the commentary as a source of concrete detail 
at this point. The same motive lies behind his remark that 
the Raven, sent out from the Ark, settled on a fleotende ■
'J ; ; j
hreaw (1.1448b), an explanation given by the commentary -
i
1. 1.117b. . • ,'j
• . t
2. liber de Genesi; v. supra p.8. . •••’’Zl
3. 1.123. . > /
4. Hexaemeron; v. supra p.9. ■.-..'•q
5. Bede, Hexaeroeron, for example, nominates Cain; v.supra,p.6l.
6. 1.1249. ... /<;;
• •••'/!
■ • 14 . ’ ' • . • -• i
1 ? ■Augustine, or more probably Bede; Just as the provision ; • 
of such details was one pert of the purpose of the comment- J 
ary, so the poet consulted the commentary to find them* • • '; j
Variety of event was also desirable for . j 
• • * ' - *1 
a poem as long ns Genesis jrA; The Vulgate tends to concen- 7j 
trate upon two aspects of life, the military and the spirit- J 
util, and though the latter is expressed through many different)
episodes, the separate episodes frequently require supplement
. . . . ■ ■ j
and addition*” Again much of the detail was filled in by / < •
the poet from^iis own experience and imagination; but it
was natural that for specially striking detail, and for detail
which might be of importance for later Biblical history, he •, <
should turn to the safe and orthodox source of the comment- I
ary. when Noah lies drunk in his tent, Cham enters, and
sees him; and the poet adds that Cham laughs to his own and 
3.his children’s damnation* The addition of the laugh is again j
warranted by the commentators, the earliest being Marius
4Victor, who thus provides a telling detail to give the story 
variety. ‘ '• ‘..'Jl- J
A different type of variety is sought 
from the commentators to fill the preceding lines, 11.1579b- j 
1582a, in the form of a comment on Chain’s conduct, in failing ; 
to show respect to his father, a comment possibly inspired ' <! 
by Avitus. This same inclusion of reflection for variety , j
tan » -»•<* »*—I
1. Quaestiones in Genesim; v. supra, pp*143-4.
2. Quae st i ones in Genes irn. j
3. Oh. IX, v*21, 1.1582b*
4. Oominentarius in Genesim: v. supra p.182* ;;I
5* de BiluyioMundi: but the correspondence is not close;
, v.~supra p7^l82? ''■/]
.i
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is seen at the end of God’s speech commanding Abraham to 
leave Karan* It describes the attitude which people of 
later days will hold towards Abraham1 and again shows how I
the poet turned to some commentator, possibly JSucherius, 
to find variety for his narrative. 1
The world-picture presented by that narr- -i 
ative also required variety: the Christian world-picture v-
had to compete in the minds of the audience with the pagan 
world, with its wealth of cross-reference from one heroic 
story to another, and to show an equal wealth of allusion. J 
Such wealth could well have come from within the Bible it­
self, but for his allusions, the poet again used the comment-^
ary. His reference to Seth as s^dberende in 1.1145a is of —■ . -
this type. During the account of Noah, the poet’s identif- ? 
ication of the Haven with the devil, se feond, in 11.1446b- -J
1448, comes ultimately from the commentary either of Philippusd
4 5 - ;,'-1Presbyter or of Bede, the first referring to the life of an- >: 
other hero altogether, namely Job. A similar desire for 
allusion is prompted by the commentary even though its mat­
erial comes from the Bible, when a reference to the univers- j
ality of human speech, probably from Ch.XX, v.l, is suggested
- ■’1to the poet by the interpretation which Hieronymus gives for ! 
the name Babylon, Nimrod’s capital city, and, in consequence,^
:<•' " ■ <• ; 428 J
1. 11.1759-1762a.
2* Cowmentarius in Genesim: y. supra, p.2O7.
3* cf* supra p.79, and see s. Moore#s article in M.L, Rev. 
Vol.5, pp.199-202, which first identified this legend.
4* Commentarius in Librum Job; y. supra pp.142-5. 
Compjentarius in Genesim.
6* Quaestiones_in^Genesim; y. gugra pp.190-1.
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the poet’s account, of Nimrod, otherwise based on Ch.x, vv.8- ■ i. . • •. » . • ’. • • . •
10, is disturbed by this reference taken from Ch.XI, v.l.
In 11.1146a and 1151b, however, there are references to^nos,' jl- * . - ‘i
son of Seth; these rather give God’s attitude to that hero ; j 
than evoke any story about him; but they stem from the com- i 
mentary, possibly from Juvencus, and they appear to fulfil the j 
same allusive purpose in Genesis A» The information which . y:i 
the poet adds to the account of .Enoch, son of lared, seems tod 
be of the same type. Again probably inspired by Juvencus,. y i 
it gives details of the translation by which Jihoch avoided / > • 
death, and again seems rather to belong to the intellectual? 
and theological background to Christianity than to make any y<
use of the heroic stories which the commentators could have —
A1. y ; ; yi
supplied. But the poet’s general purpose is clear - he 
wishes his poem to have the same wealth of ancillary detail ?'j 
as that given by the pagan world. . y
Such a desire is of course partly the j
desire of a propagandist; but his propagandist intention y/’ 
is more overtly the reason for his use of the commentary in ;yj 
11.2808-2816a, attributing all success to God; no indisput- J 
able source can be found for this, though the idea is as early y 
as Arobrosiusl He turns to the commentary again in 11.2866b- J 
2867a to emphasise the obedience of Abraham as a doctrinal 
point for the education of his audience, thus following the y i 
traditional purpose for which Augustine^ and Gregorius Magnus- :
1. X»iber de Genesi: v. supra pp.79-80.
2. 11.1197—1217a. : '•'■•yj
3* I»*ber de Genesi: v. supra pp<81-3« y=’ . ' ' ’ -4
4. de Abraham: y. supra p.jteQ. .’yi;
5. Sormpnesg v. supra p.367»
6. Liber Moralium* . y?*
both used this Quality. *
■ finally-, it should be remembered that
the whole problem of measuring the patristic influence on
•Genesis is complicated by the possibility of a tradition
of verbal commentary. This is well exemplified by the
epithet blondenfeax which the poet in 1.2343a, applies to
Sarah, although she is already old. It has a tantalising
similarity to the later remarks of Hemigius of Auxerre,^
but the correspondence is not exact, and the idea cannot be
found in any earlier commentary. The partial resemblance
between the poet’s statement that Abraham and Lot judge the
youth and the Jewish legend of Abraham’s duty on the pay of
Judgment reflects the type of variation which might well 
2creep into such a tradition of verbal commentary. How 
much the poet would learn from such a commentary is now 
beyond discovery, as is the use which he would make of it.
1. Commentarius in Genesim: v.supra p.296.
" - IJII IIW i( < U.mtW ■— I- •. 1 MM* | T-"^ r* 1 III. .1 nJ
2. 11.17X7b~l718, p.20l and n.3.
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The extent of the poet’s reading.
AMBROglUg: 3£^!£&llS2* This is the first work to mention . t 
specif i pally "'that all success must toe attributed to God: . 
the poet certainly knew the doctrine, tout perhaps not ?•
from this source.
• *de Noe et Area. The poet follows-Amtorosius’ 1
interpretation of~Ch7lX, v.4, tout the same interpretation ;J 
could toe obtained from Augustinus Quaest i ones in Gene sim, ;J
q*V. ' ’ \.i
' ' J
AtTGUSTINUS: de_Civitate_Bei. This contains a clear state* ••? 
~5ent”~of the doctrine on visions of God. The poet must J
have known the doctrinei for he follows it, though he
naturally does not quote it. "J: -1
Quaestiones in Genesim. This text suggests that • 
the Raven from^the^Ark^may^have alighted on a corpse; tout J 
Bede Quaestiones in Genesim (q.v.) .gives a closer corres- j 
pondence to the wording of the poem. But.this text was „j 
probably the source of the poet’s view of Oh.IX, v.4.
Sermo gupposita I. This is less certainly a -j
source. It i”the first text to mention Abraham’s obed- i
ience in preparing to.sacrifice Isaac* But this quality 
is later mentioned in other texts more probably known to 
the poet. ' * . ’ . ..<;j
A VITOS: de Initio Mundi. This is one of those texts which 
""give a~description of Paradise. The description mentions
all the points the poet mentions tout does not closely res­
emble the poet’s statement of them. Its common author* 1 
ship with the de pilu vio Mundi may be relevant, as this i 
latter text may have inspired, though not immediately, the . j.j 
poet’s comment on Cham’s unfilial conduct. *
BEDE; Cpmmentarius in Genesim. This text may have motivated j 
the poet’s handling of"God’s expulsion of Adam and Eve from ’ 
Paradise. It mentions Cham’s laughing at the drunken J^oah; .! 
it also records that God established the position of the ? ! 
waters on the Third Bay; it does also give a description j 
of paradise tout there are other sources for the first of 
these, and Eustathius is a better source for the second; 
so the poet need not have known this text for the description
o f Pa rad i s e a 1 on e. . 1
* ’ 1 * ? ' 1
Ji£XS2.2££2n* This text uses emicuit and thus suggests ; 
the poetTs 1 f o rfiouiaan for the first Appearance of Light. ,-d 
.It identifies7~though not perfectly clearly, faciem abyssi ;
with aquae; it may have inspired the poet’s comment on • 
Adam and Eve in Paradise; it establishes the sun’s orbit, 
and it identifies L&wech’s victiw as Cain, and must there­
fore have been known to the poet*
Quaestiones in Genesim. In interpreting Oh*VI, v.J 
this text quotes Augustinus, so that neither oan be given 
preference as a source at this point. It states the idea 
that the Haven alighted on a floating corpse in a forra 
which is close enough to that of Genesis A to suggest that 
the poet had read it; the poet way also have obtained 
from this text the idea that the seed of Abraham shall fill; 
the earth. . •••
(CAlyG) MAHIVS VICTOR; Cowmentarius in Genesim* This text 
gives the laugh of.Cham at Noah. The poet must have known
, either this or Isidore Hispalensis Quaestio in Genesim, 
q*v. If anything, the balance is probably in favour of 
this text which gives a more detailed explanation of the 
phrase robustus Venator which the poet omits.
CYPRIANVS CALLUS: de Bono Patientiae. This text emphasises 
" Abrahams’s patience; but it is not alone in this and
there is no close correspondence of wording, and the poet 
could have followed Hilarius Tractstus in Psalmum 136 or 
Tertullian fiber de patientiaT QQ*v. ~"""'n TI""T'’ ■ . .
DRZkCONTXUH; Carmen do feo. This text praises God’s mercy in 
leaving Adam and Eve the delights of the earth, after the /'■ 
i’ell. Its list of delights is close enough to suggest 
that the poet knew the text ^either in its original form, or 
in Eugenius Toletanensis fracontii Hexaemeron Emendatum.
LUOUBRIUU; Cowmentarius in Genesim. This text gives Abrah­
am’s seed as filling the earth; it also mentions together 
the ambiguity and true interpretation of the relations bet­
ween Abraham and Melchisedec, and the pre-natal christening 
of Isaac. hut the poet probably had the first from Bede, 
Quaesti ones in Genesim, q.v.. and the others could have come 
from other sources. ,
EUSTATHIUS: In Hexaemeron S.hasilii Metaphrasis. This text 
gives God’s establishing of the waters on the Third fay in 
a form which shows that the poet knew it.
GHIGQKIUU MAG1W8: Libor Moralium. This is one of the texts 
which emphasise Abraham’s obedience; it is probable that 
the poet knew this or some other work by Gregorius.
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(attrib* ) Liber 8acramentorum. This is one of the ■'% 
most probable sources of the opening lines Us is riht micel 
etc* The poet must have known this or som~closely rel­
ated sacramentsry.
HlkROU WU£j: Quaestiones in Genesim. (Liber lie brae carum Quaes- •, 
tionum in■ Genes im) This gives the poet’s interpretation of 
Ch*Vl, v. 3; it may have suggested the poet’s account of the 
universality of human speech at the time of the building* of ? 
the Tower of babel; it also tells the legend of Abraham’s : 
being* cast into the furnace in Chaldea and it tells of the 
pre-natal christening of Isaac* .’it seems probable that the: 
poet took these points from this text, in which they all -p 
occur, rather than from a selection of other texts in which 
only certain of them are given*. ,/ >./
jjlWdUUS; Tractatus in Psalroum 136. This is one of the texts 
'■which. stresses Abraham’s patience; the poet must have known ?
this* or a work of Cyprianus- Callus or Tertullian, Liber 
de Patientia» qq.v* •> ' -•
W^CRUH: de Uni verso. Tyis text gives, an account of 
Paradise; but there are earlier sources from which the 
poet could have obtained his information*
181L0RL UlSPAJUj^SlS; Quaestio in Genesim. This text gives 
Cham’s laugh, but the poet need not have known it. •
(attrib.) Liber de Genesi. This text provides a 
partial identifiertion of faciem abyssi with aquas; it also 
explains why Knos, son of Leth, was dear to Cod, and later 
comments on the fate of Lnoch, son of lared, in language • . 
which suggests that the .poet had read -this text.
yiSLALL GQTH10UM, This so-called ’’Gothic” missal^* is a poss­
ible source for the oj^ening lines; but a Galilean missal 
is unlikely to have circulated in the north of JtShgland, and 
it Is more probable that the poet took his inspiration from 
Gregorius Magnus, q.v.
PHILIPPU3 PRESBYTER« (attrib.) Common tarius in Librum job *
This text identifies the Raven with the ""devil, and emphas­
ises its blackness ’(salwigfeftera)* The text seems to 
have been popular in England, and the poet used at least 
the section dealing with the Raven.
RUPLRTUS ABbAb; de Trinitate et Qperibus.bius. This text 
Ts^the first to equate facie m abyssi with agues; it is
l7™n fact it~i“Gallicah; v.P.G&brol, The Books of .the Latin 
Liturgy, London, 1932, p.89.
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too late to have been used by the poet; but he must 
have met an earlier tradition of comment, ^possibly from 
Bede Hexaemeron of Juvencus (attrib.) Liber de Genesi, 
(qg.v.{’though^more probably oral,) which later found its 
way into this’ work. ;
THlRTOhhlAN: Liber de Patientia. This text, together with 
”0yp?ianus Gallus de Bono Tatientiae and Hilarius Comment-
arius in Psalmum 1387 provides the emphasis which the 
poet’lays on Abraham’s patience♦ The poet most probably 
knew one of these three.
lALAggig^gTRABO;,Glossa_Ordinaria. This text gathers touch 
”5Fits mater iaFFoFear lie rework, especially from, trad- :
itions which the poet knew (e.g. Augustinus Quaestiones in 
Genesim, Bede Quaestiones in Genesim, qq*v.). It is pro- 
bable^therefore that it was from some similar earlier 
tradition that the poet took the idea that the promise of 
progeny for Isaac is a special gift from God, an idea 
first recorded in the Glossa OrdInax1 ia.
SUMMARY.
■** i«W 0 .■
texts in whole 
Augustinus 
Bede
C.M.Victor
The poet probably knew the following 
or in part*
i.h Genesim.
Commentariusin ...Genes irn. 
nexaemeronT ” *
Ouaestiones in Genesim.'**•* »*»*»wM >n»i n»'iii «■<»* a-.t.t.—
in Genesim. 
or
Isidore Hispalensis ^uagstio,_in Genesim.
Bracontius Carmen de .Deo, 
or
Bugen iu s Toletanensis Bracont i i Bexaeweron Bmendatum,
Bustathius in Hexaemeypn g,BasiliiJ4etaghrasls.
Gregorius Magnus Biber^Moralium or other 
Bj-.b ergac ramen t o rum.
Hieronymus Quaestiones intjgenesim.
4J?5
Hilarius Tractatus iri psalmum 138, 
or ’
Cyprianus Callus ' de Bono patientiae.I1**1! !MWWtw»»U^ V ,!'■■* !«■* «W»W »■ r.Iri, ' -
or ■
Tertullian Li be r de Pati entie. 1 .
luvencus (attrib.) Liber de Genesi.
T r ---- --—- T -i j ■ - ••• -, ;r")M|fiB '
I^hilippus presbyter (attrib.) gowinentarius in Librum
It is also to be noted that he uses a 
doctrine recorded in Augustinus de Uivitate pel. and seems 
to have known traditions which appear later in~Rupertus 
Abbas de^rinitate„et_o£erlbue_sjus and in Walafrid Strabo 
Glossa Ordinaria. "<MN> -•*»-*< iWw». Mtar v W» iiiwWniH m*
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iiPPiamx x*
Lists of Commentators consulted*
W Q t e s.
1* i‘o evoid rex^°titiont the titles of works which appear in 
earlier lists have not been repeated in later lists; thus
(a) all works in List,,,ill have been consulted regularly
throughout the whole study of denes is, A; these workd 
thus form a part of all subsequent lists* ?
(b) hist Jill in the same way forms part of Lists _IX - XIII
(c) List Jti'y" forms part of all subsequent lists*
2* Commentators of a date later then that of Genesis A have 
been consulted for reasons given in the Preface.
5* Except where otherwise stated, all references are to . 
J *P * Migne, Patrologia e La tinae Oursus Oorapie tus, (Paris, 
1848-)* Citation is by volume and column. ~
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List I. Coramentator,^ consulted in connection with 11.
1-12a*, ■
Julius I Papa ‘
* » f’
Liturgia a Jacobitis re- 
cepta • , 8 4 719
Leo ‘Magnus. Liber 8aerawentorum ' 55 21 <
Gerwanus Parisiensis iiixpositio Brevis AntiQU-
ae Liturgies u&llican&e 72 85-
Anonymus Missale Gothiouw • 72 ' 225
Missale bobbiensis 72 447
Gregorius Magnus Liber Gacr&wentoruw 76 25
Anonyrous , Liturgia . 76 259
protadius ' Liturgia V5 < ’’ 60 411
Missale Mixtum, dictuxa
Mozarabes. 85 109
Alouinus Liber Sacrawentorura 101 445
Amalarius L’clogae de Officio Missae 105 . 1515
Grimaldus Liber Sacrawentorurn ’ ’ 121 795
Anonyraus Missae Gallicanae 158 863
Gelasius
S&cramentarium Vetus
Liber Sacramentariuw* ed*t
151 ' 829
LA* Wilson, •;
Oxford.
List II. List of Hymn writers consulted in connection ’ with
11.1-I2a.
Arabrosius Hymni 16 473
Arabrosius (attrib) 17 1200
Sedullus 8cotus Hywttus 19 763 -
Maraertius Claudianus
(attrib) Hyqnus de Passione boraini 53 785 •'
8ecundinus Hyninus Alphabeticus 53 837-'. •'
Aurelius prudentius Peris tephan on 60 275
Paulinus Kolanensis Poeraata 61 439
brepanius Klorus Psalmi et .Hyrani 61 1084 ;
Sip is Hyrani 63 537 <
Ennodius Saraaina 63 326
Kugenius Toletanensis Miscellanea 87 358 •
Venan t ius Ko rtunatus Miscellanea 88 '63 <
List XXI« List of c.ommen ta tors con suited in connection wi tij
Genesis in general* /
wi.I- «M*rI».'•!.«iM^ii <Uh.. <uw *nu i I wX wf'-?»>*<i< .1 *»«■» .
.. - , ’ 439 ’ <
2*eno • ■ treetatus de Genesi 11 365
Awbrosius . . de <*ain et Abel 14 315
Juyehcus (attrib) Liber.de Genesi 19 345
Hieronymus ■ Quaestiones ^in_rGenesim ’ 23 983
Augustinus. . de Genesi ad Litteram 34 245
Locutiones in _Genesim , 34 1; 465
Bucherius • .
Quaestiones in Genesim
Liber instruetionum
34
. 50
. - 547 
773
Hilaries • ' • . Metrum in Genesim?'' 50 1267
Anonymus de Genealogia Patriaroharum 59 523
Lracontius • barmen de Geo 60 . 679
Marius Victor ' 3ommOntariUs„in Genesim 61 937
Paterius’ de Bxpositio Veteris Testa-
menti 1 ' ' '" ' ■ 79 665
Isidore Hispalensis Ktywologiaruw Libri VI et Vli
Quaestiones in Vetus Testa-
82 , 229
menturn . 63 =• 207
Be da • Cowmentarius in Genesim 91 189
* , t Quaestiones in Genes ini .... 93 .223
Alcuinus . interrogattones et Responsio- 
nes in. Genesim . . , 1 100 315
Hra bonus Maurus Cowmentarius in Genesim 107 439
• . • Cowmentarius in Paralipomenon 109 261
Cowmentsrius in Scclesiasticum
109 : 1081
Walafridus Strabo Glossa Ordinaria 113 67
107Angelomus Cowmentarius in Genesim 115Remigius Bxpdsitio super Genesim 131 52
Petrus Lawianus .
Guibertus .
Bxpositlo Mystics Lib/ Genesi 
Moralia in Genesim'
145
156
841
31
Bruno Astens Bxpositio in Genesim 164 147Rupertus Abbas bowmentarius in Genesim 16? 199Hildebertus Apijlicationes Moralise in
Hugo de St.Victor
Vetus les to men turn •” 171 1263
Adn otationes Blue idato r iae
in Genesim 175 29
Aliegoriae in Vatus I’est&wen—
J?e t rus Cowes tor
turn 175 635
4ist oria Gcholas ti ca 196 1045
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I4st IV, Comment# ton3 consulted in connection Tilth th© . *
Creation,
mw <w» >i **» . like ii ». '
Victorinus X5etnvensis de Fabrica yundi 5 501
Ambroslus Hexaemeron ' 14 • 131
de jleradiso 14 269
Hieronymus (attrib) ■ Abbreret i o Chroni cae 29 915
Eustathius in .noxaemeron B»itnsilli
• x&tina™ oe tnphr&s is 53 667
A Vitus de ' .Ini't iq 'Mnnd I' ’’ 59 323
Isidore Hisjpslensis do nature Heru©-' 83 963
Eugenius I‘c>letenonsis pracqritil" Hexee'weron E©an**
datum ’ 67 >69
tfode
Konqstichs de Oporibus
Heptiii bi el *
Bexnemeron, '#oqk..1 •
87
91
366
9
Hr&henus Maturns
is Prunien-
de Universe, ’hook XI 111 309
VJr.ndalbortt
sis do Creations Mundi 121 635
Honorius Aygustodun* 
iensis Hexo.eme.ron 172 253
Hugo Hothcwigensis trastatus 'in: jjexaemeron 192 1247
Josephus /ntiuuititen jug; eoruo
Lists ¥, and Vi, . .
List V• Ooiaaentators, consulted..in..connection .with 1«1138a
(Seth rang ges^lig)t« • . .•
Angus t inns de Civitate Lei ,..,xv~ 41 460
■ • 441 '
List Vi. Conunentators consulted in connection with 111151b
IffinQs* son of Seth, who lived on fizibo drihtnas'p*<“--t* im>nnniiw nwt'iW, ■! i|» nW w*» .a*t««».,<*»»*.»«»■»»< <vj» i innp<,ti»>><pimi »..||j nMu ■ ■ ■ > 1 , i«n— L-
Arabrosius do paradiso 14 282
Augustinus
Ilrabanus Me
de Civitate Lei, xv» 18
1U-
41 461
rus de Universo I'll 33
List VII* Cpwroentutors consulted in connection..with 11« :
1.197-1217 (the fate of Bnoch t son of Geared)
HilarXus
Ambrosius
Hieronymus
Cowmentarlus in Matthaeuw
xv
Bxpositio JSvangeriii Luci
ii. 3™ ~ ~~
contrs dovinianum, • i 
contra lohannew Hlerosolyw** 
itam
contra Pelagianos iii 
Commentarius in Arnos ii 9
Augustinus
Gregorius Magnus 
Hrabanus Maurus
Haymo
Petrus Lowbardus
Alanus de Xnsulis
ad Galatianos i 2
de Civitate Dei xv 19
contra iulianum vi 30
noroiliee in Bzechielew i,i J?
Cowmentarius in Lib 4 Hegum
iv 2
Bnarrationes in Bpig$tolas
S.Pauli xxix ,11
de Yarietate Libruw iii
Collectanea ln j&istiolas ad
Hebraeos xi 5
contra Haereticos.i 37
9 1039 7
15 1610 .
23 .246
23 ' 398
23 606
25 1140 :
26
41
380'
462 .
45 1581
76 969
109 223 •
112 791 ■
118 891 -
192 490
210 341
List VXXX* Commentators consulted in connection ^ith the ,•.• S 
fflood in general* ; .
- ' ■' ' ; ' • ' - , ’ '■ '' ■ ■' 443
Ambrosias - de Noe et Area
d e BI la e t Je jun ia i i 1 
de Officiis Ministrorum i 25
14
14
16
361
701
59
JSplstolae i 58 16 1181
Hieronymus Epistole 73 - 22 677
Augustinus ter ratio in Psalmum 105 • 37 1358 -
Bn&rr&tio in Psalmum 152 37 1731 n
Sermo de Urbis Sxcidio 40 717
de Civitate Lei xv 27sq
contra Aausturn.Manichaeum
41 473
xii 13-14 42 261
Petrus Chrysologus Bermo xii • 5g • 225
Bermo xiv . 52 .232
Berino Ixix 52 396
Berwo cxlvii 52 594 \
Bermo clx 52 621
Bermo clxiii < . 52 628
Maximius 1‘urinensis Berino xx 57 576-
Berino xxxiv 57 602
Avitus de Liluvio Mundi 59 345
Gregorius Magnus Homiliae in.Ezechielew ii 3 76 969 -
Hrabenus Maurus , Sommentarius in Secieslast-
icurn x 5
Bnarr&tiones in Bpistolas
109 1085
S.Pauli xxix 11 112 791
Rupertus Abbas de Ulorificatione Xrinitat- .. ■’
is iv 33sq
de victoria Verb! Lei ii
169 87
2539 169 1266
Hugo de St»Victor Adnotstiones iii 118 177 694
Berino ,lxii 177 1089
Herveins Cowmentarius in Bpietol&s
§«nPauli 181 1546 ■
Martinus Legionensis Berino viii in Bexagesixna 208 618
Alanus de Xnsulis Bententi&e aliae 210 260
contra n&ereticos i 37 210 341
Lists IX
List .XX♦ Commentators consulted in connection v/ith 1.1519 
(hie ne rohton fo^s)« . ’ • '
philaestrius de H&eresibus 12 1264
Augustinus 8ermo.561 59 1611
8errao supposita 106 59 1952
Sermo supposita 145 39 2028
Serrad supposita 165 59 2068
List X. gommentator consulted in connection with 1*1447
Cac se feond gespearn fleotende hre&w)<
Petrus femianus 8ermo. x 144 554
List XX♦ Cdmmeyjtator consulted in connection with 11 * 
1497-1509 (NoahLs Offering)•
Tertullian ad IMrcionem il 22 2 510
List XXX. Commentator consulted in connection with 11, ’
1512-1514 (God f s blessing to Noah, tywap ond tiedrab*««.)
Hieronymus edversus dovinianum i 25 246
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List XIIX. Commentstors consulted in connection with 11*1577 
1564a# (The censuring of Cham).
Tertullien
Lectahtius
Phi'laes'tri'us
Augustinus
Liber de preescriptionibus 
xlvii
de Origine Lrroris ii 15 
Liber de Haeresibus 151 
Srtarre.tior*'in’*Psal5u5" 104 
de Oivitate Lei xv-xvi
Isidore Hispalensis Allegorise -Quae dam L'acrae 
gcripturae
Hrsbonus Meurus de Oniyerso ii
Rupertus Abbas de^Trinitate et Operibus
Eius y 57
2 '62
6 527
12 1245
57 1596
41 477
65
111
105
54
167 560
List XIV. Commentatorsconsulted in connection with
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Abraham generally»
Terlullian de haptismo xiii 1 1215
adversus Marcionem i 10 2 282
adversus Marcionem iv 12 2 417
adversus Judaeoe ii 2 638
de Came Christi iv-vi 2 809
de Resurrectione Christi xviii 2 866
Cyprianus de Mortalitate xii 4 611
Hilerius Traotatus in Psilmos cxxiii 11 9 673
Tract&tus in psaimos cxxxiv 5 9 755
Tracts, tus in Psalmoe cxxxviii 28 9 812
geno Tractates i 1 11 255
Trectatus i 12 11 248
philaestrius de Haeresibus cxlvii 12 1281
Ambrosius de .Abraham 14 419
Snarratio in psalmum cxviii 2 15 998
de offioiis Ministrorum i 41 16 91
Commentarius in Upistolnm ad
Roman os’"’iii”’ 17 84.
Hieronymus Commentarius in Isaiam prophetam ii 24 60
Spistola 28 ad yarceliam 24 463
Commentarius in J&echielem ii 7 25 65
Commentarius in Kzechieie'ra xi 24 25 224
Commentarius in Amos ii 5 25 1048
Commentarius in Zachari&m ii 8 25 1465
1494Commentarius in Zacheriam ii 10-11 25
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Lucam xxxv . .
Commentarius in TJpistolam ad
26 219
Oalatas ii. iii 13’ 26 391
Qrosius Historiarum vii 4 21 1064
Augustinus Liber Confess ion urn ix 2 22 765
Lplstolae iii 164
Lpistolae iii 187
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711
824
Kpistolae iii 196
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23 695
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xliv 9
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Victor
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Hebraeos
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Cowmentarius in Matthaeuw i
de Giorlficatione Xrinitate et
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de Givlnls Qfficiis iii 19 "
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Hebraeos xi
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Volbero Ooniiaenterius in Oantlouni Gant-
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Hicardus de S.
Victor de JSmwanuele ii 8 196 645
de*Sacrificio Abr&]nae et Mariae 196 1043
Aderous Scotus de Ord in e et Hnbitu Canonum 198 480
philippus de
Marveng Kesponsio de Oatona tie 8aIowonis 202 655
Petrus Cantor Verbuw Abbrevie turn xiii'™ 205 79
Verbum Abbreviatuw ixxxvi 205 255
Alanus de Ins-
ulis Sormo 4 210 206
^eP.^.gn^Aae uliae 210 261
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list XV* Commentators consulted in connection with i«10Q2a
(Abraham’s journey)«
Fulgentius ad Jjonimum ii 5 65 180
Adamus loptUs Lermo 56 198 528
List XVX< Commonta t o r s consulted in conn e ct ion with 11* /
2102-2125 (Melchisedec)*
Cyprianus ^pistoia 65 4 587 -
Petrus Bamianus contra Phyla.griam 145 552
List XVix„ Cfommentatora consuited in connection wit h 11.
2216sq» (The Agar episode)*
Hilarius de Irinitate iy 25-24 IQ
Augustinus contra AdvergariuS Legis et
prophetarura 8-9 ~ 42
philippus de Harveng d~Obedientia Clericorum 51 205
115
656
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List XY1I1. 
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Circumcision).
Ambrosius Common tarius in.jjjpigtolam .
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List X1X« Commentators consulted in connection with 11.
£fhe visit of God to Abraham in the Valley of Marnbre)
Hilarius de Trinit&te iv 27 10 117
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2424b sq, (the visit of the Angels to Lot).
Gregorius I,fegnus Homiliae in Kvangeliis i 19 76
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1152
595ipistolae ii 52
X>aterius j&epositio Veteris et Novi lest-
aroenti: Genesis xiv 79 701
List XXI« Commentators who judge that Abraham lived before
the establishment of the forbidden Degrees IU*2S96sq)«
Hieronymus Liber Hebraecnrum Quaestionum
in Genesim xx 12 25 1017
Augustinus contra Faustum Manichaeum 42 422
do Nuptiis et Ooncupiscentin
ii 10 44 592
beds Quaestiones in Genesim 95 315
Hrebenus Maurus Commentarius in Genesim iii 24 107 560
Rupettus Abbas de frinitate et oporibus Bius 167 620
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Lists XXI* and XX1I1.
List XXII* Commentators consulted in connection with 11« 
2646sq (IheSacrifice of .Isaac),.
Tertullian
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de Oratione vi
X’ractatus i 6
1
11
1267
>15
Augustinus Quaestiones in Leviticum lvi 34 702
Leraio 14 1 ' ' .38 113
Sermo 19 3a 132
Johannes C&ssi&nus Gollationes JLi _Z 49 534
Gregorius Magnus in Septea ¥ssal.aos poenitent-
•Tales iii™ x . 79 572
Erabonus Maurus . Hoiaillae in Jr^.ngeliis ,_53 110 248
philippus de Ear- . • i
veng de Obedientia Clericorum
29-35 203 901
List XXlil. Commentators consulted in connection with 11.
236Osq (Abraha ib’s obedience) - - ■
Tertullian de patientia vi 1 1370
Eilarius Tracts, tus in Psalmos cxxxviii 9 794
Zeno Tractstus ii 10 11 418
Augustinus 3errao supposita 7 39 1752
Isidore Hispal
ensis de ortu et obitu patrum 83 133
Ricardus de 3. /•-
Victor de 3acrificio David Prophetae 196 1037
Ad&rous Scotus Sermo in die Stephani 9 196 239
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• . APPENBiX...XI. . • . ■
* To establish which.of the sixteen principal texts
• ■' - • 1 • ■and text families of the Vulgate, was used by the A.8. poet, 
an examination was made of each form given in each text for 
each occurrence of each Biblical name which appears in the
A.S« poem. • ; -
Some A.S. names however, gave no opportunity for
decision between one text or another, as the equivalent /
Biblical name had the one form in all the Biblical texts, ;; 
or for some other reason. These names are first given below, 
followed by the form thought by the editors of B3 to have ■ •
been that of the archetype of the Vulgate. -
A * 8. Adam Vgt. Adam
Abimele(c)h Abimelech ' • <:
Assxrie (place)Assyrios (person) ’ .
Bersab^aergonj Bersabee (place)
Bethlem Bethel :A.$. form is possibly influenced
by Bethlehem. . • ' ?
Gain Gain . ~ ' ' , . . ’ ' . ;:
Gainan No distinction is possible* the A.8. MS*
twice reads Gain (11.1155b, ll60ej 
Gananea Usually the indeclinable s.g.Ghanaan but
tile A.8. *e*. suggests derivation from.'Vgt 
Chananeus: most Vgt. texts vary between 
~C- and Oh- • . • ; ■ . '•>;
Ghanaan . .
(s. of Chus) 
Chus
AJgipte 1 
SgypflscJ 
iSnoc
No distinction is possibles the A .8. MS./ 
reads Cham (1.1617a
Chus, though U reads Gus once, (X.8) 
Aegyptum (place) and Aegyptii (person)
indiscriminately.
Aboch '
1. For a complete account of these, see Bg. pp.xii-xliv. ' ; .
2. Very occasional and insignificant variants (e.g. n single
instance of the spelling Aggar for Agar) have been dis­
regarded. . //
3. On the significance of this reading v. infra p. 458. - ;
Enos
■ • ■ -■ 4 54<;;f
(e. of Cain) Enoch : but;the A.S« form is probably •
Boos
from the following name. , , ;
(s. of Seth) EnOS ' •'
Esc(h)ol &Ohol . ■ ■ ■ r -r
Kbeleac
(MS* Hebeleab) 
label
By Ha th ;
label; but the A*S. poet probably con*
Iordane
fused this name with lubal: see above s' , . «"»“* .‘J. W ■ '-.
p.59. ' . ' ' '
Iordan <
Isa(a)o Isaac ■
Lerseh
(deec.of Cain) A»8. form probably derived from the /
Lameoh , L&mehec
following name* .?
(desc.cf seth) L&me.ch . •
Malalehel * • • •
(desCiOf Cain) Maviahel. A.B, fora probably derived
from Malalehel Idesc* of Seth) q.v.infra
Menre,Meares iiambre ■ . - ' '
Mathusal
(desc.of Cain) Mathusahel: but the A.S. fora is pro-
Mathusel
bably from the following name.
(desc.of seth) Mathusalam : '• ;
Hilus Not recorded in the Vgt. Genesis. ...
Barra Sara! to XVII*15, thereafter Serra-
Sella- Bella . ... '
Sea gem . . .. ■■ '•■</
Sennera derived from A.S. Benner q.v.infra. . ; > ;
Sioem No distinction is possibles the A.S.=MS<
reads Siam (1.1783a) .
Tigris Tigris- . • • . - •'
pares There ' >7?
Krom each of the remaining names, something can be 
deduced about which text the A.S. poet used.,/ /or each :• * ‘d 
name, the A.S. fora is given first> this is followed by the
archetypal Vulgate fora. ifaere some other text offers a 
different form more like that of the A*B. poem, the text '< 
sign is given; v/here the different fora is less like that 
of the poem, the text sign is placed in brackets. The diff*
i wjwiiw -Ml I ini mm, ■> hi   li .<Mi>nmnii*w»ii»Mi»iiiiwr Li<»«phiwib,«»iii-*y»t»«-iii» w »nww»« ■' ■» ?. •■ — -'V.iti . 4 iir.rnnnr.?:.-^ ■- ) r‘. r
1. The text signs used ere thoee given in BS. pp.xxli-xliv.
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erent form is then show in the final column.
g-aocaxoebt m <> e p n • ’ • * * * * 1 « • » • » ’ « « < •
Aaron,~
Aron Aran
Abel Abel
(c«)
(c)
Abraham (i)Abram (up to XVII.5)
CO few)
(ii)Abrahaxa (after XVIX.5)
(x)
(n)(H
Haran
Hubei
Habram
Habraam
Abraam
Ada
Agar Agar 
A.mbre f el/Amraf el 
Ammon 7Ammon 
A mm on i t~/A mm on A t *
are I arum
Aner Anar
Armenia Armenia 
Ba by 1 o n
es r
Bab i 1 onejBa by Ion 
GeIdea Chaldeo*
CO
fc)
(A)
(A) (c) Cx)(n>
Cc)
B only text with Abraham ..
throughout
Had©
Hagar
P <a«t« only Ambra phel 
(zM) 6l) (nShfl)Amon
fr) ($(& W Amman itaru®
Cm) Amanitaru®
Smoniturua raenitaru®
&r)Amonitaru»
z / x Haner 
(4>) (P)W, Armoenia
(M)
rum G c A- X SB
Garran Ila ran (g) Os) (x)(n)(s°")
Cham Ham o C X1 X n £T°B T
Bomasoo Ba masci
fAL)
Eber Eber 6) (c)(A) fe<B)
Kbrei }[Hebreo C 21
EbriscaJ but the A.S. form may
Elamit- Elamit-
arna a rum &)
(<£&
Babylion
Caldeorurn 
A£an
Cham
Bamaschi, 
Bamsci 
(h)Heber
P Y* Kbreo
iae
Eufrat enfeufratee 
Eve 'Hava
AH
(<0
rP£MB T
Cb)Ct)(mX^)
Helamitarua
ff^Ethiopiae 
(y?) Euphrates
c a X rf> £ b r w <b e*np ^'ftTEua
1. The forms with -ea- (11.1710a. 1712a) may be influenced by 
the name of the more famous Aaron. Cf.p«46o infra.
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g*a #a„c« /vXJV- ,&j , m 4>©p.f.n » • * • * ••j■•J
Far&one Pharao X x M Farao
• ;J 
:;{
Ferataa Pheres­
• '■ ’
ells a o c x n x M P M^Ji-Ferezeus • 7 «. »• :
Filistea philist*
inorum x rM Filistinoru®
(4) (o)Fa lee a t- M r > - »i■■
Kison phison c AH X £ B Fie on ■- A,. “ J
Geowor Gomer CA*) Gom&er j
M Gofflor • ' ’ -i
Ge on Ge on dr) (t) (<b) <*y °n, Gi on ■
: J
■ ; i
■ ■-1
Gomorran Gomerram gome Biblical texts use Gofflorrei (person) - ”. i
Gomorre sporadically; but there is no agreement ; ’> 1 
. :
between the occurrence of this form and of ... 5
the A«S. person-name Goxaorre; .:J
(4>) (P*) Gomurram • Hi
lafeth Jpfeth .i
X&feb fe) di) WdHlaphet .' 'i
&*) lafet
4 -i
,£:
■ :la red ' ■ • . - ;?' : :j
(desc.of Gain} A.B* form probably derived from following. \ ?'4 4
Iered
Geared (deFse,of Seth) •H 1i
'* ;
Jared ft) fc) ($(ri)fe) (P) lr.reth ' ’ r-t
Jsmahel Jsmahel (c) (x) teeM) Smahel •’ 5
Loth Loth feM) Lot ^4' ‘ s’ v ■ 5
Malale- Malala­
hel bel Malelehel • M
feT) Uaallehel ./iz -i
Melchis- Me1chi6-
edec edeoh o d?Melchiaedeo
;H
Melc(h)ise~
(c)6v) dhec *
Melc(h)iset-J
. (X) ®> (h)ec(h) H I
Moab Moab fc) , ’ Mohab , /J
Mo&bit- Moabitee
are fc) Mohabitae .
:H
Nebrobes Nemrod G foebroth J •-
CNebrod
O Ontt. ovtA-J. . Nebrod
J
X £T*,V? Nebrot(h) •s
fc) (ri) (z°) Nemroth .
Cn)Memroth
1 '* ♦
Noe Noe (c) drXrXe) Noae ' t iSennar Sennaar fe^> Sennah&r / •<• *
: 4
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Seth Seth CO Sedh -
Sigor
fegor
Segor
Sogor
Sodome Sodomam CC) . - psodomam
Sodome feodomitae
(Sodomorum Cc) Psodomitae ;
Sodomisc ) derived from two previous names
godomware)
TubalOainTubalcain ft) fa) Thubalcain
• ’ ’ From this it will be seen that G, A and P are the
only texts which do not often provide forms which differ 
widely from the A.S. form*
Of these three texts, P gives better forms than do\ 
the other two in Ambrafel Qalfleorum Cham &ua Fere zeds. But
Ambrafe 1 occurs once only and in a dubious and corrected form; 
2£l£S££H2 i'fc shares with G; Cham will be discussed later; > 
jjjua is a form too common in patristic writings to be attrib­
uted to any one source; Ferezeus is shared with A, end would 
be stronger evidence if P did not also give Pharao philistin-: 
orum and Phison* On the other hand, P gives poor forms in
Armoenia Gyon Gomurram and lareth, the last shared with A* " 
(The A.S. poet is normally careful to separate d and th; v. : 
infra p. ) ♦ ' . . . ' 'P
A gives better forms in Karan and Ferezeus; but it 
is not consistent in using Haran; and it gives poorer forms 
in Ammanitarum Chqideqrum Gomaer lareth and Thnbalcgln.
G gives better forms in Caldeorum and Nebrqth Nebrqd 
these last being individual and specially impressive. It A. 
gives poorer forms in Pharao etc and in Dameschi, but the ph- 
group are less important, while the poet normally renders hat. 
medial -ch- as -c-. (v. infra p. )
On this evidence, the poet used G as his text, and 
this conclusion is strengthened by his treatment of the name 
forms of Oh;XX, v.26, in 11.1594b-1596a; alone of the Bib-
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1
lical texts G reads Cham where all the others read Qhanaan 
in a generic sense. G must thus, have been the poet’s text; 
it is a sixth century MS, and although its later connections 
are with Spain, these do not start till the eighth or ninth 
century. ,
But in addition to G, the A.S. poet must have had 
other sources, since two of the name forms in the poem do 
not appear to come directly from the Vulgate at all. These
are 2
A.S. Orishomor Vulgate. Chodorlahomor: no Biblical text
”lacks^the’first syllable
A.S. Solomia. Vulgate. Salem.
None of the commentaries so for examined shows forms akin to 
these: nor do those commentators who deal specifically
with the Biblical names, viz. Hieronymus de Nominibus Heb- 
rsicis (MPL. Vol.25> col.771), Alcuin interpretatio Nominum 
Hebraicorum (MPL* Vol.loo, col.725), and the anonymous de Gen
£§Ji2Sii2.J££i£i2I2li2£2S (®L« Vol.59, col.525). Hence the 
A.S. poet must have used G, the Codex Parisinus together with 
some commentary not identified or perhaps not surviving.
A note must be added on the names in 11.1547b-
1548a, though no origin has been found for these. Bede 
knows Olla and Oliba but to him they are the daughters of
Lot: nsbitevit ergo AS S£2i2H£2 &22® flliae iilius,
guas 2222£i2i£ 2i£®2£; Olla 2^ Olibam dues sor-
qres esses 221^.22 fiii-22 £2S2£ASS Olibam 22i®2 22i4a2 jud- 
aeam. Concerning pex’coba, Gollancz’ contention^ that the 
name of Noah’s wife phuarfara, recorded in 0. Krench is to 
be connected with the name Phiargharn attributed to her in
1. BS. p.175, apparatus critic!.
2. ComroentnriuB In Oenesim. MPL. Vol.91, col.240. 
'$• Gollancz pp.lxv sq.
45?:-
a late A.S. note to MS* Claudius B. iv of Aelfric’s Hep­
tateuch , is strengthened by the identity of the other name's 
in this note, viz, semes wif parsia and Cahraes wif cataphua 
iaphetbes wif fura with the names of the patriarch’s wives
given by Petrus Comestor: Uxor Noe Phuarphara Uxor Sera.. , —— ■ — .
Pharfia uxor Chara Cathaflua uxor Japheth ffliva, ;;
1. Historia. Seholastica, Additio 7. MPL. Vol.198 col«il084 
But the anonymous de Genealogiis Patriarcharug gives a 
different tradition ... Sera .. pui sortitus est uxorera 
nomine Norea... . Cham ... uxorera nomine Ause 7... Japhet
• 77 Bifkh, MPL.Vol.59, col.525-527. ~
.. .appwpix xxx . •
Name forming ih Genesis A« ;
• • ; ./ ' ' ' ' ’ ' : . ..460 - -
The A*S. poet wakes little attempt to anglicise the 
Biblical names: the normal sound changes do not apply to
Armenia Aran (Vulgate Aran /Karan) Bersabea Qaldea (G* Paid- 
eorufflb and no attempt is made to assimilate the unfamiliar 
diphthong in Cain* Evidence for a tendency to transliter­
ation is given by the spellings Bethlem Ethiopia lafeth 
(beside Iefeb) loth Mathusal Seth showing transliteration of 
the Biblical th* and by labal lafeth Iared (beside Geared) 
showing transliteration of the Biblical i. The ge» in Gear­
ed is itself probably a variant'for DL Apart from the
ge in Geowor (Vulgate Goaer) and the ea in Ebeleac (MS* Heb­
e leac» Vulgate gvllath) all other name forms can be adeQuatelj 
explained as transliterations* '•/•-■Vk
But within these terms, the A*S* poet makes certain 
.changes| viz:** . . •
> A*£U > Vgt. Isaac
(but ac*Isaac) Lennar, sennera?'.
A.S* d„lease
L&t*ae~ > A*S» e* Vgt* Aegyptum*. Aegyptii Aethiopiae
A*S. ffgipte Egyptisc Ethiopia* ............ .......... ~
I&t.ch (medial and final) > A*S* c,h,ch«(medial and final) 
Vgt< Abimelech, Dameschi (G) Enoch AsChoi Lameoh Melohisedeoh 
A*S* Abimeleh Abiaeleoh Dawasco Enoc Bhooh ifechol Ascoles 
Lamech Lemehes Melchisedec* . • ***-~~ . ....
Lat***e** A«s« **i* 
Sigor d«8&gof«
(once only) Vgt. seg;or A»S. n
Lat<h*-' > A*S* c~, ch-, or is lost* V&t. .Hava Ham barren 
A*S* Eve Cham Games Car ran* • •. ... •
X,at'*~mbw. > A^S^m-, *-h*** Vgt» Bfembre A.£* ac * Man re • g*Me rare s*'
V'
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Lat.ph- > A ♦ S • f-. Vgt« Pharao pherezeus Phillstinorura phison 
A.S* Farsone fferetie Fillstea Pison,
Xat.-v- > A.S.-b- Vgt.Svilath. A.S. Bbeleao.
Iat.-«- > A.S*-t— Vgt. pherezeus A.S* Feretie.
* » . • «*■» 1 ^^ I^ |R (in. igw w mil .................. nW*
Lat.-y- > A.S.-i-/-y- Vgt. Aegyptum Aegyptii Assyrios Baby­
lon. A.S. Sgypte< ggiptiso Assirie Babylones Bab11one, 
tet.-am is lost. Vgt. Mathusalam A.S. Mathusal.
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APPfflPlX XV
The Declension of Romes in Genesis .A
with the ejcception 01: 'Baby Jones, ■and Jordane aX
nouns distinctly rec?^oi&abXe £ *»a deolension are ©enfs
names s
s<n.f Aeron ,.•1710a s#eg* Arenas 1914c.1
Abel 969a
171 /v
Abeles 977c♦t 7*^1 K
Ade© .
J* I *K W5?*- 
170a
«oreA*c?wee
Adames
*4* f 4r 4*. m
176b
Anar 2027a Anoree 2152c
<Mn 969a
jflooyxones
Caines 976b
Oainan U49b Cainenes (MS. Caines)
Che© 1241b Chames
4<wW
1615c
Chus 1617a. Chuaos • 1629c
Knos (both) 1055b &oses 1064c 1163c
SschoX - 2027b liscoles 2152b
Xefeth 1242a lafebes 1612b
Lemeh (both) 1075b Lemehes . 1061b
1 9KKh
Doth 1715b
jucsttfewie&r
bathes
W tr
2023b
Roe . 1265b
1 OA/Ws
Hoes 1240b
be©
Geth
tj&a
1106b
*^ewes
bathes
iw^vr
1133b
s«ao« Menre 2027& Mamres 2152a
Rebrofees
bares
1628c
2054c
s«n* I&red (deso*i9f (Min) 
1063b s»<i. larede 1067®
Abiaeleh 2669a Abimelehe 2742b
s«ao> Isaac 2229a Xsaoe 2363c
Faraone
Xordevne
166 OP.
1921c
To these should probably be •??4£e£t /
s.n* iswahel 2266b Ismael 2358c .
The *4 d<aoleneion ;Lo reserved for the names
••' ;i " 1
■’ -1 9 V 1
-•'i
■.'.yj 
••••'-! 
■V.j : ’ ..; 
a
i-i
nations? • ' -
Jimy uflliflff /3»1tO01 ■fl lX
1, to save space only typical or significant instances ore 
cited*
p«n,; g^pta ? .
Uomorre
Sodcantare
p*&c* Aoraonltare 
. Moabitare
1624a p*g« ISgiptb 
, ;Sgipto!'
1997a Ooaorra
1996b
2620b
2637b
as is; the ««u declension
p*ee*; ASodowa 2077b„ p.g. godow
ec* -Ebreo - . '
1768a
1666a
z'SSla^
1928b
The following nouns, are alee strong, though there, 
is not enough evidence to allocate thess to one declension 
or another* '
Bersabea 2859b feratio 1909b
Caldea 
••/Cenanea :
1730b_
1733a5
-fillstea 
Sennere
28J5&
1668b
Ethiopia 228b
and- it will be observed that all are again nernes o
women»i
The weeft {
3 names:
-n) declension is mostly used
Eve . 166a. s.g. Euan 967a
1077a. d. Aden 1092a
' -asrra
Sella
1723a4
1077a
G&rran
SelX&n
2216a
1092a
Xt inc:ludes however three ether inames;
s<ac.* Gomorran , 1966b Gomorran 1926a
Sodomn 2008a5 Sodoman 1926a.
* P*6» EleMternn 1960b
Mt#»jMt wi>• e& ?(w«r j?t um* ewwi **w*/; *a» --jw <e\!
1. but p.ao, Goroorra, 2078a 2507a = .
2. but also' ‘.Sbrei 1646b, though only once ont of
occurrences of tMs word in this cose*
5. but also onoe (feneneie X764&*
4. but also onoe garre 22?2b end once Sferrun. 2390a
5. but also once sodoiae 1975b.
464'
but it is noteworthy that in each case the Latin equivalent 
is ^feminine* in form viz* Gomorra, sodom, Elamitarum*
Some of the Biblical names are treated as in* 
declinables, , . . . • . . .
s.n. Bethlem 1799b s#ac*
s*d#
Bethlem
Bethlem
1876b
1930a
s.n* Sennar 1655a s#d. Sennar 1701b
s.ac. Carrsn 1747b s «d» Carran 1736b
e*ae« sigor 2522a s * d* aiegor 2533b
s.d. Donasco 2082b
s.d. Sicea (MS. Siam)
1765a
and it is probable that many more would fail into this cat* 
egory if the evidence were sufficient* Ail those quoted 
are place-names* but three women’s names are also appar*
.ently treated as indeclinable, viz,
s*n» Agar 2249a s,&e# Agar 2765a
sued# Moab 2610b , '
s#ac# Ammon 2614b
Again the A*S* poet may have followed the Vulgate* in which 
these names are indeclinable*
finally, many names cannot be characterised as 
they occur only once* or in only one cases
Ambr&fsl 1962b s*n# Mathus&l 1069a (both)
Armenia 1425b Melchisedec2102b ;
Chanan (is# Cham) 
1617 b $ ilus 2210b
Bber 1645b Orlahcmor 1962a
JSbrisc 2446a Sodomisc 1935a
Egyptisc 2229a
1188b
, Solomia 2101a
Enoch Tigris 231a
Geomor 1610b Tubal Cain 1083b
232bGeon 250b s#ac# Assirie
label 1078a Ebeleac (MiS.Hebeleac)
Iared 1174b/ ■. ■ * 224a
Geared 1181a Eufraten 234a . .
(desc*of Seth) Pison 222a '
Ualalehel 1066b
•• (both
• • xt noticeable that, the poet’s- method- of \?
forming hin declensions agrees with hie transliterating# //; 
the tot in" stew in accepted entire, s#g# tot# toldeorum 
A#-S# tolde- end the appropriate ending*- attached* with no - 
syncopation of the atom or other alteration except to avoid 
a triphthong’ in .the s#s# and' a • d# of S2S«
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